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SUMMARY 

The present work is an attempt to study the poetry of the 

late 17th early 18th century Ottoman writer Nl bi according to 

the principles of literary criticism as applied in other 

literatureS. A detailed examination of the Diván has been made, 

both in the published editions and in manuscripts, in order to 

date the poems to particular period of the poet's career, and 

to demonstrate the development of his artistic personality over 

the years. Although Nab' is shown to be a faithful exponent of 

the traditional values and conventions of Perso- Ottoman poetry, 

stress is also laid on those individual qualities that lead him 

to be regarded as the greatest literary figure of his age and 

the founder of a school which was to survive down to the mid -19th 

century. In addition, the details of his biography have been 

examined and certain persistent errors which appear in the 

literary histories have been corrected; the corpus of his works, 

published and unpublished, has been studied for the contribution 

that they could make to this purpose. Although in a work of 

this nature occasional subjective judgments and preferences. have 

been made there has been throughout a conscious attempt to 

evaluate his poetry in the light of contemporary Ottoman taste. 



PREFACE 

The study here presented is an attempt at the literary 

analysis of a significant section of the work of a prominent 

Ottoman poet. Although work on divan literature has in recent 

years shown a new vitality, presenting us with critical editions 

of important authors and establishing the biographies of the 

prominent figures of each age, we are still without any 

critical statement of the aesthetic of the literature which 

can be used as the basis of judgments and comparisons. This 

poetry was the artistic achievement of the whole Ottoman period, 

more representative of the spirit of the society than any of 

the other forms of creative expression, and to treat it simply 

as philological or historical material must deprive us of our 

most important imaginative access to the mind and the 

temperament of the past. 

Any work of this nature will be subject to certain 

limitations, not least of which must be the lack of experience 

in the researcher in the still inadequately charted field of 

Persian and Ottoman literary history. The poetry of both 

these literatures develops parallel to each other, and the 

distinctions which are to be observed in the various periods of 

their history are so tenuous that only the most mature and 

dedicated scholar can hope to achieve the authority that would 
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allow summary judgement on the merits or otherwise of any 

single poet. 

Again, the lack of materials will be a constant problem. 

With the exception of Fuzúli,l no Ottoman poet has been the 

subject of bibliographical study, and whoever would work on a 

particular author must supply this deficiency to the best that 

his situation allows. It was for this reason that only one part 

of Nábi's work was chosen for study; the gazel, by its very 

nature, is the one form in which the poet is allowed personal 

expression, and in Nábi's Divan the number and diversity of the 

gazelsrlre such that one can reasonably expect to gain an insight 

into the man through their examination. Moreover, the Bulak 

edition of the Divan is, in most respects, reliable (though its 

readings, of course, were in every instance controlled by other 

manuscripts), and it afforded a convenience of reference without 

which the work would have been immeasurably more complicated. 

What is attempted here, therefore, is no more than an approach 

to Ottoman divan poetry through the study of one of its most 

distinguished representatives. For the reasons advanced above, 

it makes no claim to be exhaustive, but it has exposed to the 

researcher at least the charm of this literature, and if some of 

this has been communicated in the analysis, the purpose of the 

study will have been fulfilled. 

1. Müjgan Cunbur, Fti.izûlî hakkinda bir Bibliyografya Denemesi, 

(Istanbul, 1956). 



INTRODUCTION 

STUDIES AND APPRECIATIONS OF THE 

WORK OF NABI 



A. STUDIES AND APPRECIATIONS Oí 'l-1E WORli OF NABI 

Studies of individual divans are very rare,1 and for the 

purpose of the present dissertation, the following system has 

been adopted: 

In the first instance, the gazels are analysed according 

to their prosodical features, and an attempt has been made to 

classify them into metrical groups, further subdivided in 

accordance with the length of the redïf. The justification for 

this lies in the very nature of the beyt itself. Once the 

matla` has been enunciated, the subsequent beyts of the gazel 

1. In fact, the only two works in any European language which 

can be regarded as studies of individual divans are both by 

Jan Rypka, Beiträge zur Biographie, Charakteristik and Inter- 

pretation des türkischen Dichters Sa'bit, (Prague, 1924), and 

Bagi als Ghazeldichter, (Prague, 1926). These excellent 

studies however, unfortunately, did not inspire any similar 

works, and they remain almost unique in the field. In 

Turkish, too, we do not find many published studies of 

individual divans. Virtually every important poet has been 

the subject of one or more of the dissertations presented as 

a requirement for graduation in the Faculties of Letters of 

both Istanbul and Ankara Universities. But these, of course, 

are but initial pieces of research, limited in scope and 

ambition. Prof. Ali Nihad Tarlan's analysis of the Divan of 

§eyhi can be regarded as almost a pioneer work in the field of 

literary analysis; also Hasibe Mazioglu's 'u üli- Háfiz, iki 

air Arasinda Bir Karp.laTt1rma, (Ankara, 1956), is a most 

ambitious and successful attempt at a comparison of two of the 

most important poets in Ottoman and Persian literature. 



are determined by the rhyme and redïf there established. 

Consequently, we may regard these as the nuclear element in the 

thought of the line. That this will be revealing of the thought 

processes of the poet is obvious, and it will emerge from the 

study that Näbi exhibits an individual and characteristic 

mentality, distinguishing him in the whole field of divan poetry. 

It is probably this quality of Nábi that most influenced those 

poets who succeeded him and, therefore, it is valuable to have 

this form of approach to his thinking. 

The system which has been used in transcribing the poems 

requires some explanation. Consonants have been represented 

uniformly according to the system of the Committee set up by 

Istanbul University for this purpose,1 and which is also used 

in the Islam Ansiklopedisi. However, the representation of 

vowel sounds presents a serious difficulty. There is as yet 

no scholarly study of the historical pronunciation of Turkish 

and it is recognized that by the time of Nábi much of the 

orthography of the language was conventional rather than phonetic. 

The printed texts of the nineteenth century, of course, should be 

treated with caution, for spelling could have been modernized by 

the editors. This, however, was not the case, for in most 

instances the printed texts faithfully represent the orthography 

of early manuscripts. Yet the orthography of these texts is 

not consistent and, therefore, it was decided to adopt a more 

archaic representation of the vowels of suffixes as attested by 

1. Turk Ilmi Transkripsiyon Kilavuzu, (Istanbul, 19 46). 



vowelled manuscripts of the previous century. The benefits of 

this are not only that it allows a consistent transcription 

throughout the work, but it also allows for a somewhat closer 

correspondence between the poems of Nábi and those of his pre- 

decessors. There is, moreover, ample justification for adopting 

this presumably archaic representation, for we are informed by 

Viguier that there did exist a learned pronunciation alongside 

that of the popular speech.1 Moreover the conversations given 

in transcription at the end of the short grammar by the almost 

contemporary Thomas Vaughan2 roughly correspond to this older 

orthography and may be presumed to reflect the pronunciation of 

Nabi's time. 

1. M. Viguier, Elements de la Langue Turque, (Constantinople, 

1790), pp. vi, 35. 

"Une partie de ces précieux avantages s'évanouit dans la 

récitation de la poësie, & dans la lecture de la prose Turque, 

ou l'on est convenu de se servir d'une prononciation mitoyenne, 

entre celle de l'écriture, dont se découvrent des traces 

sensibles parmi les.peysans Asiatiques les plus éloignés de 

Constantinople, & celle de l'honnête conversation dans la 

capitale. Cette prononciation de simple convention est pour 

les maîtres & les disciples, un véhicule à la lecture de 

manuscrits, où l'on conserve assez habituellement l'orthographe 

primitive; & cette orthographe est une des règles, qui 

dirigent la versification." 

2. Thomas Vaughan, A Grammar of the Turkish Language, (London, 

1709). 



An additional effort towards systematic analysis is in 

the classification of rhymed words and a comparison of their 

usage in various situations. This, as will be apparent, is 

but an extension of the preceding classification, and its 

purpose is the same: namely, to find some avenue to the 

characteristic thought of the poet. Less systematic analyses 

have been made of the foreign elements, Arabic and Persian, in 

his vocabulary, terkTb and peculiarity of izáfet. 

Such mechanical treatment of a work of artistic pretension 

is confessedly alien to the entire purpose of the poet. And 

yet, that it does have value, if only as a guide through an 

unusually long Dïvdn, will, it is hoped, be apparent from the 

present study. 

A.1. OTTOMAN 

The contemporary Ottoman accounts of Ndbi are limited to 

three works, two of which are of the Tezkiretti' §41`arä class 

of biography. Such materials, as is well recognised, are 

usually inadequate to answer the questions which the modern mind 

would ask of a biography and too much, therefore, cannot be 

expected of them. The third work, that of eyhi, belongs 

properly to `Ulemá biography and (as in the present instance) 

where it treats of an individual who was not of this class, we 

find it inaccurate as well as inadequate. Certain other Ottoman 



materials which are mentioned in the bibliography to Abdtilkadir 

harahan's article on liNb3. in the Islam Ansiklopedisi were not 

available for study, but what information could be derived from 

them does not seem to be important. As is usually the case, 

our most reliable sources of information are Näb3's own writings, 

and it is on these primarily that his biography has been 

established. 

The first, in time, of the tezkires is that of Salim Efendi 1 

which is, in one important respect, the least satisfying of the 

works of this genre in Ottoman biographical literature. It 

rarely attempts to relate the poets with whom it deals to one 

another, and studiously avoids the incidental detail and anecdote 

which make the tezkires of `Asik çelebi, hindli -Zdde and Latifi 

such rich sources for the cultural and social scene of the periods 

of which they treat. Even Safá'i, whom Salim so unjustly dis- 

parages,2 is superior to him in this respect, though his concern 

1. Salim, Tezkiretü's-sü`arä., (Istanbul, 1315). 

2. "Zamänumuzda.tert3b-i tezkiretü's-sü`arä eyleyen (Safá'3) 

nani nä-safvet fark-i ähäd-i ricälü'1-kemä.le kudreti 

olmadigindan böyle bir át-i kemäl-ittisäfuñtercümesini sebt 

ii test3r ve rüznärneçe-i hällerini bast u tahrir eyledügi 

mahalde dest-i pehnä-yi sühanda müfsid maktilesi ola n Fenä'ï 

nani erbäb-i kernäl düsmeni bir nä-säyän suhanuñ heväyï suyinda 

bunlaruñ ba`z-i gazellerine icrä eyledügi tezyifi tahrir ve bu 

misllü cerideler macmü`a-i edeb ü`irfän olacak iken bilä- 

mücib bu gähe terrühät sebk U testir eylemek mücerred kendinüñ 

hamäkatina u tab`-i nä-matbú`inuñ belähetine haml olunur 

(Istanbul 1315), p. 262. 



for accuracy of statement may not be so great. Salim modeled 

his work on the biographies of the `Ulema, and he is most 

characteristic when he faithfully recounts the progress of one 

of his subjects from medrese to medrese, or caia to kaia. 

this type of information he clearly had access to official 

registers; however, in dealing with individuals outside the 

`Ulemá class, such as Nabi, he had to rely on other sources, 

and the degree of accuracy is correspondingly reduced.1 

For 

He did, 

however, have personal contact with Nabi between the years 1122 

and 1124, and his impressions are consequently of exceptional 

value in this respect. Moreover, he was the son -in -law of 

Rami Mehmed Paa, Nabi's old friend and colleague, and it is 

certain that he must have heard many reminiscences of the poet 

which, if he had recorded them, would have greatly facilitated 

an imaginative approach to this elusive personality. 

Salim was born in 1099,2 and therefore was a young man in 

his early twenties when he met Nabi. His work was completed in 

1134, ten years after the poet's death, and it is probable that 

much of the information which he had acquired through hearsay 

had been forgotten. On the occasion of their meeting, Salim, 

himself a poet of merit, presented Nábi with a &azel which he 

had composed, whereupon the old poet wrote a nazire which is 

included in both the tezkire and the Divan. 

The second tezkire which notices Nabi is that of Mustafa 

Safa'i which was completed in 1132.3 There is no evidence that 

1. For example he speaks of Safa'i's tezkire - for which he 

actually wrote a takriz - as being completed in 1133 instead 

of 1132. Ibid., p. 430. 

2. Omer Faruk Akün, tslám Anisklopedisi, X, p. 130. 

3. Safa'i, Tezkiretül- Wara. Millet, Ali Emiri, No. 771, p. 425. 
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Safá'i had any personal acquaintance with Nab', though it is 

obvious that (like Salim) he had access to a fairly complete 

copy of the Divan when he was writing his notice. This would 

have been sometime between 1124 and 1132, and his words are 

evidence of the reputation of labi in Istanbul at this time. 

In general, his information on biographical details is suspect 

(when not demonstrably inaccurate) but he does serve to complete, 

in some measure, the notice of Sálim. It is Safd'i who tells 

us that in 1120 the Sadra`zam Çorlu'lu `Ali Paa deprived Nabi 

of the mdlikane which he was living on in Haleb, and adds that 

öazels Nos. 246 and 415 in the Divan were written on this 

occasion. 1 He also mentions that Nabi was given the office of 

mukábele -i süvá.ri on his return to Istanbul, as well as bas - 

muhasebegi in the Divan -i Hümáyún. Safi quotes six ta'ri.s 

on the poet's death, the first of which by Sadik Efendi contains 

the following beyts which show the reputation Nábi had gained 

during his life -time. 

Gazelde Sá'ib ü `Örfi idi semt-i kasá'idde 

Tasavvufda Celálü'1-Din idi hikmetde Fará.bi 

Nedim-i bezm-i tasu' l-has [sic]2 idi mir ü vesirá.na 

ïiibar-i devlet idi ekserïyá yá.r u ahbábi 

He also relates the interesting story that the scholar Nanisali 

Mahmild Efendi was entertaining friends in his home when the news 

1. This statement is typical of the unreliability of Safá'i, and 

illustrates the caution with which he must be used. Although 

hazel No.415 could possibly be connected with this event, for 

its absence from the 1118 recension of the Divan indicates that 

it was written sometime later; it is quite impossible that No. 

246 could be similarly connected, because it is found in the 

first recension of the Divan which could not be later than 1108. 

2. For Uässu' 1- }ass. 
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of Nábi's death reached them. They opened his Diván to see 

which beyt would appear as a fál and the following emerged: 

Kimdür bizi inen` eyleyecek dá.r -i 1 cenändan 

A'Ievrús -i pederdür girerez háne bizümdür2 

(Divan, III, no.78/5, p. 31) 

The significance of this is that it shows that already copies of 

Nábi's Divan were readily available among learned people of the 

period. 

The information given by §ey#ï, (Vaká'i`ü'1- Fuzalá, II)3 

is very scant and in many places - as for instance, his placing 

the pilgrimage made by Nábï in 1096 - obviously inaccurate. He 

gives us one precise date when he mentions that it was in §a`bán 

1122 that Nabi arrived in Istanbul. It would seem that §eyï33 

was using the tezkire of afá'i in writing his notice, and the 

taris of both Vehbi and SadIk are repeated here. From the 

selection of Näbi's verses which he includes in his notice, we 

can judge that §ey4i, too, had access to a copy of the Divan. 

The continuing appreciation of Nábi throughout the 18th 

and early 19th centuries is amply attested by his imitators. 

It is singular, therefore, that we should find in the notice of 

`0smán -Záde Ta'ib (d. 1136) on Rami Paga in the Hadikatü'1- 

vüzerá,4 the astonishing assertion that although Rami was at 

1. In the Divan (bag -i cenandan). 

2. This verse is also quoted in the Harabát, II, (Istanbul, 

1291 -92), p. 90. 

3. Veliyü'l -Din Efendi Ktb 2362, fol. 283. 

4. (Istanbul, 1271), pp. 128 -30. There is a defect in the 

printed text in this passage, but the part which makes this 

comparison with Nabi is clear. 
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first a disciple of Nab! he ultimately excelled him as a poet. 

Td ib goes on to quote the following misrä`: 

lhäbil -i :3ágird olan üstäd olur üstäddan 

Why a man who was himself one of the foremost poets of the 

succeeding generation could make such a glaringly unjust 

comparison is difficult to understand or explain. The same 

opinion is expressed by Müstecäbi -Zäde `Ismet Efendi in the 

section devoted to Rama in }ta ik Resäd's Esläf.l In this case, 

however, we can safely assume that he was deriving his attitude 

as well as his information from `Osman -Zäde. 

The most notorious of the criticisms of Näbi is, of course, 

that made by eyb. Oälib in the introduction to his Hüsn ü `I0k.2 

Although his remarks bear specifically on the Hayräbád, and are 

transparently motivated by indignation that a secular poet like 

Nab! should presume to tamper with the work of a mystic saint 

ofyeyh `Attär's renown, one of his points is worth dwelling 

upon in as much as it could be taken as applying also to the 

gazels, and as Gibbi seems to have been influenced by it in his 

judgment of the Divan as a whole. It has to do with the Persian 

element in Näbi's language: 

Manzüine -i fárisi -ve§ ebyät 
Bi- l -cümle tetäbu` -i izäfät 

1. (Istanbul, 1311 -12), I, p. 167. 

2. The text used is that published in Istanbul in 1342 in the 

Mahfil literary series. 

3. L.J.W. Gibb, A History of Ottoman Poetry, Vol. III, (London, 

1904). 
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tnsá.ya virür eger9i zinet 

T,irki söz i9inde ` ayr-i s iklet 

Az olsa eger degüldü mani` 

Dirdük aria belki de sana'i` (H5: p. 9-10) 

This, no doubt, was prompted by certain sections of the Iayrabád 

in which Nab! was trying to achieve an original flavour in the 

Turkish mesnevi by virtually converting it from Persian. It 

can be generally agreed that his efforts in this purpose were 

not successful, and even his great champion, 2iyá Paya, has to 

make his advanced years an excuse for the apparent failure. 

What cannot be accepted, however, is that Nab! was unaware of 

what he was doing, or that he employed this style without a well - 

defined purpose. As to whether it is suitable to Turkish or 

not is a matter of individual taste; in the next line but one 

Oálib himself writes the misra`: 

Evsáf -i Burák -i Fahr -i `alem 

with no awareness of tetábu`. 

Vasfi Mahir Kocatürk, was the first to remark how misplaced 

was much of Gálib's criticism, and he goes as far as to say that 

the Hayrábad was, in fact, a precedent and a model for Hüsn U 

l To adduce from this stricture, as Gibb apparently does, 

that all the work of Nab! is marked by the same Persianization 

is quite without foundation, as will be argued later in this 

work in the section devoted to the language of the Divan. 

1. Vasfi Mahir Kocatürk, TUrk Edebiyati Tarihi. (Ankara, 1964), 

P. 463. 
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A.2. MODERN 

a. Tanzimat and post -Tanzimat Turkish authors. 

The various factors which led to the creation of a new 

literature and different critical attitudes in the Tanzimat 

period have been well studied and explained, and we can accept 

that the new social order which was brought about by the reforms 

and innovations were bound to have their reflections in the 

literature. Unfortunately, in their enthusiasm for the new, 

the literary reformers felt it incumbent upon them to deny the 

value of the past, and they felt that the trends which they were 

pursuing could only be justified by exposing the fallacy of olden 

ways. Such an attitude is, of course, quite contrary to the 

principles of modern literary criticism which would maintain that 

the specifically artistic creations of every age and every region 

have an intrinsic and unique value which in themselves are as 

much the products of social influences as are the writings of the 

reformers. Just as it would be ridiculous to claim that Ottoman 

poetry should have continued to be written in the style of Näb3 

for all time to come, so too is it untenable to maintain, as some 

of the Tanzimat critics would seem to imply, that this type of 

poetry should never have been written at all. The most glaring 

defect of Tanzimat literary criticism was that it was conceived 

without reference to literary history and its conclusions were 

frequently invalidated by the very reason and logic of its 

arguments. 

The above remarks, as will be clear, refer to the work of 
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Recä'i -Zäde Mahrnúd Ekrem and, in particular, to his major work, 

the Ta'11m -i Edebiyát.l Throughout this work there is constant 

reference to the writings of Näbi whom Ekrem does the compliment 

of treating as the representative figure of divan poetry, and it 

would be easy, but profitless, to refute his statements one by 

one. The aspect of Ekrem's work which most challenges refutation 

is the general attitude of confidence in his own judgments which 

were transmitted to an entire generation of Turks concerned with 

literature, shaping their thoughts, and creating their values. 

Thus, we can find in an early work by Mehmed Fu ad Köprülii2 (who 

was certainly the most eminent literary scholar of modern Turkey) 

judgments repeated from Ekrem which Köprülü in later years 

1. Istanbul, 1330. Another work in which he mentions Nabi, 

kudemädan bir Kaç §ä'ir [Kitäbhäne -i Ebü'z- 2iyä1. (Istanbul, 

1305), pp. 28 -38, is generally considered to be of slight 

importance. Isma'il Habib [ Seviik idismisses it as triviality: 

(Turk Teceddüd Edebiyät Ta'rihi, [ Istanbul, 19251, p. 198.) 

"Ekrem Begüñ tenkid ve edebiyät vädisinde 

`Ta` 13m -i Edebiyät' clan daha bir kaç 
eseri vardur:biri `Kudemädan bir 3faç 

dür ki bunufi kiymeti yokdur," 

and Ahmed Hamdi Tanpinar does not even mention it among Ekrem's 

works in his article on him in the Islam Ansiklopedisi, IV, 

pp. 218 -221. However, in this work Ekrem does commit himself 

to citing beyts by Näbi of which he disapproves and which he 

likes. Although this contributes very little to our critical 

appreciation of Näbi, it does give us an impression of 

Ekrem's own tastes. It is, also, the source for certain of 

Gibb's judgments. 

2. Yeñi `Osmänli Ta'r%h-i Edebiyäti, (Istanbul, 1332). 
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certainly wmild not have wished to maintain. Y,r 7n::t.4.0y41 h4 

can quote with opparont approval krera t s tat remark; "IMb+lr 

ááärinda bulmak baldiranle,r iÇinde <0e1.arr,:/ye r,et;zer ^`i.- 

In his brief reference to Nab! in the k ski :.iv:a.ri 

Edebiyati Antolojisi2 he is much more restrained in his remarks, 

though even here one might take exception to his insistence on 

the influence of the Persian poet -'ib on the works of MI. 
In his introduction to vol. V of Gibb's A history of Ottoman 

Poetry, Professor Browne envies the amount of critical literature 

which the Ottomans produced in the latter part of the nineteenth 

century, deploring the absence of such materials loor his own 

special interest, Persian literature.3 He was clearly unaware 

of the frequently trivial quality of this criticism and, in 

particular, of the petty spite which animated much of the work 

of this nature produced at the time. It is, of course, possible 

to arrange these critics into two camps: the modernists and the 

traditionalists, but each group overlaps the other in so 

respects that precise attitudes and conceptions are difficult to 

discern. Therefore, while we can expect Diu` allim Yy ci to onpose 

automatically anything put forward by Ekrem, still in the short 
r 

notice which he gives to Nábï in his Esámi4 after a pean of praise, 

1. This remark, in slightly different words, is apparently to be 

found in kudemddan bir i'aç W ir: "baldiran11z için 8e çrçe . 
toplamak." 

2. (Istanbul, 1934), pp. 320-327. 

3. p. vi. 

4. (Istanbul, 1308) pp. 313-310. 
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he still admits: Mia` amáfih zamdnumuzda memnia.niyetle mutala` a 

olmayacak pelt 9ok sözleride vardur." 
1 

The one aspect of Nábï v s 

work which was most calculated to appeal to the literary mentality 

of a professional writer such as Naci was his superb command of 

language: "seláset -i edd cehetï -yle devrinde hak3lïaten teferrild 

itmiOür." 2 The same judgment is expressed in his Istiláhat -i 

Edeb!ye,3 where in his explanation of the rhetorical term - sehl -i 

mümteni` - he singles out Näbi as the chief exponent of this 

Quality in Ottoman literature. 

An even more ardent admirer of NRbi in this period was 

2ijrá Paa4 who, in both his introduction and his selection 

for his three volume anthology entitled Harábá.t5 demonstrates 

how persistent was the influence of this poet over a century 

and a half after his death. Nábi is coupled with the great 

Nef`z as the two provincial poets who most elevated the 

language of Istanbul to literary perfection. Although he does 

not think very highly of his ILasides (feeling them to be forced 

and artificial and beneath the capabilities of such a talented 

1. Ibid., p. 314. 

2. Ibid. 

3. (tstanbul, 1307) p. 226. 

4. Námll. Kemal (Ta`kTb, p. 1001) correctly describes 2iyd Paa's 

appreciation of N.b3 with the words: üdebd -yi Rúmuñ 

cüiiilesine mürecceh. 
5. (Istanbul, 1291 -2). 
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poet), he conceded a certain merit to the tevhidl and a few 

other of his kasides. But it is as a ¿azel- writer that he 

singles him out for his highest praise. Unlike certain other 

critics, Giyä Pasa finds Nábi's adaptations of the Persian style 

commendable and he dwells upon the simplicity and clarity of 

his language. He recognizes that Nabi was the creator of a 

distinct style in Ottoman divan poetry and he mentions eight 

poets whom he regards belonging to this school.2 

The famous criticism of the Harábát by Nämik Kemal3 is 

marred on every page by petty spite expressed in a carping 

pedantry and with an exaggerated, tasteless irony. It could 

hardly have been a work of this nature that would have excited 

the envy of Edward Browne, and too, the modern student of 

Ottoman literature. It seems to be more revealing of Namik 

Kemal's own character than as a contribution to literary 

criticism. Nevertheless, Kemal, too, accepts Nábi as O edib -i 

1. This poem was written especially for inclusion in the 1118 

recension of the Divan, as can be judged by its dedication 

to Silähdar Ibrahim Pasa. V.M. Kocatürk says that it is a 

nazire to Nadiri (TÜrk Edebiyati Tarihi, [Ankara, 1964], 

p. 457), though beyond the fact that they are both written 

in the same rhyme and metre, there is nothing to indicate 

imitation (Divan -1 Nádiri, Topkapi, Revan 774). 

2. Räsid ile Vecdi, Lem3, Rami. 
Rá ib, `Asim, I'ünif ü Sámï 

01 mektebe oldular müdävim. 

01 h'aceden oldular müläzim. 

3. Neither Nämlk Kemal's Tahrib -i Harábát (Istanbul 1303) nor 

his Ta`kib (Istanbul, 1303) were available for study in 

these editions published by Ebü'z -2iya. Reference is made, 

instead, to their original appearance in the Mecmú`at -1 Ebü'z- 

Giyá: Tahrib, I, no. 11; II, nos. 19 -24. Ta`kib, III, nos. 

30 -36. 
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sahib- fasahatl and his chief complaint against Giya Paga is 

that he does not include the best of Nabi's poems in his 

anthology. This is, of course,ultimately a matter of personal 

taste, and although the beyts which he suggests should find 

inclusion are all singularly meritorious,2 those selected by 

2iya Pasa are all of particular interest as well. 

As an example of the type of criticism offered by Namik 

Kemal, one may cite his reasons for objecting to the following 

very amusing beyts. 

Göstermesiin o kaht-i slihan meclisi ru 4a 

Ií' alúde -i tenahnuh ola lafz- i nesteler 
Here Kemal objects to the use of the Persian izáfet between the 

Arabic lafz and the Turkish nesteler, though of course, it is 

perfectly permissible in both classical and modern Persian to 

introduce a foreign word or expression in this way. The beyt 

itself is so characteristic of Nabi's poetical style and so 

revealing of his personality that it would be a distinct loss to 

exc7,de it from the anthology for the reasons proposed by Kemal, 

1. Tatlab, p. 971 

2. Although Namik Kemal had spoken earlier of the printed Divan 

(Ta`kïb, p. 971), it would seem from the variations in the 

beyts which he quotes that he was also using a manuscript. 

Indeed, there is some question as to whether he actually had 

the printed edition available, for in this same passage he 

attributes to Nabi a gazel (Ml: -er mesrebiimcedür) not to be 

found therein. It is interesting to note that the beyts 

which he proposes for inclusion are from gazels which Gibb 

includes in HOP, e.g. nos. 247 (HOP, III, 339), 26(HOP,III, 

33f). 
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even if they were correct. It is very revealing of the 

mentality of the literary reformers of the Tanzimat that, in 

their own way, they were more formalistic and pedantic than 

their predecessors. 

b. Modern Turkish and European authors 

Of the modern Turkish works in which mention is made of 

Ná.b3, only a few deserve notice. Reference has already been 

made to Yeñi `Osmanli Ta'rih. -i Edebiyati by Köprülü, but this 

is not the work of mature scholarship which we have grown to 

expect from this author. Mehmed Fu'á.d röprülü has not devoted 

a particular study to our poet, but yet he, more than anyone 

else, created the school of literary history and criticism 

which is the dominant force in Ottoman studies today. 

The chief defect in the works of earlier scholars - with the 

notable exception of those by Sadettin Nüzhet Ergun - is the 

absence of a sense of that historical development which has 

produced the work which they may have under consideration. This 

is why Ekrem's criticism impresses us as purely theoretical, and 

why Námi1 Kemal's strictures on the Harabá.t appear to be as 

capricious as they are captious. It was 2iyá Pasa, however, 

who first demonstrated an awareness of historical principle in 

literary studies, though one would have to agree that this is 

confined to the introduction to his anthology rather than in the 

poems he selected for inclusion. 
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The selection from the poems of Nabi made by Mehmed Fu'ad 

1:öprülü for his Divan Edebiyati Antoloj.isi is judicious and well - 

balanced, and probably represents the most serious study of the 

Divan since 2iya Paa. Any anthology, it need hardly be said, 

is an exercise of individual judgment, and one would hesitate to 

criticize höprülti on the ground of his inclusions or omissions. 

It is sufficient praise to say that his necessarily limited 

selection present a valid interpretation of Nabi as a creative 

personality. 

There is little that need be said about Ibrahim Alaettin 

Gövsa]'s short work on Nab' which appeared in the Milli hütüphane 

Edebiyat Serasi,1 except that one could wish that it were of the 

same quality as the works which Sadettin Nüzhet contributed to 

the same series. In the introduction, the author tells us that 

he spent several weeks reading the Divan in order to prepare his 

work, an admission which betrays a fundamental error in the 

conception of the nature of divan poetry itself. Every gazel 

in a divan was conceived as unity in itself and is properly to 

be understood in isolation from the other gazels which adventitiously 

surround ft t ; n t, e . The straightforward type of reading 

which Gövsa professes to have made will tend to distract the 

attention from the total personality of the poet into a concen- 

tration on what is merely quotable or otherwise singular. To a 

certain extent, it must be admitted that Gövsa's selections from 

the Divan are individual. However, even allowing for their 

1. No. 16, Istanbul, 1933. 
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brevity, they can hardly be said to afford an adequate 

representation of the many- faceted artistic personality of the 

poet. 

Of all the modern Turkish scholars who have dealt with Nabi, 

it is probably only Abdülkadir Larahan who could be regarded as 

having, to any degree, specialised in our poet. His contribution 

consists of the volume on Nábi in the Varlik Türk Klâsikleri, (1953) 

No. 19, and an article in the tslâm Ansikolopedisi, IX, 

pp. 3 -7. Neither of these, one regrets to say, in adequate 

either in respect of scholarship or of aesthetic discernment. 

Without here entering into the numerous errors of fact, mis- 

statements, untenable judgments and vague assertions - most of 

which will be alluded to in the course of the present work - one 

rust, however, allude to the general attitude towards literary 

history which vitiates so much of the recent work in this field 

by modern Turkish scholars. The impression is given that the 

authors dealt with are more interesting as historical figures 

than as literary personalities and their works are treated more as 

sources for biography than as the creative achievements which make 

their writers worthy of notice. It is not surprising, therefore, 

that we find no evidence in harahan of a fresh, receptive approach 

to Nabi's Divan; the poems which have attracted his attention are 

those which have already been noticed by his prede(essors. His 

Varlik anthology, in addition, is marred by numerous typographical 

errors which have not been corrected in subsequent printings and 

the impression is created of haste and carelessness wholly out 
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of accord with the importance of the poet. It betokens ill 

for the future of Ottoman literary studies that their consul- 

ship should pass into the hands of people incapable of responding 

to their charm. 

Of all the works that have been written about Nábï, none 

is more perceptive or original in its judgments than the section 

devoted to him in Vasfi Mahir Kocatürk's TUrk Edebiyati Tarihi.l 

Although forming but a single inclusion in a general history of 

Turkish literature, the article exhibits a very careful study of 

the Divan by a mind not prejudiced by previous appraisals, and 

indeed, it does much to re- instate the reputation of Nábi to 

what it was before the disparagement of the Tanzimat critics 

made it fashionable to dismiss him. His analysis of the 

spiritual attitude which created the famous Miiljammes penetrates 

deeply to the very personality of Nábi, and he is the first to 

pronounce this work as the masterpiece that it is. In the 

'azels, too, he can see more than the hikmet- fürü0luk which other 

critics have found a convenient classifying index for Ná.bi; he 

dwells upon the lyricism and the evocative use of imagery which 

compare with the works of the greatest masters of the form. 

Moreover, he seems to have formed an appreciation of the person- 

ality of the poet, and he sees him as the moderate, civilized 

man eschewing excess and representing all the highest virtues 

of his society. All the conclusions of the present study are 

1. Ankara, 1964, pp. 4+57 -63. 
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in support of hocatürk when he affirms of Nábi: "O, divan 

edebiyatimizin en efendi iridir." 

The most recent anthology of poems of Nabi is that 

compiled by Professor Fahir ?_z for his Eski Türk Edebiyatinda 

Nazim. 
1 Unlike his predecessors, Prof. Iz returned to the 

manuscripts for the poemm which he includes, and (if one may 

except the inevitable typographical errors) they all represent 

reliable versions. As regards the actual poems selected, all 

have figured in previous anthologies; but the scope of the work 

on which he was engaged probably influenced him towards giving 

for each poet those poems which have become most associated 

with his name and reputation. 

In mentioning the section devoted to Nábi in Josef von 

Hammer -Purgstall's Geschichte der Osmanischen Dichtkunst, IV, 

(Pesth, 1836), pp. 49 -70, one must by way of preface deplore the 

disservice this scholar has done to Ottoman literature by his 

ignorance and his arrogance. His knowledge of Ottoman Turkish 

was, at best, very imprecise, but by the sheer volume of his 

incessant translation he was able to create an impression of 

great fluency in the language and to inhibit the criticism of 

better and more patient scholars. But of all minds his was the 

least capable of penetrating to the subtleties of divan poetry; 

and though he translates into verse, his literalness makes even 

the most imaginative line seem prosaic and banal. His work is 

still of some use as an index to the tezkeres on which it is 

1. Istanbul, 1966, pp. 9, 24 -7, 86 -9, 464 -7. 
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based, but as a contribution to the appreciation of Ottoman 

literature it is valueless. 

It is beyond explanation how any scholar of integrity 

could present uninspired guess.ork as translation, and to be 

quite content to write nonsense when meaning eludes him. This 

condemnation must, of course, be substantiated, especially as 

there has recently come into being a society devoted to the re- 

publication of his numerous works. Therefore, as represent- 

ative of his translation, the gazel on Halebl will be examined 

in detail (p. 65; lìivan, iii, 9) : 

1 /b:Semim -i cenneti mahcüb ider havá -yi Haleb 

Here he mis -reads semim as tesnim, and gives the line 

the impossible meaning that the "air" of Haleb puts to 

shame the "fountain" -- rather than the "fragrance" -- 

of Paradise: 

Es beschämen Tesnim Die Liifte von Haleb 

His translation of the following beyt is utterly inexplicable: 

Leb -i bütána olur hande -riz -i istihzá 

Nemek- siriste leb -i piste -i fed-yi Haleb 
Es verlachet mit hohn Die Lippen der Götzen, 

Weil von Engeln bewohnt Die Wiese von Haleb 

In the next beyt he is not aware of the allusions to musical 

terminology, and his translation -- even of the apparent senses -- 

is nonsensical. 

L. There is a nazire to this gazel by Rami Paya, Divan, p.6. 

Iiomaz göñülde kederden eser safá-yi Haleb 
Agar derüni fezá-yi. ferah-fezá.-yi Haleb 
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Buña haváda `Irak u `Acem muhálifdür 

hi gar fasli da nev -rúz ider sabä -yi Haleb 

Wie verschieden die Stadt Von Irak und Adschem 

Da zu jeglicher Zeit Der Friihling zu Haleb 

In the next we have an example of how he arbitrarily arranges 

the few words that impressed him into his own conception: 

Esá.si gav -1 zeminüí §ikest ider ysáhin 

01 deñlü ser -be -ser -i 9arhdur binó -yi Haleb 

Abgestoszen das Horn, Gefahr lauft das Erdthier; 

So gedrängt und so dicht Sind Bauten von Haleb 

The rendering of the final verse of this teazel is pure fantasy: 

Nesim -i `áfiyetüñ desti Sell olur Nábï 

Meded -res olmasa tedbirine safá -yi Haleb 

`Phis, we are told, means: 

Der gesundeste Hauch Sind Nábi's Gedichte, 

Doch sie hauchen nur so, Gedichte zu Haleb 

This demonstration could be extended to virtually every passage 

he translates. It must be a matter of regret to all who are 

concerned for Ottoman literature that it is through a work such 

as this that non -specialists seeking information will still form 

their conceptions. 

In complete contrast to von Hammer's work is E.J.W. Gibb's 

History of Ottoman Poetry.' He was as sympathetic and 

appreciative towards his materials as the other was obtuse and 

disdainful, and his one great fault is that he is, if anything, 

too imaginative in his interpretations, even being prepared to 

sacrifice language and ignore grammar if they do not accord with 

1. London, 1904, vol. III, pp. 325 -48. 
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the fanciful conceptions he had formed. It is, for example, 

rather worrying when he misreads a line and then goes on to 

explain it in a foot -note, adducing contrived proofs. Thus, 

the line from the `Azliye kaside (Divan, i, p. 46): 

Kimse Nzäde degüldür siteminden çar4uñ 

Hälesin mäh -i seb -NrNya ider halka -i dam 

Quite contrary to the metre, he reads Rüsteminden for siteminden 

and goes on to explain that Rüstem often used to lasso his enemies 

and that here the halo is to be seen as a lasso -around the moons 

(iii, p. 343). 

The attitude of Gibb to Nabi is contradictory and obscure. 

He begins his notice with the remark that it can only be by 

courtesy that the verses of this poet may be described as Turkish,1 

and yet, throughout what succeeds, virtually everything said is 

in contradiction with this statement. Thus, it is said that 

the popularity of Nabi rests upon the intimate degree to which 

his poetry reflects the social life in his environment and the 

harmony of his thought with the spirit of the age. Of course, 

this ambivalence in Gibb arises from the two conflicting sources 

from which his judgments are derived. On the one hand he had 

to take into account the extreme admiration felt for Nabi by 

Giya Pa'a, while on the other hand he was compelled to accept the 

modernity introduced into Turkish literature by Recä'i -Zäde 

Mahmúd Ekrem. In fact, there is little evidence that Gibb 

subjected Näbi's Divan to detailed study. A more recent scholar2 

1. P. 325. 

2. Yahya Kemal Beyatli, Derg$h, II, 44. Quoted from Karahan, 

Nabi, p. 16. 
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has remarked on the pre - eminent extent to which Náibi's Divan 

represents the Turkish of Istanbul of the period, and, as will 

be shown during the course of this work, in this he is unassailably 

correct. 

The most recent notice of Nabi in a European work is that by 

Alessio Bombaci in his Storia della Letteratura Turca, pp. 376 -382.1 

The volume figures in a general series of world literatures, and 

one should not probably expect anything more than generalities 

and second -hand information. Therefore, it is not surprising 

to find repeated here all the familiar data and judgements on 

Nábi. There is no attempt at an independent critical evaluation 

of the poet. He repeats the usual statements that the Hayriye 

is Näbi's most interesting work, an evaluation which shows the 

attitude of mind with which the work of this poet is approached 

by many modern scholars. It is not as an artist that Nábi wins 

attention and praise, but rather as a commentator on the society 

of his time. As will be remarked later when we come to a 

discussion of the Hayriye, this work is probably the least 

aesthetically satisfying of all Nábi's works, and certainly not 

the one on which he would have wished to see his reputation based. 

1. Bombaci, Alessio. Storia della Letteratura Turca. [Storia 

della letterature di Tutto il Mondo]. (Milan, n.d.). 
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B. THE WORKS OF NABI 

B.1 Prose 

a. Fethnáme -i Kamenige 

The Fethnáme -i Kameniçel was written in 1083, and is a 

detailed account of the campaign led by the grand vezir 

Köprülü-Zäde Ahmed Pasa against Caminiec (Podolia) in Poland in 

1082. The writing of the work, we are told by Nábï himself in 

the introduction, was suggested to him by his patron Musá.hlb 

Mustafa Pasa who was present on the campaign, and on completion 

it was presented to the Sultan Mehmed IV. Contrary to certain 

statements which characterise all the prose writing of Nábi as 

difficult and involved, the style of this Work is very simple 

and direct, and quite representative of the normal descriptive 

prose writing of the period. As such, it does not really have 

much bearing on the development of Nab' as a creative writer. 

b. Tühfet el-Haremeyn 

The Tühfetu 1- Harameyn2 is not a work which is particularly 

meritorious, either from the view point of Ottoman prose style, 

or is an example of travel literature. It was written in 1094, 

five years after he had completed the pilgrimage to Mekke which 

it describes. It is certainly not to be classed among the works 

especially consecrated to the rites of the Pilgrimage - the 

1. Published, Istanbul, 1281. For the present study, the work 

was used in the British Museum ms., no. Or. 34. 

2. Published, Istanbul, 1265. For the present study, the work 

was used in the British Museum ms., no. Or. 34. 
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Mendsikü'l -Hacc - and the quality of information given about the 

places through which he passed is disappointingly sparse. Certain 

of the poems found in the ,azeliyá.t section of the Divan, and 

others which were appended to section VI of the published edition, 

first appear in the TUhfet.l 

No attempt has yet been made to explain why 2<äbi allowed 

such an interval of time to elapse between his return to Istanbul 

and the writing of the work. It may be significant that we have 

no chronograms for these years either, and it might be inferred 

that there was a hiatus in the literary productivity of Näbi at 

this time. 

The section of the work in which he mentions passing through 

Ruhá has proved useful in establishing certain details about Näbï's 

family. 

As an example of ornate prose, the work exhibits a general 

deficiency of Ndbi in this medium, one that prevented him from 

ever attaining the stature of Veysi or Nergisi. Nábi was, above 

all things, a poet, and his thought and imagination were so 

conditioned to the limitations imposed by the nature of the beyt 

that he was unable to take advantage of the freedom allowed by 

prose. Consequently, we have none of the expanded imagery which 

gives, for example, to the Nihálistän of Nergisi a distinctive 

1. Abdülkadir Karahan (IA,IX,5b) makes the astonishing error of 

saying that these supplementary Aazels were written after the 

Divan had been composed - the Persian heading - In azeliyä.t 

ba`d ez tertib -i divan yáfte in mahall -rá nüvi to büd -, and 

he goes on to add that they first appeared in the Tühfet. 
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quality intermediate between ordinary prose and poetry.1 Nábi 

attempts to achieve his effects within the scope of the ìzáfet 

or the terkib, and frequently becomes prolix and uninteresting. 

It cannot, however, be said that he ever uses language unimagin- 

atively, and there is scarcely a construction to be found which 

does not exhibit an acute concern for originality and impact. 

It is just this deficiency as a writer of artistic prose that 

allowed Nábi such success as a letter writer, and accounts for 

the popularity of his Müne'át. 

c. Zeyl -i Siyer -i Veysi 

The remarks that can be made here on this work are limited 

by the inaccessibility of the manuscripts during the period of 

research, and inferences and conclusions had to be based entirely 

on the edition printed in Balak in 1248 and the information to 

be gleaned from Istanbul Kitapllklari Tarih- Cografya Yazmalari 

Iataloglari. 1. Türkçe Tarih Yazmalari. 5. Fasikül: Biyografiye 

ait eserler: a. Siyerler. (Istanbul, 1945). 

The earliest manuscript of Nábi's Zeyl (Millet, Ali Emirí, 

No. 350) is dated 1086, but it would seem that this was not 

intended to be regarded as a work complete in itself. It comes 

1. For example, Nábi could never achieve the charming effect, 

arrived at by an enumeration of aspects of nature, all 

conceived in a variety of conceits, through which Nergisi 

explains how he came to entitle his work the Nihálistán 

(Istanbul, 1285, p. 11). Nábi does attempt this type of 

fanciful prose composition in the collection of the pieces 

based upon various professions and occupations which is found 

at the beginning of most copies of the Müne'át, (British ms. 

Add. 7888, ff. 3a -8a), but the effect is poor and often 

outlandish. 
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to an abrupt end after the capture of Mekke by the Muslims, 

with none of the usual concluding remarks by the author which 

one would expect to find. Moreover, it contains no dedication 

to either the Sultan or to his patron, and this is a very 

improbable omission in any completed work. Finally, Nábi does 

not mention it among his writings in the Gülsen -i Devlet (Divan, 

II, p. 21), which can be shown to have been composed later than 

1093 (cf. infra) 

Nabi clearly intended to complete the work down to the 

death of Muhammed, and he actually wrote a sequel to this first 

Zeyl, bringing the account of the Prophet's life to the 9th year 

of the Hicre. This is still unpublished. According to the 

author of the entry in the above mentioned Katalog, p. 417, -- 

and one presumes he acquired his information from Nábi's own 

introduction to the 2nd Zeyl -- about twenty years had elapsed 

before he renewed his labours on the Sire; and as the earliest 

recorded manuscript of this Zeyl -i Zeyl is dated 1100,1 we can 

estimate that the first part was discontinued sometime earlier 

than 1080, i.e. before Nábi had yet reached the age of 28, and 

it must be regarded as the earliest of his prose writings. The 

2nd Zeyl is a much shorter piece -- the mass. vary between 22 

and 35 folios - completed sometime before he left for Haleb; 

and it, too, must be regarded as but the second part of a pro- 

jected longer work. 

1. This is the copy written by Kübüri -záde `Abdürrahmán b. Hal-1l, 

containing both the Zeyls. It is located in the Süleymaniye, 

Es ̀ ad Ef endi , No. 2443. 
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Yet, the first Zeyl achieved some circulation during 

Nábi's own life time. The continuation of it, written in the 

same ornate style, by Nazmi -zade I1urtazá Efendi 1 was done as far 

away as Bagdad, and must have been completed earlier than 1107, 

which is the date of the two earliest manuscripts (Nuruosmaniye, 

No. 3351; Millet, Ali Emirî, No. 353). 

The Zeyl -i Siyer is the continuation of the Dürretü't -Tac 

fi Sire Sahibi'l- Mi`rac2 of Veysi (d. 1037) which was left in- 

complete at his death, the events of the Prophet's life being 

brought down only as far as the Battle of Bedr. As might be 

deduced from the relatively early age at which Nabi wrote his 

first continuation, the learning in hadis which is fundamental 

to such a work had to be borrowed from the writings of other 

scholars. Nabi's chief source would appear to have been Ahmed 

b. Muhammed el- Kastalláni's el- Meváhib el- Ledünniye (2 vols. 

Cairo, 1326), though whether this was used in the original or in 

the translation into Turkish made by the famous poet Bák3 (2 vols. 

Istanbul, 1316) has not been determined. The impression isiven, 

however, that it was the latter which he followed for his 

narrative; for Bag considerably expanded Kastalláni's text with 

inclusions from other sources, and this probably explains the 

variety of accounts of the same event which Nabi is able to adduce. 

There are numerous Persian verses introduced throughout the 

work, but no comment can as yet be made on whether these are 

1. Salim, p. 620; `0M, III, 153. He died in 1134. 

2. Istanbul, 1286. 
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original or quotations. The Arabic verses are very few, and 

again no opinion can be expressed on their authorship. Many 

of the Turkish verses, however, are of Nábi's own composition, 

and certain of them can be located in the Divan. 

d. Münse'át 

Although it still remains unpublished, this must be re- 

garded as one of Nábi's most popular works, and there is scarcely 

an important collection of Turkish manuscripts which does not 

have one or more copies of it. The reason for its popularity 

certainly lies in the need which was felt by the secretaries 

and clerks of the government departments, the private secretaries 

of statesmen, and by cultured men in general for a collection of 

models of letter- writing which had behind it the authority of 

the leading literary figure of the age. This intense pre- 

occupation with style is characteristic of the literary environ- 

ment in which Nábi developed, and in the absence of schools in 

which it could be studied recourse was had to the practice of 

acknowledged masters in their correspondence. Thus, though there 

may be little of intrinsic interest in most of the letters,' the 

influence they may be presumed to have had on the prose style 

1. A. Harahan, IA, IX, p.6b, remarks on their value as a source 

for the social history of the 17th century, but his opinions 

must be treated as worthless, for it is obvious that he has 

never given the work even the most casual study. There are 

no "official" letters in it, as he states, and neither did 

Nábi make the compilation and write the introduction (ibid., 

4b; Nábï, p. 9). 
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of 17th and 18th centuries demands that they be given particular 

attention; and, of course, they are to be regarded as of primary 

importance for the biography of Nábi. 

The letters were collected after his death by Habegi -záde 

Abdürrahim (Rahmi or Rahimi) Efendi,1 the divan kátibi of 

Siláhdár `All Paga. It was actually on the latter's orders that 

the collection was made, and it is possible to date the work 

approximately by the fact that Habegi -zade refers to him in the 

introduction as ká'im- makam -i rikáb -i hiimáyün, an appointment 

which he received on 23 Muh. 1123 (RRgid, III, p. 348). There- 

fore, the compilation must have been made between 3 Reb. I, 1124 

(the date of Nábi's death) and 1 Reb. II, 1125, when `A13 Paga 

became Sadr-1 a`zam (Rdgid, IV, p. 5). 

The manuscript used for the present work is that in the 

British Museum, Add. 7888, the contents of which are described 

by Rieu, Catalogue, lOOb. However, this is not complete, lacking 

certain letters and the two long humourous pieces, one entitled 

Huccet -i atfál2 and the other the reply to a letter sent to him 

1. Sálim, Tezkere, p. 280, gives his name as `Abdürrahmán, and 

his mahlas as Rahmi. In ScO, III, p. 331 he is called 

AbdürrahIm, and his mahlas is given as Rahiml. Diláver -záde 

`Omer Efendi, in the Zeyl to the Hadikatü'l- vüzerá, p. 21, 

also refers to him as `AbdürrahIm, and he quotes a chronogram 

by him in which the mahlas is Rahimi. He died on 15 Reb. 

II, 1140. Cf. GOD, IV, p. 149. 

2. The latter was published in lithograph, without date or place 

of printing being indicated, under the title: Süret -i 

hüccet -i tiflániye. Cf. M. Tlrker Acaro &lu, Ozanlar ve Yazarlar, 

(Istanbul, 1967), p. 137. 
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by HabeI -záde who wrote as in the person of a certain Mahmüd 

Ada, an Arab negro servant of Siláhdár rbráhim Paya of whom 

Ndbi had formerly had cause to complain. Other manuscripts 

of the work such as Millet, Edebiyat, No. 4021 and Süleymániye, 

Ham3idiyi, No. 1204 and Lala Ismail, No. 734 incorporate 

passages from other works of Nab'. Probably the Manisa 

manuscript, hAtabsaray, No. 5274, represents the original most 

faithfully.2 

B.2. Poetry 

a. Turkish divan 

al. First recension 

The Turkish Divan of Nábi Efendi is, by itself, a work 

which would assure his reputation had he written nothing else. 

In another place we have discussed its influence on his own and 

succeeding generations, and this influence extended even as far 

as the way the materials in a Divan are to be organized. The 

work was published for the first time in Bulák in 1257/1851 by 

Rátib Hüseyn Efendi and the proof- reading was undertaken by a 

certain §erif Ahmed. The expenses of the publication were met 

by a certain Mahv Beg ( go) That the work was based 

1. Copied in 1151 by Mehmed Emin b. Halil, it consists of 178 ff. 

and includes various poems from the Divan. 

2. The manuscript was formerly in the Çenigir collection and, 
although undated, there is an owner's inscription at the 

front with the year 1192. 
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upon a manuscript expanded from the original is evident from 

the inclusion of chronograms of later date than 1118 when the 

Divan was completed. 1 The edition which was brought out in 

Istanbul in the 1292/1875 is no more than an inaccurate repro- 

duction of the Bulák edition with many mistakes and misprints 

and can be dismissed from consideration. It is the Bulá.k 

edition which will be used throughout the present work. 

In the Kit`a with which he introduces the gazeliyät section 

of the Divan (III, 1), Nabi alludes to an earlier collection of 

1. For example the following: 

On the death of the Muhterem çelebï: 

Nábiyá rindá.n didi ta'rihini 

Mahfil -i `ulyada olsun muhterem. 1119 

Divan, I, p. 132. 

A nev- saliye 

Ná -gehzn -i gaybi ta'rï,i 

Didi kim ráhat -. din ü deviet. 1120 

Divan, I, p. 133. 

On the death of the ket -I}udá of the author in Haleb: 

Geldi bir hatif didi tarih -i sal -i fevtini 
Haci Ibráhime firdevs -i berïn ola makám. 1121 

Divan, I, p. 108. 

On the birth of Hasan Beg - paternal cousin of Hüseyn Pa'a Záde: 

Be §tiret -gñne tahrïr itdiler tárïhin efláke 
Hasan Beg Sadr-1 dáná -yi kerime dade -i Hakdur. 1122 

Divan, I, p. 113. 

On Russia's treaty violation: 

yücúb -i feth -i ebváb -1 cihádi ictihád itdi 

Sülúk -i ehl -i küfr icab -i icra -yi cihád itdi. 1123 

Dïván, I. p. 125. 

On Ebú'1- 11ayr's first signs of a beard: 

Kendi mazmún -i iat.indan okinur ta'rï}1 

Oldi vechinde nümáyan rakam -i kátib -i sun`. 1124 

Dïván, I, p. 132. 
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his poems previously made by someone in Istanbul: 

Bir hüner -mend eylemisdi gerçi Istänbilda 

Hadd -i imkanda olan eczä -yi cem`a ihtimäm 

Lik sofira kisvet-i nazma giren eczäsinüñ 

Itinemisdi cem` ü tertibini kimse iltizäm 

It is possible to form an estimate of what the contents of this 

first recension must have been, for we do have copies of his 

Divan dated earlier than 1118, which is the date of the final 

recension. In the course of this study it seemed important to 

single out these earlier poems, for Nähi himself admits that there 

is much included in the second collection which he would have 

gladly seen omitted: 

Gergi esär-z heves-käri-yi eyyäm-i siba 
tjayl3 var ma` näs i nä-sencïde lafz i ná.-t emäm 

Lik nä-pizsidedür ashá.b-i tab` u dänise 

him bu d3vändür olur dïvän i9inde Das u`á.m 

Most other divans of Ottoman poetry are really a choice made by 

the poet from a larger number of verses, and can be regarded as 

those which the author was most pleased to have associated 

with his name. In Nabi's case, however, this was not allowed, 

and, perhaps some of the criticism directed against the Divan by 

modern criticsI might not have been made had we only had those 

poems which Näbi would personally have included. In the same 

klt`a the circumstances of the second collection are mentioned, 

indicating that Silah -där Ibrahim Pasa was determined to include 

1. NIehmed Fu'ad Iïáprilü, Yeñi `Osmanli Ta'r3h-1 Edeb3yäti 

(Istanbul, 1333), pp. 374-379. 
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all he could find of Nabi's works regardless of quality. 

In the preparation of this present study, it was not 

possible to refer to all the divans of Nábi which are mentioned 

in TYDK, 111 /1, pp. 580 -598.1 However it did seem possible to 

isolate certain copies which may be presumed to represent the 

first recension. These were the following three: 

1. Istánbül Üniversitesi TY. 5575 [TYDK, 11111, D. 583, No.11 

is a collection of three divans dated 1108, that is ten years 

before the second recension. Of course, one can never be 

absolutely certain that this represents exactly the collection 

made by the hüner- mend -i Istanbul but the presumption is highly 

in favour of its being so. Unfortunately the second divan 

attributed to Nábi in TYDK, 1st Univ. 3419/2, dated 1112, could 

not be used, but the quantitative similarity between the two 

allows the belief that they represent the same original. The 

first contains 161 gazels while the second contains 162 gazels 

and thirteen which are not completed. In fact to judge by the 

catalogue description these two manuscripts exhibit nothing more 

than the usual variations which one would expect to find between 

manuscripts. 

2. Istanbul Universtesi TY. 462/7 [ TYDK, 3/1, p. 595, No.301. 

A comparison of the gazel section of this divan with iül shows 

1. Unfortunately one cannot feel confident in using this work. 

Of the thirteen divans of Nábi recorded in the Catalogue of 

the Topkapi Sara yi Müzesi kitápl3. i, only five are mentioned 

here, and one of the most important of these,Reván 747, dated 

1122, is omitted. 
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in general a close correspondence in numbers. Although TYDK 

records 173 gazels for this copy, a number of these are really 

kit`as and appear as such in the printed edition. In general, 

however, it is sufficiently close in content with the early 

divans to justify the assumption that it too represents the 

first recension. Moreover, both manuscripts show a marked 

agreement in their variations from the printed text. 

3. Bursa, Genel, no. 454. This is a paginated manuscript 

of 150 pages, measuring 82" x 42" (6" x 2 "), 19 lines to the 

page, written in a small nasb-hand. The total of the gazels in 

the body of the work is 170, while in the margin there are an 

additional 71 which are certainly later additions. The work 

was written in 1113 A.H. by a certain Vellyüddin and because of 

the terms in which he refers to Nabi in the latter's own life 

time as melikü'iu`ará`, it is worthwhile to record the entire 

inscription here: 

6,1.11 a ol ,.1. 91 1 .D `I.7A-.:I (Si.c) J..l_..11 

o, J__.11 % °- --µT 4 
. 

(1113) Li II ä*.%a-L 

These three manuscripts certainly represent the first recension 

of Näbi's work, and, since they are presumably the productions 

of his youth particular attention has been given to a comparison 

of the gazels herein contained with the mature poems of the 

second recension. The fact that these manuscripts of the early 

recension all contain gazel No. 63, gives us some indication of 

the time at which it was compiled; for the mention of Ebü'1 -Hayr 
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in the final beyt demands that it must have been made sometime 

after his birth in 1106. 

One other manuscript was used - IU2 Istanbul üniversitesi 

TY. 469/8 ÍTYDK, 111 /1, p. 596, No. 31] but this is no more 

than a short anthology presumably selected from the second 

recension. 

a2. Second recension 

As has already been remarked, the published edition of the 

Divan contains materials which could not have been in the 

collection made in 1118 on the orders of Silah -dar Ibrahim Fa4a.1 

It was therefore of interest to try to establish what the contents 

of this original second recension may have been, but again, 

having to prepare this study away from the libraries of Istanbul, 

no definite results could be achieved. The bibliography of Nabi 

is at present in such a state of disorder that it must be one of 

the urgent demands of research into Ottoman divan literature that 

this be given special attention. 

On the basis of the date of copying, the Topkapi manuscript 

of the Divan, Revan 747, seemed the nearest in time to the date 

of completion, and was used as a control for the printed text. 

1. Siláh -dar Ibrahim Pap. replaced Abáza Süleyman Pala as van-. 

of Haleb on 26th §ev. 1117 (Räsid, v.iii, p. 185) and remained 

in this post until 1st Reb I 1119, when he was replaced by 

cAbdi Papa., and assigned to Erzurúm (Räsid, v.iii, p. 272). He 

was related by marriage to the dynasty, having married Emine 

Sultan, the daughter of Mustafa II. He died in 1136 (S.`O. 

V. I, p. 21). 
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The manuscript is described by Fehmi Edhem Karatay in his 

catalogue of the Turkish manuscripts in the Topkapl museum v.ii, 

p. 170. Unfortunately it was not possible to use Emánet 

Uazinesi 1634 in the same collection, dated 1136 (haratay 

p. 171), which from the physical description would seem to be 

a more extensive version of the Divan.1 

The Revan manuscript contains 770 gazels as compared with 

the 836 in the printed edition. In general, this manuscript is 

very close to the printed text and has been used to correct 

errors in the latter. 

In addition to these two recensions, which belong to Nabi's 

own lifetime, it is necessary to mention a third, or "definitive" 

version of the Divan as represented by the Bulak edition of 1257. 

In respect of contents, this includes many pieces written after 

1118 and, moreover, would seem to have been based on a manuscript 

which sought to be as complete as possible, even to the extent 

of including poems not written by Nabi.2 The printing of this 

work at the klulak Press was very carefully executed, and when 

1. It is to be regretted, however, that very little reliance can 

be placed in this catalogue any more than in TYDh. It has 

already been noted that the latter mentioned less than half 

of the manuscripts of the Divan in Topkapi, but of those that 

are recorded the Hazine 857 which is dated 1125 appears in 

haratay's catalogue as undated. It should be repeated that 

future studies of Nabi must been with a sound bibliographical 

study of his works, and this can only be done in the great 

libraries of Turkey. 

2. For instance, poem No. 71 is by Sabit, a nazire to Nabi's gazel 

No. 116; No. 210 is actually by Náyi (cf. Salim Tez, p. 634) 

No. 800 is a nazire by Fá'iz to Nabits gazel No. 799. 
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controlled by good manuscripts was found satisfactory for the 

research here undertaken.1 

A synoptic analysis of the contents of the printed text 

and the various manuscripts used are given in Table No. Iii and 

it is hoped that this will prove of use to future bibliographers 

of the poet. 

b. Persian divan 

Näbi had a highly developed facility in the writing of 

Persian verse, as may be seen by the numerous beyts in this 

language of his own composition which appear throughout his prose 

works. It is rather surprising, therefore, that there should be 

so few gaze's in his Persian Divan. These number 32 in the 

section of the printed edition in which they are collected, and 

to them can be added the gazel included by error in the Turkish 

Divan on p. 83. The most substantial part of this section consists 

of tabmis to the gazels of Persian poets, some of whom are very 

little known in Persia itself. While one can readily understand 

the universal reputation of Mevlana, Cami, Hafiz, etc. throughout 

the whole Islamic world of the period, it would be interesting to 

1. As will be seen from Table No. VII the Bulak edition contains 

297 gaze's in addition to those in the Topkapi manuscript. 

Where these are not obviously taken from other works or 

capable of being assigned to an earlier date, they will be 

assumed to have been written sometime after 1118 and 

referred to as "late" poems. 
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know by what avenues the poems of 6.aribi, Meyli, Naziri, etc. 

reached the Ottoman Empire. 

In certain of these Persian gazels we can notice a striking 

similarity with gazels in the Turkish Divan, to the extent that 

they might actually be regarded as nazires in Persian. For 

example, the am-1 nepat gazel on p. 9, corresponds to the Turkish 

ám -i ferah gazel on p. 17; the ar -i mevc gazel on p. 5, corresponds 

to the Turkish al -i mevc gazel on p. 16; the ar -i sühan gazel 

on p. 12, corresponds with the Turkish gazel with the same redif 

on p. 180, etc. However, the similarity between the two Divans 

extends even further than this, and for almost every gazel in 

the Persian divan2e we find several examples similar in 

construction in the Turkish, and it is only the inescapable 

difference of language that prevents them from being described 

as nazires also. The impression one receives from a comparison 

of the two Divans is that they are both clearly the work of the 

same mind, the same inspiration and the same talent. 

The poets to whose Persian gazels Nabi composed tahmis are: 

1) Mevláná Celáleddin Rami: two gazels, the first of which is 

number 331 in the edition of the Divan-i Kebir edited by Bedi`ü 

'z -zamdn Firüzanfer.l The second does not appear in the 

Divan. 

2) Hafiz: one gazel, number 149 in the edition of the Divan 

prepared by Hüseyn Pejmán. 

1. The details of this and the other published Divans which are 

mentioned are to be found in the Bibliography at the end. 
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3) Cami: four gazels, numbers 1379, 21, 183 and 521 in the 

külliyát edition by HäOm Rizá. 

4) Sultan Selim: one gazel, p. 17 (No.7) in the edition of 

Hüseyn HUsni (Istanbul, 1306).1 

5) Feyzi -yi Hindi. (d. 1004 h. LHP, iv, 242). One , azel. 

6) Sifá'i: (d. 1037 h. LHP, iv, 256). One gazel. 

7) `Orff: (d. 999. LHP, iv, 241). One gazel, to be found on 

p. 274 of the edition of the Divan prepared by Culam 

Hüseyn Cevahiri. 

Sä'ib: (d. 1088. LHP, iv, 265). Three gazels, the second 

of which is to be found on p. 166 of the edition of the 

Külliyát prepared by Emiri Firüz -Kühi. The third is not 

in the published work, nor is the first; however, the latter 

is identical in metre, rhyme and redif, with a gazel found 

on p. 261, No. 714. 

9) Kelim: (d. 1061. LHP, iv, 258). One gazel, number 93 in the 

edition of the Divan prepared by H. Pertev Beyzá.'ï. 

10) Naziri: (d. 1021. LHP, iv, 252). One gazel. 

11) §evket: (d. 1107. LHP, iv, 265). One gazel. 

12) MeylT: (d. before 1000. Rieu. Catalogue of Persian MSS in 

the British Museum, ii, 666). One gazel. 

13) G`aribi: (d. ). One gazel. 

14) Talib: (d. 1036. LHP, iv, 253). One gazel. 

1. Unfortunately the critical edition of the Divan edited by 

Paul Horn, Berlin, 1904, was not available for comparison). 
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The ease of expression which all critics concede to Nab! 

as an Ottoman poet could be extended to his Persian persona as 

well, and it is in the tahmis that this is most observable. It 

is, unfortunately, impossible to date most of these poems,' 

though it would be safe to assume that they are the products of 

his maturity. 

Only a few of the gazels have been identified as nazlres. 

The last in the divançe (p. 14; R2. - á ne- kiln!) is to gazer by Hafiz, 

No. 523 in the edition cited. Those on p. 3. (H1: -ab- ers -rd) 

and p. 11 (Ml: -á -yi dil) correspond to gazels Nos. 404 and 1817 

in the Diván of Sä'ib. 

c. Hayrlye 

No other work by Nab! has attracted so much attention or 

received so much praise as this long didactic mesnev! in which 

he counsels his son Ebü'1 -Hayr Mehmed on the good life. It is 

often described as his greatest work, and has even received the 

distinction of being printed and translated in Europe.2 Clearly, 

1. The gazer on p. 6 (H1: -d gild) was written in 1118 in connection 

with the arrival of Siláhdár Ibrahim Paya in Haleb. In this 

same gazer, Nab! says that with the exception of the Persian 

na`t, he had not written for a long time previous to this, but 

it is doubtful that he intende us to understand that all his 

Persian verses were composed subsequent to the arrival of 

Ibrahim Paya. 

2. M. Pavet de Courteille, Conseils de Nab! Efendi, (Paris, 1857). 

Manuscripts of it are numerous, and it has been published 

both independently and as a supplement to the Divan. It is 

the latter edition which has been used for the present study. 
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it is not the poetical quality which is responsible for this 

admiration, but rather the insight which it affords into the 

social life of the Ottoman Empire in the late 17th and early 

18th centuries, attested by a man of culture and education. As 

an artistic composition, however, it is singularly devoid of 

imaginative language, and in construction also, it is erratic 

and inconsistent. It is ironical that a poet should achieve 

his greatest renown from the least poetical of his works. 

The light which this work sheds on Nábi's own character 

is, indeed, fascinating. As much as anyone, he was a 

beneficiary of the spoils system of his age; he was the servant 

of a man whose rapacity was the occasion of public protest; 1 he 

enjoyed an income from state revenues which was gained only 

through his connection with the court; and he had no objection 

to his infant son, Ebü '1 -Hayr, being granted a rülázemet by 

Seyyid Mustafa Efendi2in 1113 (Divan, IB, no.24, p. 71). And 

yet, so ambivalent were social values in this period that one 

would hesitate to accuse Nábi of hypocrisy. Of his moral values, 

however, strange though they may seem to us today, there can be 

no question; no matter what the date, in everyone of his works, 

the impression he gives is of a good and righteous man. 

1. In 1091 the Sultan himself had to intervene to rescue Musahib 

Mustafá Pasa from the opprobrium into which his reputation 

had fallen. (Siláhdar Ta'ri1j.i, II, p. 259, Istanbul, 1928.) 

2. Seyyid Mustafa the son of the eyhü'il -Islam Feyzü'lláh 

Efendi, passed through Haleb in the year 1113 on his way to 

take up his appointment as Ká43. of Mekke (S.`o. IV, p. 428). 
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The Hariye shows Nabi as a practical, as well as a good, 

man. Even his piety is practical, for he has found through 

experience that the consolations of religion are the surest 

source of satisfaction in this uncertain world. He has 

little time for speculation and theorizing, and he positively 

forbids his son to study philosophy. In fact, he would limit 

his serious reading to works of filch, hadis, and tefsir. 

Poetry, however, is the mark of the cultivated man and it 

should both be studied in the works of the great masters of 

Persian and Ottoman literature, and practised as a personal 

accomplishment. Music, on the contrary, is a frivolity to be 

disdained, as are, also, games like chess and backgammon. 

In Näbi's eyes, the most rewarding employment which his 

society could offer was a secretarial post (h°acegánlik) in the 

Imperial Divan, and it is to this he recommends his son to 

aspire. The learned profession, he warns him, yields its 

rewards only late in life, and the life itself involves much 

travelling and dislocation. Although not explicitly stated, 

he hints at the corruption of morality which the long 

celibate training in the medrese encourages. And one of the 

defects in the which he singles out for mention is their 

addiction to paederasty; another is their venality and dishonesty. 

As for the executive class (the Pa'as etc.), this is to be avoided 

at all cost. Quite typically, Nabi says that his son had only 

met exceptional individuals of this class, but the majority are 

castigated as cruel and ignorant men preying on a helpless people, 
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thereby endangering their immortal souls. Nábi's sympathy for 

the poor and the humble is everywhere in evidence throughout 

the poem, though clearly he had no wish that his son should 

be poor - and he himself was far from humble. The practical 

virtues of thrift and modest living are urged upon his son, who 

should also try to achieve popular esteem by avoiding ostentation, 

by abstaining from wine, by truthfulness and by not being a back- 

biter or rumour- monger. 

These are the main themes of the work; there are other 

peculiar recommendations such as the attitude his son should have 

to women and marriage, and on the advantages of living in 

Istanbul, all of which are more revealing of Nabi's own character 

than they are useful as advice to young men. 

The Hayriye, indeed, deserves a prominent place in the 

Nas3.hat -name literature of Islam, and there can be no doubt of 

the permanent interest it will have for everyone concerned with 

Ottoman society in the past. It had its imitators, notably the 

Lutfiye of Sünbül -Zade Vehbi, but its own particular quality has 

never since been duplicated. Those strictures which were 

ventured at the beginning of this section apply only to those 

who would exalt it as poetry rather than social commentary. 

At the end of the Hayriye in the Bulák edition, there is 

a most interesting terkib -i bend in which Nabi gives his spiritual 

bibliography, explaining how late in life he came to accept the 

doctrines of tasavvuf. 
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d. Uayrábád 

This, the last major work of Ndbi, was completed in 1117.1 

It is a reworking and continuation of the Ilähi -ndme2 of rerldü 

'd -Din `Attar, and it was Nábi's presumption to interfere with 

the work of this great mystic that provoked the attack of 

ey13. Gdlib.3 It is probably because of this criticism by the 

last great mesnevi- writer of Ottoman divan literature that the 

work has not yet received the attention which it deserves. 

Recently, however, there has been a growing awareness of the 

innovation which this work introduced into Ottoman narrative 

1. The work is still unpublished, and for the present study was 

used in the manuscript Topkapi, Hazine, 1035. The solution 

given to the chronogram which concludes the work is incorrect, 

being 1113 instead of 1117. The words of the final misrde 

which yield this date are eser mübárek olsun. The 

manuscript is described in the catalogue of the Turkish 

manuscripts in the Topkapi museum, II, p. 170. 

2. Ed. H. Ritter, Bibliotheca islamica, 12; Istanbul. Leipzig, 

1940. 

3. Kim Ná.biye hi9 dii.siir mi evfak 
eyhüñ sözine kelám katmak 

Ey ki.ssadan olmayan haber-dáx 

Náki.s mi bzrakdi. `Agar 

uste o kadardur ol hikáyet 

Bálc3 s i durüg- i bï-niháyet 
(Hüsn `4k; p. 9, beyts 14-16). 
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than rigidly adhering to the familiar themes of Islamic 

romances. 

Vasfi Mahir hocatürk is fully justified in remarking:1 

"Galip'in aci ve cok kere hakli tenkitlerine hedef 

olmakla beraber Hayrabat, Hüsn ü aysk' in öncüsü ve 

modellerinden biri olmu,stur." 

The story of the work has been summarised by E.J.W. Gibb,2 

and one immediately recognizes from the extravagant nature of the 

incidents its dependence on Turkish folk- story. But probably 

the feature which most deserves singling out is the highly 

Persianized style of the language, the aspect which G`álib 

found most objectionable. Yet, it is this which gives the 

work a unique flavour among all other Ottoman mesnevis. 

Being a work of Ndbi's mature years, it must represent 

his artistic intention, and instead of making apologies 

for it as does Liyd Paa3 it deserves to be studied for what it 

1. Tl7.rk Edebiyat i Tarihi, (Ankara, 1464), p. 463. 

2. A History of Ottoman Poetry, III, (London, 1904), PP370-374 
An analysis of the ilähï-name is to be found in Bedï`ü 'Z-Zamän 

Firizzá.nfer, Serh-1. Ahvál ve Nakd ü Tahl3.1- i Asá.r- i. 'd- 

Bïn Nïuhammed `Attar iJiçábüri, (Tehran, 1340), pp. 95-310. 

3. Ga`fin görüb onda 0:r -i nazmuf. 

01 evk ile Hüsn ü `iski yapmi 

eyleyüb aria cümle täbi 

Gelmiçtür 0 Sä'ir -i yegäne 

Lakin niçün of dilir -i bá`is 

Bir harf demez risálesinde 

Hayrábä.di hele beenmez 

Sün makvadi imtihändi bençe 

Hem de yaragir mi bir dilire 

Sürmü iimer3ne pir-i nazmuñ 
Elha1:, dede can kuláhi kapmi,s 
Pek Sïveli yazml.s ol kitäbi 

Gia.yä bu kitá.p içün cihäne 

Hayriyeden açmamis mebähis 

Air.iaz yada makálesinde 

Hayrïyeye yá, niçün özenmez 

Akvä ile tulmal iyd i pence 

Fahr ede tagallüp ile pire 

[Harábät, p. 18. ] 
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sets out to do. Indeed, Nabi knows himself to be an innovator: 

Saldi eserüñ ciha.na ásizb 

Üslab -i I.adimi itdi rieslitb 

(Hayrzhád, f. 16a) 

and it is in this light that the study of the work will prove 

most rewarding as literature. 

e. Tercürtie -i IIadis -i Erba` In 

As regards the dating of this translation of the Hadis -i 

Erbe`Tn, despite the certainty professed by A. harahan on the 

solution of the chronogram with which the work ends, it still 

remains obscure. This ta'rih, 

sal-i ta'rihini rubá`inüñ 

Pürsip Iüpád idince lebi 

Biri part-i zekát ile Näbi 

ijedi kind 5erh-i 9il hadTs-i NebT 

clearly plays upon the idea of the part -i zekát for its meaning, 

but whether we are to accept that this is actually 40 as 

harahan assumes,1 thereby yielding the date 1085, or whether 

1. Islam Türk Edebiyatinda Birk Hadis, p. 230. Earlier rarahán 

in the Edebiyat Fakültesi, Türk Dili ve Edebiyati Dergisi, 

II, p. 139, works upon the absurd idea that we are intended - 

to deduct - 1 /40th of 1125, which is the ebced total of the 

significant phrase which is 28 *. He conveniently ignores 

the fraction and solves the chronogram by deducting 28 and 

arriving at the year 1097. Agâh Sirri Levend, in his 

introduction to the Surnâme, p. 15, advises another improbable 

solution of this ta'rih. The date 1125, which is given in 

the Milli Tetebbü`ler Mecmu`asi, is, of course, impossible. 

The edition by Necib `Asunl appeared in this latter journal 

in 1331, Vol. II, p. 155. 
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we are intended to deduct the numerical value of çil (33), 

thereby yielding 1092, cannot be said. None of the efforts 

at solving this chronogram seem to take into account the 

significance of biri in the third mmsra`, yet this must be held 

to refer to one of the words in the significant phrase and this 

could only be (ail as the explanation. The most that can be 

said at present is that the work was written in either 1085 

or 1092. 

f. Sürnáme 

This versified account of the celebrations attending the 

circumcision of the sons of Sultan Mehmed IV in Edirne in 1086 

is attributed to Nábi by Agâh Sirri Levend,1 who published the 

text in transcription and provided an introduction in which he 

argues for its authenticity. It is truly astonishing that a 

scholar of such experience in divan poetry could be so 

insensitive to the qualities which mark all of Nabi's work 

that he would even contemplate the possibility of this pedestrian 

exercise being from the same pen. Abdülkadir Karahan contributes 

nothing to the argument for the authenticity of the poem by the 

article2 in which he established that Nábi was present in Edirne 

1. Nabi'nin Surnâmesi. Istanbul, 1944. 

2. 'Nab'nin el yazisi, imz asi., mührü ve Sûrnâmesine dair,' Ist. 

Univ. Turk Dili ve Edebiyati. Dergisi, ii (1948), pp.133-140. 
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at the time, as though the divan katibi of the 2nd vezir 

Musáhib Mustafä Pasa could conceivably be anywhere else on such 

an occasion! 

The sole copy of the work is to be found in the margin 

of a miscellany preserved in Istanbul University library -- and 

this by itself is presumptive evidence that it could not be by 

Nábï, whose works are accorded the most elaborate respect by 

the calligraphers and book -artisans of the age. But the most 

positive proof that it is the work of another poet is to be 

deduced from the fact that Náb3 does not mention it in that 

section of the Gülsen -i Devlet (II, p. 21) in which he reminds 

Sultan Mehmed IV of the works which he has written. If he had 

composed a long mesnevi at the special request of the Sultan -- 

as the author of the Súrnäme says was the case - we would 

certainly find it mentioned here. Although the date of the 

Gülsen is not given, we know by the mention in it of the 

Tohfetü 'l- Haremeyn that it must have been written after 1093. 

In fairness to Agâh Sirri, it should be noted that he 

did express misgivings about certain sections of the poem which 

would seem strange coming from the pen of a master such as Näbi, 

and that in fact he is prepared to leave open the question of 

the authorship. But it is a disturbing comment on the present 

position of the study of Ottoman divan poetry that the question 

could even arise, and that another scholar specializing in the 

period would venture to make a meaningless contribution in 

proof of an erroneous assumption. 
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There is a chronogram by Nabi on the circumcision of the 

two princes at this date (I, p. 139), but we can be confident 

that he also composed other ta'ri.hs for the occasion of his 

patron's marriage to the daughter of the Sultan which are not 

included in the Divan as published. 

Agáh Sirri Levend appreciates that there are contradictions 

between statements in the Surname and in Ndbi's own works: the 

author of the former had received a zi`ámet from Mehmed IV, 

whereas Nab' states explicitly that he had never benefited from 

the Sultan's generosity in this way. Levend attempts to explain 

this away by imagining that such a zi`ámet may have been given 

to Nabi but taken away in 1091 when his patron Musahib Paa 

was deprived of his sinecures. However this is no more than 

dredging up explanations to accommodate a desired conclusion. 

Rather more startling is the way in which his preconceived 

notions led him to misread the line (II, 21): 

Nazm- i ta'rihüñ ile stir ü sürtzr 

Mihr -ve§ saldi dehre lem` a- i nu r 

This he interprets: "Ben senin tarihini nazmetmekle, sur ve 

sürur, dehre günes gibi ilk saldi;" and, he argues, since a 

surname is on the nature of a historical work, therefore, the 

mesnevi under consideration must be the composition referred to. 

But in the beyt Nabi is addressing himself, and he, not the 

Sultan, is the referent of the pronominal suffix on the word 

ta'rih. Moreover, ta'rih here can only mean chronograms and 

by no stretch of the imagination can it be understood as 

narrative history. 
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g. Tupfe -i dilke § -i Náb3 

Another work ascribed to Nubi which was printed in 

Istanbul in 1288 under the title: Tuhfe -i dilkeq -i Nubi, has 

been shown by Ag$h Sirri Levend1 to be actually the work of 

Nap (honyali Mehmed b. `Osman, d. 1085),2 entitled: Túhfetü 

'1 -emsul or Túhfe-i ems51l.3 The dilke in the title of the 

printed version was probably suggested by the chronogram with 

which the work concludes: 

Didi ta'rih igiín ihván- i safa 

Ne `aceb ttihfe-i dilkes hakka (1082) 

1. Edebiyat Tarihi Dersleri. 5th printing. (Istanbul, 1939), 

p. 260. The arguments are repeated in the preface to his 

edition of Nabï's Sürnáme, op.cit., p. 19. 

2. Bursali Mehmed Táhir, `Osmanli Mii'ellifleri, II, p. 446. 

3. The latter is the title given to it in Topkapi Sarayi 

Müzesi Kiitüphanesi Türkçe Yazmalar Katalouu, (Istanbul, 1961), 

where it is described as a collection of versified proverbs. 

However, both Agâh Sirri Levend and Mehmed Táhir say that it 

consists of short tales interspersed with prayers. 



CHAPTER I 

THE LIFE OF NABI IN ITS SOCIAL AND LITERARY 

ENVIRONMENT 
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A. THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE IN THE LATE 17th CENTURY: ITS SOCIAL 

AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS 

Nubi was born into a period of Ottoman history which can 

probably be described as one of the most disastrous it had 

experienced since its foundation. It is, in many respects, 

to be regarded as a period of transition from the expansionist 

to the static state, and although great enterprises are under- 

taken from time to time, these are almost perfunctory and no 

confidence as to their outcome can ever be detected. With the 

passing of Murad IV in 1049, the directing will of the throne 

passes from the conduct of affairs, and while it has become 

customary to exclude the rule of the Köprülü vezirs, it must be 

recognised that such lay assumption of authority was contrary to 

the very conception of such a state as that of the Ottomans. 

When the ultimate power passed into the hands of a weak and 

incompetent creature such as Ibrahim in 1049, the visible centre 

of authority was felt to have collapsed and the anarchy that 

ensued, although it can be explained in economic, political, and 

other terms, is ultimately to be attributed to the public 

disillusionment with all that had formerly been basic to the 

life of society. This feeling is expressed by Näbi in several 

places in the Divan, but probably nowhere more tellingly than 

in gazel No. 335:- 
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Bir devrde geldük ici ` az3zän unud ilm Zys 

Tutmlys yerini hurd u buzurgän unudi.lmiç 

Gitmi nemeki má.' ide-i h"än- i vefá.nuñ 

`Alemde huktxic-i nemek U ná.n unudilmlç 

Nä-päk yatur dest-i kerem dänren-i `ismet 

tias-pT4 kalub çesme-i hayvá.n unud ilm i 
Kalmiys ser-i meydän-i mahabbet tek U tenhä 

Zen-tab`lar almis yeri meyclän unudilmiç 

Nä-dänls.k olub mu`teber ebnä-yi zamända 

Hatti bozilub nüsha- i` irfän unud i1m 1ç 

Hikmet taleb-i rná.lda Kärün r;ibi ysimdi 

H"ähi.ys-geri-yi lokmada Lukmän unudilmlys 

Olrn iç o kadar halk- 1 cihän mekrde üstäd 
Kim s äb i.ka- i öhret-i §eytän unud ilm iys 

Halk açmadadur birbirine pence -i täräc 

Ahkam -Z Hudá ma ̀ ni -yi Kur' an unud ilm i 

Nabi kimi görseñ yüridür hukmini nefsüñ 

Hakkuñ bize gönderdügi fermán unudilma. 

(H2.) 

This is Näbi's scorching indictment of his age. It is true 

that virtually every poet in every period has uttered similar 

sentiments, but in none of these do we have the historical 

evidences which substantiate the condemnation which is expressed. 

This is, presumably, a poem from Näbi's Haleb period and a 

mature statement on the situation as he saw it. It is to be 

noticed that he makes moral decay central to his indictment: 

everyone is governed by the dictates of his own self -interest 

rather than by the laws of religion, and in the pursuit of 
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material advancement, all things that had formerly been of 

worth, such as learning and piety, were despised and forgotten. 

The ideal society - the true community of Islam - was a self - 

regulating system in which the virtues of tolerance, respect, 

loyalty, and concern for others were capable of remedying any 

outside interference in its operation; with the decline of 

these virtues it is not surprising that society itself should 

fall into decay. 

The child born in eastern Anadolia at this time would 

have an intimate and painful awareness of the extent to which 

anarchy had replaced law in the provinces. Ruhá, throughout 

the whole course of its history was important primarily as a 

stage in the northern caravan -route connecting the Mediterranean 

with central Mesopotamia, skirting the Syrian desert. It was 

virtually an oasis in the barren, arid plain extending between 

the Euphrates and the Tigris rivers, and although some 

cultivation of the soil took place in its vicinity, there can 

be little doubt that its chief source of prosperity was the 

transit- traffic passing through it. When the Celailï revolts 

broke out in the Anadolia in 100L+1this was a further threat to 

the security of this route, in addition to the permanent menace 

of the local Bedouin Arabs, the Turkmans and the Kurds. It is 

not to be wondered, therefore, that Nabi arrived in Istanbul, 

1. Ismail Hakki Uzunçarç_ili, Osmanli Tarihi, III, part I, 

(Ankara, 1951), p. 103. 
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not with the feelings of a provincial coming to the seat of 

government of his own country, but rather like a foreigner 

visiting another country and expecting there the security and 

ease which he could not find at home. The situation he found 

on arrival here, however, must have occasioned some disillusion: 

the reigning Sultan, Mehmet IV, was a weak and ineffectual 

creature, dominated by the women of the palace and with no 

more compelling interest than hunting. He had been brought 

to the throne while still a boy of seven years, and the 

individuals who had dominated him since that time had been able 

to entrench themselves in the very heart of affairs. 

It is one of the most impenetrable mysteries of Ottoman 

social history how individuals such as Mehmet IV could still 

command the reverence of their subjects, even of such intelligent 

and observant men as Ná.ó3. And there should be no doubt that 

in this respect Nábi was sincere; the kasides in praise of 

Sultans and other influential individuals are, of course, to be 

treated with caution, but there are still spontaneous expressions 

of this attitude scattered throughout the Divan: 

`Aziz -i kiver olur pädi §eh olursa zelil 
Tahammül eyleyemez afitába nür -i nigah 

(Muc.: 754/2) 

Didiler cümlesi ahsentü zehi núr-i nazar 

Pá.disáhániiñ olur Kalb-i serifi mizlhem. 

(R2. I. p. 60) 
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In fact Näbï feels an almost mystical quality in the person 

of the Sultan, and like most other mystical experiences, this 

cannot be shared by everyone: 

Her kisi afilayamaz ma` nl.-yi L illu' llähi 
B3-vilá.yet olamaz kiinse o manäya hab3r1 

That this is not merely the conventional hyperbole of the 

laside- writer may be seen from a letter which he wrote to `Ali 

Pasa,2 to which he adds a marginalia on the nature of the 

Sultanat and on the person of the Sultan. 

the Pasa that this is secret knowledge( "mes'ele -i hafiye"), 

and he begins: 

§evketlü, kerámetlü, Zillu'll h fi'1 -arziß halïfe -i 
x y -i zemin efendimüz, zinhär u zinhär sä'ir nasa 

kzyäs buyurmayub, velïy -i mutlak bilüb, lidmet -i 

eriflerinde ädäb -i evliyäya ri`äyet buyurasuz. 

Iatmü '1- veläyeti'l- muhammedïye ve'l-kibriyeti'1- 

ahmedïye §eyj} Muhyi'd -Din el- ̀ Arabi -- 1$addese 'llähü 

He indicates to 

sirre-hü '1-`azïz -- hazretleri Bülgatü'1-G`avväs 

nani te'lif-i münïflerinde "es-sultánu iza käne sálihan 

fe-hüve mine'l-aktäb, ve iza käne gayre sälihin fe-hiive 

mine'1-abdäl" ta`bïrin tasrïh buyurmislardur. 

Abdäl aktäbdan bir derece mütenezzil alan k2rk nefer 

eviliyä'u 'iläha itläk olinur. Bi-hamdi'lläh Sevlcetlü 

efendimüz derece-i aktäbdan velïy-i mutlak olduginda 

ìtat`an istibäh buyurmayub, onazarla didär-i pür-envär ve 

enfäs-i müteberreklerinden fey-yäb almaóa sa`y buyurasuz. 
Sä'ir mesäyihüñ cümle veläyetlerinde sübhe var. Emma 

anlaruñ velá.yetinde liat`an ysäbhe yokdur. Hala mevctid 

1. Divan, I, p. 35. 

2. Nïünyse'ät, ff. 30b - 33a. 
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olan meäyih-i rüsüm anlaruñ derecesin rü'yá.de bile 

görmezler. Ryülüke zillu' llá.h itlá.ki bu ï` tibárladur. 

Üaflet buyurmayasuz. `Alime'lláh, ehid'lláh, bir 

köhne pâpüçlari elüme girse, gice giindüz yiizüme gözüme 

sürüb, vesile-i istifá.za-i rühániyet iderdnm. 

After this he goes on to relate a personal experience which he 

had with the Sultan Ahmed III, while the latter was still a 

young boy. One can ascribe certain hypocritical motives for 

expressing to a favourite of the Sultan, such as `AlI Pa§a, 

sentiments with which he would be bound to agree; but taking 

together with the other indications in his works, we are forced 

to acknowledge that this was a genuine belief held by Ná.bi. This 

statement of the awe which the throne could inspire in its 

subjects goes a significant way in explaining how the Ottoman 

dynasty was able to survive over six centuries and through the 

most disastrous of times. But Nabi could not harbour the same 

exculpating illusions about the statesmen of the period, and 

although he is too prudent a man to provoke hostility in 

influential quarters by direct attack, what opinions he held of 

the individuals who formed the administrative class of the Empire 

are all too clearly indicated in the section of the Hayriye 

entitled Matlab -i dagdaga -i pááyi: 

Mans ib i akçe ile almiOur 
Bahr -i dinüñ dibine talmiOur 

Zulmsuz alcçeye desti irmez 

Halk ise göz göre maim virmez 
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Hig bir miilke degüldür ma.l?süs 

]3undadur cümle bu tarac u lusüs 

Özbek ü Hind ü ìvasará. vu `Acem 

Biri mülkinde komaz gerd-i sitem 

Hep bizüm mülkdedür zulm u ürür 
Eylesün clef' Hudávend-i gayúr 

Mülk me'mür degül yok ïrad 

Itdi iráde tedahul bi -dad 

We have already remarked on the strange ambivalence of 

Nabi towards the Pavvas of his acquaintance and how he was 

prepared to accept the benefits of their rapacity. Probably 

this was the wisdom of the world into which he was born, and 

he was too much a man of his age ever to contemplate changing 

the existing order. It is sufficient for him that he was not 

deceived by the aura of office, and he recognized how inadequate 

were many of those who had even attained the Sadraezamship: 

Bilürez ekserinüñ ma-hasal-i ahvälin 

himi pá-mal-i ara kimisi gam-hár-i Okem 
(R2: I, p.59) 

Of course, he had before him as an ideal the example of the 

Köprülü vezirs, and he must have been acutely aware of how 

poorly the other occupants of the office matched up to them. 

CUmle "diem bize hasret-ke iken la'ik mi 

Olayaz pene-i na-ehlde pá.-mal-i sitem 

Biz sifa-ball- i` alilan iken insaf midur 
Bizi ná.-dánlar ide böyle giriftá.r- i sakam 
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ttdi emr ehline teslim emanati I-Iudá. 

Ne olur emr-i Ilä.hz bundan ahkem 

tiisver ià saltanat Allahuñ emänatleridür 

Käfil-i emr zerek ola ctiyänetde `alem 

`tlri7 ile `atl iledür maglahat-i devlet ü din 

y5er` ü känüni ne bilsün bir äläy-lá.-yefhem 

(Ibid., pp. 58-59) 

Such were the conceptions of Näbi about the duties and 

responsibilities of the people in power. He has no illusions 

about their adequacy for the great offices which they filled: 

Fir iki kimseyi lik itmisidi bir nice sal 

Nä' il -i inert ebe -i rif ̀ at- i Sadr- i Cl_ uy 
LIL olmad i muvaffak biri bir ri.idmet e kim 

Pá.di,sá.ha fukaradan ide tahsil-i duca 

(R2. I, p. 65) 

The irony of these quotations is that they are taken from kasides 

addressed respectively to Rama Mehmed Paya and Baltaci Mehmed 

Paga, neither of whom was a particular success as Sadra'zam. 

The external affairs of the Empire at this time were a 

source of despair to men of feeling and intellect. It is the 

peculiar characteristic of the official Ottoman historians 

(Vaká'i`- nüvis) that no war abroad can be regarded as unjustified, 

and although we are never given an explicit statement, the 

impression is gained that such wars were part of the religious 

duty of cihäd and., consequently incumbent upon a Muslim power; 

equally are they silent about the consequences of these wars to 

the people at home and the way they affected social life. 

NäbI gives us a precious insight into this popular attitude in 
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reference to the disastrous war which for sixteen years had 

drained the wealth and resources of the nation into a fruit- 

less confrontation with virtually every militarily effective 

power in Europe, ending in 1110 with the signing of the famous 

treaty of liarlofça (Carlowitz). There is no more poignant 

statement of what these long, hardship- filled years of what 

seemed a war that would go on for ever meant to the ordinary 

people of the Ottoman Empire than that found in the Sulh!ye 

kaside which Nabi addressed to the Sadr -azam Amca -zdde 

Hüseyn Paga at this time (R2: I, p. 49): 

Li-lláh il-hamdü olub ma`reke-i ceng temám 

Buldi 'diem yeñiden sulh u sal2,.h ile nizám 

Geçdi sermá-yi sitem geldi bahár-Z ráhat 

t`tidál itdi çemen-suffa-i eyyáma hirá,m 

Geydi feyyä.za- a. eltá.f- Z hudá.vendï ile 

Ate-i barb ü vegá pirehen-i berd U selám 

§ürta- i lutf ile tlzfá.n- s. fiten buldi sükún 

Kest3-yi emn i:i emán buldi muvá.flk eyyâm 

Hätira gelmez idi bir dai fikr-i sihhat 

Mübtelá-y1 mara o1ml01 mizá,c-i eyyám 

Sarkdan garbe tolub `arbede-i ceng U cidál 

Kimse bilmezdi ne yiizden bula çagin encá.m 

Nice imdá.d- i fürü ̀ u t eba ̀ indan gayr i 

gär [u] 9ásá.r o zamá.n itmis iken barbe kl.yám 

Uarka yaklamis iken kest3-yi bi-lenger-i mülk 

add-1 tevfik irigüb eyledi tefrik-i gamá,m 

Virdi müskil görinen da`v3-yi dehr-á§üba 

Ií.á.zi-yi mahkeme-pïráy- i kader faysal- i tam 
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Nä -gehän eyledi düsize -i h5q- 9ehre -i sulk 

Mä- vera -yi harem -i gaybdan izhär -i hiräm 

Hüccet -i `itk giba itdi `ibadl äzad 

Name -i `and -i hümäyün -i mübárek- fercám 

Geldi eczä-yi be-hem-ber-zede-i devränuñ 

Stizen-i sulh ile giräzesine kuvvet-i tam 

Tab`-i mi`mär3-yi takdire hezärän tahsin 

Ki idüb hedm mebäni-yi felek-say- 1 h isá.m 

tdüb anufi yerine vai`-i esäs-1 Ulfet 

ttdi lafz u kelimäti-yle binäsin ihkäm 

Pig-i seyläb-1 hurúOnuñ arasinda kaiä 

Atei seddine virdi ne güzel istihkäm 

Oldi yek-reng-i mey-i ülfet ile dü§men ü dóst 

ftdi ma` cizn- i vefä ref ̀ -i küdürat- i h z.säm 
. 

Girih -i cebhe leb -i handeye old' tebdil 

Bezmden glkdi yerin virdi seläma d4nam 

The verses continue in the same vein, and then break out into a 

joyous cry: 

Allah Allah ne bu 9ädi bu meserret bu ne §ät 

Bun' rü'yäda hayal eylemez idi evhäm 

Kimse bu zelzele -i hä'ileden ummazdi 

Ki bula bir dahi erkän -1 umür istihkäm 

Çekmemi9di dahi bu dagdagayi devlet U din 

Görmemi §di bu peri §anligi mülk -i Islam 

Kimüñ eylerdi güzer dä'ire -i hatirina 

Ki cihän -1 marai -alüde bula sihhat -i tam 

Böyle meydan -1 hatarda kim timid eyler idi 

Eheb -i mülk tekerlenmi§ iken ide kiyam 

Tayy -i meydan -1 ümid itmege az kalmi§ idi 

Tevsen -i ye's o kadar itmiq idi bast -i licäm 
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It is certain that the despair described herein contributed 

greatly to the breakdown of public morale and was at the base of 

the civic disorder and indiscipline which created havoc in the 

life of the capital. Again Nabi expresses the hopeless pass 

to which the affairs of the Empire had come in the -side he 

composed in 1106 on the accession of Sultan Mustafa. In eleven 

lines, he presents more vividly than any of the chronicles the 

despair which gripped the Ottoman man -in- the -street in face of 

the unending strife and disorder which daily threatened his 

security and his peace (Mac: I, p. 28) 

Egerçi bir nice dem iktizá -yi hikmetle 

Iizac- 1 devleti çarh itdi pámal- i fütar 

Nizam -i `álemi bozdi savä` lk -i can -käh 

Binä -yi rähati yikdl zeläzil -i pür -zór 

Huras- 1 latina- i tüfän- i pänzdeh sale 

líimüñ kodi varak- 1 hat 1r lnda harf-i gu ̀ tir 

Olub nümúne-i pervánegán-1 güm-üde-sem` 

Ivücam-1 bi-mehe dönmi0i `asker-i mansar 

Misäl-i hale-i bi-mähtäb kalmlgdl 

Bert-in-1 mülk hazin taht-i saltanat magdar 

Bu devletüñ yog idi bir tabib-i gam-h"äri 

Mizäc-1 memleket olmlgdl `áfiyetden ditr 

Gubár- 1 gus sa vu germa-y1 gamdan olm igd i. 

0.keste tab` u sefer dide vii zafer ma`zúr 

Hará.ba tutm 1g idi yüz mezá.ri ̀ -i ikbá.l 

Riyáz-1 memleketi kaplamlgdi mar ile mar 

Pür idi sebze -i bigänelerle gülen -i dehr 
Oturmis idi hümälar makämina `usfür 
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Akardi db-1 hayat -i ni ̀ am biyabana 

Mecari -yi hired üzre degüldi city -i umür 

Netice her ne kadar cevr ü tefrika var ise 

Sipihr cümlesin icrada itmemisdiskusúr 

There is nowhere in Nabi's works any clear indication 

that he understood the significance of the events through which 

he lived. He was, of course, a Muslim and the will of God was 

a sufficient, although inscrutable, explanation for all that 

happened. His attitude, therefore, is one of bewilderment: 

Old]. gáñlûm Nabiya baziçe -i emvac -i gam 

Çalkinur geh yes ü geh ümmid ile deryá gibi 

(Rl. 784/16)1 

The one sure recourse available to the Muslim involved 

in this hopeless morass was his religion, and Nab!, for all the 

extent to which he participated in the frivolity of the period, 

was truly representative of the spirit which impelled so many 

men to a renunciation of the world and a seeking of refuge in 

religion. Unlike many other societies, that of the Ottoman 

Empire in the late XVIIth century did not possess an institution- 

alised Church in the bosom of which such men could find refuge, 

1. This is the maleta` of the famous gazel written by Nab! when 

Raiff_ Pava was compelled to go into hiding due to the revolt 

against the ÇS'eyhü'l -Islam Feyzu'llah Efendi in 1115/1703. 

In fact, it is a retort to the taunt that was directed against 

Ram! Pala at this time. 

Harem `arabacisi zddede pinhan olduñ 

Hay Ram! Çelebi vezaret bu mudur 

(Hadikatü'1- vuzara, I, p. 129). Safa'! says explicitly that 

Nabi's gazel (which he calls the l.aslde -i ihtifd'iye) was 

specifically written in response to this. The entire ,azel 

is given in the Harabat, II, p. 166. 
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and it was the para -religious organization, known as the 

tarïkat, that offered this sanctuary. 

Inasmuch as religion was given any formal organization, 

it was especially to be seen in the judicial careEr, and this 

latter had become by Nábi's time so intimately involved in the 

systems of education and administration that its influence for 

good or ill was very profound. The medrese education was 

geared to the production not of good and pious men, but rather 

with the creation of a body of literate civil servants capable 

of managing the domestic affairs of the community. The irony 

is that these individuals were given no training for the judicial 

offices which they were to fill, but solely trained in the 

academic aspects of Islamic law and its allied sciences. In a 

society which was largely illiterate, even the most superficial 

knowledge could command the awe of people, and thus it was 

that these hádis enjoyed a respect to which very often the quality 

of their personal lives would not entitle them. In the Hayrlye 

Nábï alludes to the prevalence of homosexuality among these men, 

a condition which, no doubt, was encouraged and developed by the 

exclusively male environment of the medreses from which they came: 

Dal ider geh kiseye geh tütine 
Batcar olanlaruñ emma götine 

Tutmaz atles -keseli mektübi 

Gece atlesle kucar mahbübi 

(P. 58) 
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It was not, therefore, the official Islam as represented 

by this quasi- aristocratic hierarchy that could attract the 

hearts of the devout, and the impression is frequently given 

that, although it might have some connection with interpretation 

of holy law, it had very little relevance to matters of conscience. 

Because the religious establishment had lent itself to 

the purposes of the state, acting as its judicial agent 

precisely in those matters where government most made contact 

with the people, it inevitably drew upon itself some of the 

discontent that must always be felt by the ruled towards the 

ruler. But these were, moreover, a people to whom religion 

was the central fact of life, and the satisfaction which such 

aspirations demanded could not,be achieved through a secularized 

institution. And it was thus that the para- ecclesiastical 

dervish orders exerted their influence in the religious life of 

the community, supplying spirit to the moribund formality of 

official Islam. In a rather curious way, many of these dervish 

orders -- the Mevlevi, the Ylalveti, the Nakbendi -- became 

almost part of the orthodoxy of the age. 

But the dangers presented by such a relaxation of canonical 

controls became ever more apparent just about this time. As 

the people were more disposed to loon for spiritual guidance 

outside the conventional religious institution, so were they 

the more exploited by ignorant charlatans and impostors who 

sought to capture the loyalty of the people by eccentricities 

of piety. Such false dervishes had since the very beginning 
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been objects of ridicule to the divan poets, and Nábi, both in 

the Hayriye and throughout the Divan, also derides them: 

Lá'ik mi k' ola mürO.d-i eshá.b-i O`ür 
P3ráye-perest-i zerk her bir müzdür 

lla` vá,-y i dürüg ina ne hó§ yapm i.Our 

Tesbih U `as-d vu tácdan zór 

(Rub. IV, p. 15) 

Equally dangerous to the spiritual life of the society were the 

bigoted pietists whose narrow conceptions of Islam were as 

much a recoil from orthodoxy as were the uninhibited vagaries 

of the dervishes. These, too, were from of old attacked by 

the poets, and in fact the záhi.d became part of the cliche 

apparatus of the literature. They are always suspected of 

hypocrisy: 

Zähid ne kadar `ayb ile ydd itsede rindi 

Besdür aria of hüsni ki salüs degüldür 

(H2: 212/9) 

But Nabi can see that by denying joy they are tending to destroy 

the true purposes of religion: 

Bu zühd U riyá baina halkuri ne beládur 
ríahrüm ider erbá.b in i zevk-i dü-cihandan 

(H2: iv, p. 39) 

It was when such pietists tried to appropriate to themselves 

the pretensions to supernatural power of the dervish holy -men 

that they became really dangerous, inducing the people into a 

way of life that could only lead to the spiritual death of the 

society. In several places Nábi decries such men: 
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Eyler rücü` nakd-i miizevver gibi saña 

Ey seyh satma çok da metä`-1 kerämetüñ 

(Ml: 381/4) 

Alúdelige eyleye häsä ki tasaddur 

01 zühd ki da`vä-y1 kerämet var içinde 

(H2: 689/5) 

Between these two extremes of irresponsible dervishism and joy- 

less pietism, there were men of true spiritual insight who 

were capable of providing the guidance which cultivated men 

such as Näbi were seeking through the moral confusion of the age. 

These were mystics, of course: 

Sukäta-çïni-yi enfäs-i `ärifindendür 

Ne deñlü nä'il-i ser-mäye-i hak-Pik isem 

(MUc.: 482/6) 

and they were associated with one or another of the tarikät: 

Gam zór ile çeker getürür Näbiyä beni 

Dergäh -1 pïr -i deyri penäh itmeyem disem 

(Ml: 490/7) 

and it was in their tekkes,and not the medreses,that the questing 

heart could find the truth for which it hungered: 

Tä geçmeyince medrese-i kil U kälden 

Añlanmaz istilähl kitäb-1 hakikatüñ .. . . . . 

(Ml: 379/7) 

Later in this work there will be mention of Näbi's association 

with the dervish orders, and of his own reputation as a mystic. 

However, we cannot with any certainty associate Näbi with any 

one specific order. But the statement by Karahan1 that he may 

1. Nabi, Islá.m. Ansk. vol. IX, p. 4. 
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have been a Kädiri (supported by a reference to the gazer 

to eyh `Abdii'l- kádir -I Gïláni in the Divan p. 25) receives 

further confirmation from the association of the poet with the 

eyh of the order Mevlánd `Ali ibn Yahyá el- Geyláni which it 

will be sought to demonstrate later in this work. Neverthe- 

less, his frequent allusion to dervish ritual throughout the 

Divan and in particular his long gazel on the Sena` beginning: 

Sipihr -i himmete devr -i kamerdür halka -i tevhid 

Riyáz -i Cennete hav -1 sekerdiir halka-1 tevhïd 

(H1: 43)1 

indicate that his connection was practical as well as intellectual 

and sympathetic. But that the appeal was influenced by 

intellectual consideration cannot be in doubt, and the gazel 

beginning: 

Bä1 in- i äyá.t -i I ur' á.ndur Fiitfihát u Füsüs 

Gevher -i deryd -y1. `irfandur Fütúhát u Füsizs 

(R1: 341)2 

indicates that he was not unversed in the philosophical literature 

of tasauvuf, just as his Persian nazires to Mevlá:ná and Gana 

show how receptive he was to its aesthetic attractions. 

1. In the Bursa manuscript, this poem is actually described 

as an Iláhi. 

2. This gazel has been translated by Von Hammer, G.O.D. IV. 

p.67. He cites the first misrá` of the matla` incorrectly 

Rahm- gáh -1. Kur)andur, etc. 
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Amid this scene of political anarchy and social confusion, 

when most of the institutions upon which Ottoman society had 

been founded were falling into decay and when even religion in 

its formal sense was losing its hold on the people, the emergence 

of a figure such as Ndbi attests the unconquerable resilience 

of human nature and its ability to achieve dignity in even the 

most adverse circumstances. To dwell further on this point 

here would be to anticipate the Conclusion which will appear 

at the end of this work, but it must be said that it was through 

individuals, such as Ndbi, who in every period of history rose 

above the calamities of the age and the frustrations of their 

personal lives to achieve a moral stature of universal worth 

that Ottoman society proved its vitality. However great may 

have been the military triumphs, however deplorable may have 

been the stages of decline, the one permanent feature of this 

system was its ability at all times to produce men of exceptional 

value who remain more representative of their periods than do the 

statesmen and the soldiers. We can only know such men through 

the writings of those of them who were possessed of literary 

talent, but the assumption must be that these Nabis of every 

age were the authentic voices of a much wider circle than the 

merely literary. 
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B. THE LIFE OF NABÌ (Early life, Middle life, Haleb period, 

Post -Haleb period) 

The date of Yusuf Nabi's birth can be calculated from 

two sections of his poetical works. In the kaside addressed 

to Baltaci Mehmed Paa when he was appointed sadr -a`zam in 1122, 

Nábi describes his hesitation in accepting his invitation to 

accompany him to Istanbul, thinking that it would not be wise 

for a man of seventy to uproot himself: 

Didi ki ey fersüde-hired pir-i ná.-tüvän 

Heftád sinnde1 bu seferiiñ neñe hikmeti 

This would place the date of his birth in 1052 (1642 -43), and 

there is confirmation of this date in the introductory section 

of the Hayriye (p. 5) where he says to his son: 

Çär u pencähda seni virdi Hakk 

Heft sá.lüñde yazildi bu varak 

His son, Ebü'1 -Hayr, was born in 1106, as is shown by the two 

chronograms in I, p. 132; so from this indication, too, we reach 

the date of 1052 for Näbi's birth. In addition to these two 

familiar indications, we also have a statement of his age in a 

letter which he wrote to Dámäd (Silandár, Sehid) `Ali Pasa some- 

time after the latter's promotion to 2nd vezir in Reb. I 1121: 

bu dä` 3-yi sal-hürde-i pá.-fersiadlar lnuñ bare-i bz-hayát i 

meráhil-i seb`3ni güzer itmegle 

(ü gast á.med niest ämed be-d3där 
Çü heftá.d ámed üftäd 'diet ez kár 

(Ij3)2 

1. II, 31. The text has sene. 

2. Müne'át, f. 12a. 
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He was born in Ruhä (modern Urfa, which he speaks of 

as though it were part of the province of Sam:l 

Vatanum ehr-i dil-árá-yi Ruh 

Vakt-i tahrir makarrum Sehbá. 

Ne Ruh gbta-geh-i hitta-i äm 
Mazher-i mu`cize-i berd ü seläm 

Wayr3ye, Po 5) 

We have no certain information about his family, and even he 

admits that his ancestry does not go back very far: 

IIamdü lilláh nesebiiñ `äl3dür 

`tlm ile cedd ü ebüñ `älïdür 

Gergi báläsi bilinmez emma 

Bilinen mertebedür hep a`lä 

(Ibid., p. 6) 

From the first of these bests, Karahan infers that Näbi's family 

was of the `ulemä class;2 but this is obviously incorrect. 

Had his father belonged to the learned class, it is unquestionable 

that a son of such ability would also have followed the same 

career. Moreover, the `ilm of which he speaks was obviously 

something that he himself possessed, and it was not therefore 

that special kind which was the prerogative of the `ulemä. All 

that can be said in this connection is that his family was of 

sufficient substance to educate the son to a degree unusual to 

the time and the place. But it could not, apparently be 

1. In 1018 `Ayn -i `Ali describes Ruhá /Rakka as a single eyalet, 

with Ruhd as the seat of the governor. ¡l -i 

`Osman, p. 32. Evliyä CÇelebi, who visited Rühä in 1056, 

gives it the same status. Seyáhat -name, III, 157. 

2. Nabi (Varlik), p. 3. 
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regarded as a wealthy family, for when Nabi, discouraged by 

his inability to find employment and patronage in his early 

days in Istanbul, was mooting returning home, he says: 

Vatana varsam iktidá.rum yok 

Bunda otursam medar-karum yok 

(II, p. 13) 

We know, also, that in 1089 two brothers and two sisters were 

still living in Riiha, for he mentions his reunion with them 

when he visited here on his way to the Pilgrimage. The fact 

that he does not mention either his father or mother can be 

taken as proof that they were already dead at this time: 

Uusá.sa ki semere-i izdivác-i ebeveyn, ya`ni uhteyn 

ve ahaveyn, ki 

Me-ra Umid-i vz.sal-i tu zinde mi-dared 

Ve ger ne her dem-em ez hecr-i tu-st bim-i helá.k 

(Mc.) 

terenniimi-yle, bu kadar müddetden berti dideleri 

revzene-i rah-i hasret, ve sá.mi`alari mevküf-z 

peyam-i begaret olub, 

`Aceb göriir miyiiz ol rúyi bir dahi yoksa 

halur gider o I;aribü 'd-diyáx gelmez mi1 

One of these brothers was named Mahmúd, and like Nabi he had 

also performed the Pilgrimage. He was a zi`amet holder 

(probably in Rühá) and the father of two sons, Mehmed and 

tsmacil, the former of whom also bore the distinction of Hacci. 

1. Tübfet, f. lib. 
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These facts emerge from a letter which he wrote from 'pleb 

to Siland :r `Ali Pasa sometime in 1121. 

Biräderümüz Häcci Mahmúd näm bendeñüz pir ü nä-tüvän 

olub . . . kadimden tasarrufinda olan zi`ämetin hüsn-i 

rizäsi-yle sulbi ogullari Häcci Mehmed ve lsmä`il näm 
1 kullaruñuza kasr-1 yed idüb. 

The next definite date we have in his biography concerns 

his arrival in Istanbul in 1076, when he was 24 years of age. 

This is to be deduced from the same section of the Tühfet where 

he speaks of his return to Rühá: 

är.äm-gäh-1 vatandan äsitän-i devlet cänibine 

kemer-bend-i `azimet olaldan berü, nüsha-i dü-reng-i 

klrtäs-1 sinl'.nden on 'Liç vara k gerdän olub; bi-hamdi 

)115-11 ta` älä huslzl- i esbäb- 1 kämräni ve vusúl- 1 

derece-i ämäl.ii'emani ile her sahife-i sälsahife-i 
. . . . 

mäziyeden t..txbter, ve `atä-Wane-i eltäf-1 yezdäniden 

teveccüh iden her bir ni`met mukaddime-i ni`met-i 

diger olmis iken: 

Yúsuf ki be-Misr pädisähi mi-kerd 

Mi-güft gedä bñden-i ïken` än hóster 

masdäkl üzre her bär yäd-1 vatan haväli-yi gird-i 

ehr-bend-i hät1r oldukça, teselsül-i katarät-1 esk-i 

läle-gün dil-i divá.neye hubbü 'l-vatan mine '1-imän 

nälesini is`är ider zencir-i cünizn olurdi. Bu kadar 

süzis-i hasret ile ol seväd-i dil-äviz deriçesine 

kadem-zen-i dühúl müyesser oldukda, buhär-i sürúr 

muka" ar-1 dimäga sur rid, ve kesb-i rutúbetle rah-1 

çesmden vürizd idüb, ilb. 

The first poem which can be definitely ascribed to his early 

1. Müne'ät, 13b. 
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Istanbul period is a chronogram1 on the death of a certain Häccï 

Hüseyn Pasa who died sehiden in Muharrem of 1077.2 (I, p. 101) 

How long he remained without a patron is not known. The next 

chronograms of certain date belong to the following year, one of 

them commemorating a fountain built in Dimetoka by the private 

treasurer of the Sultan, Yüsuf Aga, a personage who figures 

frequently in the events of this period. (I, p. 99). But more 

important for Näbi's career was the association he formed in 

this year with Musähib Mustafa Para, which was to last until 

the death of the latter in Zilka`da 1097. The patronage 

extended by Mustafä Pasa embraced many other leading poets of 

the age. Salim (p. 577) mentions several of them, apart from 

Nábi and Ram :, including tshak- Hrácesi Ahmed Efendi,3 Mührdár 

`Abdulläh Aga, Rüsdi Ahmed Efendi,' Nä'i1i Çelebi, `Arif Efendi,5 

1. Näbi delights in introducing ta`miye into his chronograms, and 

when the date is not given in the text (or incorrectly given) 

and when the event cannot be verified from other sources, one 

cannot always be confident of their solution. 

2. Only the dotted letters in the final m.a.srac are to be counted, 

and the yá's are regarded as such, though, of course, in the 

printed text they are given without dots. This Hácci Hüseyn 

Paga has not been identified. He may be one of the a`yän who 

died of illness during the preparations for the campaign against 

Crete. Cf. Silandär Ta'riii, I, 411. 

3. In his notice on him, however, Salim does not mention this 

association with Musähib Mustafä, pp. 113 -116. 

4. Again, Salim does not refer to this association in the notice 

which he devotes to this prominent poet, pp. 298 -304. 

5. Here, too, there is no mention of this association in Saline's 

notice, pp. 441 -446. 
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and Kámi, the subject of this particular notice. 

The beginnings of this relationship are attested by four 

chronograms of the year 1078, that is, one year after Mustafá 

Pasa had left the palace service and had been promoted to the 

rank of 2nd vezir.l Two of these (I, pp. 86, 87) are on the 

occasion of the imperial cypher (for such is probably the meaning 

of hatt in the verses) being inscribed on his mansion; another 

is concerned with his archery2 (I, p. 87); and the last on the 

birth of the Pasa's son Mehmed in Rebi` I. (I, p. 88).3 

The latter chronogram is significant in that it may be an 

indication of a more than casual relationship with the Pasa at 

this early date. The child was probably born from a concubine, 

and the event was not likely to be common knowledge outside his 

household and immediate retinue. 

The long mesnevi occupies pages 4 to 15 of the second 

section of the published Divan must also belong to this early 

period and, no doubt, was written soon after he had entered 

Mustafa Pasa's service. The concluding verses would otherwise 

be meaningless: 

Nice demdür ki bi -kesem bi -kes 

Olmasun kimseler esir-i heves 

Bir garibem cenábuña geldüm 

Bifi Umide ile bábuña geldüm 

1. In Hasid, i, 30, there is a detailed account of the elaborate 

ceremonies attending his elevation, and there is mention of 

the residence in the city which the Sultan presented to him. 

2. kuvvet has the value of 512. 

3. The ta'rih which follows is also on the birth of a son named 

Mehmed, but the date is 1088 and probably refers to another 

child. 
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By his own stateent we know that Ndbi was in the service 

of Mustafä Pasa for twenty years, and that this afforded him 

entrance to the Palace and the presence of the Sultän: In a 

letter written to `Ali Pasa when he was still Silandär, Nab!, 

in speaking of the reigning Sultan, Ahmed III, says: 

Merhúm huld- dsiyán peder -i `ál3- güherleri Sultan 

Mehmed Hán hazretlerinüñ merhUm Musähib vdsetasi -yle 

yigirmi serve kadar huúr -1 hümáyünlarina mülázemet 
serefine väs il, ve envä` -i iltifät u ihsänlar iza nä' it 

olmak müyesser olub, hattä hatt -i hümäyünlari ihsáni -yle 

kemäl -i refähiyetle ziyáret -i Haremeyn müyesseroldi.1 

Regrettably, most of the chronograms which he composed during 

this period are not to be found in the published Divan. That he 

did construct ta'rihs for almost every event of any significance 

is beyond doubt, and many of these must certainly exist in the 

mecmú`as of the age. Their collection and study are bound to 

contribute to our still scant knowledge of the biography of 

Náb3. 

It seems certain that in his capacity of divan secretary to 

Musáhib Mustafä Pasa he was obliged to accompany him wherever 

he went. When he was unable to do so, it was a matter for 

apology, as is attested by the kaside in I, 41 -45. And as 

Mustafä was the nedim of Mehmed IV, we can assume that the move- 

ments of the latter as recorded in the histories were those of 

Nab!, also. Thus, we can show that he was in Selanik in 1080 

1. Mün,se'ät, f. 31b. 
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by the chronogram in I, 84 -5. He commemorates the Sultan's 

visit to the house of a certain Mahmüd Aga' in a ta'r!h 

containing a rather clever ta`miye: 

Geldi Nab! gibi biri didi of dem ta'r!h 

Vaki a sah -nisïn oldi bu ca -yi a`la 

(R2.) 

The final misrac yields the sum 1069 to which biri (bir - 1: 

ya - 10; together making 11) must be added. 

In 1082 -83 he accompanied the army on the expedition against 

Poland which led to the capture of the fortress of I- amaniçe. 

The history of the campaign which he wrote at the request of 

Mustafa Pasa has already been mentioned in the Introduction. 

He spent Ramadan of 1083 in Edirne, and he composed another 

chronogram at this time on the death of a certain Burunsuz 

Mevievi (I, p. 108). The next significant date afforded by 

the chronograms places him in Edirne in 1086 for the celebrations 

in connection with the royal children and the marriage of his 

patron to the daughter of the Sultan. 

At some period before 1086 he had served as keti.uda in 

Mustafa Pasa's household, but he had voluntarily resigned from 

the position, for reasons which may have had to do with his 

health. Certainly it was not to go on the Pilgrimage as certain 

sources state. There is in fact contradiction in the sources 

on the period when he held the position as kethuda. In his 

biographical notice on Rama Mehmed Pasa, Rasid (III, 240) mentions 

1. Rasid, I, 245 -7, mentions that the Sultan used the house of 

another local dignitary for the Bayram reception at this time. 
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that Nabi resigned his position as kethuda to Mustafa Pasa and 

went on the Pilgrimage, the implication of the passage being 

that he left this employment in order to perform this religious 

duty. This would place it in or before 1089. 

Salim, however, states: hacc -i serifden geldlklerinden 

soiira bir müddet dahi Pasa -yi mezkizr hairetlerine kethudá olub, 

kethudal ikdan ma` zül oldui,aarindan sofzra yine ke -' 1 -evvel 

mükerrem ve bab -i sa`adetlerinde manzür -i kirisme -i çesm -i 

iltifatlari olub muhterem olmislar idi. (p. 629). This would 

place the appointment after 1089. Safá'3 mentions the kethudalik 

after the Pilgrimage, but his information about Nabi is not 

given in any chronological order and no deductions as to dates 

can be made therefrom. (p. 425) 

It could be argued, however, that Nabi's surrender of this 

position must have taken several years earlier. In the `Azliye 

kaside, which was obviously written in connection with this 

resignation: 

Defter -i dad u sited nüsha -i es`ar olds. 

Sal -i ta'rih hesab itmege kaldi erkam 

(I, p. 47) 

among the encomia which he lavishes on his patron he does not 

include the dignity of damad, an omission that can only be 

explained by the poem's having been written earlier than 1086, 

when Mustafa Pasa married Fatima Sultan. Nor is there any 

indication of his intention of making the Pilgrimage. In the 

Feth -name -i liamaniçe (f. 97b) Nab' describes his relationship 

with Mustafa Pasa, saying that he is serefyáfte -i hidmet -i 
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kitábetleri, and this indicates that he was still a secretary 

and had not been appointed stewart. The most likely period 

for his tenure of this post, therefore, must be between the 

years 1083 and 1086. 

There are further obscure points about this kethudálik 

which cannot be explained through the sources available. 

Safä'i, in his notice on the poet Süküni ( pp. 184 -185),1 quotes 

the mocking poem which he wrote in connection with Nábi's 

separation from this office, and he clearly indicates that it 

was through dismissal rather than resignation (ma`zül oldukda). 

The vulgar abuse which Sükfini spews on Nabi can probably be 

dismissed as belonging to the genre which has always been 

characterized by scurrility rather than wit. But, as to the 

inference of fact which may be drawn from the language, it would 

appear that Nabi was a very difficult task -master, and that he 

did not hesitate to dismiss the servants under him on the 

slightest pretext: 

Buldufi ey kem -paye firsat kat` -1 ta`yinát idüb 

Kedhudá.likda kapu halkindan aldufi intikám 

This would explain the treatment which Nabi complains of in his 

1. In the manuscript of Safá'i which was used in the present 

study, this poem is written in the margin and certain words 

are not clear. Sükini died in 1102 in Damascus when he was 

mukábeleci, but this poem must certainly have been written 

while he was still in Istanbul. Salim (p. 358) gives the 

date of his death as 1111, but as it is obvious that he has 

used Safa'i as the source for his notice, this statement 

may be erroneous. 

Cf. Murádi, Silküd- Dürer, I, 218; S.'0, III, 52. 
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kas!de, saying that the servants formerly under his orders now 

treated him with contempt. It would appear, too, that Nábi 

was not a particularly competent steward: 

Oldi nasbufila ümür -i ásitáne herc ü merc 

Buldi `azlüfile yine küllï nizám u intizdm 

Probably, the only substantial contribution which this poem 

makes to our knowledge is that it shows that Näbi was not without 

his enemies, and that he had not yet achieved the respect he was 

latterly to enjoy. Süküni, we are told, was a protégé of Kara 

Mustafá Paa, and the enmity existing between the two poets may 

be a reflection of the hostility of their respective masters to 

one another. 

Using the criterion of the presence or absence of the title 

dámád, the other kasides in section I of the Diván can also be 

dated as to before or after 1086. Thus, I, pp. 35 -39 belongs 

to the earlier period; and I, pp. 39 -41, indeed, can be dated 

even more precisely. It is a combined `idiye- baháriye, and it 

was in the year 1084 that the `idü '1 -adhá fell approximately 

about the time of the vernal equinox. The `azliye .~aside (i, 

pp. 45 -49) has already been dealt with. Therefore, it is only 

that which is found in I, pp. 41 -45 that can definitely be 

assigned to some date after 1086: 

0 zát-i mekremet-árá ki eyledi dámád 

Görüb §ehineh-i á.lem nazirini kem-yáb 

(p. 46) 

The long mesnevi in four parts which occupies pp. 4 -15 of 

section II would, also, appear to have been written before 1086. 

In 1089, Nábi went on the Pilgrimage, accompanied, among 
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others, by Rami Mehmed Pasa. (asid, III, 240). Musáhib 

Mustafá Pasa secured a letter of recommendation for him from 

the Sultan to the governor of Misr, `Abd- arrahman Pasa (Ttlhfe, 

3a), requiring that he be accorded every facility. On leaving 

Ruha, they have to take an indirect course because they were 

afraid of the Arabs. They went to `Ayntáb. The journey from 

`Ayntáb to Aleppo took over ten days (Tühfe, f. 15b) 

Sometime before 1091 his patron must have obtained an 

income for Nábï in the form of a malikane on one of the state 

revenues, and it seems very likely that this was from the tax 

on the coffee- roasting houses in Haleb. It was in 1091 that 

Mustafá Pasa was deprived of most of the revenues which he had 

been enjoying since his days as silandár and excluded from the 

favoured position which he held in the court and the Divan) 

It is, therefore, unlikely that he could have obtained such a 

concession for one of his dependents after this date. We know 

that Näbi was affluent enough to maintain a house in Istanbul.2 

The evidence for the nature of this income is to be found in a 

letter to Silandár `Ali Pasa -- before he had yet become a 

vezir and, therefore, to be dated not later than 11213 -- in 

which he appeals for hia assistance in having the value of his 

mukata`a restored to its original amount: 

1. Silandar Ta'rihi, II, p. 259. 

2. Úazel No. 774 describes how he lost his house through fire 

and an explosion of gun- powder. 

3. Rásid, III, pp. 270 -81. 
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Haleb mukata` á.t zndan bir mukäta` a-1 ná.-çiz 

bende-zádeñüz üzerine maliká.ne itdürilmis 

idi. Müntefi` biha mukâta`á.ti ibtidá-yi 

zuhúr- i malikänede çäbük-destan- i diinyá.- 

perest malcüleleri rübúde-i çengal-i tasarruf 

idüb, fa'ideleri bir kaç sene muhassillar 

`uhdesinde kalub, tahammüli mertebesine 

täliblerine iltizämen virür idi. Üç dört 

seneden sofira yine muhasslllaruñ `arzi-yle 

Haleb fürizliti üzre tálibine mälikáne olmag- 

içün mü'ekked fermá.nlar vá.rid olmagin, Haleb 

tahmisi asl mali egerçi alti biñ yüz gurus 

olub, lá.kin Bagdad ve Haccäc [sic:] tarafindan 

vürüdi mu`tad olan kahve munkatl` olmagla, 

muhassillar zarürï bes biñ gurusa 

virürler idi. ilh. 

After returning from the Pilgrimage he re- entered the services 

of Musähib Mustafä Pasa and can be presumed to have accompanied 

him in his movements down to his death. He would, thus, have 

participated in the campaign against Belgrade in 1094 (Silandár, 

II, 12) and have gone with him to the Morea in 1096 when he was 

appointed commander of the forces operating against the Venetians. 

(ibid. p. 221). Upon his patron's being relieved of this post 

in the same year by tsma`il Passa -- for reasons of health -- he 

would have accompanied him to Seddü '1 -bahr in the Gallipoli 

Peninsula and been there when he died in Zil -K, 1097. 

(Rasid, I, 478). 

These years in the life of Näbi remain obscure, though they 

must have presented him with experiences of places and people 

more varied than at any other time in his career. None of the 
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chronograms in the published Divan pertain to this period, so 

even this generally tenuous source is withheld from us. In 

not one of his poems is there any mention of Greece or the 

Balkans, and all the evidence of his literary practice shows 

him a person who never hesitated to introduce material of this 

kind into his writings. We are forced to the conclusion that 

much of his poetical production is now lost to us -- and it may 

be that the fire which destroyed his house in Istanbul, also, 

destroyed the only copies of many of his poems: 

D3vän-i si`r `älem-i bäläya `azm edüb 

Mürgän heväda söyleür oldi. fesänemi 

(Ml. 774/3). 

After the death of Musahib Mustafa Paga Nabi must have 

returned to Istanbul. But it is very unlikely that he remained 

here for long, and there is an indication that he returned for a 

while to his native town of Rühä, for we have in section I, 

pp. 92 -93 of the Divan a chronogram on the completion of the 

house of a certain Süleyman Passa there in the year 1100. Of 

course, there is every possibility that such a ta'rih could have 

been commissioned from Näbi without his being present in the city,1 

1. Other chronograms written while he was in Haleb are 

connected with the completion of buildings in Istanbul. 

Cf. Divan, I, p. 121 (der bina -yi cämi` -i Välide- Sultan der 

üsküdár) 1120, and p. 97 (der bind-yi cämï` ü tekke ü medrese- 

i vezir -i a`zam `Ali Pagä der Istänbúl) 1120. 

But these are all very pretentious edifices and it was 

consistent with their pretensions that their ta'rihs should 

be commissioned from the leading poet of the age. 
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but this implies an orderliness of communications that was non- 

existent in the bandit -ridden Anatolia of the period. It 

seems very natural that a mature man of adequate means, such as 

Nabi now was, might elect to escape from the turmoil and the 

uncongenial climate of the capital and return to the home where 

he had spent youth and early manhood. That he did not remain 

there can be explained in various ways, but none is more 

persuasive than the possibility that he was unable to find in 

Rüha the peace and security for which he was seeking in which to 

pass his old -age. And so he elected to move on to Haleb. 

As will later be shown, he leaves us in no doubt that it 

was the favourable climate of this city that was its chief 

attraction. Yet he had little previous experience of this 

aspect of the city, for he had only passed through there once 

before on his way to the Pilgrimage; nor is there any indication 

that he had family or political connections which might have 

induced the move. But if the assumption made previously that 

the mälikane of which he was possessed applied to the coffee - 

roasting revenues of Iialeb, there is every reason to suppose that 

he at least had a financial interest in the city which could be 

the better protected by his presence there. In any event, the 

chronogram of the completion of his residence in Haleb (I, p. 109) 

places him there in 1101, and there is another of the same year 

on the completion of a hammam (I, p. 103). That fact that he 

was able to afford to have a house built almost as soon as he 

arrived in the city shows that he was reasonably well -off. 
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Yet, Näbi's love of Istanbul can be shown over and over 

again from the words of his Divän, and the forces which caused 

him to leave there must have been pressing indeed. 

It would be natural for a person of his temperament to flee 

from the intrigues which were entwining themselves about every 

branch of public life, and which had been able to affect even 

so securely established a figure as his patron Musähib Mustafä 

Paga. 

It should be noted that such retirement from the world of 

affairs was not an unusual act at this time. In the tezkere of 

Salim several other instances of this repudiation of worldly 

success can be met with: Fasih (p. 530), who was secretary to 

the 5adra`zam höprülü -zäde Ahmed Pa§a, at the height of his 

career, abandoned everything to become a Mevlevï dervish; Säkib 

(p. 197), a protégé of Köprülü -zäde Mustafä Pasa, also renounced 

the world and entered the Mevlevi order. At least one of his 

physical ties with Istanbul were severed when his house and all 

his possession there burned down:1 

1. Ibrahim Alaettin Gövsa (Nabi. Milli Kütüphane Edebiyat Serisi) 

is unconvincing in his efforts to ascribe this event to the 

year 1110, when a disastrous explosion of a powder -store 

destroyed 425 houses in the vicinity. In this year Nab' was 

in Haleb (there is a ta'rih on the completion of the saräy 

there to be found in the Divän, I, pp. 109 -111). Moreover, 

there is not a single indication in any of his works that he 

ever returned to Istanbul before 1122. That he might have 

owned a house in Istanbul is, of course, possible; but it would 
be inconceivable that he left his Divän of poetry there while he 

was in Haleb. The explosion of gun -powder must have been a 
common cause of conflagration in the period, and it is unlikely 

that so common an occurrence would find mention in the histories 
unless it was as spectacularly destructive as the one Rá id 
records. 
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Bárizt-i rú-siyá.h yakub yZkdi há.nemi 

Dßndürdi garh bát iruma ásiyánemi 

(Ml: 774/1) 

and we know that he had no blood- relations in the city. This 

may be inferred from the lines in his mesnevi in praise of 

Mustafa Paga in which he describes his arrival in the city: 

Ne enisüm ne yár u gam-b"-drum 

Ne teselli virür vefádárum 

Ne kabile ne dgind vu ne Y3. "Is 

Ne nemek -riz -i bAt ir- i pür -rig 

(tiaf: II, p. 11) 

However, it is possible that the climate of Istanbul did not 

agree with his health; for in the Hayriye (p. 20), after 

lavishing praises on all the diverse pleasures of living there, 

he adds: 

Her kimüñ kim ola biinyádi kavi 

Yapmasun gayri vildyetde evi 

And the inference to be drawn from the preceding line is that 

the air of the city was too variable in its extremes: 

t`tidá.l olsa havásinda eger 

rayra. büldána kim eylerdi nazar 

It may be that ill -health, also, had previously forced him to 

resign from his position as kethudá, although there is no 

indication of this in the `Azlïye kaside which he wrote on the 

occasion. In any event it must have been some very compelling 

reason which would influence a sensitive man like Nábi to put 

himself in a position in which he had to endure the discourtesies 

of his former inferiors, and these he describes in detail. 
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Moreover, we know that one occasion illness prevented him from 

attending some function arranged by Mustafä Passa, and the 

kaside which he wrote in apology (I, p. 41) implies that this 

would have involved travelling: 

Ve lik bir maraz-i bi-amän zuhúrsndan 

`Azimete yog idi kálib-i sikestede tá.b 

( MÜ c : p. L2) 

harahan may be correct in assuming that this was a hunting party 

in Edirne, but there is nothing in the poems that states this 

explicitly. The use of the term sell in the following beyt 

from his famous gazel on Haleb,1 would seem to imply that he 

suffered from some form of rheumatism in Istanbul, and that 

this was relieved by the drier air of his new residence: 

Nesim-i `áfiyetüñ desti sell olur Näb3 

Meded-res olmasa tedbirine safä-y1 Haleb 

This assumption is supported by the verse in Hayrïye (p. 6) 

where he explicitly states the influence of the climate of Haleb 

on his decision to move there: 

Cezbe -i á.b u hava olds sebeb 

Oldi áräm -gähum sehr -i Haleb 

It would seem that Istanbul, as might be expected from the density 

of its population, was particularly subject to the plague: 

Olmasaydi maraz-i gûnágún 

Ah illá o mübärek tä`ün 

(Hayr3ye, p. 20) 

1. Translated in GOD, iv, 65; but see earlier remarks on this, 

p. 22. 
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For a person of poor health, living in a city where such a 

fearful disease was prevalent would have created enough anxiety 

to prompt a move to healthier surroundings. 

As an alternative to Istanbul, there were few places that 

could compare with Haleb: 

Lik andan geçicek §ehr -i Haleb 

Yokdur äsäyise andan enseb 

It, too, was a prosperous city, with the edifices and facilities 

proper to such a wealth: 

Hak budur á.b- i rûy- 1 büldändur 

Haylï ma`mûre-i cali-sändur 

and because of its commercial importance, it attracted a cosmo- 

politan population: 

Maksad -1 Hind U Fireng U Mäçin 

Bender -i mu` teber -i ray -1 zemïn 

Here, too, could be found the commodities and articles of trade 

which added to the comfort of life: 

Bulinur emti`a -1 gûnägún 

Ni`met U mal u menäl -i efzûn 

But, above all it had a salubrious climate: 

Bä Dusûs äb u haväs 1 dilke 

Säha- 1 nehr U binäs 1 dilke 

pp. 21-22) 

It is extraordinary that during all his long residence in 

Haleb, Näbi seems to have had little contact with the Arab element 

of the population, or such is the impression to be derived from 

his works. He would appear to have lived in a sort of Ottoman 

colony within the city, having as little real contact with the 
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natives as the European merchants also settled there. Most of 

these Ottomans, too, were merchants or business men, and he is 

scathing in his condemnation of their philistinism: 

Anda (Istanbul) dur md- hasal -i kadr -i hüner 

Tasralarda kim okur kim diñler 

Only money is respected: 

Akgedür ta§ranuñ ancak hüneri 

Hakk ollnmi§ hünerüñ sanki yeri 

The creative artist can find no avenue to prosperity, for only 

the mundane pursuits are rewarded: 

Tarada eylemege kesb-i ga.ná. 

Yá ticáret yd zirá`at yá ribá. 

Learning and the arts are non -existent: 

líalmamis 0.mdi hele zerre kadar 

Tara yerlerde ma`drifden eser 

as are, indeed, books and scholars: 

Oldi erbá.b- i ma ̀ árif ná.-yá.b 

Dii§di peygizle-i nisy2.na kitá.b 

As for the literary arts, they are utterly despised: 

insáyi sanurlar nefrin 

Fá.ris3 lafzi ise gerb U gïrin 

Not only is the Persian language all but unknown, but even Arabic 

is but imperfectly used. It is this line that indicates that 

he is really speaking of the city of Haleb in this passage, 

though he may, also, have had Ruhd, his native city, in mind: 

`Arabi var o da mdnende -i berf 

B1 -esás ol dah.i ne nativ u ne sarf 

In the eyes of these provincials, the polite attainments were as 
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nothing compared with money: 

Neye yarar var iken para vu mäl 

Däni ü ma`rifet ü `ilm ü kemäl 

And in their wealth they found a source of pride: 

Nahvet ü `ucb ile mest olmi0lar 

Cümlesi pära- perest olmi lar 

In the pursuit of material advancement, not only did they 

neglect learning, but they even lacked time for the proper 

performance of their religious duties: 

Nice secde ider of Alläha 

Belki noksän gele `izz ü calla 

To Näbi, who had been intimately associated with the highest 

society of time and had been the intimate of the true elite of 

the Empire, their pretensions and affectations seemed ridiculous: 

Taht-i devletde olur eger9i kibär 

Tarada halkuñ istikbä.r 

Yine miÿärlarini bilmezler 

Hadd ü mikdärlarini bilmezler 

N'oldugin halki kinäruñ el-hakk 

Gören fstanbuli afilar ancak 

Consequently, while in Haleb, Näbi's poetical production seems 

to have languished from time to time. This is quite under- 

standable when we take into consideration the circumstances in 

which poetry was created in the Ottoman period, and in this 

provincial town there was not a learned circle of congenial 

spirits (ehl -i dil) capable of appreciating the poems which he 

might have composed to provide entertainment at a convivial 

assembly (bezm -i yärán). Thus, in the Persian Divan (VI, p.6), 
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in a a-azel dated 1118 addressed to Silanddr Íbráhim Paça, he 

confesses: 

Be-çendin sál N-abï fárig ez nazm-i sühan búdem 

Hava-yi iltifáti Surta-i in hufte deryá ysüd 

Merá z -in pi§ cüz yek nazm -Z na`t -i pdrisi kat`á 

Ne -bild in -ha heme ez himmet -i ásaf hüveydá üd 

Vezir -i `árif Íbráhim Paa-yi hüner- perver 

Çü der ta'rih -i heist ü deh eref- band -yi ySehbá Süd 

This passage enables us to date the Persian na`t (I, pp. 18 -20) 

to some time previous to 1118. That it is this one that is 

referred to, and not the other Persian na`t on pp. 14 -18, is to 

be inferred from the fact that it occurs in the Topkapi ms. of 

the Divan (which is presumed to represent the 2nd recension), 

while the other is absent. The latter, therefore, must have 

been written some time after 1118; and this assumption can be 

made with great certainty since it is utterly improbable that 

Ndbi would have omitted a major work such as this from what was 

intended to be the definitive edition of his poetry. 

Verses in which he explains that the poem in which they 

occur is the first he has written for a long time are numerous 

throughout the Turkish Divan: 

Nedendür cilve -i ma`ndya çilcmaz hayli müddetdür 

`Aceb Ndbi kümeyt -i háme pá- der -gil rni kalmi§dur 

(H1: 120/5) 

Olduñ ey háme -i Ndbi kati çokdan hámú 
Bilmem ey zemzeme- pira -yi tarab n'oldi saña 

(R2: 7/5) 
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Niçün ey nazm-i Ná.b3. táze tá.ze cilve itmezsin 

Iialemden safhaya bu ser-firtxlar hep senüñ-çündür 

(H1: 86/7) 

It should be admitted that the two latter verses are to be found 

in the early recension, and they can, therefore, not be taken 

absolutely as being from the Haleb period. In the introductory 

section to the Hayrábád, we are also given a detailed account 

of the spiritual and mental depression which he experienced 

from time to time. 

ttmivdi web -i kesel- fürüvi 

Der -beste dükán -i çevm ü gúvi 

Endive olub keselle hem -dizg 

Tüti -yi dil olmuv idi hamúv 

Bázár -i makál olub mu`attal 

Olmivdi dükán -i leb mukaffel 

Azürde olub zebán sühandan 

Üftáde idi sühan dehenden 

Gelmivdi kuvá.-yi vevke khi 
Olmivdi füsürde tab`-i h"áhiv 

almisdi `alIl tab -1 efkár 
Olmivdi kelïl pá.-yi güftá.r 

Pir olmatile tab3`at-i zar 

Itmezdi tasarrufát-i ebká.r 

Grelmivdi dimága zacf-z kuvvet 

Itmivdi hayálden ferágat 

Bermá-yede idi kúy-i fikret 

Yok bestelenmivdi cúy-i fikret 
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Toz basmis idi saráy- I bali 

Na -refte idi bisat -i káli 

Itmisdi çerag -1 fikri itfa 

Estar -1 hayal -baz -i ma ná 

Gelmisdi ferág si`r -i terden 

Düsmisdi dür -i sühan nazardan 

avvas -i dil istemezdi mutlak 

Deryaya talub güher çikarmak 

(fol. 14b - 15a) 

The details of Nabi's life in Haleb during the twenty odd 

years of his residence are, unfortunately, unrecorded. Using 

the kasides and chronograms preserved in section I of the 

published Divan we can establish the identities of a few of the 

individuals with whom he associated here, but most of these are 

the government officials whose circle he could have been assumed 

in any case to frequent. Thus, we have (I, pp.69 -71) a kaside 

written in connection with Ca`fer Pasa's receiving the imperial 

cypher; 
1 

and a ta'rih on the house built by a certain Hüseyn 

Aga in Haleb (I, 102); another on the bath built by a certain 

`Ali Beg (I, 103); another on the garden of the tax -collector 

Abdü'r- Rahman 2i4á (I, 107); and various others in connection 

with the activities in that city of his special patron; Silandár 

Ibrahim Pasa and Baltaci Mehmed Pasa. From all these, however, 

we gain little information that contributes to Nábi's personal 

biography; we can affirm that he built a house for himself here 

1. Ca`fer Pasa became Váli of Haleb in 1107 (Rásid, II, 358). 
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in 1101 (I, 109), that he also built a garden in 1117 (I, 135), 

that he had the services of a Kethudd named Hácci Ibrahim who 

died in 1121 (I, 108),1 that in the same year his sister, who 

apparently lived with him in Haleb, also died (I, 108),2 and 

of course there are the various chronograms connected with his 

son Abü'1- Hayr.3 

Nubi had but one son: Ebü'1 -tjayr Mehmed Emin Efendi. 

Ag$h Sirri Levend is in error when he states that Mehmed Emin 

was the brother of Ebü'1 -Hayr, and the manuscript of the 

Münse'át in which this reading occurs is probably unreliable. 

For one thing, it is contrary to Islamic nomenclature: 

1. Since it has not been solved, the year is contained in the 
-c misra : 

Háci Íbráhime firdevs -i berm ola makám 
2. The year is expressed in the misrdc: 

Gitdi vá hayf Háci hemsire 

3. In section I of the Divan, p. 132, there are five chronograms 

on his birth and early childhood; on p. 135, there is another 

on a house which he had built for him when he was only eight 

years old; on p. 71, there is a kaside of thanks to the new 

káam of Mekke, Seyyid Mustard Efendi, who conferred mülázemet 

on Ebü'l -Hayr during his stay in Haleb while en route to his 

post. This was in 1113 (S`0, iv, 428), and the boy at this 

time was only seven years old: 

This affection for his son Ebü'l -Hayr is demonstrated 

throughout the whole Divan; and we have, also, a very witty 

allusion to this fatherly love in: 

NNbi eserlim bi -sek ider i.ayre delálet 

Hayri benüm ásdrda h.ayrü ' 1- halefümdiir 

(H2. 63/5) 

4. Súrnáme, Intro. p. 9, n. 2. 
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Abü '1 -Ijayr is a künye not an ism, and in the I3ayr!ye he is 

referred to more fully as Abü )1 -{ayr Mehmed Çelebi (p.5). It 

was customary at the time to confer a compound ism, and Emin is 

one of the more usual accompaniments of Mehmed. 

It is not surprising that Nabi does not give us any 

information about the woman whom he married. In the light of 

the values of Ottoman society at this time it would have been 

almost indecent to refer publicly to one's spouse, and, indeed, 

the term harem is to be understood in its proper sense. It is 

to be observed that the only time we are given such information 

is when the alliance occurs between two important families, 

otherwise women always remain anonymous. We cannot enter into 

a discussion here on the position of women in Islamic society, 

but we are left in no doubt about Nabi's own attitude to them. 

Ibrahim `Alaettin Gövsa has already dwelt on this point and he 

cited from the gazels the following beyts: 

Hüsnünüñ naksina sá.hit yetisür nisvá.nuñ 

Rúy u múyinda olan gá.liye u gá.zeleri 

(R2. 782/6) 

Ruhsá.r -i bi- tekellüfine sáde- rúlaruñ 

Zen kisminuñ `adil olamaz ail cemilesi 

(M1. 803/4) 

In the ,iayrIye (p. 22), too, Ná.bi counsels his son on the conduct 

of his sexual life, and while he cautions him against the 

paederesty that was so prevalent at the time, he still does not 

regard the female partner in marriage as anything more than a 

breeder of children. 
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In addition to these little scraps of information which 

can be gleaned from the Divan, we have others, equally fragmentary 

and unsatisfying scattered throughout the Münge'át. The sum of 

all this allows no possibility of reconstructing his life 

during this period with anything like clarity. Haleb was the 

terminal of the northern caravan -route to Bagdad, and Ruhá was 

situated along this route. It is not surprising, therefore, 

that Nabi seems to have been able to maintain contact with his 

family and his native city, and this is attested by information 

contained in the Müngeátl and in the Divan as well. 

1. (f. 13b), where he refers to his brother, Mahmizd and his 

nephews Hacci Me.hmed and Isma'i1, and speaks of 

present of bulkur which he received from one of his brothers 

in Ruhá. Thus, we have ta'rihs in the Divan which refer 

to events in Ruhá which must have been written while he 

himself was in Haleb, e.g. on the birth of the son of Hasan 

Pa'a in 1113 (I, 93); on the fountain built by Yusuf Paga 

the governor of Haleb in 1120. There is a ta`miye in this 

ta'rih 

Matra -.1 Mom içenler didi Ná,bi ta'rib 

Rúh -i ecdádini gad eyledi Yúsuf Pá ä 

The final misra' yields 1117, but to this we are to add a 

drop of áb = 2 to give the year 1120. Also connected with 

Ruhá, we have a chronogram on the mosque built by this same 

Yúsuf Pa'a. The date yielded by the final misra' (1125) 

is impossible and there is probably a ta`miye somewhere 

present in the beyt. (I, 121 -122). 
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It seems evident that Nábi considered this removal to 

Haleb as a retirement from the world, and it is from this 

period that the tone of moralizing begins to become prominent 

in his poetry. It is at this time, too, that he falls under 

the influence of tasavvuf and alters his formerly carefree 

habits, becoming pious and devout. 

In the terkib -i bend appended to the Hayriye in the 

published Divan, Nábi gives an interesting summary of his 

spiritual life. The piece bears the title, SübhatU 'l -enäm, 

and is addressed to a certain Mevlänä `Ali,1 who would appear 

to have been a dervish geyh who directed Nabi away from his 

sinful life. While we must accept with caution statements 

made in such poems -- every reformed sinner rejoices in 
j 

1. There is every likelihood that this was the liadiri yh., 

`Ali b. Yahyä. el- Keyläni (1040- 1113), a native of Hama, the 

detailed biography of whom is given in Murädi's Silkl 'd 

Dürer, iii, 246 -257. Näbï attained his fiftieth year 

shortly after settling in Haleb, a place which Muradi tells 

us (p. 248) was visited by Seyh.`Ali on more than one occasion. 

Like Nabi, he too was a distinguished poet and of a cultural 

level that would allow for a meeting of minds; moreover, his 

social position was parallel, if not higher. It is quite 

improbable that Näbi would address a poem of this length to 

an individual of any lesser importance. His opinions on the 

dervish pieties of his time is scathingly expressed in the 

section of the layriye entitled Nehy -i Alúdegüyi Kizb U 

Iiifák (p. 40): 

Yohsa taklld ile her bir ahmak 

Ide da`vä -yi viläyet mutlak 

Hardan of bihúde -gü[ sic: ] bed- terdiir 

Ani tasdik iden andan hardur 
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exaggerating the depths of vice from which he was rescued -- 

the fourth stanza seems to contain indications that up until 

his fiftieth year -- that is, until his arrival in IIaleb -- 

Näbi led a life of careless dissipation. This is expressed 

in the imagery of the two seasonal periods, erba`in and 

hamsine, but there seems little doubt that they are intended 

to be understood as referring to his own age: 

Cehl erba`ïnüñ her zemheriri 

Zehrini dökdi cän mürgi bilmez 

Hamslne vardi ömrüñ bahärs 

Bülbül haväda güller görinmez 

(Rec.) 

Apparently, at this time Nab! underwent some spiritual 

transformation which made him dissatisfied with his old life 

and led him to seek a new attitude: 

Ben böyle gäfil Haklc lutf i kämil 

Bahr olmadin dil göz yagi diñmez 

That this was of a mystical nature emerges from the language in 

which the final stanza is couched: 

Duhterdüm [sic:] emmä mestilfi heläli 

Hü§yära nisbet bekr-i muharrem 

In confirmation of this sympathy for mystical piety which he 

discovered in his old age gazel No. 59 (M1) can also be cited: 

Sittin ey dil in-abet zamänidur 

Ser- germ! -yi havädan ifäkat zamänidur 

Firpat geçer teläfi -yi ma -fat vaktidür 

Nefs -i havä- peresti melämet zamänidur 

Beyts 6 and 7 of the same gazel are in the same valetudinarian 
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vein, but one should notice the tone of regret for past 

pleasures in beyt 4: 

Bäzú.lar inda kalmadi ägúsa ikt idär 

Säde müsähede -yle kaná`at zamänidur 

There will later be occasion to remark that it is this very 

human ambivalence of nature that makes Näbl so sympathetic; 

even his pietism cannot remain untinged with a great love of 

life. His connection with Tasavvuf in his old age is attested 

by Slim who refers to him as: 

Lisän -i tasavvufdan ägäh bir pir -i muhterem. 

(p. 629) 

In the Ta'rih on his death by Sadik Efendil already quoted he 

even compared to Celá.li1 '1d-Din Rümi. 

Our information becomes somewhat more ample after Silähdär 

Ibrahim Paga was appointed governor of Haleb, and once again 

Näbi appears to have entered into the type of life which he 

had known while in the employment of Musähib Mustafä Paga. 

Siláhdär tbráhim Paga was the son of Kiz Hüseyn Paga and had 

been educated in the palace service. On 7th §ev. 1115 he 

became Silähdär to Sultan Mustafä II (Räsid, III, 124). He was 

appointed väli of Haleb on 26th ev. 1117 (Räsid, III, 185), 

replacing Abaza Süleymän Paga,and remained in this post until 

1st Reb I, 1119, when he was transferred to Erzurum and replaced 

in Haleb by `Abdi Paga, (Räsid, III, 222). tbrähim was 

the product of the highest non -technical education which Ottoman 

1. Safä'i, Tez., p. 435. 
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society at this time afforded, and his arrival in Haleb 

afforded Nabi a degree of appreciation and patronage of which 

he had been deprived for so long.1 This resulted in a new 

burst of literary activity that can properly be considered a new 

phrase in the life of the poet.Nabi's devotion to Ibrahim Paga 

is attested in every section of the Divan.2 Moreover, 

Näbi would appear to have re- established his contacts with the 

influential men of the Empire, and many, indeed, most) of the 

letters contained in his Münge'at are subsequent to this period. 

Ta'rijis in the first section of the Divan commemorate his 

arrival there (p. 98) on the house which he built for himself 

there in 1118 (p. 94) and an `idiye for the year 1118. 

`Abd Pa'a does not find the same attention from Nab' as 

his predecessor. He was also a creature of the palace system, 

1. There was a general revival of cultural interests in the 

reign of Ahmed III, which is described thus in Salim Tez., 

(p. 578). 

. `alem vakt-i gerïflerinde taze hayat bulub, 

yiimn-i zuhtirlari ile macarif [ ü. ]`irfan bi-' 1-ciimle 

sari-yi beden-i ka'inat oldukda ke-'1-evvel tali`-i 

erbab- i` irfan gügayig bulub etrá.f u eknaf erbab-1 

macarif ile malamäl, ve eskiden peygale-i nisyanda 

kalan gürñh- i ehl-i ` irfá.n yeñiden hayá.t- i. taz e 

bulub bendergah-i hünerde yer yer izhar-i kumag-i. 

ehl-i `ilm ii kemal eyledüklerinde, ilh. 

2. For example, the introductory tevhid is dedicated to Ibrahim 

and even i,he story of Hakim Sena'i (vi, pp. 29 -33) was 

written for his amusement. 
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but he does not seem to have enjoyed the same intimacy with 

the inner circle as did Ibrahim Paa, despite the fact that he 

had previously held such important post as vali of Rumilli 

and Anatolia. 1 While he was in Haleb, he repaired the tomb 

of Zekeviya and Nab! wrote a long kaside for the occasion. 

Also, in section II of the Divan, there is a kit`a congratulating 

`Abdi on his skill in executing the imperial cypher. 

The next governor of Haleb was the former Sadra`zam Baltaci 

Mehmed Paga,2 and it was he who accorded Nabi the greatest 

recognition. As Professor Kurat has shown, Mehmet Pala was a 

creature of the Saräy and a man, who by his own admission, had 

little skill in politics or war. In fact, he preferred to 

think of himself as ehl -i kalem rather than ehl -i seyf, and as 

such he would have appreciated a man of Nabi's talents. It 

was on his insistence that Näbi, with some misgivings, returned 

to Istanbul, and it was through him that he received the sinecure 

of emanet to the Darbhdnel and, according to Safá'i, Ba muháse- 

beci of the Divan -1 Hümäyún and the Mukabele -i Süvari. 

Nabi was a sick man when he left Haleb and the journey 

1. S.`0. III, 408 -9. His career can be traced through Rä0d, 

IV, 320 (çavri§- b5.91), II, 415 -6 (Rumilli), III, 109 

(Anatolia) III, 200 (Sivas). He died in 1135 while váli of 

Hutin. 

2. Cf. Akdes Nimet Murat ( Baltaci Mehmed Pa'a) 1A, ii, 287 -91. 

3. Divan, II, pp.29 -30. 
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must have proven a tax upon his strength.1 There is in the 

Miine'dt a letter to Siláhdár `Ali Pala which must have been 

written after his arrival in the capital requesting that one or 

two physicians be appointed to attend him constantly.2 We have 

no information about where he resided in Istanbul, but in any 

case he did not have long to live, and probably he was not here 

longer than a year and a half. He died in 3rd ay. 11243 and 

was buried in the Miskinler section of Karaca Ahmed in Üsküddr. 

His tomb was repaired by the State during the reign of Mahmüd II 

and again in 1299 by some private individuals who admired his 

works; and Ekrem Beg, who supplies this information,believes that 

this is the first time that such a mark of respect for an old 

poet was paid.4 There is a photograph of this tomb at the end 

of Ag$h Sirri Levend's elition of the Surname. The Persian 

ta'rih -kit`a which he is said to have written on his deathbed is 

to be found in the Divan, I, p. 139, where the word ta'ri -- 

. §inásdn should probably be corrected to tahkik- Sindsän, as Ag$h 

Sirri Levend transcribes. 

1. From gazel No. 778 it would appear that he was reluctant to up- 

root himself at this time of his life, leaving behind his friends 

and familiar associations: 

Hráh4 yok drzü yok timid -i merdm yok 

Bázú -y- evke bdeis -i tesmir kalmadi (Ml. /7) 

2. ff. 40a-41a. 

3. §ey1}i, Vaká i u'1- Fudald, II, veliyü'l -Din Efendi Ktb. 2362,f.283. 

4. Kudemádan bir Ka9 áCir, pp. 37-38. 
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C. THE REPUTATION OF NABÌ 

The reputation enjoyed by Nabi in his own lifetime is beyond 

dispute, and there is no exaggeration in speaking of him as the 

founder of a "school ". This fame was established in the period 

of twenty five years in which he resided in Istanbul, and it was 

great enough to maintain its lustre even when he lived in 

voluntary retirement in Haleb. Yet there is certainly some 

exaggeration in his statement that the poet Nä'ili was an admirer 

of his poetry: 

O zamánlar saña teslim idi meydá.n-i siitan 

Ei seniiñ sözlerüñe Náili olmidi esir 
(R2: I, p. 33) 

we know, died in 1077 in Edirne where he had spent the 

latter years of his life in exile,1 and it is difficult to see 

how the young man who arrived from the provinces in 1076 could 

have made contact with him. 

Nábi recognized that all he could expect to attain in the 

society in which he found himself had to be achieved through his 

pen, and consequently he was very conscious of the reputation which 

this assured. By nature he was disinclined to engage in quarrels 

or controversies, and therefore we do not find those bad- temper 

or petty attacks in his Divan on his contemporary poets which are 

a feature of much of divan literature. 

But there was also a less material motive for Nábi's quest 

for fame. 

1. Ha14k fpekten, IA, ix, 41-44 (s.v. NA'tLT)' 
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A man's reputation is the legacy he leaves to his children; so 

even though one must recognize that all that is achieved in this 

world will end with death, there is still the care to leave behind 

a good name: 

Nak -a niginüñ ajiri levh -i mezar iken 
Olmaz ke §Ide dest -i heves kayd -i namdan 

(Ml: 520/3) 

Moreover, he felt a responsibility for the talents which 

God had endowed on him: 

Nazma dir iseñ dimág yokdur 

Sende berekdt -i fey çokdur 

Icá.d -i sühanda olma gamnák 

Feyz -i ezelide yokdur imsák 

ün kudrét-i nazm virdi Bari 
Hiç itme behá.neye tevá.r3. 

(Hayrabad, 16a) 

Even though he was aware that he had created a new style in poetry: 

Saldi eseriiñ cihá.na a§úb 

Üslitb- i kadimi itdi mesltib 
(Hayra.ba.d, 16a) 

he does not tend towards vainglorious conceits, and thus, we can 

find the most eminent poet of the age adopting an attitude of 

humility even towards the obscure provincial poets: 

Nev- nüvi9te gazelüñ Nabi idüb dest -aviz 

ü`ara -yi Halebe style ki ma eh- olsun 

(R2: 551/7) 
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But we must not be misled by this humility, for Nubi 

was fully aware of the importance he had achieved in the 

literature of his age, as can be seen from the same section of 

the Hayräbäd in which he récords his conversation with his own 

intellect [ Hitá.b -i Pir -i Hired -i mustard]) bä- miiellif -i kitäb] 

Nazzäm -i nikât -i nä- senide 

Rássäm -i `ibäret -i ne -dide 

Giiyende-i ma`nï-yi ne-gti.fte 

Bahysende-i lti'lü'-yi ne-stifte 

Nakkäb-i Zemin-i nä-gtisäde 

Nessär-i le'äl-i kes-ne-däde 

PIr-i reh-i sälikän-i man 
Seccäde-nisin-i *i`r ti in9ä 

(P. 15b) 

Even in his own lifetime his fame had spread throughout the 

Empire. In his notice on the poet Kusúri of `Ayntäb, Salim' 

mentions that his poetry consisted mainly of nazires to the 

gazels of Näbi, and his tone does not seem to indicate that he 

regarded this as a disparagement or that such a practice could 

be regarded as unworthy. Mural', also, in the course of his 

notice on the Defterdar `Ali b. Rasan el- Hamavi, - (SilkU 

d-DUrer, iii, 210) says that in this period three individuals 

were renowned for their attainments: Rami Paga, `Ali and Nabï. 

The first two, we may assume, are mentioned as much for their 

political as their literary position. 

1. Salim Tez. p. 596. 
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But the surest indication of a poet's popularity is to be 

found in the quantity of nezires to his poems in the lliváns of 

his contemporaries and successors. 

Throughout this present work, an attempt has been made to 

point out imitations of Nábi's poems by other poets whenever 

possible. 

In speaking of Nábi as the founder of a "school" we must 

make clear that what is meant is not any new departure in the 

form or content of his work, but rather the establishment of the 

tone and attitude which would henceforth be proper to poetry and 

the attitude which the poet should take as a creative element in 

society. Liyá Pad's admiration for Ndbï springs from his 

awareness that due to him the whole character of divan poetry 

was changed and that it was to maintain this new course down to 

the innovations of the Tanzimát. 
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D. THE OTTOMAN LITERARY SCENE IN THIS PERIOD 

The development of Ottoman divan poetry down to the 

period of Nab! had followed a steady and consistent course from 

the foundations laid by Necäti and Ahmed Pasa in the late 

fifteenth century. Within this period of two centuries, there 

is hardly a single poet whose work is immediately identifiable, 

and the artistic personality of any of the poets is only to be 

gained by an extensive reading of his works. Although the 

great Fuzüli can to some extent be excepted from this statement, 

it should be stressed that he both lived and worked outside the 

areas where the literary tradition of this poetry was being 

developed. The great admiration felt for Fuzúli by all the 

Ottoman poets was probably due to the freshness and novelty 

which his work presented; but, though they might admire him, 

and even as in the case of NäbT, write nazires and a tahmisl to 

his poetry, he was never a factor which could deflect the 

literature of the Ottoman from its steady course. 

It would probably be incorrect to single out any one poet 

1. The tehmTs to FuzizlT's (-älardan) gazel (Divan, p. 223) is to 

be found in I, p. 78. 

Although gazel No.68 ( -är oldugumdandur) is not strictly a 

nazire, it certainly seems to have been modelled on Fuzüli's 

gazel, p. 91, ( -an itdügümdendür). In the malcta` to gazel 

No. 402: 

Nik ü bed-i cihär_ i bilür väz 1` -1 hakim 

NäbT senüñ keläm-1 fuzúlT ne häcetüñ (Ml) 

there seems to be an oblique allusion to Fuiüli though the 

second misrä` is capable of being understood to have more 

than one meaning. 
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of the past as having been of particular influence on the poets 

of Ndbi's period; the dates of the manuscript copies of the 

Diväns of the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries' poets 

show that they were not generally copied much longer than a half 

century after the death of their authors. The influence of such 

poets was in the contribution they made to the tradition and their 

effect is cumulative rather than individual. Thus, the hakimäne 

style which is regarded as so characteristic of Näbi's poetry has 

its origin in Necdti, and, if we can believe Latifi's statement,1 

it was of even earlier development. In Necáti, too, we can find 

the wittiness and the penchant for word -play which were to 

remain a constant of the poetical style, culminating in Näbi's 

time in the poetry of Säbit. Although the kaside, too, received 

many of its characteristic features in the work of Ahmed Pa §a, 

it was left to Nef`I to perfect a style and tone of language that 

would accord with the themes that formed the nesibs of this 

poetical form. Likewise, it was Bäki's perfection of the language 

of the gazel which was to be of most influence on the subsequent 

development of the tradition. Tidbits admiration for Nef`I and 

BäkI is attested in the words he addressed to his son in the 

Hayriye, p. 4+5: 

Türkide Nef`I ile Bäkiye bak 

Gayr i divänlar, da k it mülhak 

1. Tezkire -i Latifi, p. 219. The notice is on the poet Safi, 

on whom he says:- Ward -yi RUmda mesel- guylik evvelä andan 

sddir olmi§, ve Necätide kemälin bulmi §dur_. 
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Anlarufi çiri metindür emma 
Gayr is inda dahi var çok ma` ná 

and the fact that he has singled out these two poets for 

particular mention, while acknowledging that there are other un- 

named poets whose work is of value, is a clear indication of the 

impression they made on him. That Bak3 was an ideal to which 

one sought to attain may be inferred from the reference in the 

following beyt: 

Nabi irisdi Bikiye bu Wr -i ile 

Virdi dile Will- zü1 -flkár ile 
(Ml: 617/5) 

The influence of Seyhü 11 -Islam Yahyä Efendi cannot be too 

highly stressed. The very position which he occupied in the 

religious establishment would have been sufficient to give a 

poet of even lesser abilities an enduring fame, but in Yahyä, 

we find an exceptional talent which,with a simple and graceful 

touch, can convert the trivialities with which this poetry was so 

often concerned. to serious and expressive ideas. It is his 

achievement to have made the 7jazel form a vehicle for something 

more than the unrestrained fancies. It is the tone of Yahyä, 

that most pervades Näbi's poetry, but one can single out 

certain poems to which he appears to have written nazires. For 

example, the gazel of Yahyä (Divan, p. 148): 

Lale-ve giymi kabá -yi sürh `izz ü nazi var 

Söyle0ilmez of hüma ile `aceb pervazi var 

seems to have inspired NäbT's gazel (No. 125): 
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Pä-yi yara düsmege agyárdan nevbet mi var 

Sayesinde nahl-i ümmidüñ meger rahat mi var 

(RI.) 

Likewise, Yahya's gazel (p. 187): 

Reh -i taleb tutalum ktiy -i dit -rüba diyerek 

Safa vu mihnete yähtz vu rnerhabä diyerek 

must certainly have been a model for Näbi's gazer (No. 393), 

even though the redif is altered to -en diyerek: 

{jzüldi riste -i can zülf -i pür iken diyerek 

Dozildi çehre -i dil berg -i yäsemin diyerek 

(Muc.)1 

A third nazire may be detected on the model of Yahyá.'s gazer 

(p.226) . 

Menzil al dil `iqk ile pür tab ü göz pUr äb iken 

Tine-leb yolda kalur sälik olan b%-tab iken 

in Nabi's gazel (No. 543): 

Sine-i canana bak mest-i serab-i nab iken 

Fevt-i seyr-i gülsenistán eyleme mehtäb iken 

(R1.). 

While most of the poets already mentioned must be regarded 

for their eminence as obvious influences on an author of Näbi's 

period, there is yet another whose work was to make a profound 

impression on the style and the manner of the verse -writers of 

Näbi's age. This is Fehim, who, we are told, actually composed 

a Divan when he was nearly seventeen years old. Although this 

1. Vehbi, in turn, has a nazire to this gazer by Nabi: 

Dü ince çäh -i Umide zakan za.an diyerek 

Kemend -i zülfe sarildum resen resen diyerek 

( Divän, p. 53) 
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Divan has been published by Sadettin Nüzhet,1 the rather popular 

nature of the series in which it appeared precluded the serious 

presentation which the work demanded and one cannot be satisfied 

with all the versions of the poems which are given. Fehim's 

popularity is well attested by the number of copies of his Divan 

which are to be found in the Istanbul libraries, and along with 

Na'ilï, he contributed most to creating the literary basis on 

which Nábï was to rise. The actual gazels to which Nábï wrote 

nazires are too numerous to quote here, but one can select a few. 

For example, Fehim's gazel (Dïvan, p. 179): 

Lebiïñ bay-aline rúhü ' 1- kudiis 4arába düser 

Mekes misal ki Ors ile 4ehd -i naba düser 

seems to have evoked Na.b3's gazel (No. 135), even though the 

redif is changed to ( -ara düser): 

Dem-i v isál zuhür- i. hat- i niga.ra düser 

Hudd virirse eger `idimüz bahára düser 

(Muc.). 

Beyond all question is the fact that Fehim's gazel (p. 185): 

Külhande de gülden yine me'yús degüldür 

Dil bülbül -i destan -zen -i efsús2 degüldür 

was the inspiration and model for Nábï's gazel (No. 212): 

Dildár ile dil gerçi ki me'nús degüldür 

Lutf -i kereminden yine me'yüs degüldür 

(H2.) 

1. Milli kütübhane Edebiyat seriei, (Istanbul, 1934). 

2. Tex: esfsüs . 
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Likewise, Fehim's gazel (p. 228): 

Garlic -i lücce -i `igkum fend nedür bilmem 
Ümid -i sähil igün NO_nä nedür bilmem 

is only slightly modified in Näbi's gazel (No. 300), where the 

redif is ( -ed nedür bilmez): 

Beni rakib ile 1äle -had nedür bilmez 

Nedide- tecrübedür nik ü bed nedür bilez 
(Muc.) 

More such examples could be cited to show the extent of this 

imitation, but the true influence of Fehim on Näb3, Säbit, Räm3 

etc. lies in less demonstrable features such as vocabulary, 

phrase structure and in the general treatment of imagery. 

Of Nä'i13's influence, unfortunately not much can be said 

here. The Bulä.k 1253 edition of his D3vän was not available for 

study during the preparation of this work. However, one could 

not ignore the generally accepted reputation of this poet and the 

examples of his work which are to be met with in the anthologies 

confirm that his reputation is fully justified and that he must 

certainly have exerted an influence on Näbi as well. In fact, 

Näbi mentioned with pride that one of his early poems was 

praised by NR'ili: 

0 zamänlar saga teslim idi meydän -i sühan 

Ki senüñ sözlerüñe Näí13 olmidi esir 
(Divan, I, p. 33) 

Of Näbifs contemporaries only Säbit can be regarded as of 

comparable stature, and the admiration which each felt for the 

other is well attested throughout their works. In fact, a 

nazire by Säbit to one of Näbi's gazels is actually included in the 
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published Divan of the latter (No. 71): 

Sanma kim rähat -i dil devlet -i ikbáldedür 

Bär -i mihnet götüri gerden -i ha*nmáldedür 

(R2.) 

which is in response to Näbi's gazel (No. 116): 

Dide -i `áßs müflis ki hat u háldedür 

Çem -i nekbet- zededür safha- iremmáldedür 

Other references to Säiit are: 

Makál -i Säbit Efendiye pey -rev of Nábi 

Bia`at -z nefesi zäyi` itme börcüñ öde 

(Muc 1. 325/6). 

which acknowledges the influence of Säbit on Näbï's own work. 

And again he expresses his admiration for Säbit's skill in 

introducing proverbial expressions into his poetry: 

Darbü'1-mesel 3rádine bu `asrda Näb3 

Itimse olamaz Säbit Efendiye reside 

(H2: 705/7) 

The same idea is expressed in: 

Nábi olamaz Säbit Efendi eibi her kes 

Darbü'1- mesel -i nükte -verän darb -i meselde 

(H2: 691/6) 

His admiration is again expressed in: 

Pey-rev eyle Säbit Efendiye Ná.biyd 

h' olmus sarir-i há,mesi há.t ir-ki4á.-yi gill 

(Ml: 441/14) 

It is generally stated that during Näbi's residence in 

Haleb he was in frequent correspondence with other poets of the 

age. The nature of communications in the Empire at this time 

makes it improbable that this could have been of any considerable 
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volume, but there is evidence that he maintained a correspondence 

with the poet Birri of Magnisa whom he had never personally met, 

and that he held him in high esteem both as a poet and a man.1 

This Birri composed a terkib -i bend in praise of Nabi, from which 

Salim quotes the opening beyt: 

Olsam `aceb mi ysevk ile midhat -ger -i Haleb 

A0fte eyledi beni bir server -i Haleb 

(M1.). 

The Divan of Birri is preserved in the two manuscripts: 

Millet, Ali Amirí, Manzum, No. 54/2 and Ist. Univ., T. 2852/2 

the first of which contains this terkib -i bend.2 

The extent to which Persian literature influenced the 

Ottoman poets of this period cannot be correctly estimated in 

terms of any single poet. Indeed, the position attained by 

Ottoman divan literature towards the end of the seventeenth 

century could well have been the logical development from its 

primitive origins, following a course similar to that of 

Persian poetry from Riidegi and Miniiçihri down to Sa`di and Hafiz. 

The admiration expressed by Nabi for the poets of Persia and the 

tahmis and nazires which he composed even to comparatively obscure 

individuals such as Meyli, aribi, etc., must be taken as the 

1. Salim,,pp. 163, 168. The 17th line kaside in section II, 

pp. 44 -5, of the published Divan of Nab' is incorrectly 

ascribed to a Pin Çelebi, but there can be no doubt that it 

should be this Birri to whom the poem is addressed. In fact, 

the purpose of the kaside was Nábi's expression of gratitude 

for the terkib -i bend which Birri composed in his honour. 

2. Tizrk9e yazma divanlar katalogu, III/1, pp. 625-26. 
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admiration of a cultured man fluent in the language for works 

of artistic merit. That this admiration might, also, have 

exerted sufficient influence to inspire imitation cannot be 

disputed, but there was already sufficient impetus within the 

Ottoman tradition itself to assure that outside influences would 

be tangential rather than essential. It is, for example, 

impossible that spirits so close as those of Nabi and Sib should 
not in their productions seem to echo one another; that the 

imagery of evket should not stimulate the fancy -ridden 

imaginations of the Ottoman poets; and to the extent that 

these influences could be transported into another language the 

result could only be beneficial. However, poetry is essentially 

an outgrowth of the language of a people and it is within the 

limitations and the facilities of this language that it achieves 

its status as poetry. The tri- lingual basis of Ottoman 

Turkish has too often obscured the cardinal fact that no matter 

to what extent this language has been adulterated by elements of 

foreign origin, it was always directed into expression by a 

mind that thought in a Turkish order. 

Mention has already been made1 of the Persian poets in 

imitation of whom Nábi wrote the poems which constitute almost 

half of his Persian Divan. Throughout his Turkish gazels, too, 

occasional references to the poets of Persia can be found, but 

again it should be insisted that these cannot by themselves be 

interpreted as evidence of direct influence. That imitation 

1. Introduction, p. 42. 
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of the Persian masters was still a commonplace in the Ottoman 

poetry of Nábits day is amusingly attested in his own words: 

Intihálát -i hayálát -i `Acemle Nábiyá 

§chid -i es`ár bir uzhúke súret bagladi 

Istirák -i isti`áráti -yle si`r -i evketüfi 

§imdi düzdán -i ma`áni sán u sevket bagladi 

(R1.IV.p.6.). 

Nábï's own powers of imagination were such that he would 

find it quite unnecessary to resort to such borrowings, and 

indeed, to assume that he would derive any satisfaction from 

such plagiarism would be wholly to misinterpret the spirit of 

his poetry. 

The joy of creation in the very constricted area of poetical 

expression lay precisely in the novelty of thought or observation 

which could be introduced, and to have been content with mere 

translation from another language would have been a denial of 

the very artistic intent of the poet. Plagiarism was the 

besetting sin in the lower levels of Ottoman literary activity, 

and there is hardly a major poet who does somewhere in 

his Divan complain of the way his ideas have been stolen. So, 

too, does Nabi: 

Deryúze-gerándan sü`ará ekser olurdi 

Düzdán-i ma`ánide eger kat`-i yed olsa 

(H2. 633/2) 

and this is but representative of many such complaints are to be 

found throughout the Divan. 

In the cultural complex of the Islamic world of the late 
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XIIth century, before the various peoples were divided from 

one another by the political nationalism which was later to 

come, it was natural and, indeed, desirable that there should 

be the most extensive cultural interchange amongst men of talent 

and creative ability. The critical attitude which would dismiss 

so much of Ottoman poetry, because it belongs so patently to the 

system of another people would, if applied to French or English 

literature, deprive us of a great part of the works of poets 

such as Ronsard and Milton who worked within the classical 

tradition. It is to the glory of Nab! that his work can be 

loosely classified along with the Sebk -i Hindi poets of Persian 

literature, but he must be seen as a contributing element to 

this style rather than as a parasite. 



CHAPTER II 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GAZEL IN ISLAMIC 

LITERATURE 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE U°AZEL IN ISLAMIC LITERATURE 

The structure of the gazel in Ottoman divan poetry has 

been described by E.J.W. Gibb, 
1 

and so essentially simple is 

the form that little need be added to his explanation. 

Morphologically, the gazel bears no resemblance to the sonnet 

of European literatures, being, in fact, no more than a 

miscellany of monorhymed beyts defined by an introductory ma-pia` 

and a concluding makta`, and it is only the presence of these 

latter that structurally differentiates it from the nesib of the 

kaside or from a kit e a. Such terms as hüsn -i matla` for the mat lac 

beyt and hüsn -i makta` for the penultimate belong to 

theory rather than practice, and the order or organisation they 

would seem to imply is so exceptional that it can be regarded 

as fortuitous. 

There is more pertinence, however, in another critical term 

used in connection with the gazel: the ßáh -beyt or the beyt -i 

ber- ceste. Not only does this acknowledge a single point of 

inspiration about which the rest of the poem has been contrived, 

but it shows recognition of the beyt as an isolatable entity, 

containing within itself the qualities demanded by the aesthetic 

under which this poetry was conceived. The canons of the 

Islamic poetic require that each beyt shall be complete in syntax 

1. A History of Ottoman Poetry, (London, 1958), I, pp.80 -83. 
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as well as in thought, and it is the function of the gazel to 

be a vehicle for the display of one or more such verses. The 

beyts of the gazel must, therefore, be restricted in number so 

as not to engulf this nuclear element; and ideally they should 

maintain a unity of mood or tone so that the pal-beyt shall not 

be discordant to the whole 

This may be illustrated by a typical gazel from the Divan 

of Nabi (No. 445: M1): 

1. Kalmazdi báyle tesne -i hayret dil -i `alil 

Peydä olaydi menzil -i maksúdina sebil 

2. Çevk -i ruhuñla devrdedür mäh Behr §ehr 

Sevdäñ ile çekinmededür slime mil mil 

3. Toh.m olmayinca häk -nisin bulmaz irtifä` 

Olmaz cihända kimse `aziz olmadin zelil 

4. RU-male häk -i päyina yok giro. ki dest -res 

ttdüm edä -yi hidmet içün säyemi vekil 

5. ttmekdedür mesámi` -i eyyämi pür -güher 

Näbi aceb mi olsa zebän-i kalem kelil 

The poem is from Nabi's late period, and there can be little 

doubt that the 3rd beyt is most characteristic of his mature 

style and, therefore, to be regarded as the 011-beyt of the 

gazel. Having couched this piece of practical wisdom in beyt 

form, he had then to compose four more beyts to fulfil the 

minimum requirement of the gazel which would be its vehicle. 

The matla` is equally sententious, but it attracts attention by 

its language rather than its thought; by this time Nábi had 

achieved such a virtuosity in the use of words that he can 

confidently break up the cliche tesne -dil and construct izäfets 
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of its elements to give the idea it expresses freshness and 

novelty; thus, "The ailing heart would not thus be left yearning 

in bewilderment, etc." In an Ottoman context, the izafet:tene -i 

hayret is an audacious challenge to the attention of his reader 

who had been used to having tene constructed with the object 

longed for, e.g. tegne -i leb -i yár. Although the idea of this 

beyt has no connection with that of the qáh -beyt, it sets the 

tone of wise observation and thereby prepares the mind for the 

latter. 

The makta` is, in idea, but a perfunctory tefahiur, and it 

probably had its raison d'etre in the alliterative juxtaposition 

kalem kelïl. The 2nd and 4th beyts are merely make -weights, and 

their independence of each other is shown by an almost deliberate 

avoidance of using the same pronominal suffix. The intentional 

ambiguity of the 2nd misrá` of the 2nd beyt it not particularly 

effective: the beyt can be understood as meaning (1) "Delighted 

with your cheek, the moon revolves from month to month; and out 

of passion for you, the eye- shadow is applied stylus by stylus;" 

or (2) ". . . it (the moon) is shy because of its passion for 

you, so do not drive it miles away." Probably the effect sought 

by the poet was no more than the repetition of the final word in 

each mi rá`, a common practice in the technique of this poetry. 

The fourth beyt seems to have its basis in the contrast between 

páy and dest, and, in addition, the latter is employed in the 

compound dest -res which here has the rather unusual meaning of 

9dre, thus: "Since there is no means by which I may rub my face 
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in the dust of your feet, etc." Res, too, in Ottoman 

pronounciation is a homonym of the Ar. re's "head ", and though 

the latter would make little sense here, it adds to the enumeration 

of the parts of the body which the misrdc is constructed around: 

rü, pdy, dest, (re's). The idea of serving the beloved at a 

distance is a commonplace of the poetry, and although there is 

both charm and originality in the way it is expressed here, the 

beyt is not one to detain the attention. 

From this analysis it emerges that the gazel is really the 

art of the beyt, and it is the diversity of the beyts and their 

lack of thematic unity which distinguish it from the nesib and 

kit`a. Of course, there are many tazels in the Divan which are 

composed about a single idea; indeed, that which follows the 

one just analyzed is wholly devoted to a comparison of the cities 

of Haleb and ßá.m (Damascus). But in this, too, there is no 

progression in the ideas expressed by the beyts, each of which 

more or less reiterates the same notion, i.e. that whereas Haleb 

is the more wealthy city, it does not have as many lovely 

creatures as Damascus, who, so the makta` affirms, are, also, 

very compliant. 

Turning, therefore, to the beyt, it is to be remarked 

immediately that its self -contained nature imposes unavoidable 

restrictions on the poet's thought and language. Discursiveness 

is impossible, so an epigrammatic concision of expression became 

the ideal, a feature which it shared with the proverb. It is 

hardly accidental that proverbs enter so largely into the content 
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of the beyt, or that so many poets, and notably Nábi, sought to 

construct proverbs of their observations. 1 Because the scope 

for statement is so restricted, allusiveness is resorted to in 

order to imply ideas and feelings which the beyt could ill - 

contain. By Nábi's time, every term in the common vocabulary 

of poetry had an accretion of nuances and overtones with which 

the reader was expected to be familiar, and in ignorance of which 

the purpose of the beyt could not be fully appreciated. And 

because the reader was conditioned to the ambivalence of words, 

the terminology of religion, law, education, government, etc. 

could be introduced to imply extensions of familiar experience 

into other and unexpected areas. This trenchancy and allusive- 

ness, while growing out of the limitations imposed by the beyt, 

became in time the ideals pursued in the craft of the poet. 

Even in so ordinary a beyt as: 

Halvet- kede -i kalbe bayáliiñ gellir emmá 

Divan -i hakikatde mecázuñ yeri yokdur 

(181: H2) 

Náb3 is making a statement on the nature of man: the innermost 

heart, where man's true being resides, is concerned only with 

realities and has no place for illusion. What is of interest 

here is that this is the meaning which is immediately apprehended, 

despite the fact that divan and mecaz are deliberately employed 

in a double sense; and immediate, too, is the recognition of 

1. Sözde zarb-i mesel irádina söz yok emmá 

Söz o dur Cáleme senden kala bir zarb-i mesel 

(Ferd, No. 63) 
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halvet -kede "a place of solitary retirement for mystics" as 

expressing the proper activity of this human faculty. There is, 

too, the antithesis between haivet -kede and divan, which in one 

sense can mean "a place of assembly ", and indicative of a system 

of thought in which everything can be taken as implying it 

opposite. 

This leads to a further limitation on the poet: his thought 

must be consonant with a literary tradition and reflect the 

values of his own cultured society. It is for this reason that 

the apparent meaning of the first misrE` of the beyt quoted: 

"Even when I am at prayer and meditation the image of you appears 

before me ", belongs to the form of the beyt as much as do the 

metre and rhyme, and the mind accords it no more attention than 

it does to the others. In this more serious aspect of his art, 

the poet was the voice of the spiritual attitudes of his society. 

But he, also, provided its entertainment, and without wit 

he could not find a ready response to his poetry. Here, too, he 

was confined by the narrow boundaries of the beyt, and his wit 

had usually to be displayed in verbal sleights, in indecent 

innuendo, or in patent vulgarity. Within the same gazel as the 

beyt last quoted there occurs the line: 

DU mez leb -i 9irinine yárufi suban-i telai 

Helväc i dükan inda piyazufi yeri yokdur 

This homely observation has been criticised by Ekrem1 for its 

frivolity, and indeed it little accords with the beyt previously 

1. Kudemádan, p. 35. 
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quoted. But one must re- assert the isolatable quality of 

every beyt in a gazel, and though unity of mood may be desirable 

in certain poems, it is not an absolute condition. The literary 

reforms of the Tanzimát as they affected poetry may be seen, 

in part, as a breaking away from the dominance of the beyt as 

the verse unit, and once this had been achieved poetry could 

expand both in language and in content. 

Least of the restrictions imposed on the poet by the beyt 

system were those of metre, rhyme and redif. The overwhelming 

majority of Ottoman gazer literature is confined to a few 

variations of the remel, hezec and muzári` metres, and these 

became implanted in the mind of the poet as musical patterns 

into which his language flowed spontaneously. Indeed, the 

discipline of metre seems to have been welcomed as a =Mild in 

which language and ideas could be given familiar shape, and 

this may explain why the hafif metre, which allows of variation 

in its first and final feet, was so little favoured in Ottoman 

verse. With a lexicon derived from three languages, rhyme 

offered no obstacle, and the redif relieved the poet of the burden 

of decision by determining the direction of his utterance. As 

a general practice, there was a syntactical separation between 

the first and second misra` of the beyt, indicative of a protasis 

and apodosis in the idea itself, and because of this the length 

of the redif presented no serious difficulty, even when, as in 

the case of gazel No. 736 ( -ter byle degüldür ki dimek mümkin ola), 

it filled almost the entire misra`. In this and similar 
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instances it merely acted as a complete apodosis in itself. 

Moreover, it was in the redif that the poet could introduce 

the distinctive turn of phrase (in Nábï's practice, this was 

often a colloquialism) which gave the hazel its individuality. 

The above observations bear most especially on the hazel 

as it was practiced in Ottoman divan poetry in the period of 

Nubi, But the development of the hazel to this point is of 

particular interest to Islamic literature as a whole and 

merits a more detailed attention. 

A. THE G`AZEL IN ARABIC 

All philologists agree that the word hazel means courting 

a woman and expressing love to her. 1 It has three meanings: 

1. (U°azel al -Sizf: to spin wool, migzel "spindle" is derived 

from it. 

2. Úsazel bi'l- mare: to court a woman and express love to her. 

3. Agzelet al- zibye: she has got a gazelle. 

Although these three words have completely different meanings, 

there is a strong connection between them which allows for 

grouping them in one section. Al- Zuccáci says: 

"The original meaning of muázele, is spinning thread. The word 

mlgzel is derived from it. The gazelet is called gazále because 

of its rapid way of running)and,the rising sun is called gazále. "2 

1. Lane, Arabic English Lexicon, (London, 1877), vol. I, pt. vi; 

p. 2255; Ibn Manzür, Lisán al- ̀ Arab, (Bunk, 1886), v.xiv,p.4. 

2. Ibn Sïdah, Al- mu3assas fi'l- Lugah, (Bunk, 1899), vol. iv, 

pp. 54 -55. 
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To explain further -- during courtship a man addresses the 

woman in an endearing and charming manner to gain her favour and 

win her love. He directs all his efforts in this direction -- 

cajoles, pleads, begs, even effaces or humiliates himself to win 

her sympathy. The moods of the lovers fluctuate and follow a 

circular pattern -- the may succeed in evoking a positive 

response from his beloved but soon afterwards, a lover's quarrel 

may ensue after which there is usually reconciliation, each 

placating the other; emotions, therefore are brought full circle. 

The movement is parallel to the movement of the spindle in its 

revolutions or to the rising and setting of the sun, light and 

happiness followed by darkness and grief. Likewise, therefore, 

when lovers meet they experience the ecstasy of light and when 

they part they suffer the anguish of darkness. 

Arabic has an exceedingly rich vocabulary for the expression 

of the love -experience, the emotional range of lovers and their 

inter -relationship. Words such as: nesib, tegbib, hubb, sababa, 

heyám etc. are some of those expressive of the emotional range, 

including joy, frustration, ecstasy and anguish. Therefore, this 

verse -form is known by many poets as nesib, or tegbib, or tegazzul. 

The gazel is found in the very early days of Arabic 

literature. According to the Kitäb al- Agän3, there were gazels 

even in the Arabic literature of the early days of the Hicre. 

Mus`ab ibn `Abd Allah al- Zubeyri called some of `Omer ibn Abi 

Rabi`a's (d. 712) poetry gazels,1 and according to another story 

1. Al-Isfahäni, Kitäb al-Agän3, (Cairo, 1356), Vol. I, p. 120. 
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A1-Farazdak (d. 728) said to the same poet after hearing some 

of his poetry: 

i 

r 

t ::1 ' - "I Lt 1 62,33 

Although the subjects treated in the aazel have always been 

the same, the aazel was not always an independent form of poetry 

but was, at the beginning of Islam,a poem or few couplets called 

nesTb, tesbib, or teiazzul prefacing the I,casIdes in Arabic 

literature. any 1:asIdes started with nesib, ana tebib and 

teA-azzul. 

r - cl),J1 745k ILeJi 

1)e-x: 3 

6.:.-01-.0 

rt. 

L,_Ii 

,51:1 L- L, 

tTavI1). 

These couplets are the beginning of a kasIde by Ab i.5. 

Muslim ibn al-Ans/ri (d. 208), 
2 

and the following couplets are 

1. Ibid./ p. 149. 

2. §ar#-2. Divan Sari al-iavanil ed. S.RmY al-Dahh7an, (Damascus/ 

1957), PP 33, 3-4 
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from a kaside by A1- Buhturi in which he praises Al- Mutawa- 

kkil:1 

D Jt nJ 'ia. SI. ._ Ii L Lç JJ 

LsrSJt 

D JLR I v.s. 

a a 

J199 .:' . ,g Vrq 9" l5 

Z59-4 c.4=' ù i-',,s 

D J t 4 J.s . ir ° y 

`="iat (j 9 (.s J9 

W 

Jy LiJi , ,I ... c)I 

(Recez) . 

These two examples show that the poets used to start their 

kasides with a few couplets explaining love and talking about 

women. 

The first literary criticism in which the gazel is declared 

to be an independent verse -form is Kitáb Nakd Al -Wr by Kudámá 
ibn Ca`far2 (d. 921). He first differentiates between the 

nesib and the gazel, and then states what the different 

1. Divin al- Buhturi, ed. with an introduction by Karam al- Bustani, 

(Beyrüt, 1962), vol. I, pp. 52, 53. 

2. Ed. by Bonebakker, (Leiden, 1956), p. 65. 
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characteristics of each should be: 

`I )...1._J1 ; J J1 1 
,n 11 

C.1, 
r .i ..i.. 9 lJ-(^''o a; l?-f^-J '-1--- 9 l:l-f3%_..31 S 

" 
l 1 J 1 L3. 1 I s.tb cj1 

11 4 <9 . aJ 1 c.71~' ;_ °1 11 0.11 

1..,_,,_.,J 1 .9_0) tA.;1 Jr,:,__,.11 . a w.v : ° I 1 i.-J i y rfl It S J 

)11 9 °t : 11 1 :19.,; t t 9 

°1 5--J1 v1-5 1 .J1 

:J J C..11-1 Ls-11 4;-?-1---.'J v-ry4 i 9 

.69-1 - t 9-g° 64 L14!--.4t! c.5 :1---11 641 C.)-1--°e v 
. 

r..)!-5JI ä? 1-0 Jt I_Sy-.J1 5 ä_J1 sIR--.Jt 

c_..JI 
.yv .... 11 I,J19 

But, while Kud -dmd explains that the gazel is completely different 

from the nesib, he gives the word gazel to some couplets which he 

quoted later as the best couplets of a nesib (p. 68). Abil `Ali 

al -Hasan ibn Ra0k al- Kayrawáni (d. 463) mentions in his book 

Al -`Umda fi Sin at al -§i`r we Nakdih,'1 that the nesib, tegbib, 

and tekazzul have the same meaning but the gazel is different: 

LI y 1_11.5 
'-_.1 

9 jl °W Jt,'_ J1 9 

s u-' (3.913e l. :9:1---'LL-j 
1 s `I J i j_.11 y..Fs j.),;.__J 

11 

1. Ed. by Muhammad Muhyi'd -Din `Abd al- Hamid, second edition, 

(Cairo, 1955), Vol. II, p. 117. 
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and he uses in the following pages (pp. 120, 121) the word 

tegazzul only to describe poems of this form. But Abü Zekeriya 

Yahya ibn `Ali al- Tebrizil (d. 1108) explains the meaning of the 

word nesib exactly as hudámá's explanation: 

L:." Jt ' \II 9 

5 

(j-t4 ö5 5°V il 

Here, Al- Tebrizi also differentiates between the nesib and the 

gazel and treats them as an independent verse -form. From all 

these explanations, it is clear that the gazel in Arabic 

literature has no independent form, but is a poetical description 

of women, love and passion within a kaside. If it is describing 

rather than expressing love it is called nesib, if it explains 

real and sincere love and it is also written as part of a kaside 

it is called te bib. In Kibáb al- Agáni, vol. IX, p. 24; Vol. II, 

p. 6 tepib is used as a verb; and in the same book Vol. VI, 

p. 127; and Vol. XX. Bulák edition 1285, p. 152, the word used 

for the poetry of Nacnan, husayyir and `Urwa is te0ib only and 

not nesib. 

Besides the gazel known as a short poem expressing a love- 

experience with a woman, another kind of gazel has developed in 

Arabic literature called Al -gazel bi'l- muzakkar. It was evolved 

in the Abbasid period when the Arabs came in contact with Persians 

and were influenced by their culture. The Persian civilization 

1. ar Divan al- Hamása, (Cairo, 1296), Vol. III, p. 112. 
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brought to the Arab's life more jesting and more fun from which 

resulted this kind of gazel. In this type of gazel, the poet 

explains his love -experience with a boy instead of a girl. He 

speaks of his beauty, charm, the pain suffered during separation 

from him, and the rapture caused by his presence. 

Abú Nuwás (d. about 811) was one of the poets who composed 

this kind of gazel: 

a- 

ty° o.; 

L1)1._;__. 1_;_.. 09 0i . 4__11 I an aj te 

(Basit)1 

In these beyts, Abi Nuwás expresses his feeling towards a boy 

called Rahmet of whom he was fond. There is a very clever 

tevriye, here in Abú Nuwás's use of the word Rahmet which, as 

well as being the name of the boy, also means God's mercy. 

Al- Buhturi (d. 897), in the same kind of gazel, describes 

his love -experience with a boy called Nesïmi: 

W 

i 

(Tavi l) 2 ul { .. sa _tU is 

1. Diván Abú Nuwás, ed. Ahmed `Abd al -Mecid al- Gazali, (Cairo, 

1953), p. 323. 

2. Diván al- Buhturi, op.cit., p. 314. 
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Al -Hasan Ibn Wahb also wrote these beyts for af3` (A1- 

Mutewekkil's servant) of whom he was fond: 

..J41 l_, :s7,1 c.,:.J 

JA 
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Ibn al -Rtxm3 (d. 896) also, wrote in this respect describing 

his beloved: 
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It is clear from these previous poems that al -gazel bi'1- Muzakkar 

has no obvious difference from al -gazel bi'1- Mu'annes; the words, 

the images and the contents are exactly the same, so that no one 

without previous knowledge would realise that these gazels were 

composed about men and not about women. 

1. Al -`ikd al- Farid, ed. Muhammad Said al- ̀ uryán, (Cairo, 1941), 

vol, VIII,p. 113. 

2. DIvá.n ibn Al -Rúmi, ed. Kámil Kiláni, p. 15. 
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The gazel in Arabic is especially rich in onomatopaeic 

effects. The words lack the harshness of clashing consonantal 

combinations -- there is even in repetitive sound effects a 

certain subdued quality that brings about a soft texture in 

sound, such as: muteyyem, mudelleh, etc. The yá' or lam's sounds, 

though given double stress, do not sound harsh. The soft letters 

in Arabic are three: 

Al -clef, Al -yá` and Al -Wáw.l These letters are used with great 

frequency in the gazel. Vowels are not over extended in the 

words used, such as: hevá, heyám, garám, etc. but are long enough 

to symbolically suggest an extended emotion, e.g. hisam for the 

suffering of the beloved, or heyam denoting prolonged affection 

or devotion. The nuances of the words used are very suggestive 

of Arabic sensibility in general. The words that are relatively 

easy to pronounce allow for easy flow of endearment. 

Ibn Dureyd says: "Know that the most used letters by the 

Arabs are: Al -wáw, Al -yá', Al- hemze; and the letters least used 

for their roughness are: zál, zá', ra', bá', and mim. "2 It seems 

that the poet's choice of letters is influenced by their ease of 

pronunciation; thus we find names such as Da`d, Hind, Layla, 

Lubná, Selma, `Azza and Buseyne in Arabic gazels. 

The Islamic Empire which was won by the first successors of 

the prophet and extended from iorocco to Sind and from Aden to 

1. Abú Rahá.b, Al-gazel `ind al-`Arab, (Cairo, 1947), p. 10. 

2. Cf. Abú Rahab, op.cit., p. 10. 
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U arezm, including North Africa, Egypt, Syria, Mesopotamia, 

Armenia, Persia, Afanistan, Baluchistan, a large portion of 

Turkistan, a small portion of India, and the islands of Crete 

and Cyprus, has united these together forming a sort of Islamic 

Empire consisting of all these different nations and their 

various civilizations. Although this new Islamic civilization 

which has overthrown the old religions and civilizations was 

basically of Arabic origin, it has developed under the influence 

of the civilizations of these nations which it had embraced. 

Since the Kur'án and Sunna were the basis of this new 

Islamic civilization, it emerged as a uniting factor common to 

all Muhammad peoples. The cultures, traditions and creeds of 

these nations who embraced Islam were greatly modified in this 

new Islamic civilization, resulting in a new common thought, 

philosophy, and literature accepted by all Muslim people. 

There are a number of general features of this common 

literature which developed under the new civilization. These 

are based on a mystical outlook on life and its central concept 

of Vandet -i vücúd. They are not restricted merely to language, 

metre, literary forms and styles, but also, extend to the ideas 

about life itself and the universe, the conception of love and 

beauty. 
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B. THE GAZEL IN PERSIAN 

The Persians who coloured these literary methods with 

their own character, taste, and genius, after they had taken 

them from the Arabs, played an important part in introducing 

them to both the Turkish and Indian peoples. Thus, the gazel 

which is an Arabic literary form was appreciated very much by 

Persian poets who were fond of singing of love and wine in their 

poetry. They adopted it from the Arabs, developed and evolved 

it more than any other literary -form. The fact that the subject 

matter of tasavvuf could be easily expressed in the gazel -form 

helped greatly in its development in Persian literature. 

It is understood from the works of the scholars in 

Persian literature that the gazel is found in the early poetry 

of the Persians. `Avfi1 and Riza Kull Hang noted that 'Ammar-1 

Marzavi's (d. 971) poetry contained the subject matter of a gazel. 

But this gazel was not an independent, fully developed art -form 

in this early poetry. It was a few lines or a short poem like 

the nesib but not in the medhiye section. Then, it improved 

gradually until it became a nesib at the beginning of the kaside. 

Ra9Idü 'd -Din Vatvät (d. 1177) in his Hada'ik al -Sihr3 and ams 

al -Din Muhammad ibn Kays in his Al- Mu`cam stated that the gazel 

1. Lübabu'l-Elbá.b, ed. E.G. Browne, (London, 1903), vol. II, p. 24. 

2. Macma` al-Fìxsuha', (Tehran, 1878), Vol. I, p. 350. 

3. Divan-1 Ras3dii' d-Din Vatvat ve Hadá.' ik al-Sihr fi Daka' ik al- 

i`r, ed. Sa`id Nefisi, (Tehran, 1339), p. 705. 

4. Al-Mu`cam fi Ma`ayïr-i War al-`Acem, ed. Mirzá. Muhammad and 

E.G. Browne, (London, 1909). 
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was not an independent literary form at the beginning of the 

XIIth century. Vatvdt goes as far as to say that the te§bib 

is both nesib and gazel.l But §ams al -Din Muhammad repeats 

exactly what the Arabic theorists said about this verse- form.2 

He also differentiates between the nesib and the hazel, stating 

the characteristics of each. 

In broad outline, the hazel underwent the following develop- 

ment in Persian literature until it reached its perfection in 

Sa`di's poetry. 

Rudegi (d. 941) is the first great poet representing Persian 

poetry after the spread of Islam into Persia. He flourished in 

the early part of the tenth century and was one of the famous 

Samanid poets. He was as much harpist, ballad singer, and 

improvist as poet. He touched on every kind of verse -form, 

medhiye, mesnevi, hecv, kaside and hazel. But Rudegi's fame 

lay in kaside- writing.3 He has also written a very good hazel 

that `Unsuri, the most famous of his contemporary kaside -writers 

held in very high esteem, giving much praise to the aut hor: 

{ 

e L 1)4 .L p Jr., W `L 

1. Rasidü'd-Din vatvát, op.cit., p. 705: 

rA9 
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2. Samsü'd-Din Muhammad, op.cit., pp. 383-87. 

3. Cf. Sa`id Nefisi, Ahvál ve As`ár-i Muhammad Rúdegï-yi Semerkandi, 

(Tehran, 1319), Vol. III, pp.967-1036; E.G. Browne, A Literary 

History of Persia, (Cambridge, 1951), Vol. I, p. 456. 
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Here, `Unsur3 speaks of Rudegi as a master of hazel- writing 

saying also that Rudegi's hazel is of such good quality that he 

will not be able to imitate it. However, the form and style 

of Rudeg3's hazel was written more like that of a short nesib 

than of a hazel, and it was not in the medhiye section1 of his 

Divan. 

Dakiki (d. 997 -98) who started to write (but did not complete) 

the earliest history of Persia before Firdevsi (d. 1025 -26), wrote, 

besides kasides and medhiyes,very good gazels.2 Kisá'i (d. 1002) 

also was one of the poets of this period. His elegant tesbihs and 

good gazels greatly influenced his successors.3 

`Unsuri (d. 1050) flourished in the aaznevi period. He 

was considered the master of the aside by writers of his time, 

and also wrote a very expressive hazel.4 Farrúhï (d. 1038) was 

also one of the famous kaside- writers of Persian poetry of that 

period. He wrote hazels with great ski11,5 his choice of words was 

well suited to the images he was trying to create, and his 

te9bihs seem very natural and elegant. His skill in music (he 

was a very famous harpist) has greatly affected the extraordinary 

1. `Avfi, op.cit., Vol. II, p.6. 

2. `Avfi, op.cit., pp. 11 -13; Browne, op.cit., Vol. I, pp.460 -62. 

3. Ibid., pp.33-39; ibid., Vol. II, pp. 160 -62. 

4. Cf. Divan -i `Unsuri, ed. Yaya karib, (Tehran, 1323); Lubaa -b, 

Vol. II, pp. 29-32. 

5. Cf. The Introduction to Oazeliyat -i Farrúhi Bastáni, by Rehf. 

Mu`ayyiri, (Tehran, 1336), pp, 5 -13. 
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harmony of words and ideas in his poetry. His kazeliyat have 

been collected by Reh! Mu`ayyiri. 

The 6aznevi period was a prelude to the most brilliant era 

of Persian literature -- the Selçúk period (XI - XII centuries), 

when both prose and poetry were greatly developed, being much 

influenced by the remarkable spread of tasavvuf which took place 

at the same time. Nizamü'l -Milk, one of the most famous of 

Islamic statesmen, was a sincere friend of men of virtue and 

learning. Many §ayhs sheltered in the tekye which he founded 

in Isfahan and his first act on becoming Prime Minister was to 

establish the celebrated Nizamiye College in Bagdad, the building 

of which was begun in 1065 A.D. and completed in 1067. This 

College was the place of study of the most eminent men of learning 

and Sizfis of the time. A good deal of mystic work in prose was 

written by the Súfi writers of this period. 

As regards poetry, it is difficult to find a subject or 

topic which has not been touched on by the poets who flourished 

in this period. Sena'! (d. 1150), `Attar (d. 1193), Nasir -i 

IIusrev (d. 1061), Katrán -i Tebrizi (d. 1089); Mes`úd -i Sa`d -i 

Selman (d. 1121), `Ömer Hayyam (d. a few years before 1135), 

Anvari (d. between 1189 -1191), Uakani (d. 1198), Nizami (d. 1203), 

Cemaliz'd -Din -i Isfahani (d. 1192), cAbd al- Vasi`Cebeli (d. 1160); 

Zahir-1 Faryabi (d. 1201) and many other poets were renowned at 

that time. Among the great masters of verse in Persia were 

Anvari who is considered to have carried the Persian kaside to 

its highest perfection; Nizami, who is acknowledged as the master 
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of romantic mesnevi; and Hayyám, who is celebrated for his 

Rubá`is. The influence and popularity of these three great 

poets remain, even to this day, unsurpassed by later poets. 

Sená'i is the first of the three great mystical mesnevi- 

writers of Persian, the second is §eyh. Feridü'd- DIn`Attár, and 

the third Jala1U'd -Din Rümi. Sená'i also wrote gazels which 

are read with great appreciation by everyone. His poems rejoice 

in mystic love, the truth of love, purity of the soul and belief 

of the heart. Hákáni -yi §irvani (d. 1198) imitated Sena'I's 

gazel.l §eyh Feridü'd -Dïn `Attar was one of the distinguished 

masters in mystical verse. His mystical gazels2 are distinguished 

by a scope of sentiment not found in Sená'i, whose gazels lack 

the extraordinary anguish, emotion and excitement found in those 

of `Attar. The elaborate word -pictures of nature which are found 

in the kasides of Farrühi,3 `Unsuri and Minüçihri are not present 

in their gazels, which are usually written in very lucid language. 

There is no special peculiarity about the gazels of Mu`izz35 

(d. probably 1131) and Mes`üd -i Sa`d -i Selman6 who were famous for 

1. Divan -1 Sená.'i, ed. Muderris Radavi, (Tehran, 13200, Dibáce, 

2. Divan -i `Attar -i Nisábüri, ed. Said Nefisi, (Tehran, 13190 

3. Divan -i Farrühi, ed. Rehi Mu`ayyeri (Tehran, 13360. 

4. Diván -i MinU ihri, ed. Muhammad Debar Seyáki, (Tehran, 13265). 

5. Diván -i Emir Mu`izzi, ed. `Abbas Ikbal, (Tehran, 13180 
6. Divan -i Mes`úd -i Sa`d -i Selman, ed. Rasad Yäsevi, (Tehran, 

13180. 
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kasides. Anveri's gazels, although good, are simple when 

compared with his kasides, on which his reputation rests. Edib 

Sábir (d. 1156), one of this period's poets, composed a graceful 

gazel about wine and the pleasure of drinking. It is under- 

stood from his gaze's that he had a very gay life. Zahir-i 

Fáryá.bi1 (d. 1201) has also composed excellent gazels and his 

influence on his successors, and particularly Háfiz, is evident. 

Cemálü'd -Din -i Isahán3 is another one of the well known poets 

of this time. He wrote very graceful gazels2 which sometimes 

outshine his kasides. His poetry is generally natural, fluent 

and effective. He was also one of the forerunners of Sa`di in 

his gazels. Sa`di of 5iráz (d. between 1291 -94) is considered 

the third of the great mystical poets, the first being Celálü'd- 

Din-i Rúmi, and the second Feridü'd -Din `Attar. His poetry 

illustrates the final development of the gazel into an indepen- 

dent art -form in Persian literature, and the achievement of 

perfection in this sphere. Indeed, Se: di, with that high talent, 

spiritual subtlety, natural gift for language, profound 

meditation, mystical experience and passionate gnosis created 

an independent style and characteristic form of lyric poetry. 

This style had a great influence not only on his equally famous 

1. Diván -i Zahir -i. Faryábi, ed. Taki Bene, (Me §hed, 13375). 

2. Divan-1 Cemálii.'d -Din -i Isfahan!, ed. Vapid Destgiri, 

(Tehran, 13205), pp. 430-86. 
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fellow- townsman Hafizl but also on his successors. Some of 

Sa`di's gazels are superb examples of the quality known as 

sehl -i miimteni`. His gazeliyat are collected in three sections 

of his Divan: 1) hitabü't- Tayyibat, 2) kitabü'1- Bedi`, 

3) Kitabü'1- Havatim.2 There are many other poets who wrote 

good gazels after Sa`di. 

Among the other important poets who flourished in the 

XIIIth century were Kemalü'd -Din -i Isfahan' known as Hallakü'1- 

Ma`ani (d. 1237), Hümamü'd -Din -i Tebrizi (d. 1314), Evhadü'd -Din 

of Meraga (1337) and Emir Hüsrev of Dihli (d. 1325). Hümam -i 

Tebrizi has some good gazels. He wrote his gazels in Sa`di's 

style but these are inferior in quality.3 His Divan consisted 

entirely of gazels. Evhadi wrote mystical and ethical gazels. 

Some of his gazels are confused with those of Hafiz. Hüsrev -i 

Dihlevi was more notable as a musician than as a poet, but he 

was nevertheless enormously productive. It is said that he 

has written about half a million verses.4 He wrote his gazels 

in Sa`di's style5 and they are simple and emotional, fluent and 

clear. 

1. Hafiz without doubt read Sa`di's poetry and appreciated it very 

much, for he has written many nazires to Sa`di's gazels; more- 

over he has included in his nazires some of the misra`s of 

Sa`di's gazels. This operation is called in Arabic Rhetroric 

tazmin. cf. Divan -s Hafiz, ed. Hüseyn Pejman, (Tehran, 1315), 

PP. 377, 378. 

2. cf. Küliyat -i Sa`di, ed. Furruhi Zikra al -hulk, (Tehran, 1328f) 

3. cf. Browne, A Literary History of Persia, (Cambridge, 1951), 

vol. III, p. 153. 

4. cf. Devlet fah, Tezkiretel- ü`ára', ed. Muhammad `Abbas, 

5. 

(Tehran, 13370, p. z67. 

55r. 

cf. Devlet ph, op.cit., Po 267. 
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Though Mevlänä Celälü.'d -Din -i RUmi was born and lived in 

Anatolia, he is considered one of the Persian poets, for he wrote 

all his work in Persian. He was without doubt the most eminent 

mystic poet; wherever Persian culture held away his power and 

influence were absolute and profound, in Turkey as well as in 

Persia. His mesnevil which is written in clear, simple language 

and in the Remel metre throughout is one of the greatest and most 

noble in all Persian literature and it is said to be the Persian 

Iiur' än. 2 His Divan (known as the Divan-1 hebïr) which he 

dedicated to his master ams-i Tebriz consists entirely of his 

gazels. The Divan containing about 50,000 couplets was 

published in lithograph in India (Luknov, 1335). It has 

been edited with critical notes by BedieW z -Zaman Furüzanfer, 

under the title of Küliyät -i ams yä Divan -i Kabir, (Tehran, 

13450.3 Celá.lii'd -Din used to write his tahallus as ams or 

I ämü (silent). His gazels are in the style of Senä'ï 

and Attar. Unlike the contemporary lyric and romantic poets, 

Celälü'd -Din wrote in a simple and straightforward style; he 

did not play with words nor was he an artist in language. 

1. The full name of this book is Mesnevi -i Ma`nevi; it contains 

between 25,000 and 30,000 couplets. 

2. Browne, A Literary History of Persia, Vol. II, p. 519. 

3. Nicholson has published a selection of Celälü'd -Din's 

gazels with translations and valuable critical notes under 

the title of "Selected Poems from the Divan- ijams -i 

Tebrizi" (Cambridge University Press, 1898). 
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During the fourteenth century, civil war prevailed in 

Persia between a group of yaks and Serdars. After the 

assassination (Nov. 1335) of Abil Said, the last great Mongol 

ruler of Persia, the dynasty of I1 -Danis of Persia, founded by 

Hulagi, practically came to an end. Many princes and governors 

declared the independence of their provinces and during the 45 

years that elapsed after Abil Sa`id's death and before Timúr's 

invasion (1335 -1380) Persia was left to its own devices. It was 

divided between four or five petty dynasties, the Muzafferis 

ruling over Faris, `Irak -i `Acem and hirman, the Celayirs (or 

I1- Uanis) over Bagdad and Azerbeycan, and the Serbedars of 

Sebzevar and the hurt of Herat ruling in the North -East. The 

I1 -Hanis did not show any interest in literature; on the 

contrary, they were more interested in practical sciences: 

architecture, medicine, astronomy, mathematics and commerce. 

Sultan Abil Said Han, who reigned between 1316 -1335 was the 

only ruler who was fond of literature and the arts. He and 

his Vezir úiya0ü'd -Dïn Muhammad appreciated poetry and held the 

poets in high esteem. They protected and acted as patrons of 

H"acu of Kirman and Selman Savec3, (poets of this period) who were 

their panegyrists. 

ySayh Hasan -i Büzürg who founded the most powerful dynasty 

of this century (Celayir dynasty, 1336 -1+11) was very interested 

in literature. Selman -i Sávecl was the poet of his palace in 

Bagdad. Most of his poems are dedicated to the praise of ey43 

iiasan -i Büzürg and his wife Dil -ph Hátin. Even in the reign of 
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§eyh áveys (son of §eylta Hasan) Selman received similar patronage 

from the new ruler and was his panegyrist. Sultan ;wed (son of 

ySeyh Uveys) was himself a poet, musician, painter and artist and 

wrote a number of Persian poems. This information is found in 

a gazel in Kitab cámi`ii)n- Naza'ir which is written in Turkish 

verse. 
1 The prince repeatedly strove to induce I3af4 of §iraz 

to visit his court in Bagdad. The poet being unable to accept 

the invitation says so in a gazel he composed in praise of the 

prince: 

JtIT,_.S, `,Ty ü 
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- 
Although the Incu dynasty's centre was §iraz and Isfahan, 

it also ruled over Faris from 1313 -1357. AbI Ishäk (the last 

ruler of this dynasty) showed considerable interest in literature 

and was a lover of pleasure. He held many gatherings for enter- 

tainment at which H"acu and Hafiz were present. These two poets 

composed verses in his praise. When Abf Ishák was killed by 

Emir Kutbii'd -Din in iraz (1357), the Muzaffer!s took over Faris, 

hirman and Yezd until 1393. `Imad -i Fakih (d. 1371 -2) was one 

of the poets connected with this dynasty. He stood high in the 

favour of §äh Suedc whom he praised in his poetry. Hafiz, also, 

received protection and patronage from the rulers of this dynasty 

and composed verses in praise of many of them: Tdh §uca`, Mansúr, 

1. cf. M. F. háprülii, "Bir Azeri W iri" ; in Uayát Macmin` as i, No. 82, 

pp. 62, 63. 

2. cf. Hafiz, ed. with notes by Mahmüd Hinman, (Tehran, 1967), 

P. 57. 
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Yahya, Zeynü'1- ̀ Abidin, and Giyasü'd -Din Muhammad. 

As mentioned before, H"acu -yi Itirmanï (d. 1352) was the 

panegyrist of Sultan Abiz Sa`Id Ilan. This poet is considered 

one of the important poets of this time for his artistic taste 

and imaginative powers. Hafiz, who held him in great esteem, 

was influenced by his poetry. 1 Hrácu has written his mystical 

poems in an imitation of Sena'I's style. His artistical kasides 

are similar to those of RegIdü'd -Din -i Vatvat,2 and `AbdU)1 -Vass` 

Cebeli. He took Sa`di for his model in writing his gazels, 

which combine the mystical ecstasy of Sena'I, `Attar and 

Celálü'd- Din -i Rúml and the charm and brightness of tone of Haft *. 

Selman -i Saved (d. 1367 or 1376) is another poet whose 

eminence has been certified by the great Hafiz in this following 

verse: 

c-, 5 c.,1 J 
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-;tb 
cf. Divan-i Há.fiz, ed. Hiiseyn Pejman, (Tehran, 1315), p. 267. 

2. Vatvat has written a very important work about the poetical 

art called Hadá'iku's -Sihr and from this work we learn that 

there is another work about the same subject called Tercümanü'1- 

Belaga written by Muhammad Ibn `Omer al- Radú.yáni. This book is 

edited with an introduction and critical notes by Prof. Ahmed 

Ate §, (Istanbul, 1949). 

3. cf. Divan -i Hafiz, op.cit., p. 287. 
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Selman's skill is chiefly apparent in his kasides, which are 

remarkable for their grace and fluency of language, and for a 

felicity of diction.l He has also written very beautiful 

gazels. Hafiz, having been influenced by him, wrote many naz3res 

to his gazels. 

`Imad -i Fakih (d. 1371 -72) who won the patronage of §á.h y§ucá.`, 

and became his panegyrist has written remarkable gazels. Hafiz, 

one of his contemporaries, was influenced by him and wrote naz3res 

to his gazels. 

This leads to a discussion of the poetry of the most 

eminent and famous of all the poets of Persia, the unforgettable 

and incomparable Hafiz of graz who earned the names Lisanü01 -Gayb 

and Tercümanü'1- Haikat. Hafiz is by universal consent the 

supreme master of the art of the Persian gazel. He achieved 

in full measure eternal fame even in lands he himself never knew 

and among people speaking many different languages. As he 

himself says: 

.t9) if 9 ..LiJ.0 
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He carried the mystical lyric to its summit of eloquence and 

beauty. Although he borrowed a spark from the fire of the gazels 

of `Attar and Rümi, and imitated the style of some of his 

1. cf. iblï Nu`man, §i`r al- ̀ Acem, Translated by Seyyid Muhammad 

Takz Fakir Da`i -yi GllanI, (Tehran, 1327 0, Vol. II, p. 156. 

2. cf. Divan -i Hafiz, op.cit., p. 226. 
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predecessors and contemporaries such as, Sa`di, 'acu, Selman -i 

Saveci, Evhad3 and `Imad -i Fakih. He was not a mere imitator, 

but created an independent style and characteristic form of 

mystical lyric, so that a connoisseur of Persian literature could 

immediately recognise his poetry and identify his style. Häfiz 

was deeply involved in the mystical unity with God and in every 

gazel, whatever its formal subject, he included one or more verses 

expressing this theme. That view of life of which Senä'T, 

Attar, Celalii'd -Din and Sa`di had spoken, each in turn and in 

his own way, was described by Hafiz in language that touched the 

depths of feeling and reached the heights of expression. This, 

indeed, is the greatest individual feature of Hafiz's poetry. In 

addition to this, Háfiz used special words and technical terms 

which he himself innovated, or which, if already used by others, 

find a wider expression in his vocabulary such as: tamät, 

harabät, mugän, }irka, sälús, pir, hatif, par -i mugan, zannär, 

savma`a, zahid, tilasmät, §chid, etc. He also used various 

rhetorical figures such as: ihá.m, murä`at -i nazir, tecnis, te9bih 

and the like. The Divan of Häfiz is used as a fäl -book, for the 

verses which were composed in the ambiguity of deep poetry give an 

answer to the needs of every soul. The only other book used for 

this purpose is the hur'á.n. This indicates the wide influence 

which Hafiz had and indeed has until the present day. 
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C. THE TURKISH GAZEL 

The gazel, which was established in the XI and XIIth 

centuries in Turkish literature, had already reached its highest 

point of perfection in Persian literature, being a fully developed 

art -form by this time. Thus, the Turks accepted this well - 

elaborated and evolved verse -form as they found it in Persian 

literature in its entirety. They became very fond of this verse - 

form so that it became an instrument of many famous poets, each 

of whom contributed in his turn something towards its evolution 

until it became an independent, specialized, impassioned form, 

having its own characteristics and peculiarities in the Turkish 

literature. 

The first trace of the gazel in Turkish literature can be 

found in the munácat, na`t and medh3ye which are at the 

beginning of Katadgú Bilig1 which was written in Kaggar about 

1069 by a certain Yúsül Hass Hácib. 

In the XIIIth century a classical Turkish Islamic literature 

started to be established in Anatolia under the influence of the 

Persian literature and the Islamic culture. The poetry which 

was written in the XIIIth century by Ynüs Emre2 ü (d. a few years 

after 1307) in the gazel -form is entirely mystical. The gazels 

1. Ed. by Rapid Rahmet -i Arat, "T.D.K. Publ. C. 11. 29 ", (Istanbul, 

1947); this book is considered to be the first book written in 

the Turkish language and was presented to Bogra Han, the king of 

these regions. It is an ethical book discussing in verse, moral 

and social principles, virtue and vice and their effects in 

society. 

2. cf. A. Gölpinarli, Yunus Emre Divan, (Istanbul, 194+3), 
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in which he talks about the ecstasy of divine love and mystical 

philosophy have no peculiarity except that they are written in 

the azel style and metres. There is no conscious attempt at 

any artificial grace in these ;sazels, for the language is very 

natural and simple. The art of rhetoric did not exist for Yúnüs. 

The subject- matter is entirely mystical, nothing outside the Süfi 

philosophy had any interest for the author. 

Sultan Veled (d. 1312) wrote love poems1 besides his excessive 

output of mystical gazels. But there is no attempt at literary 

grace of any kind in these love poems for he was more a mystical 

teacher than a poet. It is clear that he had great difficulty 

in using the `arúz metres. 

In the XIIIth century, a profane poetry began to develop in 

Anatolia under the influence of Persian literature. It was 

encouraged by the luxurious life and license that prevailed among 

the upper classes. This movement became stronger under the 

Mongols. It produced poetry quite free from ascetic and didactic 

tendencies. The first representative of this school, whose aims 

were purely artistic, was H "áca Dahhani.2 It is very probable 

that this kind of literature, which was common among the eastern 

Turks as early as the XIIth century, had had exponents before him 

in Anatolia, for his poems were written in a well -perfected style 

1. Veled Izbudak, Divan-i. Türki-i Sultan Veled, (Istanbul, 1341). 

2. M.F. Köprülü, H"á.ca Dahháni, in Hayát mecmü`asi., Vol. I, 

pp. 4,5; Vol. IV, p. 488; Mecdia.d Mansuroklu, Anatolu türkqesi 

(XIII asir) Dahhá.nfve manzumeleri, (Istanbul, 1947). 
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and had attained a high degree of perfection from the technical 

point of view. Dahhani also wrote, by command of `Ala)u)d -Din 

Keykubad III who was reigning at that time, a Sahname of the 

Selçtüks in Persian. From the dialectal point of view, his 

language shows the peculiarities of the oguz dialect of Anatolia. 

In a comparison between the poetry of Dahhani and the Turkish 

poetry of his contemporary, Sultan Veled, the success with which 

he used the `arú.z metre can be clearly seen. Unlike mystics, 

Dahhani advises people to enjoy life as much as they can, 

spending their time between love and wine, for life is very 

short and the world transitory. 

In the XIVth century, in the Altin Ordu dynasty many works 

in various branches of poetry were written with a purely artistic 

aim. They were written in the eastern Turkish dialect. Seyfi 

Serayi, who was a Kipgak poet and lived in Egypt, wrote nazires to 

the gazels written during that period. He also wrote down one 

gazel by each of his contemporary poets. This indicates that 

there were a group of poets who wrote gazels at that time. Seyfi 

shows also that H "arezmi, who wrote the Mahabbet name, wrote, 

besides his Persian poetry very good Turkish gazels. By 

comparing the nazïres which Seyfi Serayi wrote and the gazels of 

the poets of that time and the Azeri poet Hasanoglu, and the gazel 

of the poets which he quoted, it can be seen that he and H "arezmi 

were the most influential poets from the artistic point of view.1 

1. cf. M.F. K.ápriilü, Türk Edebiyati `I'arihi, (Istanbul, 1926) p.364. 
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SeylLi `fzzü'd -llin Esferáyini, who wrote the Mahabbet -námel 

under the mahlas of }Iasanoglu, was the oldest poet who wrote in 

the Azeri dialect. His Divan was well known in Azerbeycán and 

Anatolia, and is mentioned by Devlet Sáh in his Tezkiretü's- hSü`ará'. 

It is obvious from the nazires which were written to his gazels by 

Seyf3 Serayi who flourished in the Kipçak court, that his fame 

reached the other Turkish provinces in his lifetime. This also 

shows that the various Turkish dialects used in literature were 

interlinked. 

Kadi Burhánu'd -Din, and Nesimi who were poets of the XIVth 

century wrote in the Azeri dialect. In fact, there was no real 

difference between this dialect and the spoken Turkish in 

Anatolia at this period. But the difference in this dialect 

started from that time and in the XVIth century it could be 

clearly distinguished.From that century, it has become a completely 

different dialect, exhibiting its own characteristics. 

Nesimi (d. 1417) was the greatest poet of this era. His 

poetry is excellent, and perfect from the point of view of style 

and technique. He observed all the rules of poetical style 

and used classical forms. Mystical lyricism is very conspicuous 

in his poetry. His language is simple, his style though very 

natural is very effective and harmonious. Several of his gazels 

have more beyts than the average found in the classical gazel. He 

1. This work was written in 1353 on the banks of the Sir Darya and 

had a direct influence on the çagatäy literature. 

3. Ed. by Muhammad `Abbasi, (Tehran, 13370, p. 245. 
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is considered the first true poet of the 

first to give lustre to Turkish poetry. 

other great poets were influenced by him. 

Western Turks, the 

Nev, and 

His poetry was always 

read with great appreciation by the people of the Çagatáy, Azeri, 

and Ottoman Courts. The poets of these kingdoms imitated him 

and wrote naz]res to his gazels. His Diván contains some tuyuks 

which are peculiar to the Turkish classical literature and foreign 

to Persian literature. 

Kadi Burhanu'd -Din (d. 1398) was one of the very earliest 

lyric poets among Western Turkish poets. He was a master of the 

graceful verse. He composed poetical pieces in Arabic, Persian 

His Divan' consists of 1500 gazels, twenty rubs s, and Turkish. 

and a large number of tuyugs. Kädi Burhánu'd -Din was the first 

literary poet among the Western Turks who used this old native form. 

Although his language lacks refinement and correctness, and the 

verse technique is often faulty, the poems of Burhánu'd -Din have 

a note of sincerity and passion of their own. In his gazel 

section, he ignored the alphabetical arrangement universal in 

subsequent Divans, the poems following one another without any kind 

of order. Burhánu'd -Din, also, never mentioned his tahallus in 

his gaze'; this custom had not yet been introduced among the Turks. 

Burhánu'd -Din is indeed the first West -Turkish poet to pay serious 

attention to the art of bedi`át. Cinäs of many varieties 

1. There is a unique copy of this Divan in the British Museum or. 

4126 written in (796/1393); a photograph of this copy has been 

taken and published by T.D.K. in Ankara, 1943. Some of 

Burhanu'd -Din's gazels, rubá`is and tuyugs with an introduction 

by CenKb ehábu'd -Din were printed by F. Godsel in Istanbul, 1922. 
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especially merfüá.` were widely used in his poetry. Burhanu'd -Din 

struggled along with the other poets of this century to fit the 

Turkish language into the `ariaz metre. Many Turkish words 

which he used in his poetry have an excessive imale. Of course 

the Western Turkish language was an almost undeveloped language 

at that time and was incapable of producing harmonious poetry. 

Even when the Western branch of the Turkish language was being 

fitted to become a classical literary medium, this harmony was 

not guaranteed by the evolution of the Turkish language in it- 

self nor by its being a literary language, but by the absorption 

of Arabic and Persian words and terkibs which fit very easily 

into the `arúz metre. 

Ahmed! (d. 1413) is regarded as the greatest poet of his 

period with the exception of Nesimi. He left a great number 

of works in various literary forms including an immense number 

of kasides and gazels, which have been collected and form a 

large Dlv2in.1 Ahmed! at the beginning of his career attached 

himself to the king of Germiyan, Emir Süleyman (d. 1386) and wrote 

many kasides and gazels for him. He also wrote the Iskender náme2 

1. The Divan of Ahmedi is still unprinted. It is said that there 

is a complete copy of it written in 1436 to Murad II in the 

Hamidiye library No. 1082, cf. Istanbul Kitapliklari Türkçe 

Yazma divanlar kataloku, Vol. I, p. 12. There is also another 

copy written in 1447 in the Islamic Museum No. 474. cf. M.F. 

Köprülii, Ahmedi in Islam Ansk. Vol. I, p. 221; and a copy in 

the British Museum or. 4127, 

2. It has not yet been published. The British Museum has five 

copies Mss. Harl. 3273, Add. 7918, Add. 7905, or. 1376, Add. 

5986. cf. Rieu Cati. pp. 162 -164. 
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for him, but the Emir died before the completion of the work 

(1390) so he re- dedicated it to Prince Süleyman (d. 1.11), the 

son of Bayezid II. Being a man of culture and having a profound 

knowledge of Persian literature helped him to write this long 

story in an ample and easy style. The Divan of Ahmedi,who 

was not a Súf3 poet but a profane artist, is undoubtedly 

superior than his Iskender -name from the artistic point of view. 

In his poems he paid more attention to matters of technique. 

There is also a striving after facility. The metres are regularly 

Persian. Ahmed3's Divan is quite in the Persian style and taste. 

Most of the azels are sentimental and artistic although they 

have a mystical tone. The poems which were written in various 

poetical forms remain in the Divan without any order. Dahhani 

and other poets of the XIVth century such as Gülsehri and 

eyhoglu influenced Ahmedi. He wrote nazires to their poems. 

Ahmedi in his turn influenced the great poets among his successors, 

such as §eyh3 and Ahmed Pasa; they wrote nazires to his poems. 

It is also mentioned that Ahnmed3 read with appreciation NesImi's 

poetry. Being influenced by him he wrote naz3res to some of his 

poems. He also composed naz3res to Yünüs and `1411( Paa's gazels. 

Concerning the Çagatáy literature of the XVth century which 

was developed in the East, Sekkaki, Emiri, and Lutfi were the 

first poets who played an important role in the evolution of the 

gazel -form in this literature.' They wrote before `Ali §3r 

1. Although Timú.rid Emirs and Sahzades, together with the 

intellectual men of this period, encouraged writing in the 

Turkish language, they showed a great interest in the Persian 

language and literature. §51hzáde Garib Mirsá ordered a 

complete copy of #afiz's Divan to be collected. cf. M.F.Köprülü 

"Çagatay Edebiyatz ", in Islam Ansk., Vol. III, pp. 270 -323. 
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Neva'i, the most famous poet of the time of Hüseyn Baykara 

who was himself a poet and wrote Turkish poetry besides a 

complete Divan in the accepted order.1 

Sekká.ki (d. 1228) was celebrated at the court of the 

T3mtirids in Transoxania. It is clear from his Divan,2 which 

consists of kasides and gazels, that he knew Persian very well 

and he succeeded in writing poetry in the Çagatáy language. 

In this respect he played an important part in the history of 

Çagatáy poetry. Nevi in his Muhá.kemetü'1- Lugateyn3 did not 

hold him in as high esteem as Lutfi. 

Lutfi who lived at the beginning of the XVth century was 

the most important and influential poet of this period. His 

poetry attained a very wide fame throughout the whole century. 

His gazels were very famous in `Irák and Hurasán. Lutfi 

successfully composed poetry in the kaside, gazel and tuyug forms. 

This shows his skill in composing poetry especially the gaze1.4 

His gazels were amorous, his language clear. The gazels are 

full of meaning and contain fine images. He followed the fashion 

of the time and wrote mystical gazels, but the mysticism is merely 

1. Ed. by Ismail Hikmet Ertaylan (Istanbul, 1946). 

a. There is a unique copy of the Divan of Sekkak3 preserved in 

the British Museum, (Rieu Catl. p. 284, or. 2079). 

3. Ankara, 1941, p. 97. 

4. There are many different manuscripts of Lutfi's Divan. 

Zeki Velidi Tugan published some of Lutfi's poetry in 1914. 

cf. Hasibe Mazioglu, op.cit., p. 17. 
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on the surface. He proudly stated that his poems were not 

inferior to those of Selman Sävec!. His poetry had great 

influence on the Turkish poets who succeeded him.1 

Emir! was one of the poets of Sahrúh's time. He wrote 

poems in the gazel, kaside, and mesnevi forms. Although some 

of the Turkish poems of Emir! were of good quality, he did not 

attain any fame. Among the poets who wrote ;azels in this 

period were Gedä'i whose Turkish poetry won him a wide fame in 

Bäbúr's time, Seyyid Ahmed Mirza who was famous for his Turkish 

and Persian gazels together with his mesnevi. and Buysungur 

Mirza who succeeded to the throne of Samarkand in 1494, and wrote 

poems under the mahlas of Hüseyn. Yakinï, one of the Turkish 

Emirs, wrote a nazire to one of the latter's gazels. The most 

significant fact of this period is that many Emirs and á.hzädes 

were themselves poets. They gave an importance to the 

literature of the time and helped its development. 

In the second half of the XVth century the çagatäy liter- 

ature reached its zenith in Mir `Ali Sir Neva'! (d. 1501) who 

was a distinguished writer in both poetry and prose alike and 

equal master of Persian and his native Çagatay language. 

Nevä'i has left work in every kind of classical poetry and prose. 

He endeavoured to show in his work that his Çagatäy dialect 

1. FuzUl! wrote a tahmis to this áazel by Lutfi: 

E y ezelden tä ebed cänum giriftäruñ senüñ 

9äre kil kim boldi göñülüm zar u efgäruñ senüfi 

cf. Fuzú13 Divan, ed. A. Gölpinarli, (Istanbul, 1948), pp. 321-22, 
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of the Turkish language was not less suitable than Persian for 

poetic efforts and intellectual purposes generally. Although 

Nevá'i, like the other Çagatá.y poets had been influenced greatly 

by Persian literature and wrote very good Persian poems under 

the mahlas of Fá.ni, he was not a mere imitator and follower of 

He seemed to have suited his poems perfectly to his models. 

the taste of his time and people, and for that he has enjoyed 

great popularity down to the present day. 

Nevá.'I who took for himself a model from every kind of 

Persian literary sphere, always claimed the superiority of the 

Turkish language and spirit over the Persian language and spirit. 

The poet who gained the title of Neva'I for his genius and fine 

taste gave the best examples of the classical çagatäy language 

in poetry through his deep knowledge of Persian language. 

The poetry which he wrote since his childhood and through- 

out his life has been collected in four Divans1. His poetry 

reached Anatolia even before the time of the Fátih because of 

the literary connections between the Palaces of Herat and 

Istanbul at that time. `Asik Çelebi noted down in his Tezkire 

the incident concerning Báyezid II's sending of 33 of Nevá'I's 

gazels to Bursa for Ahmed Pa'a,asking him to compose nazires to 

1. There are 26 manuscripts of Nevä'i's Divans in Istanbul 

libraries. cf. Istanbul kitapliklari Türkçe yazma divanlar 

Katalogu (Istanbul, 1947), Vol. I, pp. 49 -61. For the 

manuscripts of Nevá.'i's Dlväns in the European libraries cf. 

Rieu, Catalogue of the Turkish manuscripts in the British 

Museum, pp. 294 -298, 289, 245. 
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Nevá'I's poetry has been read by every poet of every 

Turkish province in every age and has had great influence on them. 

Many dictionaries of the Çagatáy language were published to 

enable people to read Nevá'I's poetry. All Ottoman poets till 

the Tanzimát period felt the necessity of reading Nevá'I's works 

for completing their knowledge of literature. Nedim, eyh 

Gálib and other famous poets of the XVIIIth century composed 

nazlres to Nevá'i's poems in his own language. Fulfil. was also 

one of the poets who appreciated Nevá.'i very much. Many of 

FuzUli's kazels are nazlres to Neve its gazels . More than that. 

Fuzúli matched the style of his Terceme -i Hadls -i Arbe`ln to those 

of Cama. and Neva'''. 

`Irák and Azerbeycán, were ruled after the Celáyirids and 

in the XVth century by the Kara Koyunlu Turkmans (1380 -1460) and 

the Akkoyunlu Turkmans (1403 -1308). The Persian language 

remained the official language of these two dynasties as it was 

in the Celáyirids time. Nevertheless, Turkish was the spoken 

language among the armies and in the Palaces of these two 

dynasties which were founded by the nomad Turkmans. Thus, the 

governers of the KPrahoyunlu and Akkoyunlu dynasties encouraged 

works to be written in Turkish as much as they made great effort 

for the development of Persian literature. Many poets who wrote 

in Turkish gathered in the Palaces of the Karakoyunlu dynasty 

1. At the end of this note, `A41k Çelebi suggested wrongly that 

Ahmed Pala gained his fame after he composed nazires to these 

gazels by Nevá'i. Fuad Kápriilü has corrected this wrong 

idea in his various works and articles. 

2. cf. Fulfil Divan, op. cit. , intr. XLII -LITI. 
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.h¡Ch hrae 7he beginning or settled commnmi.ties during the 

reign. of C.dt-5=, (1 =--I467) Who himself wrte Turkish 

Persian h YetaMp vas eme cf :f 

the A.i..-oyunlu dy-ty. He had a very stn=:z 

ground and was very fond of eoetry. als rei4= 

1490) he protected and acted as a patron to many schclaArs and 

poets who gathered at his court from all duarterer the latter 

composing resormdinx7 i;zagdes in his praise, tIabibi was the 

most celebrated of the poets who flourished Lt. this dynasty 

in the XVth century. He first received th ;atromage of 

Sul-Can racizabland when §ah Isma.)I1 founded tH,A, -.1?-f.feV71 

he won the new ruler's favour amd the title or SuIVEn al-§U. ara . 

moved to Istanbul in the md.,:m zf =7,T-17-17f i irr died there. 

He wrote mystical =nd profound f..try =der the influsmte of 

NesImI, but his emotional iazels vs:-s in -tz_e 

later to become Characterise::: z,f 

In the XVth century im. .4.hatolia, the political unity of 

the Ottoman state which had just been est lished was broken 

down when the Ottoman Turks were utterly defeatsd and 

Sulan BayezId I, called ILLLI, va5 ten pris=r1.7 2'777.1. 

The famous mUseddes "da'm ±'LL 

naz7re to ljabIbl: is poem. 

this i;azel by -tlabibi whose mala: 
Ger Senigi9Un iiilmasan 91k ey 

olsun ol liaba 

cf. Full= Divan, op.cit., DD. 32527. 
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in the remarkable battle of Ankara. After this invasion which 

came and then disappeared like a flood tide, a civil war started 

amongst Bayezid's sons and disorder prevailed in the vast 

territories of the Ottoman state. This situation continued 

until Çelebi Sultan Muhammad succeeded to the throne in 1413 

and from that time the political unity of the Ottoman state was 

re- established. However, this invasion retarded the evolution 

of the Ottoman state in Asia Minor for a brief period. From 

the beginning of that century the expansion policy of the Ottoman 

state in RUm -ili was carried out to ensure the establishment of 

a Turkish culture in this region. This plan was helped by the 

emigration of many educated Muslims to Rúm -ili at the time of 

T3m-ir's invasion. After the seige of Istanbul by Sultan 

Muhammad II (known as Fátih or Ebîa.'l -Fath) in 1432, the Ottoman 

state assumed the character of an Empire. Istanbul which 

became the new capital of the Empire appeared in every aspect 

to be a Muslim City and a centre of culture.1 A royal court 

was established and a clear written form of the Turkish language 

was evolved. 

1. The poetical works in which Istanbul was depicted as a Muslim 

City in the XVth century are: the kas!de -i tárihiye which was 

written by Burgau Ahmed Pa'a for the establishment of the 

Yefli Seráy. cf. Ahmed Paga Divan, ed. Prof. Ali Nihad Tarlan, 

(Istanbul, 1966), pp. 23 -32; `Ayni's rubaci; the kaside which 

was written by grozlu Sa`di, the poet of Emir Cem, describing 

Istanbul; Ca`fer çeleb3's Hevesnáme which he wrote at the end 

of the reign of Báyezid II. M. Tayyib Gbkbilgin, Ca`fer Çelebi 

in Islam. Ansk. Vol. III, p. 10. 
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In the first half of the XVth century, there were three 

great princely families which protected and encouraged poets 

and scholars. The first was Iiaraman -Oglu Court in Konya which 

protected Iifiz, the most celebrated poet of the time, together 

with many other scholars and poets. The second was the Court 

of Candar -Oglu in Kastamoni; Rustüm Beg who wrote many works 

for the princes of this dynasty was mentioned together with 

ems Page and Emlri of the XVIth century as poets connected 

with this family. The third was in the Ottoman state at 

Edirne and Brusa. But the most influential literature of this 

time was without doubt the literature which developed under the 

Ottomans. Poets like Ahmed! and Ahmed -i Da`I wrote kasides for 

Emir Süleyman, son of Yiidirin Bayezid, and other works written 

by other poets and dedicated to him. These include a kays -ram 

written by a certain Muhammad §ayh Mustafa. 

Besides §eyhi, the great master of the time of Murad .II, 

who was himself a poet and wrote poetry under the mai.las of 

Murádl, there were many other poets whose names are today only 

mentioned in the earliest tezkires e.g. Rümi, Husami, Semsl, 

Safi, `UlvI and others. Indeed, it was Murad II who did most 

for the development of the Turkish language and literature. His 

Court was the centre of scholars, poets and also musicians.1 

1. For example, a certain i r Ibn `Abd Allah composed for him 

a treatise on music, ( MS. in the Bible. Nat. Anc., Fonds 

Turcs, Vol. I, No. 150; another at Berlin), Ahmed Oglu 

Sukru'llah is another author of this period who wrote two 

works on music (cf. Albert Lavignac, Encyclopidie de la 

musique, p. 2978). 
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Murad II and `Ömer Beg, son of Tamar Tás Pasa, one of the great 

dignitaries of Murad II, encouraged the scholars and poets to 

write and translate many works into Turkish from Arabic and 

Persian. Most of these works were dedicated to them. 

Fatih Sultan Muhammad was without doubt the most benevolent 

patron of learning and the arts. This was in complete accord 

with his own intellectual capabilities. Fatih, who was a 

poet of modest abilities,I together with his Grand Vezïr Mahmad, 

held science and literature in high esteem. They granted 

considerable pensions to poets and men of learning. Bursali 

Ahmed Pasa, who was the first in rank, Mehdi, Mehl, Selimi, 
c Iskl and others were continually with Muhammad II. I- ayati, 

Sarica Kemal and Enveri enjoyed the special patronage of Mahmüd 

Pasa. Muhammad II not only granted allowances for the Turkish 

poets of his time but also he provided salaries for many poets 

and scholars in Iran and India, e.g. Cams and I `ace -i Cihan. 

Bayezid II who succeeded to the throne in 1481 and was at 

pious peace - loving Sultan is often called Sultan Bayezid Veli. 

Although he did nothing for the development of political life, 

he gave importance to science and literature. He was one of 

the poets and scholars of the Ottoman rulers. He wrote Turkish 

and Persian poetry under the mahlas of `Adli. He, too, like his 

father, encouraged men of letters and protected scholars and 

poets. He continued the yearly gift of 1,000 flories to Cami. 

1. hemá.l Edib Unsel, Fatihin Siirleri, pubi. T.T.K. (Ankara, 

1946). 
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Over 30 poets were receiving allowances from the treasury in 

his time. 

In the XVth century the Turkish language was the literary 

and official language of the Ottoman Empire. During this time, 

its importance and influence increased and its usage greatly 

extended. 
1 

On the one hand many works about religion, tasavvuf 

and ethics were written and also translated into Turkish, and on 

the other hand, it was evolved by the hundreds of poets who 

gathered in the court of Istanbul and around the princes in 

Anatolia. But in this century,the use of Arabic and Persian 

words and terkibs,especially in poetry, greatly increased. The 

poets and writers tried very hard to follow and to imitate their 

Persian models. However, the greatest poets of the time 

especially Seyhï and Necá.ti used more Turkish words and terkibs 

than their successors in the following century. 

Ahmed -i Dá.`3, Safá, Fenáyi, Safayi, `Atayi, 

Cemali, Melih3, Nizáml, Mesih3, prince Cem and many other poets 

of this period wrote in the form of the gazel. They played an 

important role in the development of Turkish poetry from the 

1. The Vakf inscription of the Germiyan Oglu Yakab II, which was 

written at the beginning of this century (1411) is considered 

to be the first work written in the Turkish language (Hali1 

Edhem, T.O.E.M. I, p. 116). All the official documents of 

the first period of the reign of Sultan Muhammad II, are in 

Turkish (Ahmed Ref3k, T.O.E.M., index). After Fatih's 

kanúnname was written in Turkish, more or less, all the 

Vakf inscriptions and känúnnämes of this century were written 

in the same language. 
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artistic and technical point of view. In this respect, they 

were the forerunners of the greatest artistic poets of that 

period, eylhi, Ahmed Pasa, and Necáti. 

The most important poet of this period next to Ahmed and 

Nesimi was §ey i (d. after 1428). §eybi tried very hard to 

give the Turkish language real poetic harmony together with a 

simplicity which had been lost in the classical poetry. In this 

respect, §eyhl and Necátï played an important part in the 

elaboration of the poetic Turkish language which found its 

perfection in Bikï. In their poetry, they used many words and 

forms which are not used today. Concerning this, Latifi says: 

"Nazminda kavm -i kadimiiñ oguzane ve kühiyane 

ba`zi edit ve `ibarati düsmüsdür ki her biri alfäz -i 

garibeden ve `ibärit -1 vahsIyeden `add olunur. "1 

In this oblique way, he shows ey,ii's zeal for the development 

of the Turkish language. §ey41. was the first great poet to 

exhibit the basics of the language of the poetical art and the 

grace of divan poetry. Being in Iran to study medicine, he had 

a very good opportunity to learn Persian literature in depth and 

because of this the influence of the great Persian poets Nizámi, 

Sa`dI, Selman and Hafiz is evident in eyhï's poetry. His 

poetry contains a strong flavour of tasavvuf from the cultural 

and ideological point of view. He wrote his gazels in Hafiz 

and Selman's style, but he did not have their poetic ability nor 

facility of language. ySeyhl was the poet, next in importance to 

1, Tezkire-i LatIf3, (Istanbul, 1314), p. 216. 
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Nesimi, to turn the language of the tasavvuf to an artistic, 

graceful and poetic one. Although he had frequently to use 

artificial and unnatural language to express mystical ecstasy, 

he wrote many fluent, harmonious and lively misrdes. 

eyji had great influence on his successors. His influence 

remained great down to the XVIth century. Poets like Necáti and 

Ahmed Pasa wrote nazires to his poems. 

Ahmed Pasa (d. 1497) was the greatest poet of the period of 

Muhammad II. He assisted the evolution of classical Turkish 

poetry by his gazels and asides in which he attained a higher 

level of elegance and refinement than any other poet. Ahmed Pala, 

who had an important and influential position in the Palace of 

Muhammad II, had received the same protection and patronage from 

Báyezid II, at whose command he had collected and arranged his 

Divan) Ahmed Pasa was considered, even in his lifetime, the 

greatest poet of his age. His influence is obvious on his 

contemporaries who wrote nazires to many of his poems. It is 

felt even in Necáti, Báki and down to the XVIth century. All 

the Turkish biographers of all ages are united in regarding him 

as the creator of the poetical language of the Turkish verse -form. 

Ahmed Pasa flourished before Necáti and after Sey11i and played an 

important role in the development of divan poetry. 

Ahmed Pasa who had a very good education, was a man of many 

talents, a charming conversationalist and the possessor of a 

1. cf. Ahmed Paya Divan, op.cit., p. 6. 
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ready wit. He was at first the tutor of Muhammad II, then he 

became his intimate companion. Ahmed Paga read his predecessors 

and was influenced by them. IIe wrote nazires to their poems. 

He also wrote nazires to Amedï, `Atayi, eyhi and his master 

I elihi. He wrote nazires to his contemporary Nevá.'i, but the 

idea that Ahmecl. Pa'a gained his fame after he had written these 

nazires is erroneous. 1 

Ahmed Pasa who knew Persian very well, and like the other 

poets of his age came under the influence of Persian literature, 

wrote nazires to many poems of the Persian poets and modelled his 

work on theirs. But Ahmed Pap. went so far in imitating these 

poets that in many cases he appropriated the ideas of those poets 

and inserted them into his verses on many occasions and to such an 

extent that the lines are scarcely to be distinguished from a 

literal translation. Thus, Latifï says: 

"01 libas -i `ibárat -i fárisi birle mülebbes olan 

§ähid -i ma`naya siyáb -i elfaz rzzmiden libas ilbás 

eyleyüb of War- i -cedid ve disar -i mezid ile her 
bir ma` n3 -yi rib i bir Türk -i tannaz u mahbüb -i 

Rümi -yi ive -saz göstermiOUr. "2 

This wholesale borrowing and imitating detracted from his merit as 

a poet and has always been regarded as a grave defect in his work. 

But the important part which Ahmed Paga played in the evolution 

of Turkish poetry is asserted by all critics, for he was the first 

1. cf. M.F. Köprülü, Ahmed Passa in Islam, Ansk., Vol. I, p. 191. 

2. Tezkire -i Latifï, p. 77. 
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Ottoman lyrical poet whose work heralded the period of the 

elegant literary style. The fluency and harmony which ey113 

introduced to the Turkish poetry are more evident in Ahmed Paa's 

work. The use of imále and ziháf in the language which was 

common in the previous centuries became less at this time. 

The next ranking poet of the XVth century after Ahmed Pala 

was Necát3 (d. 1509). Necát3 is considered to be one of the 

founders of classical Turkish poetry and the first great lyric 

poet of real distinction. He was known particularly for his 

graceful, simple and witty gazels and the two beautiful elegies 

which he wrote on the death of princes `Abdu'lláh and Mahmüd and 

dedicated to their father Sultan Báyezid II. Necát3 brought 

about a great change in the literature as regards outlook, feeling 

and language. While Ahmed Papa used excessively Persian and 

Arabic words and terkibs to give a poetic tone to his works, 

Necáti combined a thorough knowledge of Persian with a masterly 

command of Turkish to give the same result. Necát3 left a Divan 

which gave him a very prominent place in Ottoman literature. He 

is frequently as elevated in style as his successors Bákï and 

Full-1157,2 the two great poets of the XVIth century. The Divan 

was regarded as a model for all Ottoman poets.3 The subjects which 

1. cf. Necát3 D3vánI., ed. Ali Nihad Tarlan (Istanbul, 1963). 

2. Necáti's elegies had a very strong influence on Bffki's elegy 

which he wrote on the death of Sultan Süleymán from the point 

of view of tone, theme and sequence of the stanzas. cf. Baki 

Divan, ed. Sadeddin Nüzhet Ergun (Istanbul, 1935), pp.75 -80. 

3. Necát3 was also held in high esteem by the great poet Fuzuli 

who wrote many nazires to his gazels. cf. Fuzuli Divan, op. 

cit., intro. LXII -LX. 
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Necáti wrote about in his poems, together with the redifs and 

káfiyes which he employed, were used afterwards by his successors. 

e.g. gill, fiancer, hátem, serv, benefe, -big and etc. which were 

used by the other poets as their gazels's redifs are in fact 

taken from the redifs of Necati's kasides. 1 Necát3 who was 

called "Husrev -i ü`ará -yi Rüm ", and "TUsi -yi RthxV, and 

"Melikü'ys- tiará' "2 was especially celebrated for his skilful 

use of the metaphor and proverb and for his originality. 

Necát3 who used mostly Turkish words for the redifs of his 

gazels helped in the development of Turkish literature. His 

poetry shows the peculiarities of the Turkish language of the 

XVth century. Although Necáti used more Turkish words and 

expressions than his contemporary §eyhi, whose language was 

regarded as strange by the critics, he was regarded as the one 

who gave poetic harmony to the Turkish language, and the critics 

1. Necáti's kaside whose matla`: 

Idindi gamzeden of çegm -i ná. -tilván fiancer 

Ki resmdUr takinur cümle türkmän bancer 

is imitated in respect of its redif by Báki in his gazel: 

Iderken tir -i müjgánuñ gibi hiikmiiñ reván bancer 

Li-örUb ysein !r -i gamzen kendüden genti heman bancer 

and Ne cNti' s 

Yilda bir i.erre menár -i 0-hdan d!dá.r gill 

úösterilr nite ki nür -i Ahmed -i Muhtár gill 

is also imitated in the same respect by Báki's: 

Lü'lü' -i jáleden takinub gi4vár gill 

Itdi cemende ná.z ile.`arz -z `izdr gill 

cf. Necát3 Diván, pp. 36, 60; Bá,k3 Diván, pp. 342, 257. 

2. Tezkire-i Lat3f3, p. 325. 
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did not find his use of these Turkish words and expressions 

strange in his poetry. Thus, Sehi says: 

"i`ri bir mertebede latif ve pak ü sözi bir derecede 
nazif ve súz- nákdür ki latafet -i qi`r ve sühani 
hadd -i i caze iletmidür. "1 

and Latifi says in the same respect: 

"Tarz -i kelam -i 0:rin- beyänina `amme -i enám 

má'il ve kabil olduklari. "2 

These two examples show how much Necáti was appreciated by the 

critics for his innovations in the use of Turkish words and 

expressions. 

In the XVIth century, the Ottoman Empire attained its 

greatest political power. In accord with this, wealth and 

luxury increased in every part of the state. This was reflected 

also in the spheres of art, literature, music and science. Many 

poets, artists, musicians and scholars emerged in this century. 

It was also at this time that Ottoman culture became well 

established in Bagdad and the Crimea. Rúm- ili,which was the 

object of the government's particular attention, became an 

important centre of culture. All the Ottoman Sultans and 

princes of this century were poets and patrons of the arts and 

learning. Their vezirs, also, followed their example. Sultan 

Selim I(also known as Yavuz) wrote in addition to a complete 

Persian Divan,3 poems in the Ottoman and çagatay language. 

1. Tezkire-i Sehi, (Istanbul, 1325), p. 76. 

2. Tezkire -i Latifi, p. 326. 

3. Sultan Selim's Divan was printed in Istanbul in 1306. It was 
again published in Berlin in 1904 by Paul Horn who based his 
edition on seven copies found in the Istanbul and European 
Libraries, and this was at the command of the Emperor Wilhelm II, 
who dedicated it to Sultan `Abd Al- Hamid. Lastly Prof. Ali 
Nihad Tarlan translated it into Turkish and published it in 
Istanbul in 1946. 
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Sultan Süleyman Kánúni wrote poetry under the mahlas of Muhibbi. 

Prince Báyezid wrote poems under the mahlas of Sáhi and Prince 

Se13m II under the mahlas of Harimi. The grand vezir Ibrahim 

Pasa,who was himself a poet, was a special patron of the poets 

Iayalï, Lámi`i, Rahmi and Sámi. In Istanbul, in the Palace and 

in the mansions of the rich, special literary assemblies were 

held; but, also, the poets used to meet in various other places, 

e.g. little shops where some poets such as Záti, Karamanli 

Sübúti and Rahm3, plied their trades (the garden of Bahsi at 

Baiktas), the taverns of Galata, tekes (the teke of Ça`fer 

CÇelebi at Sültüce). Istanbul, on the other hand, attracted 

learned men and poets from other Turkish and Muslim lands. Many 

poets from Anatolia, Hurasán and Iran came to Istanbul seeking for 

themselves protection and patronage in the Palaces. 

In the XVIth century, the literary language continued to 

borrow new words and terkibs from Arabic and Persian. Many 

scientific and literary books were written directly in Turkish 

based on Persian and Arabic originals. Having borrowed from 

these two languages, Turkish poets were enabled to perfect the 

prosody and style of their poems according to the taste of the 

time. Many vulgar and rough Turkish words which were found in 

the poetry of the previous centuries disappeared in the poetry of 

this century and foreign words were used instead. Although the 

product of this movement was beautiful, the Turkish language lost 

many of its natural qualities and genius. In this period too, 

the poets continued the fashion which started several centuries 
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before of imitating and assimilating the work of Persian poets. 

Through the genius of the great poets like Rahmi, Záti, Jayáli 

and especially Bala and FuZU1I, a Turkish classicism was created 

bearing the characteristics of the Turkish genius. This Turkish 

classicism was of no less merit than the Persian classicism which 

had been its model. The literature of this period which had an 

original Turkish character reflected the ideas of the period, the 

state of society, the results of the great military success of 

the Empire and the local conditions. 

Many poets of this century wrote gazels. Rahmi was known, 

even in the Palaces of the Safevi dynasty, for his fine and 

graceful gazels. EmIri, `Ubeydi and Neva'T were celebrated in 

the second half of the century for their profound *azels. But 

the greatest exponents of the hazel in this period were Zäti, 

Haya1T, Furtili and BákT. 

ZatT (d. 1546 -7) was one of the most important Ottoman poets 

and critics. He lived at the beginning of the XVIth century and 

was a recognised leader and master of the period. His imaginative 

power and his new ideas made him very popular. He assisted in 

the development of the artistic personalities of many poets 

including Báki. He wrote many gazels containing penetrating 

metaphors. The volume of Mils poetic work was prodigious. 

He wrote a larger number of gazels and kasides than any other 

Ottoman poet. 
1 Sehi and Latifi credited him with 3,000 gazels, 

1. The Diván of Zátï has not yet been printed. There are six 

copies of it in Istanbul libraries. cf. Ist. Kitt:). 'Birk. 

Yazma divanlar ktl. Vol. I, pp. 115 -119. 
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and Latifi says about these gazels: 

"ve bi'l -cümle tarik -i tarz -i azelde 

bunufi cUmleden mezid meziyeti ve hadden birún 

rüchäni ve fevkiyeti gäyetde zahirdiir. " 
1 

Sehï says in the same respect: 

"gazeliyätinda hässa ma`nálari ve kimse es`ärinda 

iräd olunmadik emmälï 9okdur. "2 

Latifi, however, was not a mere blind admirer of Zäti. He saw 

the vigour of his poems and the power and richness of 

language in the poems which Zäti wrote in his best period as 

well as the artificiality and weakness of the language in the 

work which he produced after middle life: 

"Emmä evá.sít-i, `ömrünii tecá.vüz itdükden 

sofira väk` olan es`ä i. ri üslúb-i ebistän-i 

hayal ve tarz-i mu`ammá-misal gäyet-i 

tasannu`dan bir mikdär mu`akkad düsmüydür."3 

Zäti who had no education and training and wrote a great number 

of verses which prove him to be a man of high talent and well 

skilled in the niceties of poetic art also wrote many verses 

which lacked refinement both in thought and language. 

Iayäli (d. 1557), who flourished between the time of 

Necäti and Baki, was the most important poet of'his age. Hayäli 

wrote mostly in the lyric field and his most original poems are 

1. Tezkire-i Latifi, p. 157. 

2. Tezkire-i Sehi, p. 107. 

3. Tezkire-i Latifl, p. 160. 
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his gazels. Hayáli about whose gaze1s Latifi says: 

ve bi'l-ciimle zamáne gazel-gdylarinuñ mir 
mi;steri ve bi- riaseb -il -` orf ve ' 1- 'izafe ol 

zU.mrenüñ ser -zmed U ser- defteridür. "1 

began his poetic career when Zdti was at the height of his fame, 

but the young poet surpassed him and many others. ILiayá.li in his 

youth had been under the influence of the mystics, notably Usúll, 

but his mystical poems form a small proportion of his work.2 

Haydli was of an amiable, friendly disposition; he retained 

throughout his life a dervish -like humility and frankness. This 

nature gave special beauty to his gazels. His sentimental gazels 

are simple, profound and harmonious, and for that he was 

described as the iIáfiz of RUm. Hayáli niet Fuz113 in Bagdad and 

was influenced by him. He wrote nazires to the latter's poems.3 

The Turkish language did not lose its importance in the 

provinces of Iran and Azerbeycán after they were taken over in 

the XVIth century by the Safevis, who were themselves of Turkish 

origin. The lizeri dialect was the spoken language of the 

imperial family and the armies, so the continued development of 

Azeri literature was on the one hand under the influence of 

Persian literature and on the other hand the Çagatáy and Ottoman 

literatures. Apart from Táh tsmâ'll (d. 1524) and his son S.h Tahmas; 

1. Tezkire -i Latifi, p. 150. 

2. ìayd1ï's Divan has been published with critical notes by 

Prof. Ali Nihad Tarlan in Istanbul 1945. 

3. cf. FuZU1I Divan, op.cit., intro. LXI -LXVI. 
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(d. 1576), most of the imperial family did not show any interest 

in literature nor did they patronise any of the poets.' Because 

of this, not many Persian and Turkish poets flourished in this 

period. 

But Fuzizli who lived in Bagdad, when it was under the 

Safevis rule, and after it was taken by the Ottoman in 1533, and 

who wrote all his work in the Xzeri dialect surpassed all the 

Azerï poets of his age. 

Although Fuzuli wrote in the Azeri dialect, he is regarded . 

as the greatest exponent of Turkish literature in general. It 

has been seen that the Turkish poets took the subject of the gazel 

which was well- evolved by the great poets in Persian, and tried 

to write about it in Turkish. Inexpertise in the Turkish language 

gradually lessened until the XVIth century when the language had 

become a fully poetic one. The defects of the language which 

characterised the gazels of the poets in the previous eras 

disappeared from FuZLlli's gazels. Of course, there were many 

poets before FuZüli who wrote perfect gazels and won fame for 

that, but none of them could compose gazels with the intensity 

of that impassioned style of Fuzüli, for Fuzüli's sentiments and 

sincerity gave his gazels a uniqueness which is not found in any 

other poet's gazels. 

Fuzüli gave prime importance to the contents of his poetry, 

although he was, also, quite accomplished in technique. Passion 

was the subject which dominated his gazels. He appeared as a 

true lover in his poems. For him love was the satisfactory 

1. One must, also, of course, except Sam Mirza,the author of the 
famous Tezkere. 
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nourishment for the soul of the poet. Thus, Fuzúli stands 

alone in Turkish literature as the poet of the heart. He did 

not gain pleasure from unity with hie beloved, but from the 

anguish caused by separation from her, for in his opinion unity 

extinguished the spark of passion which inspires poets. But 

love in his work is never profane in character, for his poems 

were inspired by his mysticism. 

Fuzúli has been considered among the Ottoman poets, 

especially after Bagdad had been taken by the Ottomans,1 although 

he did not write in the Ottoman language. He ranks before 

Hayali. And although the artistic poets of Istanbul regarded 

him as a stranger, they were influenced by the sincerity and 

passion of his gaze's. This shows that Fuzúli's fame reached 

Istanbul in his lifetime. Bálci, who was regarded as Melikü'l- 

Wara' of the time could not keep himself from writing nazires 

to Fuzúli's gazels. Many other poets of that period also 

wrote nazires to them e.g. Uayali, RUhi, Celal Çelebi, 9e`feri, 

and prince Bayezid who wrote under the mahlas of áh-f.. Fuili's 

influence in classical Ottoman literature remained through 

successive centuries and even the minstrels were influenced by 

him. His influence is seen not only on the Ottoman literature 

but on all Turkish literature. The Azeri poets who flourished 

after FuRili's time were influenced by him. 

1. Gibb in his History of Ottoman poetry, Vol. III, p. 9. noted 

that Sultan Süleyman rendered a signal service to Ottoman 

literature by winning Bagdad for Turkey for it is by virtue 

of this conquest, Fuzúli came to be reckoned among the Ottoman 

poets. 
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Lastly, BaK31d.1600) who won the title of Sultan al- WarN) 

in his lifetime, was one of the greatest masters of Turkish 

poetry in the XVIth century. His innate talent and poetic 

genius developed while he was still a student so that he was the 

most distinguished of the poets of Istanbul. Even old Zatï, 

who was recognized as master by the young poets of that period, 

held him in high esteem.l 

Báki lived through the reign of four Sultans: Sultan 

Süleyman Kánuni, Selim II, Murad III and Muhammad III. He won 

their favour and was admitted to the circle of their private 

friends. Singing their praises in kas3.des and eulogies on every 

occasion, he was able to maintain his place in the Court for a 

long period of time. Bak' was a very learned man. He attained 

a high position in the ranks of the `Ulema). He was appointed 

successively kadï of Mekke, Kadl of Istanbul, Kad3`asker of 

Anatolia and Iádi asker of Rüm -ili and he held the latter position 

when he resigned at about seventy years of age. 

Bákits poetry is wholly lyrical. His Divan contain kasides, 

mersiyes and gazels which readza high pitch of perfection. His 

Divan which was arranged and collected in his lifetime at the 

command of Sultan Süleyman contains but few of his poems. Even 

yet, there is not a complete Divan of Bäkl. The Divan which was 

recently published in the Latin alphabet by Su`deddin Ergun is 

1. Later, Záti introduced to his Divan some of Bák3's verses and 

declared that it is not a dishonour to steal from such a poet. 
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certainly not to be regarded as the total production of this 

poet. 

BRkI, about whom Nedim says: 

"Nef`i vádi-yi kasRyidde sühan pervázdur 

Olamaz emmá, gazelde BRki ve yahyá 

and who praises himself: 

and: 

Meddáh olali çem-i gazálánzna BákI 
Ögrendi gazel tarzini Rñmuñ gu` aras i 

Bu deer içinde benüm pâdiçáh -i milk -i sitian 

Baña sunuldi kaside baña virildi gazel.2 

was the first poet whose Divan was translated into a European 

language; Von Hanmer translated it into German with an 

introduction in 1825.3 

Although Baki was influenced by a number of his predecessors 

he retained all of his own personality. Fuzñli was more 

passionate in his sentimental expressions, but bdki's musical 

charm and the faultless ease of his poems have given him the 

reputation of the master of classicism. BRki was the earliest 

writer of distinction who successfully determined the metrical 

treatment of words of Turkish origin. His work is almost free 

from imdle and for that he is reckoned among the reformers of the 

1. cf. Nedim Divani, ed. Abdülbák; Gálpinarli (Istanbul 1951), 

2. cf. BRkI Divan, op.cit., pp. 223, 485. 

3. cf. Baki's Diwan, (Wien, 1825). 
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language. The subjects of Bákiss poems show little 

originality; his themes are those which had been used for 

centuries before by Turkish and Persian poets (love and wine, 

flowers and spring) and he treated them without any individuality. 

His influence remained down to the XVIIth century; many poets 

wrote nazIres to his ;hazels. 

Concerning the further development of the gazel in the 

XVIIth century, this theme was dealt with in Chapter I.D. 

The Ottoman Literary Scene in This Period. 



CHAPTER III 

THE CTAZELIYAT OF NABI 
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THE ÔAZEL!Yt1T Of N7.131 

A. THE NETRICS 

Out of the 836 ggazels in the published Divan, 813 are 

written in one or another of six metres: viz., R1: 78; 

R2: 190; Ml: 203; H1: 116; H2: 104; and Mile 1: 122. The 

relative proportions are in striking contrast with other Turkish 

Divans (cf. Table V), in particular in the comparatively few 

number of gazels in Rl. and the extraordinary number in Milo 1. 

These proportions are more characteristic of a Persian divan,1 

and it may be this, rather than the vocabulary and construction, 

which leaves the tenuous impression of foreignness after a 

continuous reading of the gazels.2 

The four foot misrae, of course, allows the maximum 

latitude for the development of the thought or idea within the 

beyt, and it is natural that a poet of Nabi's reflective tendencies 

should prefer the metres which allowed such scope. Nor does he 

squander this amplitude by employing long redifs; as may be 

seen from Table IV, the measure - : - accounts for 143 gazels 

in RL and Ml; and - / - for 99 in R2. and Milo 1. Over a 

quarter of the poems in the jazeliyat, therefore, have their 

redifs in the three or four syllable pattern of the normal Turkish 

word. 

1. Cf. the analysis of the Divans of Háfiz and Sa'ib in Table VI. 

2. In his perfunctory remarks on Nabi's metrics, Harahan does not 

even mention his use of the Motes metres Cf. IA, ix, 5a. 
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Another feature of Náb3's use of the redif, and one which 

he shares with most of the Ottoman divan poets, is the manner 

in which it is incorporated into the syntax of the line in a 

Turkish grammatical function. Persian izáfet constructions1 

which are so common in other positions of the beyt occur in the 

redifs only 40 times, and then their grammatical value is usually 

as nominativesor indefinite accusatives. The characteristic 

redif, on the other hand, is a word with some ending of 

inflection that allows a variety of means of being integrated 

into the grammar of the line with modifications in meaning.2 In 

the longer redifs it was common for NEbï to employ colloquial 

expressions,3 and few poets in the whole course of the literature 

could so effectively introduce commonplace expressions and turns 

of phrase without descending into frivolity or vulgarity. 

1. Such as -Tr -i du`á. (No.10), Er- i sun` (No. 352). 

2. For example, -Emdan (No. 520), where the ablative is used 

in a wide variety of meanings. Instances of this use of 

declinsional function could be multiplied indefinitely. 

3. Thus, -er bilür bilmezlenür (No. 210), -em olmaz da n'olur 

(89), -á bozundusidur (No. 223). 
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B. THE LANGUAGE (Vocabulary and Syntax). 

The charge of excessive Persianisation of Turkish by Nábi 

which is made by Recá'i -Záde Mahmúd Ekrem and echoed by Gibb, 

seems to the objective view to be unfounded and, indeed, irrelevant. 

Ottoman Turkish, as it had developed up to the period of Nábi, 

deliberately sought to achieve the maximum harmony between the 

three linguistic elements of the Islamic East; and Nabi, far 

from disturbing this harmony by excessive attention to one of these 

elements, really exhibits the underlying concept in a condition 

which may almost be called ideal. 

Ekrem's objections are based on an inaccurate appreciation 

of the historical development of Ottoman Turkish. He was 

importing into Ottoman literary thoughts conceptions and attitudes 

which he had learnt from the French critics, but he failed to take 

into account the totally different historical background of the 

two civilizations, and the literatures they produced. The Turks 

who became heirs of the Byzantine Empire in the fifteenth century, 

and who were to expand this throughout the Middle East and the 

North of Africa, were not at a cultural level whereby they could 

have resisted the indigenous cultural attractions of the regions 

in which they found themselves other than by conscious devotion 

to Islamic culture as developed in classical regions. Had this 

not been so, it is not inconceivable that Turkish might even have 

died away and been supplanted by Greek or one of the Slavonic 

languages; in fact, we have seen how Persian was able to supplant 

Turkish at the Selcúk court. This was to be the justification 
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for the so- called persianisation of Nábi's predecessors, and it 

was an attitude that was applauded rather than condemned. The 

lack of dialectical consistency amongst the early Turks, the 

absence of any standard or normal orthography for Turkish words, 

the very lack of precedent in the field of artistic literature 

in this language, all these were factors which induced the early 

authors to frame a language that had the solid bases of Arabic 

and Persian experience underlying it. By the time of NábT this 

synthetic language had achieved a degree of perfection which in 

prose had produced a NergisT and a Veysi and in poetry a Báki 

and a Nef`'. To accuse Nábi of fault in this respect is clearly 

to misunderstand his intentions and aims which, it mugt be asserted, 

were shared by all his contemporaries. The Rubá.`i with which he 

opens the gazeliyát section of the Divan expresses almost 

epigramatically his artistic credo. 

Elfaz beden ma`á.niye cándur bu 

Mïzdn -i kemál -i ehl -i `irfándur bu 

Ta`bir -i zebán -i `Arab ü Ram u `Acem 

Celli` olsa `aceb mi sahn -i dïvándur bu 

Much of the dignity of NábT's verses is achieved by the use 

of a style of lan,Juage most often associated with official 

writing and in the free use of Persian and Arabic words. The 

Persian vocabulary employed by Nábi is, indeed, extensive to 

the extent that virtually any nominal form from these languages 

can be introduced freely, without a sense of preciousness or 

strangeness. 
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Thus, we can find such individual Persian compounds as: 

gill -i perde-ber-endáz (88/5); Nábi -yi ham- gegte- kad -ves (4/5); 

ndvek -i fersüde- peykán -ves (571/5); nisti -yi hest -nümá (Rub. IV, 

p.12) used unselfconsciously throughout the Diván as normal 

elements of Ottoman. The construction of this kind of expressive 

terkib, although not unusual in poetry, is usually associated with 

the in9á` -style of prose- writing as developed by Kámi, Veysi and 

Nergisi. They achieved their effect by the simple juxtaposition 

of two words without any index of grammatical relationship, 

implying an extension of an idea to a degree that might be 

ridiculously fanciful if stated prosaically. 

But it would be wrong to think that Näbi's use of Persian 

was limited to a mere transference of the static elements from 

that language. He, of course, uses the izáfet and the terkib in 

all the latitude allowed by Ottoman, but in addition to this he 

also shows himself to be imaginative and inventive in the 

construction of new compounds and phrases. It is this, in fact, 

that so often elevates a line, the thought or idea of which may 

be prosaic, into something fresh and startling. Thus, the use 

of `akab -rev in the beyt: 

Ne hóq o demki alam deste ságar-i mey-i nab 

Akab-rev olmaya emmd ki renc-i ammari 

(Muc. 794/4). 

Likewise, the group huriá. -gáh -i tebessiim in the beyt: 

Fey-i bahá,r eylemiq ihyá. gemenleri 

Olmiq hurú§-gáh-i tebessüm dehenleri 

(Ml. 804/2). 
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expresses with utmost economy the act of bursting into laughter, 

and thereby creates an image direct and memorable. 

Both economy of words and breadth of idea are admirably 

illustrated by the following beyts: 

Hem -seng -i istikämet -i mizän -i hagrdur 

Vezn -i geri`at itmede mizän -i enbiyä 

(Ml. 1/7) 

TenUm ki dest -11ó- i piç- ü -táb- i ` illetdiir 

Firä -i säha -i germäbe -i haräretdür 

(Muc. 62/1) 

Bu kühne- matbah -i `älemde kimseye Näbi 

Neväl -i `ay0i dem -i i §tihäda virmezler 

(Muc. 187/7). 

Olmasa fikr -i tiräzende -i gTsú -yi bütän 

Riziys -i elk -i kalem gäliye -gän olmaz idi 

(R2. 820/6). 

Even in terkibs which conform to the usual construction 

in both Persian and Ottoman, we can see marks of Näbi's originality 

and inventiveness. For example: sery -i sebz -kabá in the beyt: 

`Aceb gelii,r m "ola Näb3 o serv-i sebz-kabä 

Ele alur mi neväzi,sle hät ix- i zär i 

(Muc. 794/5) 

brings to the mind of the reader the tall, elegant beauty in a 

green cloak so appropriately likened to the cypress tree in 

full verdure. 

Out of virtually hundreds of similar terkibs, one might 

also cite: 
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Oldufi ey háme-i NZb3 çokdan hamt.§ 

Bilmern ey zernzerne-pirá-yi tarab n'oldi saña 

(R2. 7/5 ) 

Ben bir `alem-efráz-i `lkam 
Emvá.c-i yem-i óam sipeh-i saf-be-safumdur 

(H2. 63/3) 

Ey bahr-i ná.z mevice-i ájuysura itme red 

Dilbend-i árzú-yi kenáruñ benem senfiñ 

(M1. 383/4). 

Itse hezár náhun -i engü4t ittifák 

Olmaz nazir Z `ukde -güsál ilda 0:nenüñ 

(Ml. 4o4/8). 

Not infrequently Nubi used prepositional phrases in 

Persian construction with the same freedom as one would use 

them in that language itself; and yet this in no way detracts 

from the purely Ottoman quality of the line. The expression 

püst -i ráhat be -zemin which is a parenthetical qualification of 

gedd in the beyt: 

Küstigirán -i zebün ola meger `dlemde 

PüO-i rdhat be -zemin dest -i gedddan ayri 

(R2. 826/3) 

is certainly a construction of Nubi's own invention, and its use 

here most effectively heightens the contrast between the strong, 

who are forcibly thrown to the ground, and the weak who have 

adjusted themselves to debasement and found some comfort there. 

It is clear that Nábi prided himself on his ability to make 

such original use of the materials of Persian literature which he 
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loved so much. In a tahmis to Cams, he speaks of himself as: 

Men -em ki kadr- aUorásán be- çesm -em insán -est 

(Muc. VI, p. 18) 

and thus we are not surprised to discover extensive Persian 

constructions turning up. For example: Sermáye- bats-i 

rúseni -yi gesm (Ml. 399/7); Siyeh -rü gec -derún h.ärne rakïb -asa 

(Hl. 670/5); Mihr -i `álem -gir ser- pia § -i ham -i hum -háne (R1.789/4). 

In several places, there are constructions with ki which 

seem to be a use of the Persian relative. For example, there 

can be no other explanation for the ya on hüsn in the following 

beyt other than as the Persian relative: 

Záhid ne kadar `ayb ile ydd itse de rindi 

Besdür aria of hüsn2 ki salizs degüldür 

(H2. 212/9). 

also, we can see Persian masdars being used in the same way as 

those of Arabic, thus: 

Sirisk -i didemi pamále tisne- lebdür o sú.h 

(Muc. 325/5a) 

where pa -mal governs the accusative didemi. 

So likely is it that such Persianisms can turn up that the 

reader is at times in doubt as to what the true interpretation 

of a line should be. For example, in: 

O 011-i nev- residem bendeganindan sümár itmez 

Anüri -On halka -ves germ -i ümidüm kaldi defterde 

(Hl. 681/4) 

there seems to be little doubt that the pronominal suffix on 

reside should be understood as the equivalent beni, but the 
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construction is wholly Persian. 

The syntax of NábI's language is rarely difficult or 

obscure, but this is rather more characteristic of the poetical 

style of the age rather than a personal quality. What liberties 

he may occasionally take are, also, the usual practise of his 

contemporaries. 

It was his expressed intention to achieve simplicity in 

his poetry, and in a rubRei he expresses the idea that it is 

better to be silent than to use ornamental language: 

Xr yis -i elfá.z i zaráfet sanma 

`21lemde sükilt -ves tazarrüf yokdur 

(IVb. p. 17). 

And this was his attitude towards poetry from the very beginning; 

thus, we have another rubá`3 which, because of its inclusion in 

the Siyer (p. 139 ), can be attributed to a very early date, in 

which the simplicity of statement is almost total: 

Biz kúy -i vefáyi ihtiyár eylemisez 

ehr -dh -1 hakikatda karár eylemisez 

(IVb. p. 32). 

The directness of statement here is more suggestive of the ySarki 

than of divan poetry. 

It was because he pursued his ideal of simplicity that his 

syntax rarely departs from the conventional; and so he rarely 

resorts to puns or oblique meanings, and examples of these are 

transparently obvious; for example: dirhem /der -hem in (337/3), 

and the various uses of rferdúne in the rubá`I in IVb. p.21 , 

beginning: 
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Gerdúne kadar ráha medár olmaz imi§ 

Nábi preferred a simple colloquial style which some- 

times by its very simplicity can cause confusion. For example: 

Ráhat mi kur (kor) bedende hurú -1 siri §k -ü -áh 

BT- i`tidal -i áb- u -hevd `áfiyet m'olur 

(Ml. 229/5). 

although the meaning could be altered by reading Icor instead of 

kur, it is the latter that seems the most probable, and the line 

would be translated: "Is it comfort (you seek)? Then set up in 

the body a torrent of tears and sights." 

Occasionally he changes the grammatical category of words, 

as in 

Bir dil ki bT- muhabbet ola merhamet m' olur 

(Ml. 229/1a) 

where the Arabic noun merhamet is treated as an adjective in 

the meaning "kind, compassionate." This is probably done on 

the example of words such as rdhat, which in Turkish have the 

value of both noun and adjective. 

C. THE IMAGERY 

1. Bases of imagery 

Experiences of daily life (the market -place and the mosque) 

It was part of the technique of the Ottoman divan poet to 

establish the authenticity of his sentiments and ideas by relating 

them to the common experience. This is one of the most notable 

features of the literature in its secular form since the end of 

the fifteenth century, and it can be stated that its long antedates 

the Sebk -i Hindi style which, in Persian poetry, presents much the 
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same attitudes. This frequently gives a very homely quality 

to the poem, and allows the reader an access to the imaginative 

world of the poet through the avenues of his own experiences. 

The society in which Nabi lived, whether it be in Urfa, 

Istanbul or Haleb, did not present many opportunities for the 

enlargement of one's experience. Urban life, based as it was 

upon the mahalle principle of city- structure, regulated the 

existence of the individual almost as rigorously as that of the 

village, and one was confined within the strict boundaries of 

convention and habit. Communication with the outside world 

was non- existent, nor was there much contact between the divers 

regions of the Empire itself. In these circumstances, there 

was little to stimulate the imagination of the artist, and it 

is not surprising that the occasional social functions described 

as meclis, bezm, etc. were of extraordinary significance, and we 

can understand why the profane conviviality of the tavern was 

irresistible to so many poets. 

The aesthetic value of this poetry resided largely in its 

ability to transmute the trite and commonplace incidents of the 

daily round into something new and unexpected, thereby teaching 

the reader to look with a fresh vision upon things which had 

become almost unnoticed because of their familiarity. The 

critics who find the world -view of the divan poet artificial 

and limited ignore this essential element in its composition; 

the recurrent imagery of the rose -garden and the tavern, by dint 

of constant repetition, have obscured the almost infinite variety 
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of variation which is so often introduced. The situation is 

peculiar to the circumstances described above as pertaining to 

the Islamic Society of the Empire; in this case, however, it is 

the imagery which has become the commonplace and the task today 

falls upon the critic to stimulate the imagination of the readers. 

As might be expected, those places of gathering, such as the 

market -place and the mosque figure prominently in the imagery of 

Nabi; while, of course, all the normal activities of private 

life, too, are materials for the imagination. 

Boyle kuma -i tazeleri var mi Nabiya 

Kálá -yi §i`ri ziver -i dükkan idenleriiñ 

(Ml. 408/9). 

Here there seems to be an allusion to the merchants practice of 

displaying their finest goods on top of and concealing the 

inferior. 

Gevheran -i ai.teri dellal -i garb eyler fürizht 
arsú -yi sohbettiñde bir peçiz eylersede 

(R1. 737/4) 

Reference here is to the hawkers who circulated throughout the 

markets, usually selling articles of trifling value. 

Makal -i Sabit Efendiye pey -rev of Nabi 

Biza`a -i nefesi zai itme bárcüñ bdeq 

Kuma § -i penc -gez -i nev- zuhürzna iller 

Dem -i mtizayede be didi ise benden sel 

(Muc: 325/6 -7). 

In this nazire to a gazel by Sabit, Nabi alludes to the practices 

of the auction -market. Of course, the "Six" which he will say, 
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are the six beyts of a hazel, and we can assume that the nazire 

formally ends at the 6th line, with the 7th as an appendage. The 

auction place is, again, referred to in: 

Metá.` -i biln -i `az5zdna müsteri olma 

Bu kerbeláda olan bey`ü men yezid midür 

(Muc: 166/4). 

The meaning of this beyt is that one cannot buy holiness; bey`ü 

men yezid is, of course, the Arabic term for an auction; herbelá 

is here to be taken as the striving after holiness, and there is, 

also, a harkening to the Caliph Yazid in the complement. H1ün in 

the 1st misrá is most probably a form of 4"án "table ", but it 

could be understood in the meaning of "blood" as well. 

3í51l5.-yi vasla nakd-i niyáz i begenmedüñ 

Ey 43d-fürú.§ virdügümüz kem-bahä degli 

(Ml. 451/3). 

It is clear here that the allusion is to bargaining. 1.13d -fürú , 

"braggard," here is also, employed in its analytical sense 

"self -seller ", and Nábi says that what he has to offer is not 

to be despised - a bit of ßód- fürtzsluk on his own part. 

Náb3 Oümár -i nakd -i riiNdur bahá -yi vasl 

Z3rá ki her mu`ámeleniiñ bir hesábi var 

(Ml. 77/5). 

Every business transaction has the element of payment in it some- 

where, and in order to purchase the favours of the beloved, the 

lover has to expend efforts to be pleasing. 

The same idea is expressed in: 
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Virmedin nakd -i dili girmez ele ká,1á -yi. vasl 

Çün ki teslim -i mebi itmegledür bázára §art 

(Rl. 347/4). 

We can, also, give these two examples: 

Hüner of mertebe kásid ki gezüb küy- be -küy 

Der -be -der kühne semer gibi haridarin arar 

(R2. 238/4) 

kimse sormaz kendü bulmaz kudret -i sarf- u- fiiriiht 

Dtzs- i dellálüñ metá` in hey` ine dá.l olmasa 

Rl. 643/7). 

The implications of the last beyt (from a late gazel) is an 

example of the involved imagery Ndbi employed in his mature work. 

The meaning is, that no one can win reward for his merits unless 

he takes the trouble to display them, and we have the picture of 

the hawker bending his back (into the shape of dal) to show the 

customers what goods he has in his back. 

The same idea is expressed in: 

Nakd-i b3ni§ kise-i merdümde tá ámádedür 

Lá.sid olmaz germi-yi áráyis-i bá.zár-i. sun` 

(Rl. 352/2). 

Bu sükda kime virdi-yse máye-i enfás 

Gelince va`desi kaba emin-i zamán mi virür 

(Muc. 84/4) . 

The other place, where society assembled regularly was the 

mosque, and as in all other divan poets, allusions to the 

practices and ceremonies associated with the mosque are prominent 

in Nábi's poetry too. One of the dominant impressions left by 
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the poetry of Nabi, no matter to what period of his life it may 

belong, is the sincere and simple piety from which he never 

deviated. Rarely if ever do we find in his verses those self - 

conscious audacities to be found in certain other poets, in which 

sacred things are treated profanely, i.e. the conceit of 

approaching union with the beloved with the same devotion as one 

feels in going to the mosque. It is true that the stock imagery 

that conceived the resemblance between ebrú- mihrab, etc. are to be 

found, but these belong rather to the tradition of divan literature 

and do not reflect the poet's own feelings. 

One need not look to the pious advice of his old age which 

fills the Hayriye to establish Nabi's attitude to Islam. His 

entire family would seem to have a devotion to the performance of 

the pilgrimage; from the evidence in the Hüne'at and in the 

Divan, it would seem that apart from himself, his sister, brother 

and at least one of his nephews had also performed this sacred 

journey. The hardships and dangers which this involved at that 

period demanded a devotion of exceptional intensity. The fact 

that Nabi never allows his piety to descend to parsonical preaching 

should not obscure the depth and sincerity of his faith. 

Here, only a few representative citations from the Divan 

can be given. The imagery in the following beyt in which the 

approaching night is described in the practices of the mosque 

impresses one, not only by its imaginative quality, but also in 

particular, by the economy with which it presents one of the 

familiar scenes at the mosque after the completion of the prayer 
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when the preacher explains to the assembly of the Muslims the 

verses of the hur'än. 

Degüldür hale gikmis cämi` igre kiirsi -yi va`za 
iiürith -i encüme Ntzr äyetin tefsir ider mehtäb 

(Hl. 14/2.1 

In this beyt, the resemblance is between moonlight - vä`iz, 

GürizY -i encüni - worshippers. In fact it is very beautiful 
c imagery and very clever,-. his -use of Nür äyeti, for when the 

moonlight permeated the mosque, the place was illuminated by its 

light which is spread all over. 

FIasir -i `äm rüchän üzredür seccäd:e i bäsa 
Dururken sahn -i mescid kr4e -i mihrab i n'eylersin 

(H1. 529/2). 

The allusion here is to the hadás, which says, that salätü )1- 

ceniä`a is preferable to private prayer. The metonymy of the 

prayer -rug for the act of praying is cleverly introduced here, 

and we also see the flexibility of Nábi's use of Turkish idiom 

in rüchän üzredür. The meaning of the beyt is very characteristic 

of Näbi's attitude towards life, and questions the value of an 

1. This is one of Näbi's early, and most popular gazels. 

Nazires to it have been written by Rägib paya, p. 7, Vahbi, 

p. 7, MUnif, p. 69. Ekrem has singled out the third beyt for 

criticism in his Iudemädan bir Käg ySä`ir: 

Degül hale tutub birmen -geh -i garb üzre bir girbäl 

Hubübät -i nücümi eb-be-eb ta`gTr ider meh -tab 

Ekrem is not specific about the fault he finds herein, except 

that this is not serious enough for poetry, showing how 

lacking he was in a sense of humour and how little he entered 

into the spirit of this literature. 
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individual's seeking to elevate himself above others.' 

Zillet erbäbi olur bäb -i ilähide `azïz 

Balk cämi`de el üzre gátürür päpúsin 

(R2. 578/2). 

In this beyt Näbi alludes to the Islamic principle that all 

Muslims are equal before God. This is shown at the door of the 

mosque when everyone, whether he is rich or poor, has to carry 

his shoes in his hand, and put them in the proper place. Here, 

we again have an example of the liberality with which Näbl uses 

idiom. The expression el üzre tutmak is here slightly altered 

but it satisfies the meaning of something humble and down- trodden 

as a slipper being exalted. This beyt has been frequently quoted 

in the anthologies (harabät, II, 137; Gbvsa, 28; Iiarahan, 71), 

and there is also, a nazTre to it by Rägib Pasa, pp.50 -51. 

Ney -i `isk ile gárüb ehl -i hevä med -húsin 

Zähid -i husk -pesend eylemez olds húsin 

The most common feature of the life of Islamic society was 

the periodic call to pray from the minarets of the city; this 

was the veritable clock by which the community and its individuals 

regulated their lives, and it was the unfailing reminder to each 

of his purpose here on earth and his obligations to his Creator. 

1. This gazel occurs in the margin of the Bursa manuscript, and 

can be regarded as being subsequent to the first recension. 

Although not a nazire, its form is reminiscent of Bahá'i 

(DIvän, p. 67, No. 25): 

Dagitduñ 1.1`äb -1 näz -i yäri ey feryäd nteylersin 

Idüb fitne'yle dünyäyi haräb -äbád n'eylersin 
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The quality of the voice of the Mü'ezzin was one of the significant 

artistic productions of this society, and in its spiritual 

implications can be compared with the cantor of the synagogue 

and the choirs of Christianity. It is this moving quality of the 

ezán that Nábi expresses in: 

Te's3rüñ aula cánib-i `ulv3den oldugin 

Seyr it cemá.`atüñ harekátin ezán ile 

(Ml. 632/4) . 

Even when Nábi would seek to describe profane beauty, it is 

practices of religion that supply the most immediate imagery. Thus, 

he likens the eyes of his beloved to the scene of worship in the 

mosque: 

Olur dü- táka -i mihrab-1 ebruváninda 

DU- merdümüñ saf- imüjgán ile cemafat -i hüsn 

(Muc. 549/5) . 

It is the mosque, too, that supplies the imagery when he 

is in a philosophical vein. In the following beyt he cites one 

of the most profound doctrines of the sufistic creed, and though 

the image is simple, the implications are vast: 

Fehm itmedüñse vandet-U-kesret me'álini 

Seyr eyle iktidásin imama cemacatüñ 

(M1.379/3) 

Even when he is on the level of hortatory religion, he can 

find the most striking symbolism, in the practices associated 

with the mosque. Thus, he advises his readers to be mindful of 

death, but he relieves the gloomy import of his message by a 

clever comparison of the corpse on the catafalque to the preacher 
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on his pulpit: 

Fená.-yi `á.lemi eyler cemá.` ate tefhim 

Cená.ze va`za çikub kürsi-yi musallá.da 

(Muc. 694/7). 

But Nabi can be cynical, also; he had far too much 

experience of the world and its values to have illusions about 

the nature of human reality. Whatever may be the aspirations 

of man he is material by nature and it is the material that 

attracts him: 

phreti mal iledUr ma`bed -i Islámuñde 
Cámi` -i kühne -i bi -vakfa cema at gelmez1 

(R2. 298/6). 

Probably there is some allusions to the display of finery 

at the mosque services in the following beyt in which he speaks 

of the hopelessness of the rejected lover in terms of nakedness: 

Ualvet-i yá.rdan oldukça be-der caul.(-1 zar 

Mescide `azm idecek deñlii klyá.fet mi kalur 

(R2. 124/6) 

C. 2. POETRY 

The gazel was intended to be heard rather than read, as 

may be inferred from the choice of the word samic in the 

following: 

1. Mu`allim Náci quotes this beyt as an example of Nábï's 

proverbial style in the Ist. Ed. p. 226. 
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Itse te'sir dit -i sami`e h "ah- u- ná -h "ah 
Dil- nign, sine- niO7n, Sadr -nigln olsa gazel 

(R2. 457/3) 

and the following beyt, in the same gazel expresses the wish that 

it should not be confined to the pages of anthologies, but (if 

so we can interpret the figurative language) achieve a general 

fame: 

Yallñlz safha-1 mecmú.` alara olmasa lcayd 

Levha-1 mihr-ü-mehe nas-i cebin olsa g k azel 

(R2. 457/4) 

Indeed, the frequent recurrence of the words for "ear" in the 

numerous passages throughout the Divan in which he refers to 

poetry, clearly indicates that it was an oral rather than a written 

art in Nabi's mind. The following is typical: 

aSeh-nisin-i reh-güzar-i gL1S1 tezyindiir gara 

Cá.me-i ta` biri kadd-i ma` niye ilba.sdan 

(Rl. 577/3)1 

But Nabi was rather particular about how his poetry was 

disseminated: he expresses himself very forcibly in 

condemnation of those who set his poetry to music in the form 

of song: 

Sahib -i `ari idi ol gazel -i sale iken 

Uydurub ehl -i hava eylediler der -be -deri 

1. There is a nazire to this gazel by Rágib Pá.sa, Diván, p. 52, 

No. 132. 

Itmeyin her gez t ehd§i ab -1 rúyuñ pa sdan 

Damen -i `irzuñ nice tathir ider ednásdan 
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Rub u páyina tabancala tüfeng urmakdan 
ySi` rüñ üsdi bas ina dá.' irenüñ sür-seri 

Iïá' ilez nagme-sinásá.nina Ístanbuluñ 

9igner agzinda Yahñdileri 9ingá.neleri 

Bister-i safha-i mecmiz`ada h"ábide iken 
Oldi `illet-zede-i renc-i sübát-i seheri 

Uazeli savt u maka.má.t ile teshir itmek 

çengiler sekline koymak gibidlir tázeleri 

(R2. 828) 

Nabi thought of himself primarily as a poet, and it is a 

flattering comment on Ottoman society in his time that, despite 

the political and economic depths to which the state had fallen, 

poetry had lost none of its respect and a man could still win 

a place for himself in the esteem of his fellows by his abilities 

with the pen. He is one of the few figures in Ottoman literary 

history who made the craft of letters a career -- MU'errih `Ali 

is another name that comes to the mind in this respect -- and 

through it he achieved a position denied to those to whom 

literacy was an occupational qualification only. The remark of 

Salim: "Eger `irfani kadar fazïlet -i zahiresi, ve cevelán -i 

himmeti kadar ma`rifet -i bahiresi olsaydi, fazlda dahi kemáli 

gibi `alem ve beyne 's- sü`ara müsellem oldugi gibi, beyne '1- 

fuzalá dahi nadire -i `álem olur idi "is simply an expression of 

regret that a person of such talents did not belong to the 

`ulemá, class, and is not based on any personal spite, as Karahan 
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1 

Salim, however., 

the secretarial and. cleri-;a: :ays: 

Nisbet-1 Orket-1 araa 
t1emä ,tattalb ber-T..:ar 7:a1msz 

(a,. 25a/4) 

But writims- was not merely an occt:7.1aL1n waa a 

dedication of his heart and 10116 to the .7yreE=tla of a tarsomal 

vision, it was, in sh=t, his life: 

17,:t-i 174 it-,Lam .#,nelrinden bu zars 

te777 bir varadnr mespreb fi baaa 

(1. 3/6). 

He hai sa7f_sfa:7i.on cf a_heving In his :7,,rn life 1:rh 

that every artist longs for, and of having 1:1IT7SU his worth without 

comistronise or comulicity with the m.775ita.: that nade 

the reputation of so many other poets: 

Irolcevm egervi ir v. testa :7n tat-=2 
ki ictibarda yk ilitlyacumuz 

Oil. 30E00 

Unaided by the res:igious associations whir'Rri induld the poet by 

allowing bin he actual:v said, hL 

1. Ii, ix, 5a: 
- 

=LI:eretfLt Ttalusfi.st lere 

Salim's regard for 7-2,T is Shown not only ,erfunctorw 

=vase which he lavishes on hin in his biograt; thts can be 

tai as a. feature of his s yele. But whenever In the course or 

t: etkere aahM cane in for imcideutal mention, he is always 

referrad to as : zadanununkfi sultana #-#naTarassa fear-Enna 

nfLataz t bfilendi (p. 163); ser-tac-m veara-Ta RTC= olan nelika 

2*-Wara 577h and he is flattered f7.:e:1:1:,:hLg *blob 

the poet Showed to tan (p. 1 ). 
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individual style attained a high popularity: 

Pämal ider biri birini cüs -i müsteri 

Biñ `ayb ile satarsa da dellalümüz bizüm 

(Ml. 497/2). 

But he feels that his talents in poetry are God- given, to 

the same extent that the mystic feels that God is speaking through 

his verses: 

Bu ta`birat vüs`inde degüldiir kuvvet -i tab`uñ 

Bu feyz -i ma`nevï Nabiye mecrä -yi digerdendür 

(Hl. 100 /5) 

and that these talents are exceptional: 

Her tab`dan itmez leme`an cevher -i ma`na 

Her sure zemin gehre-fürüz-i gemen olmaz 

(H2. 257/4) 

Olamaz gehre-niima her dile ma`na Nabi 

Her kesiiñ meshedi á.yine -i zánü degül e 

(R2. 751/7). 

They are, in fact the expression of what is essential to his own 

nature: 

Hurüs- i gar cüy- i tab` umuñ ásá.r i ey Nabi 

Safá.-yi gar mevc-i bahr-i es`ar-i sel3sümdür 

(Hl. 185/7)1 

and they are precious beyond all material possessions: 

Zerden kalur mi ma`ni -yi pakize Nabiya 

Íksire nazis itse n'ola hakümüz bizüm 

(Ml. 496/7) 

1. The gar mevc -i bahr -i es`är alludes to the four feet in this 

hezec metre. 
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Still he never lets his poetry descend into a private musing; 

he is aware of his audience, and he realizes that without 

receptive ears there would be no poetry at all: 

Revác -gáhin arar her meta` ey Nábi 

Mesdmi` olmasa mesdrid olur dükán -i sifáh 

(Miic.754 /5 ) 

and he judges his success by the extent to which he has been 

able to communicate and win approval: 

Hiner áráyis-i gris-1 itmekdiir ey Náb3. 

Bu vád-zde bu táze si`rden acid ne sáylersin 

(Hl. 564/7) 

kim tab`-1 bülendiiñ hámeye telkïnidür 

Táziyán -i nükte- fehmánuri aria tahsinidür 

(R1. 200/1) 

He likens himself to a tradesman, and describes his work in the 

homely terms of the market -place, implying his dependence upon 

the patronage of the public: 

Benem sarrdf -i sehr-i raz u dükkdnum dehdnumdur 

Devátum lose tahtam safha engiitüm zebdnumdur 

(Hl. 55/1). 

Here the term rat means not only "secrets ", but rather the whole 

range of perceptions which are hidden from the eyes of those who 

do not possess the powers of the poet, and of the beauty living 

therein: 

Ben of messáta -1 dúsïze -i hüsn -i beyánam ki 

Sevád -i dide -i áhú -yi ma`na sirme- dánumdur 

(H1. 58/2) 
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It is in this way that the poet fulfils his duty to society, by 

giving delight and, at the same time, enlarging the awareness of 

others. Poetry, therefore, has a double purpose, and the objects 

must be complementary to one another: 

J3 -yek -diger me'ál U maká.l eylemez zuhür 

Mümkin midUr ki olmaya ma` ná.s i süretüñ 

(Ml. 381/8) 

The audience, in fact, is enjoined to be aware always of the 

underlying import which might be obscured by the brilliance of 

his language: 

Cismden rah u sadefden dürr ecerden meyvedür 

Sanmañ ey záhir-perestá.n lafzi ma`ná.dan murád 

(R1. 45/9) 

Saded ma`ná.da yohsa sá.de nazma kim ider ragbet 

Nediir bi-rtzh- i Nef ̀ i mürg-i tasvire per ü bá.lüñ 

(Hl. 380/3) 

Nabi achieves his most impressive effects by the almost 

naked simplicity of his language. The one universal quality 

of poetry is its power to expand the awareness of words in its 

audience, restoring design to the worn coins of every -day usage, 

fixing new values upon them and concentrating the attention, if 

only momentarily, on the metal from which they were struck. How 

the poet achieves this is not to be subjected to systematic 

analysis, and the process itself is best described in metaphor. 

In the following matla` Nubs expresses one of the most common- 

place themes of divan poetry -- the inability of the lover to 

make the beloved understand the anguish he is suffering -- but by 
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exploiting the morphological similarity of two Persian 

participles he casts the idea into a proverbial form of an 

application far exceeding the import of the motive occasion: 

Derd -i dili of bi -gama tefhim ne mUmkin 

Na-d3deye na-btzdeyi ta 13m ne mümkin 

(x2. 592/1) 

But it is only through language that the essential truths can 

be communicated: 

Nabi geltir vücúde ya nut k u ya rakamla 

D-usize-i man pek a0.kare gelmez 

(bi2. 261/7) 

Lafzsuz eyleyemez mür-i ma`án3 pervaz 
tki misra` tarafeynindeki bal U peridür 

(R2. 98/3) 

and though nothing can give so much pleasure as a well expressed 

idea or sentiment: 

Yok gergi nerve ságar -i hatir -güqá kadar 

Virmez nesat ma`ni -yi rengin -eda kadar 

this must be carefully handled and nurtured with choice words 

and expressions: 

Mani -yi taze ciger- güse -i sulbi gibidür 

Olur evlad gibi besleme hüsn -i ta`bir 

(R2. 73/4) . 

Probably no other Ottoman poet has expressed himself so often 

and so clearly as Nab3 on the qualities which poetic language 

should possess. Some of the statements he makes in this regard 

have become famous: 
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Ey si`r miyánin.da satan lafz-i ;arïbi 

D3ván- i gazel nüsha- i liámú.s degüldür 

(H2. 212/8) 

Sözde darbülmesel irádina söz yok emmá. 

Söz odur `áleme senden kala bir darb-i mesel 

(R2. IVc, p. 41). 

It was simplicity of language that he held to be the ideal, and 

it is this theme that runs throughout gazel No. 685 (M2) which 

is more or less a summary of his artistic credo as a poet. The 

gazel is given here in its entirety, as it figures in none of 

the anthologies: 

1. áyánter olmaz insd destar -i i`tibára 

Bi -reng U búy -i tesbih bi- naks -i isti`dre 

2. Mani -yi táze fikr it itme lugatle memlü. 
Kim eyler i`tibari berg- ü- nedada bara 

3. Bi -taze isti`are olmaz lugatde lezzet 

Ahú -yi gayb -i ma`na düsmek gerek sikara 

4. Iras- i 1cuvvet eyler tab` a kebab -i mürgán 

Itme hayali vakf -i pirámen -i k.inara 

5. Cins -i lugatle memlú Behr -i Siháh- u- Kámú.s 

Olmaz meta` -i ma ̀na üftade her diyara 

6. Dinsün mi si`r-ü-insa öyle mu`akkadata 

Kim ola hall-ü-`akdi muhtac-i istisá.re 

7. Endek ola me'á.li ná-gzs-zed makáli 

Her satr ola mü'edd3 kámvsa iftikara 

8. Yok farki eylemekden endahte yebá.ne 

Elfáz müskiláta.n serh eylemek kenára 

9. Müskil lugatle olmaz si`r-ü-insá 

Itmez çeräg-i magsüs gesm-i sebi mare 
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10. Olmaz gar3b elfaz arayi-i mani 
Ma` na gerek nihiifte ta` bir-i á.sikára 

11. Nabi safási yokdur elfaz-i `ukde-daruñ 

Engür neve virmez rind-i `usare-h"ara. 

In trying to extract the philosophy and personality of 

a poet from his Divan one is confronted with certain obvious 

difficulties. In the first place, the organization of the 

gazels in a merely alphabetical order gives no indication of 

the period of the poet's life in which they were written, and 

it is only by inference that we can follow the development of 

his thought and his personality through youth into maturity. 

In the case of Nab', it is possible to make a tentative division 

between the poems of the first and the second recension of his 

Divan; but as we do not know the date in which the former was 

compiled' assumptions made on this basis must be cautious and 

tentative. 

Moreover, gazels are often pieces of occasion, but we are 

rarely given any information of the circumstance in which they 

were written; thus, one composed to be read at a bezm -i 

1. The Istanbul University ms. No. T. 5575/1 bears the date 

1108, while the Bursa, Genel, No. 454 is dated 1113, that 

is to say, sixteen and nine years respectively before the 

second recension, and at a period when Nabi was already an 

old man. The copyist of both these manuscripts is named 

Veliyüddin, and it would be interesting to compare them to 

determine whether this could be the same individual, or, 

indeed, the hiinermend -i Istanbul who was responsible for 

making the early compilation. 
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rindan 
1 will be quite different in theme and in tone from a 

poem intended for a more serious audience2 or a contemplative 

piece written with only the poet's need for self- expression as 

motive.3 The alphabetical sequence of the Divan juxtaposes 

all, mingling the light and the grave indiscriminately. 

And, above all, there is the accretion of poeticisms which 

belong to the tradition of the gazel form rather than to the poet 

1. Cf. No. 118: 

Uöñüllerde hayal-i nergis-i cänäne devr eyler 

0 mey-hyär-i humär-äl-udedür meyhäne devr eyler (H1) 

and No. 92: 

Hayál-i la`l-i näbuñ cam-i geqm-i terde kalmi9dur 

Humá.r-Z bezm-i nú4äni-19-i vasluñ serde kalmi9dur (Hl) 

This latter gazel is attributed to Räm3 Paga by M.F. Köprülü 

in his Divan Edebiyati Antolojisi, p. 367. 

2. Cf. the famous gazel, No. 

Iíasr- 1 sürür kiinc-i kanä` at degül midUr 

Sahn- i bihit kia.y- i ferägat degiil midür (M1) 

and No. 335: 

Bir devrde geldük ki `azi.zän unudilmis 
Tutmi9 yerini hurd ü büzürgá.n unudilmi9 (H2) 

3. Cf. No. 239: 

Efläke çin- fürf4- i cebindür hasirümüz 

Kärúna piist -i pá urur ednä fakirümüz (M1) 

There is a nazire to this gazel by Ragib Paya (Divan, p. 31): 

Olmi siriste mäye -i gamla hamirümüz 

Perverde -i tenür -1 elemdür fatirümüz 

And No. 828, in which he speaks of how the musicians have 

distorted his poetry: 

Itdürür efväha sefer güfteleri 

Giydürür besteler e`ära libas-i seferi (R2). 
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himself: beyts included simply to bring the gazel to the 

required length, the composition of which must have been almost 

mechanical to a poet of NNbi's felicity in language. The notion 

of the beyt -i gazel or ,,sá.h -beyt is, in part, the recognition by 

the men of the age that the inspiration for the gazel usually 

was a single beyt (not necessarily the matla`) and that the 

other lines were intended to provide a setting for it in the 

familiar gazel form. Thus, the mukatt`át section of a divan 

should be regarded as potential materials for gazels which 

remained unwritten, and in the present study Ndbl's kit`as are 

given special consideration in this respect. 

It is with these reservations that an attempt can be made 

to identify the essential qualities of Ndb3's work and to achieve 

an appreciation of the reputation which he enjoyed in his own 

and later ages. 

Islam had never encouraged activity in the experimental 

sciences; both alchemy1 and medicine were more concerned with 

the preservation of traditional teaching than with its amplifi- 

cation, while astronomy was but the servile ancillary of astrology. 

There was no body of knowledge to which a man could have recourse 

for an explanation of the phenomenal world in which he lived, 

and in the lack of this he was compelled to the conclusion that 

1. Cf. Nábï's own remarks in the HayrIye: 

I Imiyá kär in i san` at sanma 

Mübtelánüñ sözine aldanma 

tsmi var cismi vela ná -peydN 

hImiyá ile cihánda `anká 

(VII, p. 64). 
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creation was ultimately unknowable: 

Hóys nüsha-i garibedür eczä-ys kä'iná.t 

Ser-bestedür ülïk me'á.l ü muhassali .. 

(Ml. 773/2) 

However, it could not be gainsaid that it was an act of God's 

will that brought the world into being: 

`Aleme hubb-i ilähidür esas-1 3cá.d 

(R2. 194/3a) 

and as it was inconceivable that any divine activity could be 

without purpose, it was incumbent upon man to achieve what 

knowledge he could so that he might better respond to the divine 

will: 

Hayrdur b3därlikdan h-á.b o bi-idrá.ke kim 

`Aczi vardur va-i ̀älemi ta`b3r.den 

(Rl. 571/6) 

But this knowledge was not to be achieved by the intellect alone; 

the whole aesthetic response of human nature must be employed 

in its achievement: 

Seväd -i mümkinat asar -1 sun`i bi -süjan söyler 

kitäb -1 kä'inät esrär -1 Hakkl bi -dehen söyler. 

(Hl. 197/1) 

It is not any mystical illumination of which he is speaking here, 

but rather the ability of man to be aware of the ever changing 

wonders of the world which surrounds him: 

Sühüd -1 nüsha -1 sun`a nevänev bulmayan kudret 

tdüb tazyi` -i evkätsn hikáyát -1 kühen söyler 

(Hl. 197/3) 

This is the attitude of the artist, an attitude that assures that 
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art will always be fresh and have the power to startle, and in 

Nabi it is expressed with a simple piety, wholly different from 

that of the pietist or the still. 

The phenomenal world of experience, therefore, is to be 

apprehended as much by the heart as by the mind: 

Cilve -gah -1 varidát -i kuds -i gaybü '1- gaybdur 

clime meclá gevher -i esrára mahzendür göftül 

Mohr -i beyne ' 1- isb i` ayn- i 1>abza- i icaddur 

Nam-1 Sultan -1 hakikatla mu`anvendür göñül 

(Rl. ¿i.55/L1._5) 

and man is, consequently, to be conceived of as sentient as well 

as intelligent, as spiritual as well as rational: 

Bu tüfán -zár -1 hestide ben of kest3 -yi Nüham kim 

Nefes bálá -yi serde bádbá.n rtzhum re'isümdür 

(Hl. 185/2) 

These qualities are contradictory, and their conflict determines 

the nature of personality of the individual: 

Her zlmreye sorilsa bizi kendüden bilür 

Her nik U bedle var o kadar imtizácumuz 

(Ml. 308/4) 

Between these two planes of reality, the material and the 

spiritual, man works out the course of his life; and as the 

frustrations and hardships of the physical world bear ever more 

heavily upon him, he seeks refuge in the transcendental realities 

and is consoled by regarding the other as but a transitory illusion: 

Behresi dest -i Miusavvirden reng -i `ama 

Nábiyá her kim ki istimdad ide tasvirden 

(Hl. 571/9)1 

1. For reng -i Cama, "the darkness of the blind ", cf. the Tevhid, 

I, p. 2, line 11. 
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The sanie idea is expressed in the lovely prayer which introduces 

the bá hazels (p. 7): 

Çemüm çemen-i vahdete báz it yá.Rab 

Váxeste-i sürme-i mecá.z it yá. Rab 

Pi9á.n3.-yi há.lüm olsa da ná.-§ii.ste 

p-yeste-i secde-i niyá.z it yá. Rab 

(Rub. I, 12, 8, 8, 8) 

But the pleasures of the world are nonetheless real, even if they 

are but sporadic, and they exert their attraction in subtle ways: 

Halva -yi feria zehr ile Nlüdedür emmá 

Geçmek ani güç gizlüce lezzet var içinde 

(H2. 688/2) 

however, these must not be allowed to detract one from his 

destined goal: 

Bir ,;alat ta`birdür kim Nábiyd ma`nasi yok 

him Ici tahsil -i safádur dirse dünyádan murad 

(Rl. 45 /11) 

for there is no constancy to be found in anything the world has 

to offer: 

Misr u `Irák u Rümini gördüm bu `álemüñ 

Hiç görmedüm esas -i beka bir diyárda 

(Ml. 675/6) 

and it behoves man to be always mindful that his true purpose 

in this life is solely to gain the merit that will assure 

beatitude in the next: 

tntifa` -i berg ü ßáh u meyve -i a`maidur 

Mezra` -i imrüza hirmengah -i ferdadan Mural 

(Rl. 45/7) 
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Until man has come to terms with the ambivalence of existence 

he can know no peace: 

Iráhisger olma ráhata kayd-i hayá.t ile 

Tä `akd-i sulh itmeyicek ká.'inát ile 

(Ml. 690/1) 

and in Ndbi's case it was through the revelation of the artistic 

vision that this peace was made with the world. 

NábI summarizes his attitude to life in the famous muhammes, 

(I, pp.75 -77),a work of his later years, in which all the 

experiences of his past life are shown to have still left him 

with doubts about his own true nature, but with an unshakable 

confidence that he is above all the creature of God. In 

construction it is a very impressive poem; the first four misrd's 

of each stanza iterate and re- iterate an affirmation of faith and 

submission, while the fifth forms the refrain of doubt and 

uncertainty, like a lingering reservation to all that has pre- 

ceded: Bu kar anede bilsem neyem benüm nem var. Gibb (III, 340 -2) 

translates this: "O that knew what I am, what is mine, in this 

workshop here ? "; however, the implication of benüm nem var is 

not really "what is mine," but rather "what is incumbent upon me." 

Both in its strophic organization and in the atmosphere of 

heart -searching and doubt which it creates, the poem presents 

a certain superficial resemblance to the rübdciyát of Hayydm. 

But whereas the latter makes skepticism and negation the burden 

of his verses and despairs of any ultimate purpose beyond sensual 

gratification, Nábl is more mature and -- though his faith be 
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simple -- more profound. His doubts are not in question of the 

divine purpose and design of life -- in the final analysis their 

acceptance or rejection must be an act of belief; but having 

accepted this purpose and design, he is perplexed to know where 

he fits into it and how best he can fulfil what is due from him 

in the grand order of things. Hayyám seems superficial because, 

having asserted his disbelief, he does not proceed to ask the next 

question: "What, therefore, am I and what is my purpose in this 

world ?" He would express Nábi's refrain with a bilmem rather 

than a bilsem, and let the matter remain as unknowable. Nábi's 

is a poem of faith. Without God he has nothing and is nothing; 

therefore, it is God's will he wants to serve, and he is troubled 

to know what this will is and how best it can be served. 

The distinction enjoyed by Nábi amongst his predecessors, and 

even his successors, in the field of divan poetry is apparent when 

the collected poems are read as a whole. More than any other 

poet Nab! presents us with a consistent philosophy and attitude 

towards life; and this is expressed in the quiet tones of simple 

conviction grown strong in maturity. This philosophy, of course, 

is in no respect different from that held by other poets, and 

indeed, by all who would pretend to write verse. But whereas in 

the latter poets, this semi -mystical tone is frequently but a 

vehicle for paradox and extravagance of imagination, in Nábi -- 

when at his most characteristic -- the image and imaginative 

construction are the vehicle for a single system of belief. 

The total acceptance of this world as the best of all possible 
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worlds -- and, indeed, how could it be otherwise, since it is 

the creation of God -- finds its most complete expression in 

the ;azel in the Persian Divan (VI, p.10) where he affirms: 

Ne diraz -est U ne kúteh eser -i hame -i sun` 
Heme -ra bá kad -I hód rast resed came -i sun` 

Harf haric zi reh -i kálib -i hikmet ne- nivisst 

Bä çünin naz u -ina katib -i 475d- kame -i sun` 

Húb u zit-ens heme ber kalib -i b"1- reng -i kaza -st 

Nakç -i ber -ca -st heme sUret -i ehname -i sun` 

Ez niv4te be-nivïsende tüvan3 reh biird 
Ger tüvani ki be-h'ani rakam-i name-i sun` 

`Aki -1 küll -ra bete der lUcce-i `acz efkende -st 

Näbiyá hayret -i baziçe -i hengame -i sun` 

(R2.)1 

D. THE WIT OF NABÌ (word -play, use of popular expressions and 

use of proverbs and allusion to actual events.) 

Humour had always been an essential part of divan poetry, 

and the description of a poet most commonly met with in the 

writers of the tezkires is probably either nükte -dan, nükte- perdaz, 

latife -gü, or 471.- sohbet, all of which are in reference to his 

wit. One must, of course, recognize that among the educated 

classes to whom such poetry made its appeal, this htytmour was a 

refined verbal exercise, in which the nuances and the associations 

1. The second m:isrá.` has zerre instead of zi reh; in. the makta`, 

the preposition der has been omitted. Both these corrections 

have been made according to the sense of the verses. 
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of words had as much significance as their actual meanings. It 

is because verbalism occupied so much of the poet's attention 

that even so unliterary an application of versification as the 

muammd should be given some attention in a literary study. 

It has already been observed that Nabi achieves his most 

effective points by the use of the colloquial language and, in 

fact, if one would wish to give a single description of his 

technique as a poet it could probably be based on the way in which 

he can suddenly introduce the "small change" of every day speech 

into a context of rarefied elegance. Thus, in gazel No. 451 (M1.) 

we have the two following beyts: 

Insaf olunsa zahid -i huskuñ riyalari 

Rindan ile mü`ámelsinden fend degül 

Pek sundufi ey gürisne nazar h'an -i devlete 

Ferdaia gör hesabini bad -Yievd degül 

In the first of these we have fend dekül which still persists in 

the colloquial. Although not used here in the modern sense of 

"not so bad," it employs the familiar meaning of fená as "bad" rather 

than "transience ". Bad -i heva in the second is, of course, the 

bedava of the modern colloquial, the etymology of which is some- 

times, also, derived from be- da`va. 

The technique of the mot juste -- i.e., the expression of 

an immediately acceptable idea with the, utmost economy of words -- 

is again amongst the most prominent features of Nabi's style and 

the source of much of his wit, thus: 
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Sahra-yi dilde gerd-i sipah-i hayal-i döst 

gesm-i Umidi rüsen ider tütiyá kadar 

(Ml. 121/2) . 

Here, the moving caravan raising dust is used in charming allusion 

to the consolation one derives from thinking about one's friends. 

Again, we have a truly proverbial economy of words in the 

second misra of the following beyt: 

Hulüs minnet -i nutk- u -beyän kabül itmez 

Inanma her kim agarsa saíïa. zebän- i bulüs 

(Muc. 343/2) 

and again in this beyt: 

Lklenür täze sana `arzina niyetleri 

Sälar vakt-i hazan bázülari.n tesmirden1 

(Rl. 571/2). 

In both these beyts, the effect achieved is that of a pleasantry 

rather than of a profound observation, and this is probably due 

to this startling clarity with which the idea is expressed. 

This type of statement is frequently enhanced by the 

introduction of a colloquial element: 

§emim -i lutfina ämadedür mesäm- i timid 

Ne güne cünbisi var rüzgärdan ne baber 
2 

(Muc. 152/3). 

1. There is a A-azel in the Divan of Sämi which is probably nazire 

to this: 

Gegmem ol ebrü -yi pür -gin -i kemän- te'sir den 

Cism -i zärum gecse tir -dsa eger zih- girden (P.33). 

2. There is a nazire to this gazel in the Divan of Vehbi: 

Gel ey sabá yine ol gill- ̀ izärd.an ne baber 

Hazän -dide hezär -i bahärdan ne haber (P. 19). 
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but such employment of the familiar is not confined to language 

alone; the materials of everyday experience are also liberally 

introduced into the poetry. Thus, we have this charming poem 

on the tobacco -pipe: 

O mah-rü-y 1. duhan- sú.z a zibdür lttl e 

V isale vás itadur hem ral;.ïbdür lüle 

(Muc. 753/1) . 

Though a poem such as this, deriving all its imagery from a single 

object, cannot be regarded as high literature, even today one 

must react to the ingenuity and the grace of the poet in 

elaborating his conceits. 

To all the above there is frequently added a gaiety of 

spirit and levity of tone which acts as a leaven to much of the 

seriousness implicit in his poetry. For example: 

Olsun harm zevk-i muhabbet o meste kim 

Nabi kana,` at itmeye büs-ü-kiná.r ile1 

(Ml. 612/5) . 

It would be beyond the limits of the present study to 

comment in detail on all the verses of this nature which are 

to be found in the llivan; and even the following selection is 

intended to be representative rather than exhaustive: 

1. Nedim has a gazel which may he a nazire to this: 

Layik mi güller açila feyz -i bahar ile 

Bülbül kafesda zar -ii tenük har harile (No. 138, p. 343) . 

The pattern of this poem exists also in eybi Divan, p. 149 

and Baki Divan, p. 158, No. 121: 

Irdi bahár müjde -i vasi -i bahar ile 

`Älem mu`attar oldu nesim -i bahár ile. 
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Eylediiíi `alcl u dil ü cánuml tárac-i nigáh 

Dahi bilmem n'ideceksin baña bundan sofira 

(t;2. 745/4). 

lyïne-i cemálsin ey máh-i núr-tab 

I-iavf eyle inkisárdan Allá.h ` iskin.al 

(Ml. 622/2). 

Zähid ye bellil haïcic içün it yd bih4t içün 
Hasr eyleme `ibá.detüñi cennete Ustine2 

(Ml. 711/6). 

pste it destufi bu ab-ii-gilden ey A'âfil ne sú.d 

Yine viran olacak virásieyi ta`mirden 

(R2. 571/8). 

tdüm e,;erçi ol gill ile ä.,sinälicik 

emm eyledüm velik bir az bï-vefá.l ic ilc 

(Ml. 369/1). 

Sen it nekadar eyler iseñ hile vü tezvir 

Hengam-i `amel bildügin 4ler yine takdl.r 

(H2. 186/1). 

Gehl. sifál ü gehi cam-1 zer çekilmiqdür 

Bu bezm-gaha gelelden neler çekilmisdür 

(Muc. 154/1). 

1. This gazel is a nazire to Necati's No. 509: 

Sofi safia ne sorayin ol 0:h `lgkina 

Dá'im nedür bu zemzeme Allah `iOkp.na 

2. This is one of the rare uses of imale in Nabi. Cf., also, 72/1: 

Hisseme banda ki birdil- ber -i meh -pare çilcar 

Tali`ümdür ye sitem -kár u ye avare çikar (R2.) 
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Var mi görmis `aceba olrnadl.gl.n ey Nabi 

Máye-i subh-a keder hátime-i sam-i ferah 

(R2. 39/5). 

Tahs31-1 iztrá.b dahi bir nasibdUr 

I-lásá. ki fevt-i matlab ide bi-sekïbler 

(Ml. 130/6). 

Ey mest-i cá.h maye-i `ibret yeter saña 

Devr-i giizestenüñ okunan dá.stá.nlarl. 

(Ml. 801/3). 

Düselden jale-ves bu hak-dána `áfer3n ey dil 

DikUb göz sofra->_ gerdún-1 ná.n-a hú.ra sunmazsan 

(Hl. 560/2). 

Dil far z idelUm lá'ik-i ihsan imis emmá. 

Há13 ollcak kise-i 'diem ne virUrler 

(H2. 182/5). 

Ehl-i heves ne canibe meyl itse Itiäbiyá. 

Bir kerredUr teveccühi ya iki kerrediir 

(ml. 144/5). 

Iki per gibi zuhür eyledi hat rtia.yuñda 

Murg-a hiisnüñ `acebá niyyeti perváze midür 

(R2. 88/3). 

1 

Ijayál -i ebrü vu rúyuñla gerdis itmededür 

Derün -i sinede dil aylu günlü sa`atdür2 

(Muc. 91/4). 

1. Safi quotes the second beyt of the same gazel in his Tezkire. 
2. Cf. the mUfred in VI, p. 36. 

Göñül ki fikr -i bütán ile germ- ülfetdür 

Derün -i sine hemán aylu günlü sa`atdür. 
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THE MU ̀ AMMA 

The mu`amma has generally tended to be neglected in most 

modern studies of divan poetry,1 but this cannot be justified if 

we accept as our purpose the understanding of this literature in 

the terms in which it was created. So considerable a poet and 

profound a thinker as `Abdurrahmán Cami devoted a risale to the 

study of the form,2 and the numerous copies of the work distributed 

throughout the manuscript collections of Turkey is evidence of the 

popularity it enjoyed among the Ottomans. Verbalism was basic 

to all divan poetry, and even in the most meaningful lines the 

words in which the ideas are expressed have a particular relation 

to one another over and above the patent significance.3 In the 

mu e ammd this verbalism achieves an almost total independence, a 

vehicle for the wit and ingenuity which were the other qualities 

prized in the divan poet.4 

1. Ali nihad Tarlan, Divan Edebiyatinda Mu`amma, (Istanbul 1936), 

M. Cavid Baysun, iA, viii, 435 -8. 

2. Risale -i Mu`ammiyát, Brit. Mus., Or. 1164, ff. 57 -63. 

3. 'An analysis of primary and secondary significations in the 

third ghazal of Hafiz,' BSOAS, XIV (1952), 627 -638. 

4. This type of verbal ingenuity has a universal appeal, and even 

today it finds application in the "difficult" crossword puzzles 

to be found in certain English newspapers. It can hardly be 

a coincidence that this type of puzzle was first devised by 

an orientalist, Edward Powys Mathers, who under the pseudonym 

Torquemada was a regular contributor to the Sunday newspaper, 

The Observer, until his death in 1939. 
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The Divan of Nabi contains 186 mu` amnia in Section V, and it 

may serve to exhibit another facet of his creative mentality if 

the solutions of some of these are explained. Five of them 

are composed about his own name: 

a.I.4_, y l ; IT 

DirTg bir görinür gem-i i`tibari.nda 
Sipihr-i keg-nazaruñ a0.na vu bTgäne 

(Muc.) 

That is, aysina and bigane appear as though there were no vav 

separating them, allowing the final syllable of the first and 

the initial syllable of the second to run together and form the 

name: Nabi. 

(5144;e1 

(p.5 ) ---:i l` ̀°i .r-11-3 ° --1-s 1--- 
Sen bizi b5-"4ina, zann itme ey húri-liká 

Pieclis-i `alemde kalmaz asina bi-asina 

(R1.) 

Here the second misra` is to be understood: 

Meclis-i `alemde kalmaz ivábT avina 

"O Nabi, at the banquet of the world food (a) is not always 

abundant (a9ina kalmaz) ", literally, food remains not always 

as familiar sight. The mu`amma is not very successful: it is 

constructed on the basis of an alternative reading of a misra` but 

ideally both readings should accord with the sense of the other 

misra and the alternative here does not. 
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The following is constructed on a different basis and is 

more amusing: 

0 J J 69 0 COL l'^0 li9i D .1. 

(P7) 0JS -:r rj 4. 1 >s- a.; 

Bende yok sabr- u- sükiin sende vefádan zerre 
Iki yokdan ne 9itcar fikr idelüm bir kerre 

(R2.) 

The two yolí -- i.e. negatives -- are, of course, ná and bi which 

yield Nábi. 

(P.9) 

(39--" I )--.^1 9 te-: )9491 L. - 

J J L 9 ---^" J1)1--, rS1 

Bilmem nic y olur bey`- ii-0_rá slzk- i menda 
Sevdäger-i bazar-i mená. bi-ser-ü-pá.dur 

This, too, does not seem a successful mu`amma -- if, indeed, the 

solution proposed is actually correct. It appears to be based 

on mena "destiny, death" which is bi -ser, that is, without its 

first letter, plus DE. An alternative form of Zá is pey, and the 

license allowed in the form permits "p" and "b" to interchange, so 

we therefore have bey which is graphically identical with bi. This 

yields (me) NA and BI, or Nabi. The difficulty is that the 

subject of the sentence is sevdager, and logically the solution 

should be derived from this word. Yet all possible words of the 

pattern zenabil which by dropping the first and last letters would 

leave Nabi, are the plurals of Arabic quadriliterals and would not 

accord with a singular subject. There are too many obvious 

objections to attempting to base the solution on bey` and mena in 

the first misra` . 
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Even more complicated is the solution to the last of the 

mu`ammá based on his own name: 

ts4'' 4J5 1 r 1'' aS it) J, 
1 ü ' '9 

(p.17) J a1 J J a;I J 

o1 rizz ki sága.r pair ola sie tehi 
Dest-i düzdá.na mu` á.di1 ola daman-1 bilaf 

(R2.) 

In the first misrä` the wish is expressed that the sá.ar be one 

day full, implying that it is not so now. Sä.gar is a synonym 

for mina, and if we take away mi (a graphic equivalent of mey) 

we are, in effect, left with the empty goblet and the syllable 

ná. In the second misre Arabic hiláf can be understood in the 

sense of "willow ", the Persian equivalent of which is bid. But 

it is only the dáman (the "edge, border ") of bid which is to be 

employed, and this is probably the syllable bi. Thus, we find 

the name Näbi derived: (mi) NA : BI (d). In solutions such as 

this, the words are seen to have a graphic identity independent 

of their meaning, and in such circumstances there must always be 

an element of uncertainty in the way the clues are interpreted. 

Some of the mu`ammâ, however, are of transparent simplicity, 

and often quite clever. Thus, that on the name Bá.ki: 

< 99 ... Wr9 .. 
L:....01.1 9 .-0 , ---s crS-- L:....01.1 L_o 

iP.4) ' 9- 

Peyá.m-i yá.ri virürken nesim sá.kit olur 

Saba k3.yämet eserken garib sá.mit olur 

(Muc. ) 
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By deducting Bag from Saba, kiyämet we arrive at samit. Thus, 

sa(BA)(LI)ámet, and the graphic form of sa - a .met is identical 

with sámit. 

A mu`arm d on the name of `Ali, also, admits of certain 

solution: 

(x.17) 

4'4 ..t:s e . .1 o )1.97-7;' c5r 

.f5"---: 

Peri perváza gelse `andelibüñ 

Hesáb üzre çikar námi habibüfi 

(H3.) 

The numerical value of `Ali is 110, while that of `andelib is 166. 

But we are told that if the per of the nightingale goes off we 

will arrive at this amount; probably the letters dal, nün and bá 

are to be deducted in the form of dünb "tail, tail -feather ", 

and as the numerical value of these characters is 56, on being 

deducted from `andelib, we are left with the desired total. 

(p.10) 

Equally simple of solution is that on the name Dervis: 

4:1 

p J d . 1.. 1 i:_1 X..: L_ ̀  9)---a p 

ait-,-9 r. (5,3 

dive -i harf- ü- kitdbetde hata eylese de 

Ani bir vech ile tebdil ider ehl -i ddnis 

(ß2.) 

The above is the apparent reading of the second misra`, but it can 

also be read ehl ddnis. Thus, we are told that the people exchange 

the do of dánis with a face (Ar. vech has Per. synonym rüy), and 

the substitution yields Dervis. 
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But to solve these mu`atmá one must be aware of certain 

conventions. Often it is only the linear aspect of the written 

name that is suggested, the dots of the letters being ignored. 

For example, that on the name Hasan can be cited: 

(p.10) )4 er : 1 ' 
Bilmem ne `aceb hdleti var ebr -i bahá.ruñ 

9emáni gibi girye ider `-4ik-i záruñ 

"Tears" in Turkish are expressed by the compound göz yai, "water 

of the eyes ". If the water (Ar. mN) of the eyes (Pr. genian) is 

shed ( girye), we are left with çeln, which without its dots is a 

linear equivalent of Hasan. 
* 

Although virtually all the various tropes of Islamic 

beláa can be attested in Nábi, it is doubtful that these were 

consciously written according to any rules of rhetoric. Rather 

is the impression given that words create their own environment 

and each has a wealth of traditional allusion associated with 

it to allow for its interpretation in primary, secondary, and even 

tertiary meanings. Whether we call the effect achieved kindye 

tevriye, isti` are, 4tikák etc. the effect is ultimately the same 

because the materials and the motives do not change. If for 

example one were to seek a rhetorical description of the beyt: 

himse bilmez of rnehtifi terifine rte. -púq olur 

Rúz -i rizenden füzún feryád- resdür eb baña 

(Rl. 3/4) 

attention would centre on meh (moon) which in its primary 

significance is a feature of nighttime and has the secondary 
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meaning "beloved ". However, the word can also signify the face 

of the beloved and this is the tertiary application of which we 

must be aware. Thus, the moon /beloved cormes at night and the 

night is a veil (rü -pr4) for her arrival. Yet, even this, does 

not sufficiently describe the quality of this beyt; Certainly, 

the introductory words kimse bilmez which are grammatically 

parenthetical within the syntax provide the element of the unusual 

that elevates the interest of what would otherwise be a common- 

place poeticism. 

Likewise, we have in the beyt: 

I3at `azl -i hüsn virmedi ey nazenin saña 

Oldi berat-i täze hat-1 `anberin sana 

(Ml. 6/1).1 

a play on the double meanings of at (document /down of the cheek). 

But we also find that it introduced the specific meaning of the 

word as the berät confirming an incumbent (here the beauty of the 

beloved) in office. In all the categories of the rhetoricians, 

there is probably none that fully described this double 

signification of a word, and what gives interest to the hackneyed 

imagery is its application to one of the common experiences of 

Ottoman official life. 

Even when Nab! is most sentenious and didactic, he cannot 

restrain the ebullience of his wit. In this beyt in which he 

urges the virtues of contentment, he addresses the advice in a 

1. Sam! wrote a naire to this hazel, (Divan, p. 4): 

Çem -i bed irmesün diyü ey nazenin saña 

Ta`viz -i hilsn yazdi hat -1 `anberin saña 
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most amusing conceit: 

Olma bir lokma içün ehl -i sikem cim gibi 

Meclis -i dehrde leb -beste geçüñ mim gibi 

(R2. 783/1). 

He tells his reader not to be greedy (ehl -i sikem) for mere morsels 

like the letter cim, the belly of this character being regarded 

as the container of its dot, and there is allusion here to the 

common expression cim karninda bir nokta. Instead one should 

live in this world with his lips sealed to supplication like the 

letter mim, and this may refer either to the compression of the 

lips in the pronunciation of this bi- labial, or to the closed 

appearance of its head in writing. 

The double meanings of words, of course, figure prominently 

in Näbl wit; as for instance the use of isti`are (borrowing, 

metaphor) in the following beyt: 

`Aceb ki mälik -i genc -i makál iken sü`ará 

Yine gii.zärdadür `ömri isti`äre ile 

(i1uc. 747/4) . 

Likewise there is the double use sense of the words beyt (house,- 

verse) and safha (aspect, page) in: 

Beytler yampmadadur turma kalem ey ..Pabi 

Bu fenä safhasini cäy-i ikämet mi sanur 

(R2. 64/17). 

The word turma here has the meaning "constantly ". Similarly, we 

have a double application of (night, Syria) in the following 

beyt: 
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Siper destinde hale SuClesin 0_mir ider :uehtab 
0 alit ile §am ikiiniini teshir ider mehtäb 

(Hl. 14/1) . 

Sometimes, it is not the actual meaning of the words, but 

rather their figurative usage which is played upon; as for 

instance: 

Ten -i `urya.numi ta`bïr idemez kimse benüm 

Nábiyá:" bimse libdsa koyamaz mecnflni 

(R2. 777/8). 

Here libas hearkens back to a common expression such as hil`at -i 

elfaz ile ilbas -i efkár which occurs throughout the inW 
literature, and is to be regarded as parallel to ta`bir. The 

allusion in the second misra is to the way a rnanman tears off 

his clothing. 

Wit is the leaven that oan transform even the most unpleasant 

things into an acceptable form, and in expressing this idea Nab! 

shows his own wit in the play on the word rindane: 

Zahid dir idüm it 37-Uri rinda.na ta` arruz 

Bilseydüñ eger itmegi rinddne ta`arruz 

(H2. 344/1). 

But Na.bits temperament was such that wit without wisdom could 

not make any lasting appeal, and he is at his most characteristic 

when the verbal play is but a vehicle for practical morality. In 

the beyt: 

Sanma erbäb -1 mesaviye müsaviyez biz 

Sü.zen -i filer ile leb -düz -1 mesav!yez biz 

(R2. 301/1) 
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the play on the words mesdvi and müsávi has no particular 

attraction beyond the fact that it affords an introduction to the 

moral expressed by the second misrde. Though the idea expressed 

here -- "think before you speak" -- is probably to be regarded as 

a common -place -- cf., the Arabic expression - ú : ° 01-2-11-1 

-- one cannot but be detained by the grace with which it is 

rendered here: I have sewn my lips against evil with the needle 

of thought; and one cannot fail to notice how Nab! makes 

the sibilants dominate the sound of the whole by introducing 
c 

such sounds both at the beginning and in the middle of the misra. 

sü -, dUz, giving a total effect of humming. 

Indecency, or naughtiness always has the ability to arrest 

by shocking, and when this is done gracefully or allusively it 

seems in some perverse way to become amusing: 

Nahv-i rindi ne güzel fenn-i hasendür k'anda 

Raci` olmaz ebedi canib-i te'nise zam3r 

(R2. 73/3). 

Here we have an allusion to the paederasty common among Nabi's 

class of society, veiled in the terminology of Arabic grammar. 

Nahv, of course, can mean "way, path, manner ", as well as grammar, 

and we are allowed to interpret as we please. So, too, with 

2amir in the second misrde. The meaning,there can be no doubt, 

is that amongst such individuals, thought is never given to women, 

nor would Nab! himself seem to disapprove of this. 

Throughout the Divan figurative usages of terminology of 

Arabic grammar are met with, and indeed, this may be regarded as 
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one of the favourite basis for Näbi's imagery. Merely as an 

example one may cite: 

Sarf -i `iskuñ fethi sarha dági iamma eski kesr 

Zahmi cezm U ah medd U sit anua tenvinidür 

(Rl. 200/2). 

More usual, however, is Nabi's employment of the every day 

object of life to make his point. Thus, when he wishes to 

express the idea that progress in this world is made step by step 

and little by little, he turns to the game of backgamman and 

makes the idea more impressive by the cleverness with which he 

introduces the terms of this game: 

Yek yeklediir müretteb bazi -yi sender -i garb 

Biñ kerre zär olursaa bir giz dübare gelmez 

(M2. 261/4) . 

This of advice, always of a common -sense and earthly 

nature, is the obvious purpose for many of his beyts. Thus, he 

expresses the notion that one should not expect joy without 

sorrow, for the world itself is a composition of opposites: 

Esas -i `alem -i terkib ey Nábi tehälüfdür 

Ne mümkin `bmr geçmek her zaman `ays -ü- tarablarla 

(Hl. 615/5). 

To envy another's joy and pleasure is a disease, the fever 

of which allows no rest: 

Bir maraidur resk kim mahsüd zevk -i `ays ile 

Düzah eyler came- abin hasid -i pür- kineye 

(Rl. 671/2). 

All men are different by their nature and should, therefore, 

not be expected to respond equally or in the same degree to the 
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things which they experience: 

Lsbáb -i tehälüfle bulur halle teselli 

Her birisi bir gane safádan mütellezziz 

(H2. 52/2). 

Sometimes, the wit with which these practical observations 

are made is the whole point of the beyt. Thus, when he wishes 

to say that one doomed to misfortune will never find prosperity, 

he writes: 

Yagsa bárán gibi gökden katarát-i ámal 

Yine bed-gli` olan há'ib-ü-4ásir bulinur 

(R2. 66/8) 

which echoes the Arabic proverb: 

Most proverbial wisdom is of an international character, and 

it would be simple to produce parallels for most of the wisdom of 

this nature to be found in Nábi from virtually every other literary 

language. However, since Nábi passed such a large part of his 

life in an Arabic -speaking environment, there is a probability of 

influence from this source, only a few representative examples can 

be given here: 

Zv.d -res devlet leziz emmá ki ná- pdyende dür 

Devletin ehl -i hired memnan olur te'llirden 

(R1. 571/3) 

ö4 -2-11 

Ne deñlü eyler iseñ carz -i. h511 -i saz- u -güdáz 

Nüviste -i ezeliden ziyade virmezler 

(Muc. 187/2) 
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Karár-dâde degül rúzgârüñ atvâr.i 

Gehl muvâfik olursa gehi muhâlif olur 

(Mue. 228/4) 

j_ II 10, cG1I 

Olma ey tab` -i harls enbân-güysá.-yi izt irâb 

hâr-u-bâri á.siyá.b-i á.lemüñ nevbetledür 

(R1. 204/2) 

a;lyl, `ü y 

Xsiyâb-1 kadehuñ ká`ide-i devri budur 

Sen de sabr eyle biraz td saña nevbet gelsün 

.(R2. 544/3) 

j--5 

Gerdizn virür mi kimseye slrá.ze-i mural 

Tâ 9 ikmayince mengene-i izt irá.bda 

(Ml. 678/3) IL > 1_,,. 

Itme cihá.nda râhat-i bi-mihnet ârzü 

Gör neyleri ki zahmet i9inde nefeslenür 

(Ml. 211/4 ) 

I 

Harf -i vâhid yetisür tiff -i gayúra Nabi 

Her kese gü.b -i debistân ile te'dib olmaz 

02. 291/7) 

Gayriya `ilm-ü-ma`rifetüñ senüñ ne slid 

`Alemde hüsn-i llulk kadar ma`rifet miolur 

(Ml. 229/9) 
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Gevher-i kem-yá.b-i vuslat ey teh3-dest-i timid 
çoh dabi girmez sühületlü ele kimetlüdür 

(1.1. 90/3) 

a3 ab vL211 

Cihá.nüñ zühd-ii -rindin afila Ná.b3 ulihr-ü- encümden 

Gehi pey mane gáh3 sübha-i sad-dane devr eyler 

(Hl. 118/5) 

ösl :_;,J ä I 

lesret-i rü'yet olur múris-i naks-i rakbet 

`Izzet-i pá.diehá.n perde-ni,s3n olmadadur 

(1x2. 205/4) 

ös )1 J '4- rivI 
Olur tahzire bá.` is düqmen emma dóst ta` z3re 

Baña nafi` gellir tedkik olunsa dóstdan áüsrnen 

(Hl. 576/4) 

y0;I4 0. I_, 

Hü.ban cemál-i asía mazahir degiil nridiir 

Asá.r-1 asl fer de zá.hir degül midtir 

(Ml. 149/1) 

J JI 

liesb-i ná.m-i kerem itmekde sai sa'ilden 

esm darende-i lutf-ü-kerem olmaz da n' olur 

(R2. 89/6) 

4.11 L.54! ; la 

Sanma kim `ays-ü-safa kesret-i emvá.ldedür 

Hirmen-i derd-ii-elenr muntazimü'1-há.lded.ür 

(R2. 116/2) 

44p r 9 JJ r- JUJI (.5 L :1JI 
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Geh bülendi pest ider gähi ider pesti bülend 
Muktaä.-yi gerdis-i dúläb-i `älem böyledür 

(ßl. 127/3) 

0; A5 u.19J1 ,5-11. ` .+"".:: Ls1L2,11 y 

Niülúk-i sälifenüñ gús iden hikäyätin 

BilUr `arris-i cihän bi-vefä degli de nedür 

(Muc. 180/6)1 

. ü,l, -0 i. aJl 

eh lesker ile itmez idi feth-i memälik 

Ednädan eger olmasa a`lälara imdäd 

(H2. 44/4) 
6.1 j-5 

`Arif libäsa bakmaz ider zäte iltifät 

Gevher-sinä.s-i tzg gekinmez giläfina 

(Ml. 758/2) 

Sirisk-i 9esmine ehl-i nifäkuñ i`timäd itme 

Esä.sinde binänüñ resh-i äb olsa met3n olmaz 

(Hl. 289/3).2 

Cs° j L.e `yo áJ l.í il"; 

1. A nazïre to this poem by Ahmed Efendi is mentioned in Salim 

Tez. (p. 118): 

Cefä-yi ` isski osÚhuñ safä degli de nedür 

Niar3z-i hecrine vasli sifä degli de nedür 

and there is another by Raid (p. 262): 

Ginä-yi kalb `aceb k3myä degìil de nedür 

Gedä-y i sabr-gü.z3n [sic] degül de nedür 
2. There is a naz3re to this gazel by Sämi (p. 17): 

Sir isk olmazsa levh-i dilde dä.g-i ätes3n olmaz 

Muicaddem safha-nemnäk olmazsa naks-i nigin olmaz 
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Among those aspects of divan poetry which must always remain 

more or less obscure to the modern reader are the occasions which 

gave rise to certain poems or particular verses within a poem. 

We may be quite sure that not a few gazels were intended for a 

special group of friends and it would be inconceivable that witty 

allusions to the common experiences of the members of this group 

were not made. If there is obscurity to be found in the gazels 

of Nabï it is often our own ignorance of the circumstances that 

is responsible for this. 

Thus, there is an irritating obscurity surrounding the 

occasion of the hazel sequence 505 -507. It is clear that these 

were written in Haleb during the governorship of Silandár Ibrahim 

Pasa (bir vezir ebn -i vezir), and, since they are not to be found 

in the Topkapi ms., probably sometime after the compilation of 

the Divan in 1118 and before Ibrahim's departure for Erzurum in 

Reb. I, 1119. One is tempted to an imaginative reconstruction 

of the incident which must have provoked these hazels: a certain 

Yahya apparently decried the merits of Persian and Ottoman poetry 

as compared with that of the Arabs, and Nabi appeals to the Pala 

for justice for the works of Sá'ib, `Örfi, Rahimi, RÜhi and his 

own Divan. The discussion seems to have arisen when a certain 

Usküdári Çelebi -- who was not present -- requested a divan of 

poetry, and apparently Habeqi -zade had recommended Arabic works 

to him. Nab', however, refuses to acknowledge that there can 

be any greater authority than himself in these matters: 

Hükm -i divan bizümdür ne çikar gavgadan 
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and on the basis of this authority he continues in the following 

;azel with praise of certain verses written by Ibrahim Paga. 

Though the actual circumstances and import of the verses remain 

uncertain, they provide an interesting insight into the active 

literary atmosphere of the circle in which Nábl lived. 

In one of his rubacis there is reference to a visit to Haleb 

by a certain Na`imá, who may be the famous historian of this name: 

Nábi çemen -i na`ime dönmig güyá 

Astir- i Na` im2! ile gehr -i gehbá 

Mdnende -i `andelib nálig -ger ider 

Insani Na ima olan hüsn -i eda 

(IV. b. No.5). 

The references to Haleb throughout the Divan are too 

numerous to cite; however no single poem shows more clearly 

Nábi's affection for this city than the gazel of farewell which 

he wrote when leaving here in 1122/1710 (778; Ml.): 

I~Iiirg -i dii uçdi zabtina tedbir kalmadi 
ehr -i Halebde müddet -i te'Iir kalmadi 

Naltl itdi Rüma kismetümüz dane -i ezel 

ehbáda gimdi nüg idecel: gir kalmadi 

Ahbá.b ile mugáfeheye geldi gimdi gevk 

Má fi '1-amire hácet-i tahr3r kalmadi 

Cünbüg görindi áyine-zár-i menámda 

Ru'yá..-yl istiráhate ta`bir kalmadi 

Gencine-i tevekkül ü genc-i kaná`ati 

Ahir çi.karduk elden o iksir kalmadi 

Asáyigüñ lezá.izi geldükçe #á.tira 
Renc-i firáka kuvvet-i takrir kalmadi 
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I-i"áhis yok arzü. yok Umid-i merám yok 

Bázü-yi evke bá.`is-i temir kalmadi 

Nab' bina-yl rahatümüz eyledük hará.b 

1.,asr-i ., t.üra täkat-i ta` m3r I:almadi 

Even though, it is certain that the communication within 

the Empire would not have permitted much contact with friends 

in other cities, and, as has already been shown, Näbi felt him- 

self rather isolated in the commercial atmosphere of Haleb, still 

his reputation by this time was such that friends and strangers 

alike sought him out even in this remote province. This is the 

implication which we are to draw from the beyt: 

Baña báyle perestiOká.rlik ashá.b-i `unvándan 

I3enüm peygúle-i `üzletde `unvansuzligumdandur 

(Hl. 67/4). 

Certain other gazels can be associated with earlier events 

in his life; and in particular we can point to the sequence of 

gazels published in section IV of the Divan as an addendum. 

Numbers 833 -835 can all be associated with the pilgrimage which 

he made in 1089/1678, and are to be found in the Tühfetü'1- 

Harameyn. Thus, number 833 is to be found on f. 92b - ;1 

833b. is on f. 77b - 78a; 834 on f. 81a, and 835 on f. 58a. 

The compiler of the Bulâk edition of the Divan obviously made 

these additions from the texts of the Tühfet. Also, part of 

this sequence is gazel No. 759 of the Divan which is to be 

found in f. 87b of the Tühfet. The final beyt of the last gazel 

1. A portion of this hazel is quoted by Safá'i (p. 426). 
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is so moving in its simple and homely piety that it deserves 

quotation: 

liem3neñ Wisuf-i Náb3yi ahbáb u akárbile 

efá` at yá restzlii' lláh sefá.` at ya resúlü' lläh 

References to his patrons are to be found occasionally 

throughout the .gazeliyát, but naturally the customary place for 

such allusion is among the kasa id. One might mention the 

reference to Musahib Mustafá Passa in gazel No. 687: 

Musahib Mustafa Paanuñ olsun devleti efzün 
Ne gördükse anuñ lutf i -yle gördilk dar-i dünyáda 

(Hl.) 

This is clearly a azel from Nabi's earlier recension, and in fact 

it appears in lui TY. 5575, f. 50b. The fact that the matelas 

is given in the penultimate suggests that this mention of 

I1ustafá Passa may have been merely tacked on to an existing gazel; 

another gazel in the same metre and rhyme is No. 683. 

In a similar way an allusion to `Ali Paa has been appended 

to gazel No. 758. This poem which appears in none of the 

manuscripts, clearly belongs to the last years of Nábi's life. 

The first beyt of the gazel is so characteristic of his thought 

at this period that it merits quotation: 

Terkib -i kevnüñ itme nazar ihtiláflna 

gem-i edeble eyle nieh vird -i sauna 

(ILMI. ) 

The whole of gazel No. 784, which is quoted in its entirety 

in the Harabat (II, p. 166), and in great part in the Tezkire of 

Safä'i (p. 431) and is in reference to the period when Nabi's 
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friend Rami Pasa had to go into hiding is too well -known to 

require citation here. 

It is rather surprising that we do not find many allusions 

to Ibrahim Pasa, to whom Näbi both as artist and man owed so 

much. U`azel No. 210 is only to be found in the printed edition 

of the Divan and it is clear that we have here a corruption of 

the text. Beyts 1 - 5 are actually by Nayi, and Salim (p. 635) 

says that the latter sent it to him to be included in his 

Tezkire. Beyts 6 - 11 probably represent an independent poem by 

Nabi in praise of Ibrahim Parsa, even though they lack a matla` and 

a matelas. The distinctive redïf ( -er bilü.r bilmezlenür) is so 

characteristic of Näbi's practice that we are entitled to assume 

that Näyi's gazel is a nazire. 

In azel No. 647, we find three beyts which allude to the 

Grand Vezirs Mühammed Pasa and `Ali Pasa. The hazel is probably 

one of his later productions, not appearing in the second 

recension of the Divan. In fact, the gazel must have been 

written sometime after Mühammed Pasa's elevated to this office 

for the second time in 1122/1710: 

Nev- bahár -i `asr -1 Sultan Ahmedide Nábiyá 

Döndi iki asafuñ lutf i -yle kalbüm gUlsene 

Birinüñ ismi Mühammed birinUfi ismi `Ali 

Döndiler ruhsar -2 devletde dü- gestic -i rúsene 

Malik olmaz böyle iki asafa her pádisáh 

Olmam azine seb -i kadre musadif her sene 

(R1.) 

In the earlier recension of the Divan, too, we can find 

occasional complimentary references to certain individuals. Thus, 
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hazel No. 810 which is to be fbwtd in all the early manuscripts, 

seems to have been solicited by a certain Aga of the Court named 

Yusuf: 

N'ola bá.g-i sühanda bülbül olsam Sevk ile Nábi 
Ki teklif-i gazel Agá-yi nikü-kárdan geldi 

Emin -i hidmet -i Dárii's- Sa`áde Yusuf Agá kim 
Vücüdi `álerne baháyi -i Settárdan geldi 

O Aga -yi `adimü41 -misi ü názik -tab` u h8 -hü kim 

Kef -i ihsani hakká ebr -i gevher -bardan geldi 

E. THE CLIENTAL RHETORIC O F NADI (Tesbih, lsti` are, Cinás, 

hináye, Irád -i me,el, etc., etc.) 

It was one of the inevitable developments of the scholastic 

mentality of the Islamic orient that a system of rhetoric would 

be devised which was almost abstract in conception and bearing 

only a tenuous and formal relationship to literary practice. The 

history of the growth of rhetorical studies (bell a), with its 

branches of ma`áni, beyán and `ilmii'1- bed3`, is too specialized 

to enter into in detail here. Nor would an attempt to apply the 

categories and constructions of this science to an author such as 

Nábi serve to enlarge our appreciation of his works. What can 

be stated with the utmost certainty is that creative authors 

such as he,. wrote in total disregard to formulae and rules, and 

that the rules themselves were subsequently deduced by the 

rhetoricians from the practice of creative writers. Thus, when 
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hinäye vesme-i ebri3-yi beytdür Ná.b3 

ltieläm-i sadede hüsn olmaz isticare gibi 

(r1uc. 806/9). 

äyänter olmaz inysá destar-i i`tibära 
C33-reng-ü-b-yi teOb3h b3-nak9-i isti`äre 

* ;: 

Bi-täze isti`á.re olmaz lugätda lezzet 

Ahtx-yi gayb-i ma`nä di4mek gerek Okäre 

(M2. 685/1,3). 

he is referring,in the only precise terms available to him, to the 

imaginative processes which are the particular characteristics of 

the poet. 

The synonym (teObih), and the metaphor (isti`ä.re), in fact, 

are not conceived in the narrow sense of beläga, but rather as 

descriptive of the world -view of the poet himself. This view 

is, of course, that of tasavvuf, and its central concept of 

vandet -i vücúd makes it possible to conceive virtually any aspect 

of experience under a single system of reference. Man's fears, 

hopes, desires, etc. are all capable of attribution to even 

inanimate nature, and the observable relationships in the latter 

are, likewise illustrative of the human condition. When Nab! 

vaunts his prowess in the discovery of täze- ma`am: 

Neger o ysizhuñ ola 0ivesinde ey Näb3 

Naziri täze- ma`äni -yl nä- Sen3demüzüñ 

(Muc. 419/5) 
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Olma pä-mal-i gubäri bu kühen-v3ränuñ 
Näbiyä täze-ma`äni-yle tevaggul var iken 

(R2. 554/7) 

Tifldan munkati` olmis zene befizer gûyä 

Ma`ni-yi täze to,;urmazsa eger Saklc-i 1Lalem 

(R2. 460/12) 

we are to understand that he is alluding to his observation of 

aspects of experience which for the first time he is transmuting 

to human terms. Whether this relationship is expressed as a 

synonym or a metaphor is largely irrelevant. 

Thus, we may consider a representative beyt, such as: 

Ímddde irüb käfile -i zúd -res -i subh 

Emvät -i ebi eyledi ihyä nefes -i subh 

(H2. 38/1) 

The aspect of common experience here - 

assistance given to travellers in difficulty by passing caravans - 

represents the suddenness with which dawn breaks in the East, 

and we are to understand the relief which daybreak brings to the 

sleepless lover. But we have, also, the etymological extension 

implied in the masdar "imdäd" which here suggests the "spreading" 

of the dawn across the sky. In the second misrde the allusion 

is, of course, to the miraculous breath of `isá, though the 

poetic convention is, by Nd b3's time, so familiar that it does 

not need explicit statement. The image we are to derive is of 

the fresh breezes of dawn breathing life into the death which 

black night signifies. There is, too, the secondary significance 
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suggested by the choice of the words ii.yä and emvät, for in legal 

language, the ihyä -yi emvät has the specific meaning of the re- 

claimation of abandoned agricultural lands; and now the picture 

that presents itself to the imagination is of dawn moving on its 

breeze across the dark thicket of the sky and clearing it of 

those growths which have been concealing its surface from view. 

This characterìstic.beyt from the Divän of Näbi illustrates 

not only the fertility of his own imagination but, also, the 

demands which he made upon the imagination of his readers. Ekrem 

Beg has singled out for disapproval the fourth beyt, of this tazel:1 

01 riys sepid ile yine eylemeyüb serm 

Bir beyza uçurmakdan usanmaz heves-i subh 

One is given to understand that Ekrem found this beyt frivolous, 

but, it is so characteristic of Nábi's practice of drawing upon 

the experiences of daily life that the criticism seems humourless 

and captious. Here, the tendrils of light spread by the dawn 

are as the white beard of an old man but Näb' says that despite 

his age he does not find it undignified to be constantly tossing 

a ball (the sun) about like a young child. It is true that we 

have here no profundity of meaning, but the line creates its 

particular impression by allusion to common -place experiences, 

the attitude of society towards old age, and after the first 

misrä` in which the thought is expressed in Persian words, the 

second immediately relates it to everyday Turkish experience simply 

by employing the words uçurmakdan usanmaz. 

1. Iiudemädan Bir kaç Sä`ir, p. 34. 
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Probably the one feature of Nábi's úazels which has been 

singled out for the most comment is the extreme quotability of 

so many of his lines. Many of these, we are told, have passed 

into popular speech and become proverbial. Nab! himself seems 

to have been aware of this quality in his work, as witnessed by 

the often- quoted: 

Sözde darbü01 -mesel iradine söz yok emmä 

Söz o dur `äleme senden kala bir darb -i mesel 

(R2. IV, p. 41). 

It would be wrong, however, to look upon this epigrammatic 

quality as being distinctive of Näbi's work; for, indeed, it is 

to be found throughout the entire course of Ottoman divan 

literature since its earliest days. It is the aspect of the 

Divan of Necatï which is most prominent and striking, and he 

leaves no doubt that it was an effect which was consciously striven 

after. Thus, in the dibäce to his Divan (p.10), he writes: 

"ekser-i zurafä ve agleb-i bile á.zimäyi-i tab`-i 

selzm ve äräyi-i zihn-i rnüstalam tarz-i gazel ve 

tar3ka-i meseldür didükleri sebebden," ilh. 

Neither was this an innovation into the literature by Necätl, 

for Latif3, in his notice on ldsim Paa, who wrote under the 

ma4las of Säfi,1 says "Ward-yi Rümde mesel- gúylik evvelä andan 

s dir olmis ve Necätï Begde kimälin bulmisdur." It is perfectly 

true that this tendency does achieve a new peak in the Divan of 

Nab!, so it would be useful to associate this literary device with 

1. Tezkere-i Latifi, (Istanbul, 1314), p. 219. 
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theory. We must exclude those passages in which familiar 

proverbs are put into metrical form; these, in fact, if not in 

the definition of the rhetoricians, actually belong to the trope 

of iktibäs, or quotation. In this, too, Näbi is prolific: 

ttdi Bark -äb rakibi seyläb 

Lá4esin de götürüb gitdi yine 

Kim ici gördiyse ta` accüble didi 

Süridürler köpegi öldürene1 

(u5. IV, p. 8) 

The Turkish counterpart of the common English expression "out of 

sight out of mind" is charmingly expressed in: 

Dil de mephúr meseldür ki ferá.mú4 eyler 

Her kim olursa bu `älemde ferämiz -i nigeh 

(R2. 700/6). 

The familiar expressions of piety also, found their place in his 

work, and these, too, should be regarded as belonging to this 

category, Thus, the Arabic expression .... 

C C 

a1Jl phi { is rendered thus: 

trade itse bir emrüri ta`alluk fethine Nab! 

Aria etráf -1 nä- me'mú.lden esbäb olur peydä 

(Hl. 9/5). 

It seems probable, however, that there is something in the 

nature of the beyt itself which influences this tendency towards 

gnomic utterance. According to the classical theory which has 

influenced the development of all the Islamic poetry, the beyt 

should be complete in itself in regard to both syntax and meaning. 

1. Quoted in inäs3, Durtibü'l-Pmsá.l, p. 395. 
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This forced the poet into a concision of statement which is 

identical with the technique of the proverb. Within this 

limitation, there was no possibility of developing argument or 

advancing reasons, and consequently almost every statement is 

presented as an absolute. When, as in the case of Nab', we 

have a poet who draws his imagery from the everyday experiences 

of life, it is not surprising that so many of these statements 

should seem to epitomize universal truth and have been adopted 

by the common speech. 

Having said this, however, we must still recognize that 

it is part of the artistry of Nabi that he can so facilely 

introduce the commonplace expression of daily life into his work. 

Some of these must certainly have come from the Arab environment 

in which he spent the latter portion of his life, and since none 

of the previous studies of the Divan have drawn attention to this, 

it seems worthwhile to offer a few examples here: 

Mihrab -i dü- ebrüya neden girdi dü- gesmi 

Bilmez mi sükaraya namázuñ yeri yokdur 

(H2. 181/2). 

This echoes the ïKur'anic áyet, 42, S.IV. 

Bu perdenüñ derün ina bak izt irab 1 ko 

Her mihnetüñ veras i meserret degiil midUr 

(Ml. 179/2) 

This, too, may have hur'anic origin in ayets, 4,5,S.XCIV. There 

is another bur'anic allusion in: 
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bosun sitäreyi Näb3 müneccem ädem ise 
NIe'äl-i ahsen-i takvimi itsün istihräc 

( Mu c . 32/5) 

where the expression ahsen -i takv3m is to be associated with 

äyet, 3,S.XCV. The very colloquial expression adem ise in the 

sense of "if he's of any use or worth" - with of course the 

equal pertinence of the name of Adem to the äyet alluded to - 

give this beyt its particular wit and charm. 

One might also mention in this connection: 

ikest-i seng-i kalädan rahä ne mümkindür 

Ne deñlü eyleriseñ hifz äbgine-i `ámrl 

(Muc. 196/5) 

Egergi raz-i rasen-ves degüldür säf-dil emmá, 

Yine setr eyleyin ahväl -i hallo perde -i ,sebdür2 

(x1. 177/3) 

Biz rind -i fenä mesreb -i cänáne pereste.z 

ÿ5,111 belädan cür`a- keys -i cam -i elestez3 

(H2. 285/1) 

Of a strictly proverbial nature are verses such as: 

Ceride -i ezelide nüviste her ne ise 

O nak.,s- car-1 cebin üzre der -kenär olinur 

(Muc. 224/3) 

1. ¡yet, 184, S.iii. 

2. Ayet, 9,S.Lxxviii. 
3. ¡yet, 7, S. xvii. 
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This expression lives today in popular speech, in the form: 

d7,9-----'1; 

Bir kenz ki va. -reste ola dest -i fenádan 

Nábï degül ill ki birábán -i kaná`at 

(H2. 24/9). 

This is reflected in the popular expression which returns the 

classical form: 

Takdirden ziyádesi olmaz yine nasib 

TJäbi ergergi %át ira gok árziz gellir 

(A1. 216/5) . 

This, too, is to be found in the colloquial speech: 

* 

Aa`múre -i dilde olamaz cá.n mute `addid 

Bir ta itda mUmkin m' ola' sultán milt ̀ eddid 

(H2. 49/1). 

This is reflected in the colloquial: 

I y r51 , ::. 1. , .14 JI 

r 

Bu süz-1 ` i0ka merdii.mek-i d3dedür sebeb 

Her á.te ibtidada ,sererden zuhúr ider 

(Ml. 94 /5 ) . 

1. Buläk ed. nemümkin ola. 
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This, too, seems to suggest the classical: 

)r1--j1 

Olur tahzire bris dü§men emma döst ta`zire 
Bafia nafi` geliir tadkik olinsa döstdan düymen 

(Hl. 576/4). 

The use of the word tahzir in this verse would suggest some 

recollection of the classical proverb: 

ae.ls L 9 1 , 

Hayalinden gelür gam iátira cananeden gelmez 

Sitem hep ainalardan gelür bigáneden gelmez 

(Hl. 305/1). 

This, too, is to be found in the colloquial: 

Hig dadman -i mey- kededen gayri Nabiyá 

Bezm -i cihánda var mi bir ate ki dada. yok 

(Ml. 373/7). 

This expression, too, lives in popular speech, in the form: 

úU rsw)1;, L 
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CONCLUSION 

A. CRITICAL RE- APPRAISAL OF NABI AND HIS PLACE IN OTTOMAN 

DIVÁN LITERAi'URE. 

Divan poetry was so peculiar to the environment and the 

society in which it was produced that it cannot be understood, 

much less appreciated, by the general or universal canons of 

comparative literature. It was this false assumption on the 

part of the post -Tanzimat critics that has vitiated so much 

of the subsequent thinking on the early poets, and has left the 

modern student of the literature with no valid critical criteria 

to guide his judgments. Ultimately, of course, there must be a 

large element of subjectivity in even the most rigorous critical 

approach, and it is not to be denied that it is this appeal to 

the individual heart and mind that constitutes the essential 

quality of any work of creative intention. But an objective 

standard must always be present to control judgments and prevent 

responses from becoming merely idiosyncratic. 

The surest standard which can be applied to any Ottoman 

author is the popularity and reputation he enjoyed in his own 

time and in succeeding generations. This fame is not to be 

gauged merely by the automatic eulogies of the tezkere writers, 

though their opinions are usually the most informed and 

illuminating, but rather by the quantities in which works were 

copied and by the care which was devoted to the copying. Measured 

by this criterion, Nabi is, of course, pre- eminent among all 

Ottoman literary men, and there is scarcely a single important 

collection of Turkish manuscripts in the world in which he is not 
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represented by at least one or two works. 

Proceeding from this, we must next ask the reason for this 

popularity; and it is here that we touch upon literature as an 

organic growth from the cultural environment of its time, and as 

an expression of the spiritual mood of its society. The latter 

half of the 17th century was a period of unmitigated disaster 

for the Ottomans: the legends of military success upon which 

they had been nourished had been shown to be insubstantial 

fictions, and the disillusion was seeping into the very 

institutions at the heart of the state. All offices were 

negotiable, and the security of every office was menaced by envy 

and malice. Life and property were the prey of irresponsible 

power which often operated through the agency of the state itself. 

It was to escape from the perils of prominence that Nábï forsook 

the life of the capital after the death of his protector Musdhib 

Mustafd. Paa and retired to the provincial quiet of Haleb, and 

here he was able to reflect upon the human situation in a world 

where anarchy prevailed. The thread of hikmet which runs through- 

out his poetry, giving the corpus of his gazelïyát a unity of 

thought and tone rare in divan literature, is his response to 

this problem; and the fact that he was at every turn prompted to 

statements of practical philosophy is an indication of how pressing 

the problem was to the minds of thoughtful men -of -good -will of the 

age. To the question, What should be the attitude of the Muslim 

to an anarchy in which all the traditional ideals were being 

betrayed? he provides an answer to which his audience could 

respond and give intellectual acceptance. 
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To use the term "popular" could be misleading. The degree 

of literacy which divan poetry demanded was confined to a very 

restricted section of Ottoman society, the `ulema and the 

secretarial /clerical employees of the various government offices. 

Even these had received no formal education in literature, and 

their tastes and standards had been formed through no organized 

or consistent study of the works of earlier Turkish poets, let 

alone the poetry of the Persians and the Arabs. This is the 

reason for the almost monotonous uniformity of Ottoman divan 

poetry: the past had not been studied in the depth that would 

permit it to serve as the basis for original experiment or 

innovation; it existed only as a model to be imitated. Into 

this mould were poured the materials conventional to the form -- 

the ma`am, or the imagery suggested to the poet by the experiences, 

actual or imaginative, of his own life -- and we can distinguish 

between the minor and the major poets by the fact that the former 

let the form dictate the nature of the content, while the latter -- 

among whom we must number Nábi -- sought to give form new vitality 

by using it as a vehicle for individual expression. It was thus 

that he seemed to his contemporaries a poet of unprecedented 

invention and originality, and that his poems were felt to have 

relevance to their own situation. That he imported into Ottoman 

poetry the tone and attitudes of SN'ib would not generally be known, 

but that such a tone and such attitudes were applicable to the 

Ottoman scene is attested by the universal esteem in which he was 

held. 
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It was, therefore, to this restricted class that Nábi made 

his appeal, and it was the members of this elite who were most 

likely to share his own anxieties with the trends taken by state 

and society. To them Nábi afforded an example.of the attitude 

to be adopted by the cultured Muslim in the social maelstrom of 

the age, and expressed a view of life in which practical men 

could participate. The consolation offered by the mutasavvif 

poets was hardly applicable to the ordinary individual who could 

not renounce the world and retreat into transcendental fantasy, 

however congenial the action may have seemed at times. The 

message of the pietists, on the other hand, joyless and limiting, 

and couched in the language of parsonical exhortation, could 

evoke little response in urbane, sophisticated circles. But Nábi, 

the very embodiment of `akl -1 selim, is drawn to neither extreme: 

he is impeccably Muslim, but without bigotry or fanaticism; he 

accepts the sufistic viewpoint, but accommodates it to a real 

world which experience has shown to be indifferent to hysterical 

tirades against its falsity; he is disenchanted of life, but 

prepared to enjoy what pleasures it can offer; he is conscious 

of the dignity of man as God's creation and refuses to despair 

when confronted with disappointment and frustration. This is the 

personality that is transmitted to us in the poems, and its 

expression conforms to all that was looked for in poetry by his 

age: freshness of language, invention in imagery, and a verbal 

wit that can often make even the most banal idea seem novel and 

memorable. 

Throughout this study there has been a deliberate effort to 
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avoid expressing personal or subjective judgments on the beauty 

of any of the poems which has come under discussion. It was felt 

that much of the criticism directed against Nábi and, indeed, 

other divan poets was based upon values and judgments belonging 

to a different time and a different situation and that these had 

little relevance to the true appreciation or understanding of the 

works they were applied to. If we wish to form a true critical 

estimate of the position of any divan poet in the historical 

tradition to which he belongs, it seems obvious that we must 

attempt to approach his work in the spirit in which it was 

written and in which it was read by his contemporaries. Under- 

lying this attitude is a recognition of the fact that every work 

of artistic intention is addressed in the first instance to a 

contemporary audience, and the success or failure of the work may 

be judged by the response of this audience. Therefore our first 

and sure guide to the work of an artist must be the reputation he 

enjoyed in his own time and the influence which he was able to 

exert on other artists of that time and of succeeding generations. 

Although this proposition would seem almost axiomatic, it 

has rarely been given acceptance by those who would seek to write 

critically of Ottoman literature. The lyricism of a Fuzú.l3, with 

its deep emotional undertones, has been able to awaken echoes 

in the modern breast, while the hedonism and gaiety of a Nedïm 

are probably common to all mankind. Consequently a dispropor- 

tionate attention has been paid to such poets, but only to the 

extent that they present these qualities; in those poems in 

which they conform most closely to the characteristic tone and 
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attitude of divan literature little merit is found. And yet 

it is precisely because of this traditional apparatus that they 

are able to find a vehicle for their individualities. NabT, 

because he was pre -eminently representative of the traditional, 

has been subjected to a criticism which seems mistaken in its 

assumption as well as in its judgments. Those strictures 

applied to Nábi by Mehmed Fuad Köprülü could, it is obvious, be 

transferred to almost any divan poet and they must be seen as 

valueless generalizations that could be only expressed in the 

confidence that the facts which would serve to refute them were 

still either unknown or poorly understood. 

But though divan literature must be understood in its own 

terms, care must be taken not to distort the basic human reality 

which it expresses into something exotic beyond the experience of 

modern man. There is, indeed, a danger of being too imaginatively 

accommodating to its difficulties and obscurities, and there has 

already in the course of this study been occasion to criticize 

E.J.W. Gibb for the insouciance with which he contrived meanings 

out of passages where he simply misunderstood the language. This 

tendency in Gibb -- and perhaps, too, his very interest in Islamic 

poetry -- may be accounted for by the late -Victorian romanticism 

in which he grew up; but, even in a less romantic colouring, the 

tendency still persists. So eminent and so justly esteemed a 

scholar as Jan Rypka only a few years ago devoted a short article1 

1. `Fin Ghasel Nabis auf das Badehaustreiben,' Nemeth Armaani, 
(Ankara, 1962), pp. 353 -357. 
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to Nimbi's amusing hammám hazel (No. 208), the 8th beyt of which 

is to be properly read: 

13áhúr gibi rUzi ebinden olur efzün 
iota -yla beden ma`ni -yi ma`hú.de ni andur 

Instead of futa -yla, Rypka read fevtile, and in his attempt to 

make sense of the line he offered the following interpretation: 

Wie in der Zeit der Sommerhitze pflegt sein (des Badehauses) 

fag 'anger zu sein als seine Nacht; wird aber das Bad 

vernachlässigt (fevt "Tod "), so weist der Körper auf den 

bekannten Sinn (ma`na, d.h. bok) hin: der Körper wird. dreckig. 

The meaning must certainly be: "Like high summer its (the bath's) 

day is longer than its night, and the body in the bath -robe 

(futa) is an indication of this idea." That is, the long white 

body presents the same contrast with the short, dark apron or robe 

worn in the bath. 

The most characteristic feature of Ottoman divan poetry is 

the balance it achieves between the pedestrian and the extravagant, 

and each of these elements must be accorded its true value. It 

is when the significance of the language eludes immediate under- 

standing that we can judge the true attitude of scholars such as 

Gibb towards this poetry: so convinced are they of its unreality 

that even the disciplines of grammar and common-sense are unable 

to restrain their fancy.1 

1. In this same poem, Rypka commits two other errors in his reading: 
in 3a, instead of feyzi müselsel he reads fey-i müselsel; and 
in 9a, 

Her liilesi Nabi kalem -i fey misáli 
he makes a terkib of feyz -misal and puts it into a possessive 
relationship with Náb3. Whereas the translation should be: 
"Each of its spouts, O Näbi, is like the pen of bounty ", he 
renders it: "Jede seine (des Badehauses) Röhre ist wie Nabis 
überströmende (feyz- misal) Feder . . ". Expecting tefahhur 

in the makta`, Rypka distorts the grammar accordingly. 
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B. HIS RU LEVANCi TO THE CONTELPORAJAY LITERARY SCENE 

There must, however, exist some doubt about the value of a 

literature which has been deliberately rejected by the nation 

which produced it, all but excluding it from its system of 

primary and secondary education and relegating it to a mere 

academic discipline in its universities. In as much as divan 

poetry is the authentic creation of Ottoman society, there can, 

of course, be no question of its permanent interest to the 

scholarship which seeks to understand and interpret the values 

of all past forms of human experience, and to apologize for such 

an interest would be superc.erogatory. But a literature cannot 

survive on scholarship alone; it must be capable of evoking a 

response from a wider cultural circle which can recognize in 

it things pertinent to its own life and experience, and it can 

only be on the presumption that such a circle no longer exists 

in Modern Turkey that this attitude of rejection can be justified. 

That there is a misunderstanding of the nature of divan poetry 

-- a misconception, as has been said, that arises from an attempt 

to compare it with other literatures -- can still be seen today.' 

1. Merely to cite the most recent example, one can refer to tsmet 

Zeki Eyiibo luts Divan §iirinde Sapik Sevgi, (Istanbul, 1968). 

The author starts from a highly individual conception of what 

literature should be, and then proceeds to find divan 

literature lacking in these qualities. The work seems to be 

more an act of spite directed against the Departments of 

Literature in the Turkish Universities rather than a reasoned 

polemic against the literature, and the author betrays the 

same'prejudices in his subsequent work, Turk iirinde Tanriya 

Kafa Tutanlar, (Istanbul, 1968). They are mentioned here 

only as examples of the type of ignorant criticism 
to which 

divan poetry continues to be subjected. 
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But the awareness is growing that there was something wholly 

Turkish and national in the productions of the Islamic past, 

and hope can be felt that a fresh attempt to appraise this 

poetry wholly on its artistic merits will be made both within 

and outside the academic world.1 Still it would be vain to 

expect much to be achieved in the present generation. The type 

of education that produced this poetry cannot be reproduced in 

modern conditions, and of all poetries this is the one that most 

defies translation. It must be sufficient for today, therefore, 

that the recognition that divan literature did produce some- 

thing of worth which can be a source of national pride be regained, 

and the future must be left to develop this appreciation in the 

light of its own possibilities. 

But in any re- appraisal of Ottoman poetical writing, it is 

certain that Nábi will occupy a central position. Not only is he 

in his own person a representative man of Ottoman civilization, 

exhibiting the defects as well as the virtues of this unique 

society, but in his thought and his language, too, he is so 

distinctly Turkish that even modern national feeling can find echoes 

of its aspirations in his works. Naturally he had no conception 

of a Turkish nation in the modern sense, and the social ideals to 

1. This hope is inspired by the establishment within the Turkish 
Ministry of Education of a Büyiik Turk yazarlari ve airleri 
homisyonu. Already a volume in the historical series has been 
produced: Kâtip Çelebi'den Seçmeler. Ed. by Orhan ySaik Gökyay, 

(Istanbul, 1968), and in the introduction to this work the 
Commission speaks of the necessity of preserving for the modern 
generation an interest in the masterpieces of the Ottoman period. 
There is, also, an awareness expressed of the urgency of this 
task, before competent scholars have entirely passed away. 
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which he was committed were international and Islamic rather than 

parochial, but the values by which he lived and which find 

expression in his works are authentically those of Muslim 

Ottoman society, and as such they have persisted down to the 

present. 

It has been said that the revolution launched by Atatiirk, 

having wrenched the people from their traditional roots, has 

created a generation, devoid of a sense of history, which is 

still seeking an identity in the modern world. The elements of 

this identity, it cannot be doubted, are preserved in the works 

of the great creative writers; not in explicit statements,of 

course, but in the spirit and the tone which pervades their 

writing. And such a writer was Nábi: diversified and extensive 

as are his works, each is unmistakeably the product of the same 

individual personality; and despite the conventions and the 

artificiality under which he had to labour, this personality 

emerges clearly through all the impedimenta to show us the man 

behind the pen. That Nábi was a sycophant and an opportunist, 

egoistical and venal in many respects, cannot be concealed. Yet 

the qualities that most impress one after a protracted study of 

his works are his humility, his tolerance, his loyalty to friends, 

his unpretentious piety, his wit and gaiety, and above all his 

mundane common- sense. These were probably the qualities that 

ensured the popularity of Ndbi down to the end of the last century, 

and as such they must have represented the human ideals of the 

cultured Ottoman Turk, and have something to contribute to the 

Turk of today. 



APPENIX 
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TABLE I 

TABLE OF METRES 

_Memel: 

R1: 

R2: 

R3: 

H)4 : 

i1j . 

R6: 

R7: 

R8: 

, .. _/.. ., __/., V 
__/ "_ 

- --/- --/- 

VV -W/-V-- /VV -V/--- 
/VV /WV 

V V /VV /VV /VW 

- V - -/ - - -/ - - -/ - - - 

Píuz á.r. i . 

Ml: 

M2: 

/- to -- 

--"/- 
-V/"--V/- - 

--V/- --/--"/- -- 

llezec : 

Hl: 

H2: 

H3: 

H4: 

HJ: 

H6: 

H7: 

H8: 

H9: 

Hafif : 

Aiiictez : 

Mud': 
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TABLE II 

TABLES OF METRES OF RUBA`IS 

1. Ahrab: (Ah) 

1. --"/"---/--"/"- (fa`ül) 

2. --"/"---/--"/"- (fa`al) 

3. --"/"---/---/ - (fa') 

4. --"/"---/---/ - (fat) 

5. --"/"-"-/"--"/"- (fa`ül) 

6. --"/"-"-/"--"/"- (fa`al) 

7. ---/----/----/ - (fa') 

8. --"/"-"-/"---/ - (fa`) 

9 . --"/"--"/""/"- (facial) 

10. --"/"--"/"--"/"- (fa`al) 

11. --"/"--"/"---/"- (fae) 

12. --"/"--"/"---/ - (fa') 

2. Abram: (Ah) 

1. ---/---/--"/"- 

2. ---/---/--"/"- 

3. ---/---/---/ - 

4. ---/---/---/ - 

(facial) 

(fa`al) 

(fai) 

(fa') 

(fa`ül) 

(fa') 

(fa`ül) 

(fa`al) 

(fa`ül) 

(fa') 

(fa`ül) 

(fa`al) 
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TABLE III 

METRES OF NABI'S GAZELS.1 

R2: 190 

R4: 1 

269 

Ml: 203 

M2: 9 

212 

H1: 116 

H2: 104 

H4: 1 

221 

., 
6 

Tiüc.l: 122 

Müc.2: 5 

127 

Rec.3: 1 

Total: 836 

1. Ù°azel No. 800 is by ïi'á.'iz; No. 232 is in Persian; No. 71 

is a naire by Sabit. 
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TABLE IV 

METRES OF NALI t S CAZELS ACCORDING TO LENGTH OF REllIF 

R1: - 1 

3 

- "- 3o 

-/-"- 29 

- -/- - 9 

--/-"- 

-"--/- - 3 

-/----/-'- 2 

R2: 

R4 : 

Ml: 

OM OEM 

to to 

78 

10 

12 

27 

14 

30 

57 

14 

15 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

M2: 

Hi : 

H2: 

H4: 

190 Haf: 

-/ -- 

5 __/._ 
14 

114 

14 

45 

9 

2 

203 

3 

5 

1 

9 

3 

23 

44 

4 

3o 

lo 

2 

116 

4 

20 

15 

12 

4o 

13 

104 

l 

1 

2 

2 

1 

6 

(Contd. 
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TABLE IV (Contd.) 

6 

V V 

3 

9 

11 

12 

4o 

4 

14 

20 

1 

J_ 

1 

122 

3 

- -%" -- 1 

5 

1 



Metres 

T:'LBLE V` 

(Avni Nect ti Cem Hayáli Bákï 

NEU. ZS OF TIL GAZELS IIv' OTIPEII OTTOALAN DIVAIlS 

Ned Ne ï Rgeb Pasa `Asim Vehbi Yahyá. Nabi Total eyhi Fíaázli Rúhi Ibn -i Kalil Muhibbi Ds'I Ahmed Pasa 

RI. 23 40 214 84 277 127 134 221 145 475 26 129 46 36 36 28 40 III 78 2270 
2. 30 12 106 39 71 108 52 177 32 76 29 52 25 28 26 3 62 39 180 1157 
3. 5 1 19 23 - 5 - 1 7 22 4 3 - - - - - - - 90 
4. 2 - - - - - - 2 - - 2 - - - - - 1 1 9 

5. - - - - 1 2 - 2 - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - 7 
6. - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 
7. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 - - 2 

111. 46 4 132 45 119 116 19 105 52 64 71 47 31 7 28 5 50 35 203 1179 
2. 3 1 7 2 12 4 5 5 6 15 - 2 2 - - - - - 9 73 

HI. 16 12 38 12 103 85 65 138 8 88 8 20 29 13 47 32 59 70 116 959 
2. 9 5 39 35 20 28 7 27 15 39 22 24 12 29 11 2 32 43 104 510 
3. 9 2 33 41 17 21 - 2 11 78 15 18 - - 1 - - 3 - 251 
40 2 - 4 1 3 2 1 5 - 1 2 1 - 3 - - 1 3 1 30 . 5. 1 - 3 1 - 1 - 2 - 1 1 7 - - 1 - - 3 - 21 
6. 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 

7. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
8. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i - 1 

Haf . 10 1 19 22 11 29 1 28 11 11 4 14 _ - 1 1 1 - 6 170 

PMc1. 27 6 32 20 31 14 10 42 3 1 10 20 19 1 27 5 9 14 122 413 
2. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 5 9 

Recl. 3 - 2 -' 3 5 - 1 - 3 1 7 - 1 - - 2 7 - 35 
2. 4 1 1 1 - 4 - 9 - - 2 3 - - - 2 1 3 - 31 

3. - - - - - - - - - - 1 3 - - - - - 1 1 6 

MutI. 3 - - - - 2 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 

2. 1 2 - - - 3 - 4 - - - - - - - - - 1 - 11 

Munsl. 2 - - 1 - - 1 - - - 5 - - 1 - - - 2 - 12 

2. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Serl. - - - 1 - - 1 5 - - 2 3 - - - - - 2 - 14 

KamI. - - - - - - 1 - - - 

Total 187 87 649 328 668 556 301 776 290 874 205 354 164 119 178 78 260 343 836 7213 
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TABLE VI 

ILE'I'RES OF THE GAZELS IN THE DIVANS OF SA'IFi AND HAF1Z 

SA' IB 
I- IAF iZ 1 

R1: 614 38(11) 

2: 361 146(10) 

3: 4 10(3) 
4: 2 L. 

5: 2 - 

6: 1 - 

M.1: 430 82(14) 

2: 20 24 

H.1: 255 26(1) 

2: 130 22(3) 

3: 15 30(3) 

4: - 7(1) 

5: 4 7(6) 

8: 3 - 

9: 1 1 

Haf: 13 10(3) 

Müc.1: 411 135(10) 

hü c . 2 . 11 4 (1) 

Rec.1: 2 2(2) 

2: 4 8(2) 

3: - 3 

mu t .1: 9 2 

2: 2 - 

Iiuns .1: 3 2 

2: 9 2 

Ser. - 1 

TOTAL 2305 566(70) 

1. The numbers in parenthesis are the gazels which Hüseyn Pejmán 
regards as of doubtful authenticity. 
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TABLE VII 

REPRESENTATION OF NISI IN VARIOUS ANTHOLOGIES. 

An examination of the poems of Nábi which have been 

included in the few existing anthologies of Ottoman divan 

literature reveal that there has been little exercise of 

independent judgment on his work since the Iardbát. Even a 

work such as that of Abdülkadir karahan1 which might have 

afforded an opportunity for a fresh selection from the work 

of the poet is for the most part - the exception being in the 

few rubs which are represented - a repetition of those verses 

which are either to be found in the anthology of Giyá Pasa and 

in the Divan Edebiyati Antolojisi of Mehmed Fuat höprülü or 

in the work of I.A. Gbvsa. 

Hará.bá.t D.E.A. Iiarahan F . tZ . 

9 

7 x2 x 

13 x 

28 x 

30 
31 

34. 

36 

50 
53 
59 
60 

x 

x 

1. Nábi, [Varlik], No.19 (Istanbul, 1967) 

2. x = included in the anthology. 
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TABLE VII (Contd.) 

I-Iarábát D.E.A. karahan F. tZ . 

66 

67 - - - 

70 - - - 

72 x 

- 75 - - 

78 - x 

81 - - 

- - 82 

85 - 

86 x x x 

87 - 

90 - 

91 - 

92 

93 

94 

98 

99 

100 x 

105 x x x 

115 

116 

126 

127 

132 x X x 

135 

136 X 

1)i2 

145 X x 

149 

150 

152 
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TABLE VII (Contd.) 

ilarabát D.E.A. 1.arahan Z. 

156 

160 X 

158 

166 - 

168 X 

169 X X 

170 

174 

176 

177 

178 X X 

179 

180 

182 

190 

195 X X 

196 X 

199 

200 

201 

204 

214 

216 

224 X 

233 
173a Rubá.` X 

240 

2)11 

246 X X X 

248 X X 

250 X 
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'231.,E VII (Contd.) 

Uar4.bat D.E.A. i_araban FAZ. 

257 
267 

268 

274 

283 

286 

289 

290 

301 

303 

305 x x x 

314 
315 x 

321 

331 

333 

334 
335 

336 - x x 

337 

347 

348 

349 

352 

353 
354 

359 

365 
x x 

366 
x 

37o 
x 

371 
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TABLE VII (Contd.) 

Uará.bát D.E.A. harahan F.tZ. 

379 
381 

382 

372 

x 

- 

388 

389 - - 
390 - x 

392 x x x 

- - 399 

402 - 

404- - 
405 - x 

408 - 

- - 413 

415 
)170 

422 - x 

431 

433 

11110 

44-2 

11118 

4-53 
- x 

460 

461 

465 

468 

476 

478 

489 x x 

490 

495 

502 
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TABLE VII (Contd.) 

kiarábat D.E.A. harahan F. tZ . 

509 
510 

5)1P 

- 

513 

524 

x 

x 

5)1)1 

550 x x 

554 

559 

562 - x x 

563 - x 

564 
565 
566 
567 

569 
578 - x 

579 

581 

593 

594 

596 

605 

612 

613 

624 
633 
636 

639 

646 
648 
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TABLE VII (Contd.) 

Ilaravá.t D.L.A. ï.arahan F.IG. 

649 

651 

653 
66 3 

66 9 

673 
676 

686 

694 

690 

695 x 

697 

702 

704 - x 

711 

712 

713 
716 

717 

722 

725 
- x 

726 

732 

738 

740 

741 

743 

745 

760 x x 

765 
766 
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TABLE VII (Contd.j 

Uará.bát D.E.A. Karahan F. fZ . 

768 - 

770 - - - 

772 - x - 

776 - - - 

784 - - - 

786 - - - 

791 - - - 

803 - - - 

807 - 

815 - 

818 x 

822 

824. 

Thus, as can be seen from the table, those verses which 

figure in the Harábát are either repeated in the subsequent 

works or have attracted the attention of the anthologists to 

the poems in which they figure. 
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TABLE VIII 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE GAZELS IN THE DIV:NS USED IN THE PRESENT `'ORK 

Bul. ed. 

d.1259 Tk. d.1122 IU1 d.1108 IV` r_.d. IV3 n.d. B. Gen. d.1113 

1 P.67a, b - 

2 P.67b - 

3 P.67b, 68a F.28b - P.76b P.63 

4 - - - - - 

5 - - - - - 

6 F.68a F.28b, 29a - F.76b P.63 

7 F.68a F.29a - F:76b, 77a Pp.63-64 

8 F.68a, b F.29a - F.77a P.65 

9 F.68b - - F.77a 

10 

11 F.68b, 69a - F.102a - 
12 F.69a - n.101ó - 

13 F.70a P.29ó _ F.77b P.65 

14 P.69b, 70a P.29a, b - P.77b P.65 

15 

16 F.69a m.p.65 

17 F.69a, b P.65 

18 F.69b 

19 

20 F.70a _ F.102a OEM 

21 F.70a, b 

22 P.70b 

23 F.70b, 71a 

24 F.71a 

25 F.71b 
m.p.66 

26 F.71a 
_ P.113a 

27 

28 F. 71b 
_ P.102a, b 

.111 

29 - 
INN 

30 F.72a 



TABLE VIII (contd.) 

Tul. ed. 

4.1259 Th. d.1122 IV1d,1108 IV2r+. d. IVn,d. T. Gen 4.1113 

31 F.72a, b 

32 F.72b 

33 P.72b, 73a - P.122a, b 

34 F.72b 

35 P.73a MIND 

36 - 

37 F.73a, 75b MEM 

38 F.75b 

39 P.75b 

40 F,75b, 74a _ F.122a 

41 F.74a 

42 F,74a, b 

43 P.75a F.80b 

44 F.73b, 74b - F.125a, b m.pp.67-68 

45 F.75a, b _ F.102b, 103a 

46 F,75b _ F.121b 

47 

48 OMB 

49 P.75b, 76a 

50 F.76a 
Moe 

51 F,76a, b 

52 

53 

F.76b 

F.77a, b 
m.F.82a P.66 

54 

55 

56 

57 - 

58 P.87b 
m.pq.72-73 

59 F.80a 
m.pp.69-70 

60 F.87b 
m.p.82 

61 F.82a 
OmM 

62 F.87b, 88a 
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TABLE VIII tcontd. ) 

Buis ed. 
2 

4.1259 Tk.d.1122 Ii11d.110 0 IU`n,d, IÜ n.d. B. Gen, d.1113 

63 F.78b F,30b - m.F.84a P.69 

64 m.F.87b - F.115a,116a - 

65 F.86a F.34a - P.84b P.76 

66 m.F.89a - F.117a, b 

67 F.88a - - - - 

68 F.84a, b F.32b - F.83b P.74,- 

69 F.86a F.33b, 34a - F.83b, 84 P.74 

70 11.84b F.33a, b - F.83b, 84 P.75 

71 - - - - - 

72 F.88a - - - m.pp.68-69 

73 F.94b - - - - 

74 F.82b, 83a - - - - 

75 F.78a F.30b - F.81b, 82a P.63 

76 - - - - 

77 

78 

F.81b 

F.82a, b 

- 

F.32b, 33a - m.F.82b 

01.11, 

P.73 

79 P.79b F.34b - m.F.84b P.72 

80 F.88a, b - - m.F.82a P.67 

81 F.77á - - m.F.83b P.72 

82 F.80a - - - - 

83 F.81a - - - m.p.80 

84 m.F.84a - - - - 

85 F.91b - _ - - 

86 F.80a, b F.31a - F.82b P.70 

87 F.88b - - 

88 F.76b F.29b - F.81a P.65 

1111. 

89 m.F.83b - P.124b, 125a - 

90 F.91a, b _ F.120 - 

91 - - P.115b 
ONO 

92 - - 
ONO 

IMO 

93 F.88b 
- _ 



230 

TABLE VIII Ccontd. ) 

rul. ed. 

d.1257 Tk.d.1122 IUld.1103 IU n.d. IU' n.d. B.Gen.d.1113 

94 F.89a F.57a - m.F.82b P.124 3b. 

95 F. 89a - - rn.F.84b - 

96 F. 39a, b - - - - 

97 F.80b, 81a F.31b - F.82b F.71 

98 - - - - - 

99 F.83b, 34a F.32b - F.83b P.74 

100 F.89b - - - - 

101 F.83a F. 32a, b - F.83a, b P.74 

102 m.F.78b - - - - 

103 m.F.82b - - - - 

104 F.eOb F.31a, b - F.82a P.70 

105 F.77a F.30a - F.81a P.66 

106 F.89b - - m.F.85b m.p.75 

107 m.F.80b - - - 

108 F.89b, 90a - F.113a 

109 F.77a F.29b, 30a - F.81a, b P.66 

110 F.90a - F.113a, b - 

111 F.87a - - - 

112 F.85b - - - m.p.82 

113 F.90a - - - - 

114 - - -- - 

115 F.77b F.30a - F.8Ib P.68 

116 F.85a - - - - 

117 m.F.>>a - - - WES 

11.8 F.79a, 80b F.31a - F.82a P.70 

119 F.90a, b - - - 
ONO 

120 F.90b - _ 

121. F.85a, b - - 

122 F.90b 
- 

- 

123 F.83b - - - m.p.84 

124 F.90b, 91a - - - 

125 F.78a ..30a, b 
- F.81b P.68 
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TABLE VIII (contd.) 

Dill. ed. 

d.1257 Tk.d.1122 IU14.1108 IU` n.d. IÚ3 n.d, B. Gend.1113 

125 F,81a - ii.F.84a P.66 

127 F,92b 

128 F,87a, b 

129 - ONO 

130 m,F,82a IMO 

131 m..F.,81b 

132 F,83b m.F.81b P.69 

133 F.Blb F.31b F.82b P.71 

134 F,85b, 86a F.33b F.84a P.76 

135 F,84b F.33b F.103a, b F.84a P.75 

136 F,81b m.F.83b P.67 

137 F.86b, 87a F.34a, b F.84b P.78 

138 F.82b F.32a F.83a P.73 

139 F.91a 

140 NNW 

141 n.86b Fa34a F,84ó P.77 

142 F,86b ONO F.124ó - - 

143 F.91b F.113b - - 

144 ONO WED 

145 F,78b, 79a F.30ó F.82a P.69 

146 F,92a, b 

147 F,82a, F.31b, 32a F.82b, 83a P.71 

148 m. F.80a F.115ó, 116a - 

149 F,79b 

150 

151 F.84a F.33a _ 

.. 

m.F.83a 

m.F.81a 

P.75 

P.124 3b. 
152 F.92b ONO 

153 F.92b 
F.113b, 114a 

_ 

- 

m.F.85a 

IMO 

P.67 
154 F.97b 

_ - m.p.76 
155 F,92b, 93 

P.73 
156 F.93a 

157 F.82b F.32a 
_ F.83a 
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TABLE VIII (contd.) 

Dui. ed. 
__?? 

d.1257 Tk. d.1122 IÜ d.1108 IU- n.d. Ií13 n.d. B.Gen. d.1113 

158 F.79a _ - - 

159 m,F,97b _ _ _ 

160 F.93a, b - F.114a - 

161 F.93b - - 

162 F.93b - F.114a, b - 

163 F.93b, 94a - F.120a, b IMO 

164 F.94a - - - 

165 m.F.88a 

166 m.F.77a - 

167 10.94a - F.114b 

168 F394a, b 

169 F.94b, 95a 

170 F.83a - - m.F.81a, b m.p.p.70-71 

171 F,78b - F.114b, 115a - m.pp.71-72 

172 m.F.84b - - - 

173 m.F.77b .: F.115a WIN 

174 m.F.79a - MOW - 

175 F.81a, b - MED 

176 P.95a - - - 

177 F.95a - - - 

178 F.95a, b - F.103b 

179 F,95b - F.103b, 104a 

180 F.79a - 
WNW 

181 m.F.88b - F.125a 

182 F.96a - - - 
IMP 

183 - - - 
OMB 

ONO IMO 

184 - - 

185 - - 
MOP 

186 - - 

187 F.97a, b - 
IWO 

188 Fg6a - 
ORD 
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TABLE VIII (contd.) 

Bul. ed. 

d. 1257 Tk. d.1122 I7" d.1100 IU- n.d. IV3 n.d. B. Gen.d.1113 

189 F.83b 

190 F.96b 

191 F.96b - m.pp.78-79 

192 

193 

194 

195 

196 

197 ame MN* 

198 

199 F.7713, 78a - m.p.81 

200 F.84b, 85a - m.p.82 

201 F.96b, 97a - m.pp.77-78 

202 F.78a, b - m.pp.73-74 

203 

204 F.92a 

OM. MN- 

205 OEM 

206 .10 OW1 

207 

208 

F.86a 

F.97a 

MIS MM, - p.77 

209 
IMO 

210 

211 F.95b, 96a 
1.111. 

212 
00. 

213 m.F.8la 

214 

215 

216 

217 

218 

219 

220 
twO 

ONO- 

221 IMO 



cv* 

TABLE VIII Ccontd.) 

But. ed. 

d.1257 Tk. ú.1122 IU1 d.1108 IU2n,d. IU3zz.d. L. Creil.d.1113 

222 

223 

- 

- 

- 

- - 

111.1, 

- - 

224 - F.401), 41a 

225 - - 

226 - - - 

227 - - 

228 - - - - 

229 - - 

230 - - - - - 

231 - - - 

232 - - - - m.p.85 

233 ii;, F.78a 

234 - - - - 

235 - - 

236 - - - - - 

237 - - 
IMO 

238 - - 
- - P.85 

239 F.98a - F.104a m.F.85a 

240 F.103a - - 

241 F.103a - - - 

242 F.102b, 103a F.37b - F.87a P.84 

243 11.98a F.35a - F.87a,m.F.87a P.78 

244 F.98a F.34b . 
- F.86b P.78 

245 F.103a, b - F.112b - 

246 F.99a F.35b - F.85a P.81 

247 - - - - - 

24.8 F.101b, 102a F.37b - F.86a P.84 

249 F.99b F.36a - m.F.86b, 87a P.81 

250 F,100a F.37a - m.F.85b P.82 

251 F.103b - - - m.p.88 

252 F.103b - - 
- 



TABLE VIII (contd.) 

"i;u.l. ed. 

d.1257 Tk. d.1122 Ií?1 d.1108 Ien.d. IU3n.d. B. Gen. d.1113 

253 

254 

255 

256 

257 

258 

259 

- 

- 

F.104a, b 

F.99b 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

m.p.98 

- 

- 

- 

260 F.106b Ow II 

261 - 

262 - - - - - 

263 - - - - 

264 - - 

IMO 

265 - 

266 F.103b, 104a - - - 

267 F.104b - - - m,p.97 

268 F.99a, b F.35b - F.85b P.81 

269 F.102a, b - F.125b, 126a - m.p.90 

270 F.104b - - - - 

271 F.104b, 105a - - m.F.86a P.123 3b. 

272 F ,105 a - - - 'n'p'9° 

273 F.105a - - - - 

274 - - - 

275 F.99b, 100a F.35b, 36a - F.85b P.82 

276 F.101b - - F.86b P.82 

277 F.101a F.36b - F.85b, 86a P.82 

IMO 

278 F.106a, b - 

279 - 

280 - - - 

281 F.98b F.35a - F.85a P.80 

282 F.101a,b F.36b r F.86a P.82 

283 F.102a F.37a b - F.87a P.84 



TABLE VIII (contd. ) 

.rillt, ed. 

4.,1257 d,1122 ItJ1 d.1108 Itt2n,d, I7 3n,d. B. Gen,d.1113 

284 F.98b F.35a - F.85a P.80 

285 - - - 

286 - - - - - 

287 - - 

288 - - - - - 

289 F.105a, b - - - m.p.86 

290 - - - - - 

291 m.F.98a - F.116a - - 

292 F.100a, b - - - - 

293 m.F.l00b - - - - 

294 11.104a - - - - 

295 F.102b - - - m.p.92 

296 F.105b - - - - 

297 F.98b, 99a - - - m.p.89 

298 F.101a - F.104a, b - m.p.94 

299 m.F.98b - F.117a - - 

300 F.101b F.36b, 37a - F.86a, b P.82 

301 m.F.100a - F.116b - m.p.96 

302 F.98a, b F.56b - m.F.85b p.125 3b. 

303 F.105b, 106a - - - - 

304 F.106a - F.104b - - 

ONO 

305 - - F.104a 

306 F,106a - F.105a,b - - 

307 F.102Ù F,36a - F.85a, b m.p.88 

308 - - F.116a, b - 

309 m.F.99b - F.126a - - 

OOP 

310 F,lOOb - 

- - m.p.95 

311 F.100b 101a - 

312 
.11 

313 m.F,101b - 

314 F,106b - 
Ii'.104=p, 105a 



TABLE VIII (contd.) 

Bul. ed. 

d.1257 Tk. d.1122 IíTl d.1108 IU2n.d. IU3n.d. B. Gen.d.1113 

315 

316 

7.107 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- - 

317 m.F.99a - - - m.p.92 

318 m.F.101a - - - - 

319 F.107a - - - - 

320 11.107a - - - - 

321 F.107b - - - - 

322 F.109a, b F.38b - - P.88 

323 11.107ó, 108a - F.105b - - 

324 F.109b F.38a - F,48a P.84 

325 m.F.108a - - - - 

326 - - - - 

327 F.108a - - - m.p.101 

328 F.108a - - 
- 

- 

329 - - 
Imo Owe 

0111 

330 F.108a - 

331. F.109a F.56b - m.F.88a m,p.100 

332 m,F.108b - - - 

333 F.109b F.38a - F.88a P.84 m.p.125 3b. 

334 F.108b - - - 

335 F.108b - n.105b, lO6a - 

336 11.109a F.37b, 38a - F.88a 2.24 

337 F.109b, 11Oa - - - 17.2.100 

338 F.108b, 109a - 
- 

339 F.110a F.38a, b - F.88b - 

P.26 

340 F.IlOa - 
- m.F.88a 

341 2,110b 
- 

%42 2,1102 - - - 

343 7,1102, 111a - - 
fINO 

- 

344 F.11la - 

345 F, 111a, b 
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TABLE VIII (contd.) 

}3u1. ed, 

d.1257 Tk. d.1122 IVl d.1108 IU2n.d. IV3n.d. B. Gen. d.1113 

346 F.111b - - 

347 F.1111), 112a - - 

348 - - F.119a, 120a 

349 F.112a - F.118b, 119a - - 

350 - - F.120a - - 

351 F.112b - - - - 

352 F.112b - - 

353 F.112b, 113a - - 111. 

354 F.113a - - OEM 

355 F.113b - - - - 

356 F.113a, b - - - m.p.102 

357 F,114a - - - - 

358 F.113b, 114a - - - 
ISIS 

359 F.114a - - - 

360 F,115a, b - - - - 

361 - - - - - 

362 F.115a - - - 
P.90 

363 F.114b - F.106b - m.p.103 

364 - - - 

365 F.115a F.38b, 39a - F.90a P,89 

- F.118a - - 

367 - F.56b - F.90a P.123 3b. 

368 F.110 F.381) - F,90a P.88 

369 F.115b - - 

370 - _ F.121a - - 

371 - - 

372 - - - OOP 

373 m.F.115a - F.118b - - 

374 - - - - 

375 F.116a - F.106b, 107a - 

- }?.92u 

m.p.104 

P.100 
376 F.121b, 122a F.41a 



TABLE VIII (contd.) 

]h11. ed. 

(1.1257 Tk. d..1122 IT? d.110 s ItT2n. d. Itt3n, d. B. Gen. d.1113 

377 F.120a F.40a - 7.91a P.96 

378 F.119b F.39b - F.91b P.96 

379 F,119a, b - - IMO 

380 - - - - 

381 - - I+'.122ò, 123a 

382 - - - - m.p.106 

383 - - - _ 

3$4z: - - - - m.p.118 

385 - - - 1.1 

386 - - - - - 

387 - - - 

388 - - - - - 

389 F.116a - - _ - 

390 F.121b F.40b - F.91b, 92a P.100 

391 F.121b F.40b ti F.90b P.98 

392 F,119b F.39b - F.91a P.92 

393 11.120a F.39b - F.91a P.95 

394 F.116a, b - F.121b - - 

395 F.120a, b F.40a - F.91a, b P.97 

396 - - - - _ 

397 - - - - - 

398 m.F.116a - - - - 

399 - - - - - 

400 - - - ONO 

401 - - - 

402 m.F.118a - F.122b - - 

403 F.118b F.39a, b - F.90b P.92 

404 F.121a - - - - 

405 F,118a, b F.39a - P.90b P.90 

406 F.116b - - - ° 

407 F.116b, 117a - - m.F.91b P.124 3b. 
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TABLE VIII (contd0 

Eul. ed. 
(1.1257 Tk. d.1122 IUl d,1108 IU2n.d. IU3n.d, D.Geri.d.1113 

408 F.119a - - 
409 m. F,120a - 
410 - - - 
411 P.117a - 
412 - - 
413 - - - 

414 F,118b - - - - 
415 F.118b, 119a - - - - 
416 - - - - - 
417 - - - - 
4l8 - - - - 

IMO 

419 

420 

421 

- 
- 

F.117a 

- 
- 
- 

- - 
_ 

- - m.p.107 

422 F.117a, b - - n.11.90b - 
423 F.117b - - - 

424 F.120b - - F,92a P.99 

425 F.120b F.40a, b - F.91b P.97 

426 F.117b - - - - 
427 F,121a, b - F.107a - 
42' 
n,.29 

- 
- - 

- m.12.107 

430 F,117b, 118a - - - - 

431 F.116b - - - - 
432 - - - 

433 - 
- .00 F.127b, 128a 

434 - - 
Imo SOW 

435 - - 
IMO 

436 - 

437 - - 

438 - 

439 - - 



ty l 

TABLE VIII (contdj) 

Bul. cd. 

d.1257 Tk. d.1122 IUl d.1108 It?2n.d. IU3n.d. B;Gen.d.1113 

440 - - - - - 

441 F.123b, 124a F.41a, b - m.F.93a P.101 

442 F.123a F.42a - F.94b P.103 

443 F.123a Y.42a - m.F.92b P.107 

444 - F.42b - m.F.92b P.108 

445 F.122b, 123a - - - - 

446 F.124a, b - - - m.p.110 

447 - - - - - 
q.q.8 F.122a, b - - - m.p.108 

449 F.124a F.42a - F.92b P.104 

450 F.124a F.42b - F.92b, 93a P.105 

A.51 F.123a, b - F.107a m.F.92a P.106 

452 F.122b - - - m.p.109 

453 -T.123b - - - - 

454 F.122b - - - - 

455 - - - 
456 - - - 
457 - - - - 

ONO 

MRS 

458 - - 
459 - - - - - 

¢60 F.124b, 125a - F.107b - - 

461 P.125a - F.107b, 108a - m.p.114 

462 

463 

F.128b 

P.127a 

.43b, 
44a 

7.43a 

F.108a' F.93b, 94a 

- 
F.93a 

P.114 

P.110 

464 - - - 

465 F.128a n.44a - 
- 

- m.F.94a 

x 

m.p.99 
466 17.129a - 

467 F.126b F.43a - m.F.9313 

F.93a 

m.p.11l 

P.112 

468 F.127a 
n a 

F.93b m.p.97 
469 1.128a, b - 

F.108a, b - 
- 

470 F.129b, 130a - 



GyL 

TAFLE VIII (contd.) 

Bul.ed. 
d.1257 Tk. d.1122 TU d.1108 It12n.d. 1U3n.d. B.Ger_.d.1113 

471 F.128a F.43b - F.93b P.113 

472 F.125a - - - - 
473 F.125a, b - F.121a, b - - 

474 F.125b - - - - 

475 F.129b F.44a, b - m.F.93b n.p.104 

476 F.126b, 127a F.42b, 43a - F.93a P.104 

477. F.125b - - - ri.p.113 

478 F.126b - - - CIO 

479 IMO 

480 F.124a - - 

481 

482 F.125b, 126a - - 
IMO 

483 F.127b - - m.F.93b P.111, rs.p.112 

484 

485 F.126a - - - 
ONO 

486 F;129b F.44b 

487 F.129a F.44a 

488 

489 - r.l.p.113 
430 F.128b 

491 

492 

493 

F.129a, b 

n.12Ta 
awe 

F.43b 11.93a, b P.113 

494 

495 F.127a, b 

496 F.126a, b 

497 
IMO 

498 
ONO 

499 F.136b 

500 F.136a 
F.96b x 

501 F.131b F.45a, b 



¿J 

TABLE VIII (contd. ) 

Bul. ed. 

d.1257 T1L. d.1122 IVi 1.1103 IiT`u.d. IV3n.d. B,Gen.d.1113 

502 - - - - x 

503 F.137a - - - 
504 F.133b, 134a - - - 
j05 - - - - 

507 
508 

509 

511 

512 

5i3 

- 
- 

F.137a 

F.131a 

F.1371) 

F.1321, 

F.137b 

- 
_ 

- 

- 
- 
- 

- 
- 

F.108b 
- 

- 
- 
- 

- 
- 
- 
- 

m.F.94a 

- 
- 

- 
m.p.118 

m.p.119 

- 

514 - - - 
515 F.134ó, 135a F.47a - F.96a x 

516 F.13713, 138a - - - - 

- - - 

518 F.131a F.45b - m.F.94b x 

519 F.134b - - - - 
F.142a - - n.F.95b x 

F.136a 
- m.p.120 

522 - - 

523 
- - 

524 - - - _ 

525 F138a mF96b x 
526 F.139b - x 
527 F.131b, 132a F.45b 

F48a 

- 
- 

F.94b 

m.F.94b - 
528 F.135b - m.p.120 

529 F132b - - 
530 - - Fg6b x 

531 135b - 
F47b, 48a 

- 

- 
F.127a, b - - 

532 - 



- 

- 

x 

x 

x 

- 

_ - 

(156'E. - 

ü56'd 

!-f 
G F 96 

L96'LL 

- 

.9t' 

- 
uLt `q.9t'd 

_ 
L-, 

- 
q `vLta 

- 

atit'3 

vSCt'd 

q.5Ct'3 

aCCt'3 

sSCT's 

_ 

- 

95 

Z95 

T95 

095 

655 

85S 

L55 

955 

555 

_ 
aaT'3 t55 

- - C5 

x r96 4a56'3 - 
atea rSCT's Z55 

x 
1956',I 

. 

"e9t 40.5t°d EZCt'3 T55 

-, - - 
a6CT',i 055 

_ 
- 

goCt'd 6t5 

_ _ _ - q 4Eat',I 8t5 

x g.96'3 _ 
0Lt'3 Q`"eSCT'd Lt5 

x s56'd - q `'e9t'3 sani 9t5 

.x ató'd - 
v5t93 aTST',3 5175 

- - - q `EaT'd tt5 

- - EtZT 
4 g.oZT'd - g.OtT'em t5 

- - rOTT 4Q60T'J - 
q. `gtcT',I ZtS 

- - 'qZT',I - - Tt5 

_ - - - Eat'ar Ot5 

- 
v56'LL'm n 6r6Ot'd - E65T'3 65 

x q `vt6',1 - atra sTa `aaT'd. 9ç5 

- - aoZT'd - q `e8t',I LC5 

- - v60t'd - aBCT'J. 95 

- - r6OT °a80T',I - 0.85T'3 5C5 

_ _ _ _ 
-K.5] 

_ - - - _ 55 

CTTT'p'u00'g .pu A 'p'up 80TTep ZZTT'p LSZT p 

pa .Ina 

( Pq-'T001 llIA 



TABLE VITT ( con.tdcl 

Pul, ed, 

d,1257 Tk, d,1122 I71 d,1108 IU2n,d, tU3n,d, D,Gen,d,1113 

564 F,139b, 140a - - 

565 - - - - m.p,116 

566 F.131a, b F.45a - I'.94b x 

567 - - - - - 

568 - - - - 

569 - - - - - 

.570 F.140a - F,110a - - 

571 - - F,127a - - 

572 F.132a F.46a - F.95a x 

573 F,140a - 11,110a - - 

574 F,138a - - - - 

575 F.135b, 136a - ' 

576 F,132ó, 133a - F,126b - m.p.121 

577 
- - - - 

578 11,136a, b - - 

579 F,140b - - - - 

580 F,140b, 141a - - - 

- 

- 
582 F.141a - F,110b - 

- m.n,ll 
583 =l',141a, b - 

- 

584 - _ 

585 - _ 

586 F,130b 
- 

- 

587 
- 

_ - 

588 - _ 

589 
- 

- - - 

590 F,141b - 

591 
_ 

_ - - 

592 F,141b 
- 

593 - - F.95ó x 

594 F.133a 1 b F.46ó 
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TABLE VIII (contd.) 

Bul, ed. 

d.1257 Tk, d.1122 IV, d.1108 IÜ2n.d, I'f?n,d. B.Gen.d.1113 

595 - - - - - 

596 - - F.120b 

597 F.136b, 137a - F.126a, b 

598 - - _ - _ 

599 - - - - - 

600 m.F,140a - - - - 

601 - _ _ _ _ 

602 _ _ _ - - 

603 _ - - 

604 - - - - _ 

605 F.142a - - - - 

606 F.142b - - - m.p.122 

607 - - - _ - 

608 F.153b F.49b - F.97b, 98a x 

609 F.151b, 152a F.48a - F.97a x 

610 F,143a - - - - 

611 _ _ _ _ _ 

612 F.152a F.48a, b - m.F.99b x 

613 F.143a, b - - m.I+', 98a P.125 2b. 

614 F.153a, b F.49a, b - F.97b x 

615 F.143b - - - - 

616 F.143b - - m.F.97a - 

617 F.157a F.51b - m.F.98b x 

618 _ _ - - _ 

619 _ - _ _ _ 

620 - _ - - - 

621 - - - _ _ 

622 - - - - - 

623 - - - _ _ 

624 - _ _ - 

625 - - - 
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TABLE VIII (contd..) 

Bu].. ed. 

d.1257 Th. 4..1122 IV1 d.1108 It?2n. d. Iú,n.d. B.Gen.d.1113 

626 

627 - 

628 - 

629 F.152b, 153a - F.123a, b - 

630 F.158b, 159a F.52b - m.F.98b x 

631 F.144a IMO 

632 F.144a, b - _ - m.p.123 

633 F.144b 

634 F.144b 

635 

636 

637 . i 1b . 
638 - 

639 - 

640 

641 

642 

643 

644 

645 

646 

647 

648 F.154a P.50a - m.T.97b 

649 - - - x_ 

650 F.158b F.52b - F.97a,99b x 

651 F.144b, 145a 

652 F.145a 

653 F.145a F.57a - P.124 3b. 

654 F.145a, 

655 

656 
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TABLE VIII (contd.) 

Bul, ed, 
d.1257 Tk. C1,1122 TU' r).61108 It12n.d, IV3 r,1, B,Gen.d.1113 

657 m,F,151b 

658 

659 :',117b, 
660 

661 

662 

663 

664 F.155a F.501 ... rn l'' 9!, a 

665 

666 F.145b AIM 

667 F.145b 

668 F.145b, 146a 

669 F,157b 

670 

671 

F.153a F.49a 
if 

72,-04126 

672 F.151b 

673 

674 

675 

676 146a l. 
677 7.31a m y ': ., . , -!' 

678 F.146a, b s 741;4,124 

679 F,146b ORO 

680 F.146b 

681 

682 

--, .l. b ,, =i < , 

683 

684 sm. Am= 

6°5 
86 686 F,153a. ONO 

6.,?7 F.1'5;b F'® , 
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TABLE VIII (contd.) 

Bul. ed. 

d.1257 d.1122 11Ta d.1108 Ien. d. It13n, d. B.Gen.d.1113 

688 F.146b, 147a 

689 F.147a 

690 - - - - - 

691 F.147a, b - - 

692 F.154b, 155a - 

693 F.147b 

694 F.147ó, 148a 

695 F.158a 

696 - - 

697 - 

698 - 

699 m.F.151a 

700 - - - - 

701 F.157b, 15F3a - - - 

702 F.155a F.50a - F.99b x 

703 - - 

704 F.148a 

705 F.148a 

706 F.148a, b - IMO ORD 

707 F.154a F.49b, 50a - F.98a x 

708 F,142b - - - 

709 - - - 

710 F.148b - F.110b, lila 

711 F.148b, 149a - F.11la 

712 F.149a 

713 F.156a 

714 F.152b F.49a - F.97b x 

715 F.143a - F.124w, r - 

71G - - - - 

717 - - - - - 

713 - - F.121b, 122a 
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TABLE VIII (contd.) 

Bul. ed. 
d.1257 Tic, d.1122 IÚ1 d.1].0° Itt2n, d, 

3 
IiT 7:. d, B.Gen.d.1113 

719 F.144-a, b - - ú,F.97a - 

720 F.157b F.52a - F,99b x 

721 F,153b F,49b - 17.98a x 

722 F,154b ONO 

723 F,156a - - - m,p.129 
724 F.149b - - - - 
725 - - F.117b - - 
726 - - F,1]. 6b, 117a - 
727 - - - - - 
728 F.152a, b F,48b, 49a - F.97a, b x 

729 F.155b, 156a F.51a - F.98b x 

730 F.149b WWI 

731 F.149b, 150a - OMB 

732 F.150a - - - - 
733 F.156a, b - - - - 
734 F.155b F.50b, Sla - F.98b X 

735 F.150a - - r.F.98b x 

736 17.159a F.52b, 53a - r.F.99a x 

737 F.150a, b F.57a - - P.124 2b. 

738 - - - - Á 

739 - - - 
740 F.154a, b - 11 ,p.127 

741 - - - -- - 
74 - - - - - 

743 F.158b F.52a, b - F.99a, b x 

744 - - - - - 
745 11.151a - -- - - 
746 F.158a, b F,52a -- n.99a 

747 - - - - - 
748 - - - - - 
749 F.157a F.51b, 52a - F.99a x 
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TABLE VIII (contd.) 

rut. ed. 

d.1257 Tk. d.1122 IÜl d.1108 Iff2n. d. Ifi13n. d. B.Gen.d.1113 

750 ONO 

751 - 

752 F.151a 

753 F.150b, 151a F.1261), 127a - 

754 F.150b 

755 F.152a F.48b - m.F.99b 

756 - - 

757 F.1561D , 157a F.51b - F.98b, 99a x 

758 - - 

759 - - 

760 F.159b F53a - F.100a x 

761 F.159a, b F.53a - I+'.100a x 

762 - - 

763 F.161b F.54b - F.101a x 

764 F.161a F.54a, b - m. F-4-101b x 

765 F.160a 11.53b F.100b x 

766 F.161a F.54a - F.100b, 101a - 
767 ONO 

768 F.163b F.111ó, 112a - m.p.131 

769 OEM ONO 

770 F.163b, 164a - m.F.101a - 
771 F.161a, b F.54b - F.101a x 

772 F.162b F.55a - F.101b x 

773 m.F.160a F.124a - rm.p.130 

774 F.164a 

775 F.163a F.55a, b - F.101b x 

776 

777 F.160a F.53b, 54a - F.100ó. x 

778 IWO 

779 F.164a, b 

780 F.164b 
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TABLE VIII (contd.) 

Bul. ed. 

d.1257 Tk. d.1122 d.1108 IV2n.d. IV3n,d. L.Gen.d.1113 

781 

782 

783 

784 F.164ó, 165a - F.112a, b - 

785 

786 F.162b B.55a - F.lolb x 

787 F.162ó F.55b - m.F.100b x 

788 F.162ó F,55b - m.F.100b x 

789 F.159b, 160a F.53ó - F.100a, b x 

790 

791 F.123b 

792 

793 F.163b 

794 F.5Gb m,F.100a 

795 

796 

797 F.165a 

798 F.160b 

799 F.160a, b m.ß.133 

800 

801 F,165a, b 

802 F.165b 

803 

804 IMP INN 

805 F.118a, b 

806 F.161ó, 162a POW 

807 F.162a, b - m,p.131 

808 F.165b 

809 

810 F.163a F,55b, 56a - F,102a x 

811 
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TABLE VIII (contd.) 

'3u1. ed. 

d.1257 TIL. d.1122 IV1 d.1108 Il?2n.d. IV3n.d. P.Cen.d.1113 

812 F.165b, 166a 

813 F.166a Ole 

814 F.161b P.54b, 55a - T.101G X 

815 ?'.159b F.53b - 7.100e. 

816 F.166a, b 

817 - - - - 

818 F.160b - - - 

819 P.166b, 167a 17.56a - F.102a X 

820 F.166b - - - 

821 - - - IMO X 

822 - - 

823 

824 

825 - 

826 - - F.123b, 124a 

827 - 

828 - 

829 - 

830 - OEM 

831 

832 - 

833 - 

834 - 

835 - 

836 - 
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TABLE IX 

NUMBERS OF THE EASELS OF N13?' , S DÌVÁId IN 

BULK EDITION 

No. of gazels bas Pages 

, 

:, 

10 

9 

9 

3 

+1 

+1 

1-10 
11-19 

20-28 

29-31 

2-7 
7-10 
10-12 

13-14 

C 5 32 - 36 14 - 16 

C 3 37 - 39 16 - 17 

t 3 40 - 42 17 - 18 

J 8 43 - 50 18 - 22 

.; 2 51 - 52 22 

) 
186 53 - 238 23 - 84 

°9 +1 239 - 318 85 - 110 

2 319 - 320 110 

y 20 321 - 340 111 - 117 

í, J 
3 341-343 11.7-118 

3 347 - 348 119 - 119 

ñ 2 349 120 

1 350 - 354 121 

5 + 1 355 - 356 121 - 123 

2 357 - 359 124 

« 3 360-373 124-125 

J 14 + 1 374 - 440 125 - 130 

,.J 67 441 - 459 131 - 153 

j 19 460 - 498 153 - 160 

r 
39 499 - 604 173 - 208 

0 106 +1 605 - 607 208 - 209 

.11, 

152 + 1 608 - 759 209 - 260 

152 760 - 829 260 - 284 

0 70 

TOTAL 829 

836 
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TABLE X 

i3OC_i^lIOi? OF Gl7,ELS II1 ETJLXK 3DImIOIi1 

Gazel _Page 

no 

Gazel Page 

no 

Gazel Page 

no 

Gaze]. Page 

no 

Gazel Page 

no 

1 3 84 - 85 33 175 - 177 63 264 - 266 93 353 - 354 123 
2 - 3 4 86 - 89 34 178 - 180 64 267 - 269 94 355 - 357 124 
'1. - 7 5 90 - 91 35 181 - 182 65 270 - 272 95 358 - 360 125 
8 - 10 6 92 - 94 36 183 - 186 66 273 - 276 96 361 - 362 126 
11 - 13 7 95 - 98 37 187 - 188 667 277 - 279 97 363 - 366 127 
14 - 16 99 - loo 38 189 - 191 68 200 - 282 98 367 - 369 128 
17 - 19 9 101 - 103 39 192 - 193 69 283 - 286 99 370 - 371 129 
20 - 22 10 104 - 106 40 194 - 196 70 287 - 288 100 372 - 373 130 
23 - 25 11 107 - 110 41 197 - 199 71 2.89 - 291 101 374 - 376 131 
26 - 28 12 111 - 112 42 200 - 202 72 292 - 294 102 377 .. 379 132 

29 -.30 13 113 - 115 43 203 -- 204 73 295 - 297 103 380 - 382 133 
31 - 32 14 116 - 119 44 205 - 208 74 298 - 299 104 383 - 384 134 
33 - 35 15 120 - 122 45 209 - 210 75 300 - 303 105 385 - 387 135 
36 - 37' 16 123 - 125 46 211 - 212 76 304 - 307 106 388 - 390 136 
38 - 40 17 126 - 128 47 213 - 216 77 308 - 310 107 391 394 137 
41 - 43 18 129 - 131 48 217 - 219 78 311 - 313 108 395 - 397 138 

44 19 132 - 134 49 220 - 222 79 314 - 316 109 398 - 400 139 

45 - 47 20 135 - 138 50 223 - 225 80 317 - 320 110 401 - 403 140 
48 - 49 21 X39 -. 141 51 226 - 228 81 321 - 323 111 404 - 405 141 
50 - 52 22 142 - 143 52 229 - 231 82 324 - 326 112 406 - 408 142 

53 - 55 23 144 - 147 53 232 - 234 83 327 - 330 113 409 - 411 143 

56 - 58 24 148 - 149 54 235 - 238 84 331 - 332 114 412 - 415 144 
58 - 61 25 150 - 152 55 239 - 240 85 333 - 335 115 416 - 418 145 

62 - 64 26 153 - 156 56 241 - 244 86 335 - 339 116 419 - 421 146 

65 - 66 27 157 - 159 57 245 - 247 87 340 - 342 117 422 - 424 147 

67 - 69 28 160 - 162 58 248 - 250 88 343 - 344 118 425 - 428 148 

70 - 73 29 163 - 165 59 251 - 253 89 345 - 346 119 429 - 431 149 

74 - 76 30 166 - 168 60 254 - 256 90 347 - 348 120 432 - 434 150 

77 - 79 31 169 - 171 61 257 - 260 91 349 - 350 121 435 - 437 151 

80 - 83 32 172 - 174 62 261 - 263 92 351 - 352 122 438 - 439 152 

1 The hazels are numbered according to the page on which the first mísrâc appears 
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LILLE X (contd..) 

Gaze' Page 

np. 

Gazel Page 

no. 

Gaze1 Page 

no. 

Gaze1 Page 

no, 

Gaze1 Page 

no. 

440 - 441 153 541 - 542 186 638 - 640 219 737 - 739 252 830 - 832 VI 37 
442 - 443 154 543 - 545 187 641 - 643 220 740 - 741 253 833 - 8331) VI 38 

444 - 447 155 546 - 549 188 644 - 646 221 742 - 744 254 834 - 836 VI 39 
448 - 450 156 550 - 552 1$9 647 - 649 222 745 - 748 255 
451 - 453 157 553 - 555 190 650 - 652 223 749 - 751 256 
454 - 455 158 556 - 558 191 653 - 655 224 752 - 753 257 
456 - 458 159 559 - 562 192 656 - 658 225 754 - 756 258 

459 - 460 160 563 - 564 193 659 - 661 226 757 - 758 259 
461 - 462 161 565 - 567 194 662 - 665 227 759 - 761 260 
463 - 466 162 568 - 569 195 666 -- 668 228 762 - 764 261 
467 - 469 163 570 - 572 196 669 - 671 229 765 - 768 262 
470 - 473 164 573 - 575 197 672 - 674 230 769 - 771 263 
474 - 476 165 576 - 578 198 675 - 677 231 772 - 774 264 
477 - 480 166 579 - 580 199 678 - 680 232 775 - 777 265 
481 - 483 167 581 - 583 200 681 - 684 233 778 - 780 266 
484 - 486 168 584 - 506 201 685 - 686 234 781 - 782 267 
487 - 489 169 587 - 589 202 687 - 689 235 783 - 785 268 
490 - 492 170 590 - 592 203 690 - 691 236 786 - 788 269 
493 - 495 171 593 - 595 204 692 - 694 237 789 - 791 270 
496 - 498 172 596 - 598 205 695 - 695 238 792 - 795 271 
499 - 501 173 599 - 601 206 697 - 699 239 796 - 797 272 
502 - 504 174 602 - 604 207 700 - 703 240 798 - 800 273 
505 - 507 175 605 - 606 208 704 - 706 241 801 - 803 274 

508 - 510 176 607 - 609 209 707 - 709 242 804 - 806 275 
511 - 514 177 610 - 611 210 710 - 711 243 807 - 808 276 
515 - 517 178 612 - 614 211 712 - 714 244 809 - 811 277 
518 - 520 179 615 - 617 212 715 - 717 245 812 - 813 278 
521 - 523 180 618 - 621 213 718 - 720 246 814 - 816 279 
524 - 527 181 622 - 624 214 721 - 724 247 817 - 819 280 
528 - 530 i82 625 - 627 215 725 - 726 248 820 - 822 281 
531 - 533 183 628 - 630 216 727 - 729 249 823 - 825 282 
534 - 536 184 631 - 634 217 730 - 733 250 826 - 828 283 
537 - 540 185 635 - 637 218 734 - 736 251 829 284 
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Table of Abbreviation 

Bible. Nat. Fonds Tiires: La Bibliotheque Nationale de Ancient 

Fonds TUrcs. 

BSOAS: Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies. 

D.E.A.: .Löprülü' Mehmed Fuadt Divan Edebiyati Antolojisi. 

G.O.D.: Hammer -Purgstall; Joseph vont Geschichte der 

Osmanischen Dichtkunst. 

H.O.P.: Gibb,.J.W.: A History of Ottoman Poetry. 

i.A.: tslâm Ansiklopedisi. 

L.H.P.: Browne, Edward Granville, A Literary History of Persia. 

O.M.: Bursali Mehmed ` dhir, `Osmánli Nü'elli_ leri. 

S. ̀ O. . Mehr:ied Süreyyâ, Sicill-i `Osmäni. 

1'.O.E.k.: Tarihi4`Osmani Encüment Dïacmit`asz. 

T.D.E.D.: TUrk Dili ve Edebiyati Dergisi. 

T.Y.D.I;..: Ti.irkge yazma Divanlar hatalotu. 
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